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Abstract 

 
This dissertation studies coverage of Hizb ut-Tahrir al Islami, the “Party of Islamic 

Liberation”, in German, British and Kyrgyz quality newspapers between 2002 and 2007.  This 

Islamist organization is trans-national in its scope of influence and radical in its core ideology.  

Although it claims to be a political party with Islam as its ideology, it is considered to be 

either a new religious movement or a social movement, depending on the extent and focus of 

HT’s activities in different countries.  Although the organization aims to restore an Islamic 

caliphate and to introduce Sharia law in all spheres of life with non-violent means, there are 

records of the European branches of HT urging violent acts against Jews and Israel, as well as 

glorifying suicide bombers as martyrs of Islam.  Due to legal proscriptions, HT operates in 

more than 40 countries mainly underground.  In 2003 HT was banned in Germany for its anti-

Semitic slogans and in Kyrgyzstan for instigating inter-ethnic conflicts.  However, as of today 

HT operates legally and maintains its international headquarters in Great Britain.  The 

numbers of its membership in Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan are estimated to be up to 10,000; 

in Germany it is perhaps not more than 500.  Although after the major terrorist attacks on the 

USA on 11 September 2001 the group has not attracted much media attention in Germany, it 

became significantly more newsworthy in Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan. 

This empirical investigation employs a combination of quantitative and qualitative 

methods to answer four main research questions: to what extent HT was newsworthy in 

Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan between 2002 and 2007; are there any patterns of 

how different newspapers cover HT in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan; is there a 

difference in how liberal and conservative newspapers cover HT in Germany and Great 

Britain; and, what images of HT were created in these three countries with words and 

pictures.  The sample consisted of 947 newspaper articles and 87 visual images that appeared 

in five German (Die Tageszeitung, Frankfurter Rundschau, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Frankfurter 

Allgemeine Zeitung, Die Welt), five British (The Independent, The Guardian, Financial 

Times, The Times, The Daily Telegraph) and one Kyrgyz (Vecherniy Bishkek) quality 

newspapers during 2002-2007.   

 Country-specific hypotheses were formulated to answer the first three research 

questions.  Thus the hypotheses that HT will not present much interest for German media and 

public and it will present much interest for British and Kyrgyz media and public were 

supported quantitatively and qualitatively.  The hypotheses that the coverage of HT will be 

mainly balanced in Great Britain and mainly negative in Kyrgyzstan were also supported 
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quantitatively and qualitatively.  Although the quantitative findings showed some difference 

in coverage of HT among German liberal and conservative newspapers and minimal or no 

difference among British newspapers, the qualitative analysis allowed tracing partisan bias of 

different newspapers and identifying radically different frames in regard to Islam in general 

and, in the British case, to HT in particular.  Furthermore, the quantitative and qualitative 

analyses of visual images allowed me establishment of general tendencies in visualization of 

HT in the three countries and discussion of discrepancies between visual and virtual images in 

different political, social and cultural contexts.   

It was established that the ‘proximity’ news factor played a crucial role in determining 

what HT-relevant events would be covered in newspapers of the three countries.  Due to the 

different scopes of its activities in those countries this news factor was more influential in 

Kyrgyzstan and Great Britain than in Germany.  Although it was expected that coverage of 

the group would be more balanced in democratic Germany and Great Britain, where media 

production is not directly influenced by incumbent officials and the group is not perceived as 

an alternative to the existing political regime as in Kyrgyzstan, it appeared that the legal 

status of HT in the three countries was a determining factor in how media covered this group.  

In German and Kyrgyz newspapers, there was virtually no discussion of the pros and cons of 

banning HT either before or after political decisions; this discourse took place in the British 

newspapers.  Thus, while German and Kyrgyz newspapers legitimised the state policies 

regarding the group, the British media played role as a watchdog in a democratic state and 

articulated “a variety of political viewpoints to educate the public and allow it to make 

informed choices” (Gunther and Mughan 2000, 5).  The patterns of coverage of Hizb ut-

Tahrir and the terms applied when referring to the group in the three countries clearly 

illustrated the framing of this organization in three different social and cultural settings.  

Thus, the coverage of HT in German newspapers was often foreign-oriented, and it mainly 

consisted of passing references to the group as a banned radical Islamist organization.  The 

coverage of HT in British newspapers was mainly home-oriented; background information 

about the group was mainly presented in a balanced manner, and the group was almost 

equally often called either a Muslim or an Islamist organization.  The coverage of the group 

in the Kyrgyz newspapers was almost exclusively home-oriented; it was often covered in the 

context of crime stories as a banned religious extremist organization and almost never as a 

Muslim or Islamist group. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 
Diese Dissertation untersucht die Berichterstattung deutscher, britischer und kirgisischer 

Qualitätszeitungen über Hizb ut-Tahrir al Islami (HT), die „Partei der Islamischen Befreiung“ 

in den Jahren 2002 bis 2007. Diese islamistische Organisation ist transnational in Bezug auf 

ihren Einflussbereich und radikal in ihrer zentralen Ideologie. Obgleich sie den Anspruch 

erhebt, eine politische Partei zu sein, deren Ideologie der Islam sei, lässt sie sich eher als neue 

religiöse oder als soziale Bewegung auffassen, abhängig von Ausmaß und Fokus ihrer 

Aktivitäten in verschiedenen Ländern. Obwohl HT die Wiederherstellung eines islamischen 

Kalifats und die Einführung der Sharia mit gewaltfreien Mitteln anstrebt, gibt es Berichte über 

europäische Tochterorganisationen, die darauf drängen, mit Gewalt gegen Juden und gegen 

Israel vorzugehen, und die Selbstmordattentäter als Märtyrer des Islam verherrlichen. 

Berichten zufolge operiert HT  in über 40 Ländern, aufgrund rechtlicher Verbote allerdings 

überwiegend im Untergrund. In Deutschland wurde sie 2003 wegen antisemitischer Parolen 

und in Kirgisien wegen Anstachelung ethnischer Konflikte verboten. In Großbritannien 

hingegen operiert HT legal und unterhält dort auch ihr internationales Hauptquartier. Die Zahl 

ihrer Mitglieder in Großbritannien und Kirgisien wird auf je bis zu 10.000 Personen 

geschätzt; in Deutschland dürften es etwa 500 sein. Während die Gruppe nach dem 

Terrorangriff auf die USA am 11. September 2001 in Deutschland nur geringe mediale 

Aufmerksamkeit auf sich zog, wurde sie in Großbritannien und Kirgisien signifikant 

berichterstattungwürdiger. 

Die vorliegende Untersuchung bedient sich einer Kombination quantitativer und 

qualitativer Methoden, um vier zentrale Fragen zu beantworten: In welchem Ausmaß war HT 

in Deutschland, Großbritannien und Kirgisien in den Jahren 2002 bis 2007 

berichterstattungswürdig? Lassen sich verschiedene Berichterstattungsmuster in den 

Zeitungen der drei Länder finden? Gibt es Unterschiede in der Berichterstattung zwischen 

liberalen und konservativen Zeitungen in Deutschland und Großbritannien? Welche Images 

von HT wurden in den drei Ländern mittels Worten und Bildern erzeugt? Die Stichprobe 

bestand aus 947 Zeitungsartikeln und 87 bildlichen Darstellungen aus fünf deutschen (Die 

Tageszeitung, Frankfurter Rundschau, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 

Die Welt), fünf britischen (The Independent, The Guardian, Financial Times, The Times, The 

Daily Telegraph) und einer kirgisischen (Vecherniy Bishkek) Zeitung.  

Zur Beantwortung der ersten drei Fragen wurden länderspezifische Hypothesen 

formuliert. Die Hypothesen, dass HT für Medien und Gesellschaft in Deutschland kaum, für 

die in Britannien und Kirgisien hingegen stark von Interesse ist, fand ebenso Unterstützung 
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wie die Hypothese, dass die Berichterstattung in Großbritannien hauptsächlich ausgewogen 

und in Kirgisien überwiegend negativ ist. Die Ergebnisse zeigten für Deutschland einen 

Unterschied zwischen liberalen und konservativen Zeitungen, und minimale Unterschiede 

zwischen britischen Zeitungen. Die qualitative Analyse ergab Tendenzen der Parteinahme bei 

verschiedenen Zeitungen sowie radikal unterschiedliche Frames in Bezug auf den Islam im 

Allgemeinen sowie, im Falle Großbritanniens, HT im Besonderen. Überdies erlaubte eine 

Bildanalyse den Nachweis allgemeiner Tendenzen in der Visualisierung von HT in den drei 

Ländern sowie eine Diskussion der Diskrepanzen zwischen bildlichen und virtuellen Images 

in verschiedenen Kontexten. 

Der Nachrichtenfaktor ‚Nähe’ spielte eine Ausschlag gebende Rolle, welche HT-

relevanten Begebenheiten in den Zeitungen der drei Länder berichtet wurde. Auf Grund ihrer 

je unterschiedlichen Betätigungsbereiche war dieser Nachrichtenfaktor in Kirgisien und 

Großbritannien jedoch einflussreicher als in Deutschland. Die Erwartung, dass die 

Berichterstattung in den demokratischen Ländern Deutschland und England ausgewogener 

sein würde, da hier die Medienproduktion nicht direkt politisch beeinflusst wird und die 

Gruppe nicht als alternative Kraft zum politischen Regime wahrgenommen wird, wurde nicht 

erfüllt. Der legale Status von HT schien die Art der Berichterstattung zu determinieren. 

Während in deutschen und kirgisischen Zeitungen das Für und Wider eines Verbots von HT 

praktisch nicht diskutiert wurde, sondern die jeweilige Politik in Bezug auf die Gruppe 

legitimiert wurde, spielten die britischen Medien die Rolle eines Wachhunds in einem 

demokratischen Staat.  Die Berichterstattungsmuster über HT sowie die verwendeten 

Begrifflichkeiten illustrierten deutlich das Framing dieser Organisation in drei verschiedenen 

sozialen und kulturellen Settings. So war die Berichterstattung über HT in deutschen 

Zeitungen oft auslandsorientiert und bestand hauptsächlich aus Verweisen darauf, dass die 

Gruppe als radikale islamistische Organisation verboten sei. Die Berichterstattung in 

britischen Medien war überwiegend innenpolitisch orientiert, die Hintergrundinformationen 

über die Gruppe wurden hauptsächlich in ausgewogener Weise präsentiert und sie wurde fast 

gleich oft als muslimische oder als islamistische Organisation bezeichnet. Die 

Berichterstattung in der kirgisischen Zeitung war fast ausschließlich innenpolitisch orientiert; 

berichtet wurde oft im Zusammenhang mit Delikten als verbotene religiöse extremistische 

Organisation und fast nie als muslimische oder islamistische Gruppe. 
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I  INTRODUCTION 

 

This dissertation studies coverage of Hizb ut-Tahrir al Islami (HT), the “Party of Islamic 

Liberation” in German, British and Kyrgyz quality newspapers between 2002 and 2007.  This 

Islamist organization is trans-national in its scope of influence and radical in its core ideology.  

Although it claims to be a political party with Islam as its ideology, HT has not been 

registered as a political or religious entity anywhere.  In the academic community HT is 

considered to be either a new religious movement or a social movement, depending on the 

extent and focus of HT’s activities in different countries.  The organization’s main aim is to 

restore an Islamic caliphate through non-violent means in three steps: forming a party of 

people supporting HT’s ideology, carrying the message of Islam to a Muslim community, and 

spreading Islam in the world via establishing a caliphate.  However, there are records of the 

European branches of HT urging violent acts against Jews and Israel and glorifying suicide 

bombers as martyrs of Islam.  It is believed that HT operates in more than 40 countries, 

although mainly underground due to legal proscriptions.   

Different legal statuses of HT, cultural and religious settings, political and media 

systems in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan allow for consideration of coverage of this 

radical Islamist organization in a number of ways.  In 2003 HT was banned in Germany for its 

anti-Semitic slogans and in Kyrgyzstan for instigating inter-ethnic conflicts.  As of today, HT 

operates legally and maintains its international headquarters in Great Britain.  However, while 

Germany and Great Britain are Christian democratic countries with both private and 

independent media, Kyrgyzstan is a post-Soviet Muslim country with privately owned but not 

independent media.  Furthermore, while in Germany and to a far greater extent in Great 

Britain HT attracts mainly young second- and third-generation Muslim immigrants and 

attempts to provide them a sense of belonging and a new identity, in Kyrgyzstan HT wins 

hearts and souls of Muslims of all ages by providing religious education and social and 

economic services that the state fails to provide.  The numbers of HT’s membership in Great 

Britain and Kyrgyzstan are estimated to be up to 10,000; in Germany it is perhaps not more 

than 500.  While in Germany HT has not attracted much media attention since the major 

terrorist attacks on the USA on 11 September 2001, the group became more newsworthy in 

Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan. 

Following this introductory part, the dissertation is divided into four main chapters: 

introduction, methodology, findings and discussion and conclusion.  The first part of the 

introductory chapter provides background information about HT’s origin and structure; its 
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ideology and goals; HT’s scope of activities, its strategies of recruiting new members and 

reaching out to audiences through media in Europe and Central Asia, with the main focus on 

Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan.  Reviewing the assessments of social scientists 

Eileen Barker, Mark Sedgwick and Emmanuel Karagiannis, who tried to define HT as a new 

religious movement in Great Britain, an Islamic sect in Europe and a social movement in 

Central Asia respectively, I argue that if HT is considered in a comparative perspective, it 

would be best described as a social movement in Europe and as a new religious movement in 

Central Asia.  I suggest, however, not drawing a rigid line between social and religious 

movements.  Instead, scholarship on these two phenomena may benefit from both when trying 

to understand such a complex group as HT.  Furthermore, since the mass media are often 

criticized for confusing the terms ‘Islamism’ and ‘fundamentalism’, ‘extremism’ and 

‘terrorism’ or using them interchangeably, I consider works of Olivier Roy, John Esposito, 

Edward Said, Bernard Lewis and others to illustrate that such confusion takes place in the 

academic world as well.  I argue that if journalists and public figures were to look for the 

correct definitions of those words in the academy, they would probably be more confused 

than informed.  

The second part of the introductory chapter deals with the theoretical framework of this 

dissertation, which is interdisciplinary.  It draws on theories of communication research that 

intersect with studies from social psychology, sociology and political science.  Thus studies 

on agenda-setting, framing, priming, and news factors are considered when analysing 

coverage of HT in individual newspaper articles.  Drawing on studies relevant to press 

coverage of Islam, Christianity and new religious movements, it attempts to analyse and 

explain coverage of HT in individual newspapers and countries from sociological 

perspectives.  Relying on theories of media’s role in democratic and non-democratic 

countries, it also attempts to explain coverage of HT in individual newspapers and countries 

from perspectives of political science.  While this study is cross-national and, thus, 

comparative in nature, comparison here is used “as a strategy for ‘seeing better’, rather than in 

order to draw more general comparative conclusions” and with “comparison providing a 

useful means of determining what is distinctive about a country” (Livingstone 2003, 484).  

The location of the theoretical framework of this dissertation in the universe of social sciences 

is illustrated in the adopted matrix of ‘level and variable fields’ suggested by Paisley (1984).1  

See Figure I.1. 

                                                 
1 First, drawing on Campbell’s ‘atom-molecule-cell-organ-organism model’ of levels of analysis, Paisley (1984, 
5) suggested that “the behavioral sciences [including Anthropology, Social Anthropology, Sociology, Social 
Psychology, Psychology and Physiological Psychology] extend the purview of the biological sciences [including 
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Figure I.1. Theoretical framework of this study embedded in Paisley’s (1984) the levels-variables matrix of 
social science disciplines.   
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The second chapter is dedicated to the methodology of research that introduces the 

research questions, country-specific hypotheses, sources of analyses, samples and 

methodologies for quantitative and qualitative analyses of newspaper articles and visual 

images.  Here the reader finds that this empirical investigation employs a combination of 

quantitative and qualitative methods to analyse 947 newspaper articles (basic statistics, a two-

step latent class and framing analyses) and 87 visual images (a mixture of Philip Bell’s 

quantitative methodology for content analysis and Roland Barthes’ qualitative visual semiotic 

and logico-semantic approaches) that appeared in five German, five British and one Kyrgyz 

quality newspapers during 2002-2007.   

The third chapter is divided into four sub-chapters that deal with the research questions 

on the national level and discuss the findings in the comparative perspective among countries.  

Thus the first sub-chapter deals with to what extent HT has been newsworthy in Germany, 

                                                                                                                                                         
Physiological Psychology, Physiology, Biology and Biochemistry], which in turn extend the purview of the 
physical sciences [including Biochemistry, Chemistry and Physics].” He called these ‘sciences’ levels of 
analysis.  Then, he divided ‘variable fields’ into three fundamental fields [Cybernetics, Systems Research and 
Communication Sciences] and higher-order variable fields [Political Science, Economics, Business Research, 
Education Research, etc.], provided a matrix of the level-variables of social science disciplines and emphasized 
that “the matrix would more accurately represent the social sciences if each row and column were subdivided 
into many subrows and subcolumns, each an important subdiscipline or speciality.” Finally, Paisley (1984, 7) 
suggested that one can fill the cells of the matrix to show where the work within projects, dissertations, articles, 
etc. has taken place.   
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Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan during the timeframe of the research.  First, the country-specific 

hypotheses are tested with a number of sub-hypotheses and basic statistics and then with a 

two-step latent class analysis; the most typical articles of different classes and the events that 

made HT newsworthy in the three countries are presented and discussed in detail.  The 

hypotheses that HT will not present much interest for German media and public but it will 

present much interest for British and Kyrgyz media and public were supported quantitatively 

and qualitatively. 

The second sub-chapter of the third chapter deals with the research question aiming to 

identify patterns of coverage of HT in German, British and Kyrgyz newspapers.  First, the 

country-specific hypotheses are tested with sub-hypotheses and basic statistics and then with a 

two-step latent class analysis.  The patterns and the most typical articles of identified patterns 

are presented and discussed in detail.  The hypothesis that coverage of HT in Germany will be 

mainly balanced, although more negative in 2002 and 2003 than in the subsequent years, was 

not supported; it was established that coverage of HT in Germany was rather negative in 

general and slightly more negative in 2002 and 2003 than in subsequent years.  The 

hypotheses that coverage of HT will be mainly balanced in Great Britain, although somewhat 

negative in 2005, and that coverage of HT will be mainly negative, although most negative in 

2002 and 2003, were supported quantitatively and qualitatively.  

The third sub-chapter investigates whether there was a difference in how liberal and 

conservative newspapers cover HT in Germany and Great Britain.  The hypothesis that 

conservative newspapers would be more critical of HT than liberal newspapers was tested 

with eighteen sub-hypotheses and basic statistics, a two-step latent class and framing 

analyses.  The framing analysis was applied to a set of articles covering failed terrorist attacks 

in August 2006 in Germany and in July 2007 in Great Britain.  The quantitative findings 

showed some difference in coverage of HT among German liberal and conservative 

newspapers and minimal or no difference among British newspapers; however, the qualitative 

analysis allowed tracing partisan bias of different newspapers and identifying radically 

different frames in regard to Islam in general and, in the British case, to HT in particular.   

The fourth sub-chapter investigates the images of HT that were presented in three 

countries with words and pictures.  The quantitative and qualitative analyses allowed not only 

establishing general tendencies in coverage of radical Islam in the three countries but also 

visualization of HT.  The discrepancies between visual and virtual images are then discussed 

in a context of political, social and cultural realities in the three countries.  Finally, the 
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concluding chapter summarizes the main findings, conclusions and recommendations for each 

country, points out at limitations and suggests areas for further investigation.    

This dissertation is a unique research project where theory meets practice, where 

quantity is complemented by quality and where geographical, disciplinary, and linguistic 

borders are crossed in search of answers to complex questions.  Given the highly limited 

amount of empirical research on HT in general, this study fills a gap not only in understanding 

this radical Islamist organization from a cross-national perspective, but also in providing a 

deep pool of empirical data on HT’s media representation in politically, culturally, and 

linguistically different countries.  Therefore, it makes possible further investigation into HT 

and media’s influence on public perception of the group in different parts of the world.  The 

multiple quantitative and qualitative approaches to media text and image analyses 

incorporated into this study create a solid methodological foundation for further inquiries into 

media representation of other social, religious, international and trans-national movements.  

This study may also be illuminating for practitioners who report on HT and may help 

educating journalists about covering controversial issues.  Journalists may recognise that 

consistent mentioning or omitting different aspects relevant to HT crystallise distinct patterns 

of its coverage and create a certain image of the group.  Acknowledging their powerful role in 

HT’s image creation journalists may feel empowered in combating extremist ideologies in 

their societies with their reports.  Finally, the interdisciplinarity of this dissertation may prove 

useful to students and researchers in many areas of social sciences, including psychology, 

political science, communication, sociology and theology when designing new research 

projects that cross the borders of their specialities and contribute to a better understanding of 

the world. 
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I.1 Hizb ut-Tahrir al-Islami 

I.1.1 Origin and structure 

HT was founded in the Jordanian-ruled East Jerusalem suburb in 1952 by Sheikh 

Taqiuddin al-Nabhani (1909-1977), the Palestinian Islamic legal scholar and political activist, 

with the aim to liberate Palestine and to re-institute the Islamic caliphate that was destroyed 

by Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk) in 1924.  Although this political party was never registered in 

Jordan, support for it among Muslim Arabs grew steadily until the death of its founder. The 

organization regained influence again only after the 1990s, when such events as the Gulf War 

made the Muslim world more interested in political Islam and parts of Islamic society became 

more radical.  Thus, the initial focus of HT shifted from Palestinian Muslims to Muslims of 

all ethnicities.  Also, its initial focus on fostering unity among Muslims was widened to 

strengthening of pan-Islamic unity.  Al-Nabhani was succeeded by Abdul Kaddim Zalloum, a 

Palestinian graduate of Al-Azhar University. In April 2003, following the death of Zalloum, 

the global leadership of HT was taken up by Ata Abu Rashta, the Jordanian HT spokesman 

born in Hebron in 1943 (Morgan 2007; Mandaville 2007). 

While HT operates secretly in an estimated 45 countries (Morgan 2007; Langkjer 2006), 

it is banned as an extremist organization in countries throughout Europe (Germany and 

Netherlands), Central Asia (Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kazakhstan), the Middle 

East (Jordan, Syria, Egypt), South Asia (India and Pakistan) and Northern Africa (Tunisia and 

Libya), as well as in Turkey.  In Tajikistan and Russia, HT has been banned as a terrorist 

party (Borogan 2007).  While HT has been legalized only in Lebanon (in May 2006) (Maliach 

2006a), it remains free to operate in Britain, Denmark, the United States, Canada, Australia, 

the United Arab Emirates, Sudan, and Yemen.  Michael Whine suggested that legalization of 

HT could be “…a reflection of the Lebanese government’s own weaknesses and desire to 

offset other influences such as those of Syria and Hezbollah, both of which are regarded as 

harmful by HT’s leadership” (Whine 2006, 4).  In August 2007, HT reportedly re-emerged 

and became a ‘new’ political player in Palestinian politics, bringing thousands of people to the 

streets to protest peace negotiations with Israel; according to some political commentators, 

HT became a real challenge to the weakened Hamas in the West Bank (Prusher 2008).  

Although some researchers say HT’s headquarters are based in Jordan, the organization 

legally maintains an office in London that tends to speak on behalf of the whole group and 

appears to be an “ideological ‘nerve centre’” of the organization (Mandaville 2007, 266; 
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Baran, Starr, and Cornell 2006; Horton 2006; Bergin and Townsend 2007; ICG 2003a).  For 

operational reasons, HT is well organized.  

“At the lowest level members and new recruits are organized in study-circles 
(halqa) of five people [usually only one person knowing somebody from a 
higher cell]. The head of each study-circle (mushrif) supervises its members’ 
study of the group’s ideology.  At the city level there is a local committee 
whose leader is termed the naqib, which is responsible for the administration 
of group affairs in the relevant urban center and its surrounding villages.  
Hizb ut-Tahrir rejects the concept of the modern nation-state and has divided 
the world into provinces (wilayah) which can coincide with nation-states or a 
particular region within a state.  At the provincial level, there is a committee 
headed by a provincial representative (mu’tamad) who oversees group 
activities.  The mu’tamad is appointed by the central committee (lajnat al-
qiyada) of the international party, headed by the supreme leader (amir) of the 
Hizb ut-Tahrir” (Taji-Farouki cited in Karagiannis 2006a, 5). 

I.1.2 Ideology and goals 

The ideology of HT is best described in its core document, The Methodology of Hizb ut-

Tahrir for Change, written by its founder Taquiddin Al-Nabhani. 

 
“Hizb ut-Tahrir is a political party and its ideology is Islam.  Politics is its 
activity and Islam is its ideology, and it works together, among, and with the 
Ummah (Muslim community; my translation) in order that she takes the re-
establishment of Islam in life, state, and society as its vital issue, thereby 
leading her to establishing the Khilafah and returning to the bukm (rule) of 
Allah” (Taquiddin 1999, 23). 
 

One should not, however, perceive HT as a political party in the classical Western 

meaning.  HT is not registered as a party anywhere; it rejects any kind of political structure 

such as democracy, socialism, capitalism, “...nationalism, patriotism, localism or 

sectarianism...” and it "…does not accept to participate in the ruling system of the 

government, because it is based on the ruling of Kufr (rejection of faith; my translation), and 

this is a matter that is forbidden for Muslims” (Taquiddin 1999, 31).  Thus, aiming to re-

institute an Islamic caliphate, HT has three stages to go through: (1) winning the support of 

people who believe in the idea in order to form a party group; (2) working with the Muslim 

community to carry the message of Islam into all spheres of life; and, (3) establishing a 

caliphate, implementing Islam generally and comprehensively, and carrying its message to the 

world (Taquiddin 1999).  It is believed that HT is in the second stage of the process, at least in 

Arab and Central Asian countries (Mayer 2004; Swick 2005).  “The Caliphate will be led by a 

Caliph appointed by the Muslim community, who will swear allegiance to him.  The Caliph 

will rule according to the Koran and the Sunnah (the practices of the Prophet that have 

become sanctified customs) and he will be obligated to disseminate Islam through Da‘wa 

(propaganda) and militant Jihad” (Taquiddin quoted in Maliach 2006a).  HT’s goal of 
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building a caliphate is criticized since HT speaks of it without any historical or geographical 

consideration and disregarding social circumstances (Roy 2004, 238, 288).   

Although the ideas of Taquiddin appear to be utopian today, the modernized message of 

Imran Waheed, the HT chief media advisor in Britain, may appeal to the masses, especially 

Muslim immigrant communities in Europe and people of Central Asia, who long for justice. 

 
 “Our aim is to re-establish the Islamic Caliphate in the Muslim world. Our 
vision of the Islamic Caliphate is one of an independent state with an elected 
and accountable leader, an independent judiciary, political parties, the rule of 
law and equal rights for minority groups.  Citizens of a caliphate have every 
right to be involved in politics and hold the ruler accountable for his actions. 
The role of the ruler (caliph) is to be a servant to the masses who governs 
them with justice” (Paraipan quoted in Whine 2006, 3). 

 
Of two major branches of Islam – Sunnite und Shi’a – HT is seen as a Sunni 

organization.  According to Lewis (1993) the major distinction between two ideologies relates 

to the obedience of subjects to the ruler.   

 
“[For Sunni Muslims] the community is God’s community, obeying and 
exemplifying God’s law and ruled and led by a caliph whose office is 
established by God but whose person is chosen by the community… Sunni 
Muslims…need not, indeed must not, obey when the commands of the ruler 
are themselves unlawful.  This principle underlines the teaching and actions 
of the radical Sunni fundamentalist groups at the present time… For the shia, 
this is not so.  For them virtually all Islamic government since the murder of 
Ali ibn Talib has been illegitimate or, at best, provisional.  There is no 
legitimacy in the existing order.  Sometimes the response to this is passive 
acquiescence – separation and withdrawal rather than involvement; at other 
times, the Shia embark on great projects and actions whose purpose is to 
restore history to the right path” (Lewis 1993, 164-165).   

 
The mainstream and traditionalist branch of Sunnite Muslims (nine-tenths of all 

Muslims) is prevalent in the Arab Middle East and Indian subcontinent (Roy 1994, 2).  The 

minority sect of Shi’a Muslims is dominant in Iran, Iraq, and Yemen and strong in 

Afghanistan (Jenkins 2007, 125).  Turkey has its own organizations distinct from those in the 

Arab world.  Although Shi’a Muslims represent a minority in Europe, they appear to be a real 

force in Germany.2   

Although HT claims to be a non-violent organization that rejects terrorist means to 

achieve its goals, it openly accepts carrying out ‘militant Jihad’ after the establishment of a 

caliphate.  Roy (2004, 256) noted that HT’s “position against the launching of jihad is purely 

                                                 
2 “Twenty percent of Germany’s 3.1 million Muslims are non-Sunnis.  This includes 400.000 of the Turkish-
based Alevi sect, a form of Shi’ism that rejects many of the basic tenets of orthodox Islam; they do not even 
recognize prohibitions against pork or alcohol.  Fifty thousand are Ahmadiyyas, a tradition that many Muslims 
regard not just as heretical but as simply non-Muslim” (Marechal cited in Jenkins 2007, 125). 
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tactical.  The organization believes that the time has not yet come for jihad, but that it is a 

compulsory duty for any Muslim.”  Meanwhile, HT has been heard using the radical 

vocabulary of terrorist organizations and praising terrorist acts against the West.  International 

Crisis Group (ICG) researchers warned that while “…historically, the party’s record provides 

no evidence of it being involved in terrorist activity against civilians, or in military actions 

against U.S. or Western interests…the view that Hizb ut-Tahrir is opposed to political 

violence per se is mistaken” (ICG 2003a, 7). Zeyno Baran, a senior fellow at the Hudson 

Institute, went to the extent of claiming that 

 
“…HT’s renunciation of violence is only superficial…  The group never 
denounces terrorist attacks.  In many ways, HT is part of an elegant division 
of labour.  The group itself is active in the ideological preparation of the 
Muslims, while other organizations handle the planning and execution of 
terrorist attacks. Despite its objections to this description, HT today serves as 
a de facto conveyor belt for terrorists” (Baran 2004, 11). 

  
Asaf Maliach (2006a), a senior researcher and HT specialist at the Institute for Counter 

Terrorism, noted that while using the terminology of such terrorist organizations as al-Qaida, 

Hezbollah, Hamas and many others, “…HT is no less of a contributor to worldwide Islamic 

terrorism”.  In his research paper on HT, Michael Whine (2006), defence and group relations’ 

director of the Board of Deputies of British Jews, provided a partial but impressive list of 

terrorists who were once members of HT or were influenced by HT’s ideology.  Citing 

examples, Whine (2006) maintained that HT indeed supported terrorism, especially against 

Israel and Jews. 

Indeed, apart from establishing a caliphate, HT advocates the destruction of Israel and 

maintains a strong anti-Semitic rhetoric.  The best known example is found in HT 

communiqués in Indonesia that state, “And kill them [the Jews] wherever you find them, and 

turn them out from where they have turned you out…The Jews are a people of slander. They 

are a treacherous people who violate oaths and covenants…  Allah forbids you to befriend 

them” (Yusanto quoted in Whine 2006, 4).  HT France claimed in its on-line manifesto that "it 

is not possible to wait for the United States, the chief supporter of Israel, and Europe to find 

the utopian peace plan.  Peace will not exist as long as Israel exists.  The Muslims are the 

masters of their own destiny with the help of Allah.  The Islamic state will be announced 

anew, Muhammad's army will rise anew and will liberate Palestine” (HT France quoted in 

Maliach 2006a; original emphasis).  Since its banishment in Germany and because of its 

problematic relationship with Danish authorities due to its anti-Semitic rhetoric, HT tried not 
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to publicise this integral part of its ideology in Western countries to avoid confrontations with 

local communities and host governments. 

I.1.3 HT in Europe 

Unlike Hamas, Hezbollah or Taliban – Islamist organizations tightly connected to 

geographical units like the Palestinian territories, Lebanon and Afghanistan – HT is an 

international movement like al-Qaida and the Muslim Brotherhood that recruits members and 

supporters around the world, including Western Europe.  In Western Europe, HT is 

particularly popular among second-generation Muslim immigrants, who did not “…flee from 

tyrannical states as many of their parents did….” and, thus, are “…more critical of democracy 

and the inequalities of capitalism and correspondingly attracted to Hizb ut Tahrir’s message of 

a just Islamic order” (ICG 2003a, 11).  Because proclaiming its goal to overthrow 

governments and establish a caliphate in Britain, for example, would be fatal to the 

organization, HT limits its activities in Europe to recruiting members, fundraising and media 

programs; it stays virtually at the first stage of its development there, i.e. recruiting and 

educating members for the formation of the party (Whine 2006; Horton 2006).    

Unlike in other European countries, HT seems to be influential among young Danish 

converts (Baran 2004, 41).  Thus in 2003, parents of Danish children engaged with HT 

created an association named “People against fundamentalism” to combat Islamic 

fundamentalism (Langkjer 2006, 28) and to steer children into other activities and away from 

HT (Siddiqui 2004, 22).  The HT branch in Denmark has also had serious clashes with Danish 

authorities in the past.  In 2002, Fadi Abdullatif, leader of the branch, was sentenced to sixty 

days in prison after the Danish HT produced a “hit list” of fifteen to twenty leading members 

of Denmark’s Jewish community and distributed a leaflet urging people to kill Jews (Whine 

2004, 105).  In August 2006, Abdullatif was sentenced to three months in jail for threatening 

Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the Danish prime minister (Morgan 2008).  In February 2008, 

Abdullatif led demonstrations in Copenhagen attended by 1.500 people against the 

publication and reprinting of the controversial cartoons (Morgan 2008).  Nevertheless, HT 

continued to openly and actively engage with the Danish public to promote its political views 

and Islamic values.  Thus there were reports of HT representatives meeting with fifteen 

Danish journalists in London and discussing issues pertaining to the state of Islam, status of 

Muslim women in Europe and the uniqueness of an Islamic caliphate (Maliach 2006b).  There 

were also media reports about  HT gaining a majority of a governing body in a publicly 

subsidized, private kindergarten, Salam, in Copenhagen and demanding separate playgrounds 
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for boys and girls, as well as not teaching children according to democratic principles 

(Western Resistance 2007).   

I.1.3.1 Great Britain 

The British branch of HT was founded by Omar Bakri Mohammed, an asylum seeker 

from Saudi Arabia, and a Syrian, Farid Kassim, in 1986. The provocative statements of Bakri 

in 1995 urging “Queen Elizabeth to convert to Islam and threatening that Muslims would not 

rest until ‘the black flag of Islam flies over Downing street’”, led to his formal removal from 

power over the British branch by the worldwide amir (high-ranking official) of HT.  Until 15 

January 1996, Bakri stayed the informal leader, and just three days later, as he completely left 

HT, he founded a far more radical group, al-Muhajiroun; unlike HT, it promoted jihad and 

establishment of an Islamic state in Britain (Wiktorowicz 2005, 9).  Anti-terrorist legislation 

and a crackdown on al-Muhajiroun members in the context of 9/11 terrorist attacks led to the 

official disbanding of the group by Bakri in 2004.  Since then, members of al-Muhajiroun 

have gone underground and continued to operate under different names (Morgan 2008; 

Wiktorowicz 2005). 

After Bakri’s departure, HT’s profile in the UK between 1996 and 2002 was low.  From 

2002 onwards, HT tried to re-launch its activities and recruitment and to improve its image. 

To reach new constituencies, HT campaigned against the invasion of Iraq and against 

Pakistan’s President Musharraf during his visit to the UK; it also tried to shape Muslim 

opinion on debates about citizenship, multiculturalism and integration (Hamid 2007, 148). 

The British HT branch is well organized and holds elections among male and female 

members in the UK every two years to determine its Executive Committee.  The HT 

leadership team in Britain as of April 2008 included Dr. Nasim Ghani, UK Party Chairman; 

Dr. Abdul Wahid, Chairman UK Executive; Mr. Taji Mustafa, Media Representative; Dr. 

Imran Waheed, Chief Media Advisor; Dr. Nasreen Nawaz, Women’s Media Representative; 

Mr. Hasan Al-Hasan, Media Representative (Arabic); Mr. Jamal Harwood, Head of Legal 

Affairs; Mr. Sajjad Khan, Chief Political Advisor; and Mr. Akmal Asghar, Head of New 

Civilisation Think Tank (www.hizb.org.uk). 

The HT branch in the UK has around 10,000 active members, predominantly of Indian 

and Pakistani origin, and has attracted young Muslim second-generation immigrants by 

providing them a sense of belonging, identity and goals, which they are missing in the British 

society (Mandaville 2007, 263; Swick 2005; Morgan 2008).  Sadek Hamid (2007), a scholar 

who interviewed former members in Britain, also found, 
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“People join HT also [apart from searching for identity and sense of 
belonging] for a number of [other] different reasons such as a search for 
shelter from racism and Islamophobia, the negative impact of geo-politics 
and social dislocation…Indeed, many young people were attracted to HT 
entirely due to their slick appearance, and their ability to be well-spoken and 
seemingly possess religious knowledge at the same time…  HT rhetoric 
promises neatly packaged answers to all the socio-political issues facing 
Muslims; this is particularly attractive to rootless young people looking for 
ready-made solutions in a rapidly changing world” (Hamid 2007, 150). 

 
Adrian Morgan, a British-based writer knowledgeable about HT, added, 
 

 “At the very base of the pyramid are British HT's disaffected and alienated 
young recruits, who have poor education and who will never hone their 
Aqeeda (creed; my translation) skills to rise to upper levels.  For them, HT is 
a vehicle to express contempt and hatred for the society in which they live.  
They are taught that the West hates all Muslims.  Within such an 
environment their anger is encouraged.  They are given empty promises of a 
caliphate, which would only come about in a hypothetical future.  Among 
these youths, beyond the direct gaze of their leaders, threats and acts of 
violence already happen.  How long before such violence involves 
explosives?” (Morgan 2007). 

 
Swick (2005, 11) took a different view and claimed that although most reports and 

studies on HT were filled with negative instances of HT influence on British youth, there 

were cases where HT contributed positively to Muslim-British society.  For example, HT 

motivated discussions about “…long ignored and misunderstood social issues such as drug 

use and gang violence among Muslim youth…” and “…empowered young female Muslims 

by encouraging them to voice their opinions and including women in visible leadership 

positions.”  Although the number of white British converts to HT is not known, there were 

extensive media reports about Ian Nisbet, a white British convert spreading HT propaganda in 

Egypt in 2002 with Reza Pankhurst and Maajid Nawaz.   

The departure of HT members is also discussed in scholarly works and media reports.  

As Hamid (2007, 158) observed, “Young people who complete their education and settle 

down into adult life, and those who can think for themselves, usually leave.  HT’s long-term 

appeal will most likely be determined not by the radicalism of its ideas but by the absence of 

alternatives.”  Maajid Nawaz, reaching the position of a national leader of HT in Britain, left 

HT and together with Ed Husain, another former HT activist, co-founded the Quilliam 

Foundation, a counter-extremism think tank.  Husain (2007) reflected on why he joined 

radical Islam in Britain, what he saw inside the movement and why he left in his book The 

Islamist.  He also wrote about what was wrong with the organization: “its arrogance, 

extremism, superiority complex, confrontational style, cultism, rejection of Britishness or any 

national identity, and serious lack of spirituality.”  Arguing that “home-grown British suicide 
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bombers are a direct result of Hizb ut-Tahrir disseminating ideas of jihad, martyrdom, 

confrontation, and anti-Americanism, and nurturing a sense of separation among Britain’s 

Muslim” (Husain 2007, 119), Husain (2007, 266) concluded, “The Hizb should have been 

outlawed a decade ago, and so spared many of us so much misery.”  

The main HT activities in Britain include running websites; publication of books and the 

biweekly magazines Khalifah and New Civilization; handing out pamphlets around mosques 

and university prayer rooms; organizing study groups or debate clubs in universities under 

pseudonyms; making provocative statements to attract media attention; and, organizing 

marches and demonstrations.  The content of HT leaflets is always provocative and asserts 

that the only solution to each problem is establishing a caliphate. In 1995, HT was banned 

from UK university campuses by the National Union of Students for promoting hatred, its 

strong anti-Semitic sentiments and its pressure on young women to wear hijabs (a female 

dress that covers all the body except the face; my translation) (Morgan 2007; Mandaville 

2007, 267; Swick 2005).  Penetrating into government and civil service positions is also high 

on the HT’s agenda, but it has been not easy to identify how successful HT has been in this 

endeavour.  In November 2006, it was disclosed that HT member Abid Javaid worked in the 

information technology department of the Immigration and Nationality Directorate, part of the 

Home Office (Gardham 2006).  That example is, however, a rare case of publicly naming an 

HT member who occupied a civil position. 

While HT has been charged but never convicted of breaking British laws, there have 

been hot debates in British society about whether to ban it.  As then-British Prime Minister 

Tony Blair said in an August 2005 statement about the need to outlaw the group, his 

extremism advisers from the Muslim Council of Britain demanded that the right-wing British 

National Party also be banned.  When his successor, Gordon Brown, was questioned in 

Parliament in July 2007 about why the Labour Party failed to ban HT, he replied that there 

was not enough evidence to prohibit the group.  Following extensive debates in Great Britain, 

Australian Attorney General Philip Ruddock ordered the national intelligence service, ASIO, 

to investigate HT.  Reportedly, Wassim Doureihi, spokesman for the Sydney branch of HT, 

cooperated with the ASIO investigations and Ruddock eventually decided against banning the 

group (Morgan 2007).  Morgan (2007) explained the UK and Australian decisions against 

banning HT by the fact that authorities had looked “…at the surface but not substance of Hizb 

ut-Tahrir.”  The substance of current HT was discussed by Husain (2007, 272) in detail: 

 
“Had the Hizb really changed?  Was there any substance to the new claims 
that the Hizb was a ‘non-violent’ organization?  How could an organization 
committed to the creation of a violent state seriously brand itself as ‘non-
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violent’?  Majid and I have had long discussions on the Hizb and my 
conclusion is that there are now at least two strands within it.  The first is 
desperately trying to ensure survival in Britain by adopting a more moderate 
tone and appearance in an attempt to gain acceptance among the 
constituency that matters most to them: the Muslim community, now 
increasingly under government pressure to sideline extremists.  Britain 
remains vital to the Hizb, for it gives the group access to the global media 
and provides a fertile recruiting ground at mosques and universities.  The 
second strand is more radical and committed to the writings of Nabhani and 
less concerned about engagement.  Most members of the Hizb’s national 
executive belong to the former, while most rank and file members, it seems, 
incline towards the latter.”   

 
Legal attacks from Western governments led HT to take steps to make its activities more 

open.  It invited journalists to events and gathered support from Muslim mainstream 

organizations, which feared that banning HT might eventually lead to banning their 

organizations as well (Horton 2006; Swick 2005).  Although once heavily criticizing 

democratic institutions and freedoms, HT used them to promote its own ideas.  Thus, HT 

posted messages of support from human rights organizations that it would theoretically 

disallow in its imagined caliphate and disseminated petitions among Islamic circles that it had 

accused of being sell-outs (Hamid 2007, 154).  In 2006, the British branch of HT registered to 

attend the Human Dimension Implementation Meeting in Warsaw, organized by the Office 

for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights.  Although the Belgian chairmanship decided 

to exclude the party from the meeting – presumably following the objection of certain 

participating states, Ambassador Bertrand de Crombrugghe received the HT delegation on the 

OSCE premises in Vienna a month after the meeting (Bakker 2007).  A representative of HT 

in Britain commented on the OSCE decision, saying, “The governments of Central Asia and 

their allies were concerned that we would throw an embarrassing spotlight on their injustices 

through our participation at the Human Dimension Implementation Meeting in Warsaw.  In 

preventing our participation, the OSCE has effectively bowed to pressure from the repressive 

regimes of Central Asia and has sided with them in silencing political dissent” (HT quoted in 

Bakker 2007, 286). 

I.1.3.2 Germany 

Germany, like other European states, has not been a target of HT but rather has been a 

place of exile for members from Palestine to Jordan, from Jordan to Lebanon and thereafter to 

Europe (Whine 2006).  In October 2002, HT attracted public attention and received extensive 

publicity in Germany for the first time.  Shaker Assam, at that time the HT representative in 

Germany, made an anti-Semitic speech at the Berlin Technical University and sought contacts 

with representatives of NPD, a far-right national party, who also attended the meeting (Whine 
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2004, 104). Ali Yildirim, the only TV journalist at the meeting, once claimed that it was good 

that NPD participated because otherwise HT would not have attracted attention and wouldn’t 

be consequently outlawed (Yildirim quoted in Wierth 2006).   

HT was banned in Germany on 15 January 2003.  Restriction of religious freedoms was 

not in question, as HT was not considered a religious organization (Baran 2004, 39).  

However, in the 2003 Annual Report of the Office of Protection of Constitution, Germany’s 

intelligence office, the German Federal Minister of Interior (FMI) described HT as a Muslim 

extremist organization.  The report stated:  

 
“Supporters of Hizb ut-Tahrir in Germany – often Muslim academics and 
students – are active in small groups, usually located in university towns. 
The anti-Semitic and anti-Western content of Hizb ut-Tahrir propaganda 
induced the Federal Minister of the Interior to ban the party in Germany with 
effect from 15 January, since it was against the idea of international 
understanding” (Federal Ministry of Interior of the Federal Republic of 
Germany 2004, 189). 
 

Shortly after banishment of the organization, the German services searched apartments 

of about 100 HT members and found propaganda materials with anti-Semitic and extremist 

content.  On 25 January 2006, the German Federal Administrative Court rejected HT’s 

appeal of the ban on its activities in Germany (Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz 2007, 211).   

As estimated by the FMI, membership in Germany grew from 150 in 2002 to 200 in 

2003 and 300 in 2006; after banishment, its members supposedly left for neighbouring 

countries.  The current number of members in Germany is not known, but it is not believed to 

be high.  According to the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, only about 

one percent of Muslims living in Germany – approximately 32,000 people – are members of 

Islamist organizations (Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz 2008, 6).  Moreover, the 

overwhelming majority of German Muslims are of Turkish origin (more than 80 percent) 

(Sen and Sauer 2006, 5), and the Turkish population there does not tend to support Arab 

Islamists’ organizations.  The fact that HT is far from popular in Turkey lends support to this 

assessment.  For example, Ümit Özdag, the chairman of the Centre for Eurasian Strategic 

Studies in Turkey, commented, “…the intellectual level of Hizb ut-Tahrir literature is far 

from being mature.  It is very low in quality indeed, and has no chance to receive serious 

support from the conservative strata of Turkish society.  Although HT has increased its 

activities worldwide in the last several years, the organization still did not pose any threat to 

Turkey (Paz quoted in Özdag 2004, 127).  The way Turkey integrated the Islamic strata of its 

population into its democratic system could be one explanation for why HT failed in Turkey 

(Cakir 2004, 37) and is not appealing to Turkish Muslims in Germany. 
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However, HT activities in Germany after banishment should not be underestimated.  

Although denied by HT, one of the four suspects charged with plotting two train bombings in 

Germany in July 2006 and held in custody in Lebanon, was an HT member (Morgan 2007).  

In 2008, the “Morgenland” association planned to start a kindergarten in the heart of Berlin 

but its chairman, Sinan W. – a 24-year-old man of Turkish origin – was suspected of 

membership in HT.  After several months of investigations by the Office of Protection of the 

Constitution (Verfassungsschutz), German authorities gave the green light to the 

kindergarten.  That decision was reportedly made not because Sinan W.’s connections to HT 

were unproven but because he was replaced by his relative, Michael W., and there were no 

legal reasons to refuse to license the “Morgenland” association (Jürgens 2008).   

I.1.4 HT in Central Asia 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union, the people of Central Asia coped with economic 

hardships, further limitations on civil and political freedoms and social disparities, as well as 

lack of religious education and channels to fulfil their spiritual needs.  It was also the time 

when, after seven decades of official atheism, the Central Asian states suddenly opened their 

doors to all kinds of religious movements that would fill the vacuum left behind by the 

Communist system.  In Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan alone, the number of mosques, madrassahs 

and seminaries quadrupled in the first three years of independence, and “various kinds of 

religious missionaries [including HT] flooded [my emphasis] into the cities and towns of the 

region” (Khamidov 2003, 2).  Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, more than the three other Central 

Asian countries, also witnessed the vast growth of Christian evangelical churches and the 

conversion of Muslims to Christianity (Williams 2004; McBrien and Pelkmans 2008; 

Peyrouse 2008).  For a long-time ‘Muslim atheist’ – a paradoxical expression describing a 

person in Central Asia who was born Muslim but has not observed the five pillars of Islam – 

was “a completely ‘natural’ thing” (McBrien and Pelkmans 2008, 87).  As a Soviet legacy, 

‘Muslimness’ was intimately tied to national identity of Central Asians without much 

religious content (Williams 2004, 130; McBrien and Pelkmans 2008, 90); an Islamic revival, 

however, was yet to come to the region.  In 1996, 55.3 percent of ethnic Kyrgyz and 87.1 

percent of ethnic Uzbeks in Kyrgyzstan identified themselves as Muslims; in 2007, 97.5 

percent and 99.1 percent of surveyed ethnic Kyrgyz and Uzbeks respectively reported that 

they were Muslims (McGlinchey 2009, 17).   

For many scholars of different origins, ‘Muslim’ identity and the spiritual needs of 

Central Asian populations are not the main factors behind HT’s success in the region.  Rather, 

the experts say bad economic conditions, underdeveloped political culture, absence of civil 
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society to channel public initiatives, limited access to power and widespread suppression of 

freedom of speech played into the hands of HT to spread its message (ICG 2003a; 2006a; 

Khamidov 2003; Mihalka 2006; Karagiannis 2005; 2006b; 2007).  HT, while operating in any 

country, attempts to meet the requirements of the local population; thus its activities and 

spheres of influence in Central Asia differ to a great extent from those in Europe.  The core 

differences lie in HT helping local populations to overcome economic hardships by setting up 

mutual aid associations and charity programs (McGlinchey 2009), as well as creating a public 

space for discussing everyday issues or, as Baran puts it:   

 
“In a region with limited access to a free press, HT’s discussion of everyday 
issues provides a much needed outlet for news and opinion. HT continuously 
promotes a message of “justice” against what many Central Asians view as 
their corrupt and repressive state structures” (Baran 2004, 86). 
 

Furthermore, unlike in Europe, the most effective recruitment of members takes place 

not on university campuses but through charity activities and in prisons.  Since HT is 

outlawed in all five Central Asian countries, a common tactic became to be arrested, appeal to 

sympathy from the local populations, get publicity and propagandise in prisons.  Because 

traditionally the Central Asian people, especially in the Ferghana Valley, have a sense of 

extended family and community, an arrest gets quick publicity and provokes resentment 

among local residents.  In this regard, Baran commented: 

 
“Since the late 1990s, prisons have become the best places to convert people 
to radical Islam.  The vast majority of inmates deeply resent the 
establishment.  There is also a serious torture problem in Central Asian 
prisons, especially in Uzbekistan.  After enduring such treatment, even the 
least religious individual is susceptible to HT recruitment efforts.  Those 
who are jailed for small offences may develop close contacts with HT 
members while in prison and over time begin to identify with party ideology.  
By the time they leave prison, former petty criminals can become strong 
Islamists tied to the larger HT” (Baran 2004, 86). 

 
Baran’s (2004) argument was supported by statements from relatives of prisoners, who joined 

HT in Uzbekistan after being tortured.  For example: 

 
“She was asleep with her husband … when a detachment of ten police broke 
into their flat in southern Tashkent and started beating him where he lay. 
“They didn't show us any papers.  Four of the men laid into my husband for 
about 15 minutes until there was blood everywhere," she says.  Sitting in the 
room where it happened, Nabieva says she next saw her husband two months 
later, at his trial…His real sin, it seems, was to have three sons already in 
jail.  His youngest, Faroukh, was arrested in April 2000 and given seven 
years in prison. His oldest, Forkhat, was taken from a bus on his way home 
in April last year.  He got eight years.  His middle son, Mirzorakhmat, was 
seized at home ten days later and six months after that his mother visited him 
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in the Jaslyq detention centre.  He had been transferred there, he said, for 
refusing to plunge his hand into a bowl of excrement at his first prison in 
Navoi… said he had also been forced to breathe through a urine-soaked pad 
until he choked, and dropped on to a cement floor by four men from above 
head height -a manoeuvre known as "the bird", contrived to break a person's 
ribs.  I asked Nabieva why she thought her family had been singled out.  
"We haven't been," she said.  "There are many families with five sons in jail.  
If I had ten they would have taken all ten."  As it is, her three were all 
accused of membership of Hizb ut-Tahrir.  They were not members, Nabieva 
said.  "But they are now.  They've all joined up in prison" (Whittell 2004, 6). 

 
ICG (2003a) researchers suggest that the majority of – though by no means all – 

members appear to be from the Ferghana Valley region (the Andijan, Ferghana and 

Namangan provinces of Uzbekistan; the Sughd province in Tajikistan, and the Osh and 

Jalalabad provinces of Kyrgyzstan).  Due to the clandestine nature of the party and the 

tendencies of regimes to exaggerate extremist groups’ presence and threats as an excuse for 

authoritarian responses and policies, the real number of members in Central Asia can only be 

estimated (ICG 2003a; Esposito 2002, 113).  Baran et al. (2006, 24) claimed, “HT is 

numerically strongest in Uzbekistan, with estimates there ranging from 7,000 up to 60,000 

members.  There are 3,000-5,000 members in both Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.  The number in 

Kazakhstan is no more than a few hundred.”  Karagiannis (2006b, 265) estimated that the 

number of members in Uzbekistan varied between 10,000 and 15,000, with many more 

sympathizers; a recent ICG (2009a, 6) report pointed out that Kyrgyz HT membership could 

be as much as 7,000 to 8,000, of whom some 800 to 2,000 could be women.  The official 

numbers of members in Kyrgyzstan were paradoxically contradictory; while in May 2008 the 

Kyrgyz State Agency on Religious Affairs claimed membership was about 15,000, in April 

2009 the Ministry of Internal Affairs claimed there were only 118 active members and 1,630 

supporters (ICG 2009a, 6). 

I.1.4.1 Kyrgyzstan 

In Kyrgyzstan, the government’s stance on HT has gone in phases.  In 2001, 

Mamayusupov, then-chairman of the State Committee on Religious Affairs, attempted to 

establish dialogue with HT by bringing its members to the parliament.  The talks did not take 

place, however.  According to Kyrgyz authorities, such a meeting would automatically mean 

recognition of the organization; HT itself was against such talks since working with the 

“illegitimate” government contradicted the fundamentals of its ideology (ICG 2003a, 38; 

Baran 2004, 108-109).  The speaker of the parliament at the time, who was also the 

Ombudsman of the Kyrgyz Republic, Tursunbai Bakir Uluu, suggested several times in the 
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press that HT be legalized and its members be acknowledged as part of the electorate.  In this 

regard, ICG suggested: 

 
“The wider policies of the government are probably more important than any 
attempts to initiate dialogue or intervene in religious structures.  Reform of 
the security services is a key issue and a strong line against abuse of power 
in arrests and in the courts is vital…  Many incidents that the government is 
quick to label as the work of ’Islamic extremists’ are actually much more 
about growing organized crime, much of it linked to the drugs trade and 
lucrative cross-border contraband with Uzbekistan”(ICG 2003a, 38).  “There 
are also vested bureaucratic interests in the government structures that have 
used the Hizb ut-Tahrir ‘threat’ to broaden their own powers” (ICG 2002, 
12). 

 
The government outlawed HT as an extremist organization in November 2003.  Since 

then, members caught distributing literature with extremist content that might instigate 

religious and ethnic tensions have faced years of imprisonment.  An ICG investigation 

suggested that while prosecuting HT activists, “any evidence linking a person to the HT – 

party literature, reports by neighbours, or an anonymous tip – are grounds for police action” 

(ICG 2009a, 7).  The number of HT prosecutions grew from 11 in 2000 (ICG 2003a, 37) to 86 

in 2001 and fell to 41 in 2002 (Karagiannis 2005, 138).  The numbers of prosecuted HT 

members after 2002 remain unclear.  In October 2008, 32 demonstrators in Nookat region of 

Kyrgyzstan were arrested as members or sympathizers of HT and were given up to twenty 

years of imprisonment; in 2009 the Supreme Court dismissed charges against 13 persons and 

in 2010 the provisional government of Kyrgyzstan, with Roza Otunbaeva as its head 

announced amnesty for all participants in those events (Veizel 2010).  Reportedly in 2009 

there were 54 Islamists, including members of HT, Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and 

Islamic Jihad Union serving time in Kyrgyz prisons for terrorism and extremism (ICG 2009b, 

1-14).  In 2011, Otunbaeva claimed that the number of HT members in the southern regions 

of Kyrgyzstan was about 15,000; she said that national security services identified “1,944 

members of [this] religious-extremist organisation” but “in reality this number can be 

significantly higher.  They also seized 26 pieces of small arms, 1,610 pieces of ammunition, 

111 explosives as well as more than three thousand materials of extremist nature” (Otunbaeva 

quoted in Zpress.kg 2011). 

Early reports on HT’s activities in Kyrgyzstan stressed their prevalence in the southern 

provinces and the overwhelmingly ethnic Uzbek3 membership of the organization (ICG 

                                                 
3 Grebenschikov (2002) explained the higher number of Uzbeks sympathizing with HT compared with Kyrgyz 
by the fact that Kyrgyzstan was unable to provide the population in the South with print media, textbooks at 
school and other channels from which the Uzbek part of population could generate information in their language.  
In early 2000s, the informational vacuum that could not be filled by the Kyrgyz officials was quickly filled by 
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2003a; Karagiannis 2005; Grebenschikov 2002).  More recent studies indicated that HT 

continuously gained support in the northern part of Kyrgyzstan among ethnic Kyrgyz 

(McGlinchey 2009) and among women (ICG 2009a).   

Islamic revivalism in Kyrgyzstan was seen by McGlinchey (2009, 16) as “a product of 

the failing Kyrgyz state” rather than as “a response to encroaching Western culture”, “a 

response to encroaching secularism” or “a manifestation of nationalism.” “Prompted by this 

state failure, Islamic charities have increasingly stepped in to deliver what central 

governments cannot.  Religion provides the shared norms, the social capital, critical for the 

functioning and growth of these local charities” (McGlinchey 2009, 27).  Karagiannis (2005, 

144) explained HT’s rise in Central Asia using the social movement paradigm: “It [HT in 

Kyrgyzstan] provided people with a mechanism for alleviating grievances derived from 

structural strains in Kyrgyz society; It has mobilized necessary material and human resources; 

The party faces an environment that offers political opportunity.”  “Facing a failed political 

and economic system, people join Hizb ut-Tahrir for comfort” (Karagiannis 2005, 146). 

Mainly agreeing with Karagiannis’ observation, Mihalka (2006) and McGlinchey 

(2009) came to opposite conclusions.  Since HT failed to take advantage of a grand 

opportunity to seize power during the political turmoil in March 2005, Mihalka (2005, 149) 

wrote: “Currently, radical Islam has lost most of its strength in Central Asia and is not 

showing any real signs of recovery.”  McGlinchey (2009, 22) observed that HT, as part of the 

Islamic revival in Kyrgyzstan, compensated for “the state’s failure” to provide the population 

with basic human needs like food, shelter and education and became increasingly important to 

local communities.  For example, HT’s activities were largely ignored by the government in 

December 2006, when the organization openly supported victims of the earthquake in Naryn, 

a city in north-central Kyrgyzstan.  Furthermore, HT’s mutual aid associations are much 

welcomed by mainly the poor, who stopped hiding their HT sympathies (McGlinchey 2009, 

20).  McGlinchey’s observations were also supported by a number of cases described by ICG 

(2009, 10) researchers: “Many HT teachers are said to take active part in the lives of their 

students – helping to find a husband for the single ones and addressing family problems of 

those who are married.  The party tries to build a good reputation within communities by 

small-scale initiatives, such as establishing home kindergartens for members.  A female 

activist and strong HT critic said it is hard to oppose the party because it helps so much on the 

local level.”  

                                                                                                                                                         
HT leaflets, which contained information on urgent political, social, and economic developments in the region 
and the world.  
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I.1.5 HT and the mass media  

Acknowledging media’s powerful role in agenda-setting, issue framing and awareness-

raising, social movements—including extremist organizations—seek publicity and close 

contacts with journalists to facilitate dissemination of their messages to broader audiences.  

However, given the media’s interests and journalistic and editorial choices, social movements 

have no control over how they are covered.  Although negative representations in the press 

damage public perceptions and attitudes toward them, movements still attempt to garner 

media attention by public demonstrations and provocative rhetoric (Wiktorowicz 2005, 150-

151).  Highlighting their availability for interviews, leaders of extremist groups try “to 

position themselves as an essential source for journalists trying to gain insights into 

contemporary issues from an Islamic perspective” (Wiktorowicz 2005, 150).  Wiktorowicz 

(2005, 150) quoted al-Muhajiroun leadership as relishing their public role, “Our coverage 

since September 11 has been international.  We were in every single major media outlet in 

Britain, and in many European countries, and America, and in the Far East.  People from 

China and Japan were coming down to have interviews.  And our ideas were propagated 

worldwide.”  There are also records of HT meeting with journalists in Europe and giving 

press conferences (Horton 2006; Maliach 2006b).  Thus, although the overall coverage of 

such movements as al-Muhajiroun and HT is negative, parts of their ideologies and appeals 

get transmitted through legitimate media gatekeepers directly to millions of readers, viewers 

and listeners.   

Why seek publicity if the coverage will damage the credibility of the movement and 

presumably not help win the souls and hearts of potential members?  This, at first sight an 

irrational tactic, has its own logic.  Muslims in Europe are aware of the tendency toward 

negative coverage of their faith in the press.  For extremist movements, this distrust in 

Western media increases the likelihood that readers will “dismiss or overlook negative 

reporting about the movement as part of the overall trend of negative reporting about Islam in 

general” (Wiktorowicz 2005, 157).  Husain’s account of media’s contribution to HT 

flourishing in Britain supported this argument. He wrote: 

 
“Boosted by the intense media interest, we [HT] went from strength to 
strength.  Nothing gave us greater motivation than to hear our ideas being 
amplified in the national media, reaching new audiences of millions.  To us 
it did not matter whether the coverage was favourable or otherwise.  We 
were resigned to biased reporting, but we knew that there was a crucial 
constituency of Muslims who would look upon us as their leaders, their 
spokesmen against the attacks of the infidels.  It was this recognition we 
needed more than anything else.  The British media provided us with it and 
more: Arab dictators were now increasingly worried about the rising profile 
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of a group they had banned four decades previously.  Britain breathed new 
life into the Hizb”(Husain 2007, 103-4). 

 
Later as Husain abandoned radical Islam advocated by HT and turned to moderate Islam.  He 

stated that 

 “As I reconnected with my faith, all around me Islamists were emerging as a 
strong voice.  Islamist groups organized conferences, the media gave them 
vast amounts of airtime, and they began to be seen as ‘mainstream’ Islam.  I, 
a spiritually oriented, moderate, mainstream Muslim, like millions of others, 
had nothing to say.  We did not advocate suicide bombings, challenge the 
governments of countries, threaten to hijack – why should we make the 
news?”  (Husain 2007, 214). 

I.1.5.1 Europe 

HT attempts, however, to change the negative coverage and distorted images in the 

press.  It does so via leaflets, press releases, Internet and through peaceful demonstrations in 

conflict zones like Palestine to attract peace activists and sympathetic media coverage.  There 

have also been HT meetings with journalists and press conferences in Europe (Horton 2006; 

Maliach 2006b).  The Internet, however, appears to be the most viable means of 

communication used by HT in Europe, where Internet access is much easier than in Central 

Asian countries.  Reportedly, at least seven HT websites facilitate the swift posting of timely 

information on political developments around the world that can be printed and disseminated 

among local populations.  With the help of cyberspace, HT constructed a virtual Muslim 

community to reach members in repressive countries, as well as Muslims in countries where 

they feel inferior (Baran 2004, 29).  For example, HT actively used the Internet as a channel 

for protest during the caricature crisis in Europe in 2006; the HT office in London posted its 

messages on websites and e-mailed registered users to urge them to take steps as a reaction to 

what HT considered an insult to all Muslims.  This communication was non-violent and called 

for peaceful protests (Maliach 2006b).   

As of this writing, there has been virtually no attempt to investigate empirically how HT 

was covered in the European media.  In his analysis of coverage of al-Muhajiroun in British 

quality newspapers from 1997 to 2004, Wiktorowicz (2005) mentioned only that HT has been 

far less covered than al-Muhajiroun and received minimal coverage as a whole, despite the 

fact that HT issued 31 press releases between 19 December 2001, and 17 October 2003.  In 

the graphical representation of distribution of reports on HT in the Sun, Guardian, Evening 

Standard and Financial Times, one can see that coverage of HT appeared in 2000, rose 

substantially at the end of 2001 remained high in 2002 and 2003 (with the highest number of 

report being at 20), and decreased in 2004.   
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I.1.5.2 Central Asia 

Due to low Internet skills and access, as well as technical limitations, leaflets and books 

are the primary means of HT propaganda in Central Asia.  Media reports indicate that HT 

started using computer clubs for youngsters in Kyrgyzstan to show propaganda on video.  In 

2006, Vecherniy Bishkek, the Kyrgyz daily quality newspaper, published an interview with an 

HT member who claimed that his group was ordered to work closely with the mass media.  

As a Russian-speaking Kyrgyz, he was responsible for Russian-language newspapers; his 

friend visited Kyrgyz language newspapers and TV studios, and Uzbek members were to 

strengthen contacts with Uzbek journalists.  According to the report, the first aim of these HT 

representatives was not to allow the press to make HT a scapegoat for all wrongs and to 

prevent use of the HT name to instigate clashes among people (Urumbaev 2007). 

Before 2002, HT received little or no coverage in the Central Asian media.  

Grebenschikov, a Kyrgyz independent journalist, reported, “Newspapers and television 

channels have no balanced approach to the forbidden movement.  The media persistently 

repeat the cliché that Hizb-ut-Tahrir’s members are terrorists and extremists who wish to 

destroy the existing regime and establish and Islamic state in Central Asia, and this is all the 

authorities want to talk about” (Grebenschikov 2002).  In her findings related to coverage of 

HT in the Uzbek media, an Uzbek journalist reported, “…there are no reports whatever about 

the activities of the Hizb-ut-Tahrir radical Islamic party; no accounts of the party’s members 

brought to trial; nor accounts about protests staged in Ferghana province by wives and 

mothers of those arrested for links with informal religious organizations” (Tokhtakhojayeva 

2002).  A Tajik journalist reported that any information related to HT in the Tajik press is 

published under the heading “Crimes” and with reference only to the law enforcement press 

service.  As a rule, there is no mention of the party’s religious doctrine but only its aim to 

create a caliphate (Mansurova 2002). 

There have been several attempts to investigate quantitatively how HT was covered in 

the Kyrgyz media.  Wolf (2006) analysed 215 articles published in the Kyrgyz daily 

Vecherniy Bishkek from 2001 to 2005 containing the HT name at least once.  She found that 

22.8% of articles were short news stories about arrests of HT members or sympathizers, 

50.7% were informative articles containing background information, and 26.5% were mainly 

irrelevant to the organization although its name was often used in a ‘terrorism’ context or 

simply to draw readers’ attention.  The tone of coverage of HT was neutral in 9.3% of the 

articles, negative in 22.3% and very negative in 68.4%.  Wolf (2006) attributed the fact that 

coverage become more neutral over the years – in a statistically significant relationship – to 
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changes in the Kyrgyz government and VB directorship in 2005 rather than merely to changes 

in the content of the articles.  Her interviews with four journalists who wrote almost half those 

articles confirmed previous findings on self-censorship practises of Central Asian journalists 

and found that the religious views of the journalists played a crucial role how they covered 

HT’s conflict with mainstream society in general and the incumbent government in particular.   

Analysis of coverage of extremism and terrorism issues in 22 Kyrgyz media, including 

TV channels, newspapers and Internet news agencies between 1 October and 30 November 

2007 found that of a total of 209 relevant reports, 150 were ‘news’, 37 ‘eyewitness reports’, 

eight ‘analysis’, seven ‘articles’ and seven ‘interviews’; 10 were ‘positive’, 38 ‘negative’ and 

161 ‘neutral’.  Although “most of the reports were about cases of arresting distributors of 

Hizb ut-Tahrir leaflets, confiscating leaflets and arresting members of this party”, it was found 

that ‘positive reports’ were also mainly about HT rather than about other regional extremist 

organizations (International Media Support et al. 2008a, 69).   

The fact that Central Asian journalists avoid writing about HT can be explained as due 

to the intimidating and repressive attitudes of governments and partially by lack of knowledge 

about the organization (Sukhov cited in Grebenschikov 2002; Loersch 2002).  In this regard, 

Grebenschikov (2002) asserted that some journalists sympathized with HT members as he 

wrote, “They [HT members] behave with sincerity, which always positively influences 

journalists.  A correspondent will doubt that these people are as dangerous as the authorities 

assert.”  However, journalistic sympathies were never reflected in the media reports (Wolf 

2006).  In this regard, Public Association “Journalist” (2008a, 65) highlighted the following 

as among the problems: lack of knowledge about extremism and terrorism on the part of 

journalists; no clear policy for mass media and government interaction in coverage and 

prevention of extremism and terrorism; lack of financial resources to educate journalists; and 

restrictions in obtaining information from original sources.  

In her final recommendations on how to combat religious extremism in Central Asia, 

Baran (2004a) emphasized the crucial role of media.  Not only should there be “…free and 

reliable media sources to which people can turn to receive objective information…all 

available media resources need to be used to disseminate positive values of Islam and to 

increase basic levels of religious understanding” (Baran 2004, 137-138).  Whether the need 

‘to disseminate positive values of Islam’ is urgent in Central Asian media alone or in Western 

European media as well is yet to be addressed.  Now I proceed to define HT from 

perspectives of social sciences that would provide further impetus to understanding HT in 

general and its coverage in different media settings in particular.  
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I.1.6 Defining HT from social sciences’ perspectives 

HT claims to be a political party.  It is, however, not a political party in the Western 

classical meaning of an organized group of people aiming to gain or share power through 

elections.  The British branch of HT was once registered as a non-governmental organization 

(Bakker 2007); once HT's leaders claimed to be “nothing more, or less, than a proselytising 

organisation, spreading the word of Islam, much as evangelical Christians do” (Johnston 

2007b, 11).  Relying on works of social scientists, I discuss how HT could be defined as a 

sect, a new religious movement or a social movement.   

Recalling the Prophet Muhammad’s prediction that Islam would divide into 73 sects, of 

which only one would be saved, Sedgwick (2004) said sects in the Islamic tradition persist as 

they do in Christianity and Judaism.  Karagiannis (2006a, 11) quoted Rashid saying that of 

seventy-seven Islamic movements, HT claimed to be the right one.  Examining the essence of 

HT along 26 salient characteristics of a sect summarized by van Driel and Richardson 

(1988a), HT could be indeed classified as a sect.  Similar to sects, it requires a high level of 

commitment from its members; it exercises a high degree of social control; it perceives the 

world as torn between good and evil; it exists in many countries (e.g. Central Asia) because of 

the wide spread economic deprivation; its religious leadership is non-professional; it appeals 

to lower classes and is community-oriented; its belief system stresses certain elements of 

traditional religious culture; and, one of the its main goals is to live “through personal 

perfection in a perfect moral community, in a world in God’s image” (Richardson and van 

Driel 1988a, 174).    

Sedgwick (2004, 288) defined seven main characteristics of a sect – voluntarism, 

exclusivism, the fellowship principle, primary source of social identity, organization, 

discipline, and tension – and divided them into three groups: “the firqa (literally, part or 

division) [outward oriented], the tariqa (path), and the ta’ifa (section) [inward oriented]” 

(Sedgwick 2004, 294).  Since firqa is characterised as being outward oriented, claiming a 

monopoly on Islam, having a voluntary membership, being the primary source of social 

identity, being organized and disciplined, as well as finding itself in a position of high tension 

with its environment, one can identify HT as a firqa sect.  Indeed, Sedgwick (2004, 301) 

described Islamist groups like Jihad, Hamas and al-Qaida as firqas and said that calling 

Hamas ‘a political party’ is not wrong since “a firqa is often a political or military entity as 

well as a religious body.  The one does not exclude the other.”   

Eileen Barker, a professor of sociology at the London School of Economics and a 

founder of the Information Network Focus on Religious Movements (INFORM), referred to 
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HT as “an Islamic new religious movement” (Barker 2008, 166).  INFORM keeps track of HT 

and categorizes it – although “in a working definition for staff use only” – as a new religious 

movement “based on the criteria that it emerged in Britain after the Second World War and 

the majority of its members are ‘converts’ rather than having been born into the group” 

(Newcomber 2009).  The term ‘a new religious movement’ (NRM) was adopted by the 

academic community to replace the words ‘sect’ and ‘cult’ because “although these latter two 

words have a technical meaning in the sociology of religion, they have come to have a 

pejorative meaning in popular parlance” (Barker 2008, 155).  The mass media, however, 

continuously apply ‘sect’ and ‘cult’ labels to minority religious groups (Richardson and van 

Driel 1988a; Hill, Hickman, and McLendon 2001); references to HT as a sect, a cult or a new 

religious movement in Western media and among scholars are virtually non-existent.   

According to Barker (2008), the defining characteristics of an NMR are a first-

generation membership, which is seldom, if ever, attracted from a random sample of a 

population; charismatic founders/leaders and often uneducated second-generation leadership; 

and a dichotomous worldview tending to divide it into ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, ‘godly’ and 

‘satanic’, ‘us’ and ‘them’.  Considering features of an NRM suggested by sociologists Wilson 

and Barker as well as HT characteristics, Ustinova (2007) argued that the British branch of 

HT was “best characterised as a New Islamic Movement rather than just a political party.”  

Sedgwick (2007) also compared Islamist groups with NRMs and discussed the applicability 

of NRM scholarship to studies on jihad.  He wrote: “[The] description of a typical terrorist 

group (Islamist or non-religious) sounds remarkably similar to a description of an NRM.  In 

fact, Bryan Wilson’s five ‘specific sociological indicia of the sect’ might equally well 

describe a terrorist group or cell…  The varieties of jihad that have special relevance for NRM 

scholarship are the two extremes: the pacifist jihad that emerges within NRMs, and the jihad 

of Islamist terrorists, who operate on a model similar to that of members of sectarian NRMs” 

(Sedgwick 2007, 17, 20). 

To explain the rise of HT, at least, in Central Asian context, Mihalka (2006) and 

Karagiannis (2006a; 2005) used studies of social movements as the main paradigm.  

Karagiannis, political scientist, asserted that HT was not “…a religious organisation, but 

rather a political party whose ideology is Islam” and that it has never attempted to register as a 

religious organization with state structures (Karagiannis 2005, 139).  Karagiannis (2005, 140) 

used definitions of a social movement by Giddens, Kammeyer et al., and Macionis and 

concluded that HT was “…a revolutionary social movement (my emphasise) since it evidently 
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has all the necessary characteristics: the party has a pyramidal structure of command; it has 

existed for about half a century; and it aims at radical change but by peaceful means.”   

However, Karagiannis (2005) explained the role of HT’s ideology in terms similar to a 

sect’s core characteristics as defined by Sedgwick (2004).  Thus the message “Hizb ut Tahrir 

has extensively used religious theory and passages from the Quran to mobilise 

support…people develop a collective identity rooted in religion…” (Karagiannis 2005, 144) 

reflects the sect’s characteristic pertaining to ‘primary source of social identity’.  The message 

regarding HT as “well structured” and organized at different levels from local to global with a 

goal to create “a feeling of solidarity that engenders a sense of obligation on the part of party 

members” reflects the ‘organization’ and ‘discipline’ characteristics of sects (Karagiannis 

2005, 145).  The message regarding the work with Ummah reflects not only the ‘fellowship-

principle’ but also the outward orientation of the group.  Rejection by HT of any existing state 

as “a true Islamic state” and its strong conviction of being the only right Islamic movement 

among seventy-seven Islamic sects predicted by Prophet Muhammad reflects the 

‘exclusivism’ feature (Karagiannis 2006a, 11).  Finally the fact that HT welcomes anybody to 

join regardless of ethnicity points to the ‘voluntarism’ feature of a sect in Sedgwick’s terms.  

Karagiannis’ (2005) description of HT also does not contradict Barker’s (2008) description of 

an NRM, especially taking into account the message that HT “presents its political struggle as 

part of a battle between good and evil” (Karagiannis 2005, 145).  Being aware of Barker’s 

arguments, Karagiannis pointed out that her arguments were not applicable in this case and 

that he examined “HT exclusively as a social movement organization within the Central Asian 

context” (Karagiannis 2009).   

Thus the definition of HT heavily depends on those who try to define it and what branch 

of HT is considered.  For a scholar of Islam such as Sedgwick, HT in Europe is a sect and in 

Central Asia it is a movement; for a sociologist such as Barker the British branch of HT 

represents a religious movement; and, for a political scientist Karagiannis the Central Asian 

branch of HT represents a social movement.  However, in Europe HT tries to mobilise a 

predominantly young, second-generation Muslim population, offering them a new identity 

rather than a new religion.  The European HT branch is better structured; it mobilizes 

resources faster and more efficiently and enjoys more political opportunities than clandestine 

branches of HT in Central Asia.  From this comparative perspective, HT in Europe represents 

a social rather than religious movement.  However, in a personal communication, Sedgwick 

(2009) said, “I’m 99% sure it [HT] isn’t a social movement anywhere. Haraka in Central Asia 

and firqa in Europe is my guess.”  “A haraka (literally “movement”) is distinguished from 
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firqa by its lack of organization.  It is generally in a state of far lower tension within its 

environment than a firqa, even though its message may be equally radical.  This may well be 

because only an organized body can threaten and resist a state” (Sedgwick 2004, 297).  Thus, 

based on the numbers of arrests, HT is in far greater tension in Central Asian than in Europe.  

Sedgwick’s argument remains, however, valid if one takes into account numerous 

observations that its threat is exaggerated by the Central Asian regimes and often used to 

suppress political opposition.  

HT in Central Asia enjoys few political opportunities and fails to use them efficiently 

when they arise; it has also little chance to mobilize resources for political means.  As 

Mihalka (2006, 139) put it, “In Kyrgyzstan, the clans have the resources, not Islamist 

organization like the IMU or the HT.  So when the political opportunity presented itself with 

flawed elections, it was the clans out of power that had the resources to act, not radical 

Islamist forces.”  According to McGlinchey (2009, 21), HT’s success in Kyrgyzstan could be 

explained by the fact that HT provided services through charities to help people to meet their 

basic welfare needs that the state failed to meet.  Since charity is often an essential part of 

religious entities and HT was one of the new movements of a religious nature that entered 

Central Asia after the break-up of the Soviet Union, I argue that HT in Central Asia is best 

described as an NRM.  In addition, HT’s preaching of Islam and its ability to explain urgent 

daily events in simple terms – something that official Muslim clergy could not do – was one 

of the main reasons why HT appealed to local populations in the late 1990s.  The most recent 

ICG report suggested that most female members joined the organization “mostly by interest in 

Islam and possibly to escape a sense of economic and political powerlessness” (ICG 2009, 

13); “HT has responded to women’s desire for religious education as well as to the 

inadequacy of traditional state-sponsored Islam.  Its recruiters are mobile and come to local 

neighbourhoods to teach Islam” (ICG 2009, 8).  The summary of my argument is presented in 

Figure I.2. 

Figure I.2. Comparing typology of HT in Europe and Central Asia by Barker, Karagiannis, Sedgwick and 
Volf. 
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Finally, one should not impose rigid definitions as to what NRMs and social movements 

are.  In their Research on New Religious Movements in the Post 9/11 World, Zablocki and 

Looney (2004, 324) discussed an “intellectual evolution” in how NRMs are studied, 

emphasizing the social movement aspects and de-emphasizing “their putative ‘newness’ and 

their exclusively religious nature”; “…the sociological subspeciality called ‘social 

movements’, which previously defined social movements primarily as political mobilizations” 

can also benefit from NRM studies trying to understand such movements as, for example, HT.  

To leave this debate open, I define HT as a trans-national organization; this term does not 

necessarily exclude its social or religious spheres of influence.  The next problem arises with 

adjectives – descriptors – that scholars and, perhaps, consequently policy makers and 

journalists attach to the group.  Is it a Muslim, Islamic, Islamist, fundamentalist, extremist 

and/or terrorist organization?  Thus a more in-depth analysis of these terms and their 

applicability to HT follows.  

I.1.7 Defining the terms: clash of definitions 

The title ‘clash of definitions’ is borrowed from Edward Said’s (2000) reacting essay to 

Samuel Huntington’s (1993) ‘clash of civilizations.’  It appropriately reflects the purpose of 

this sub-chapter, which is not so much to provide working definitions for the study as to show 

a lack of consensus among scholars, who define and use these terms in their academic work in 

general, and in reference to HT in particular.  Since the mass media are often criticized for 

confusing the terms ‘Islamism’ and ‘fundamentalism’ as well as ‘extremism’ and ‘terrorism,’ 

or using them interchangeably, I look at different examples to illustrate how such confusion 

takes place in the academic world as well.  While I had not intended to select the scholars who 

present the opposing poles of perception of Muslim people as ‘good Muslim’ – secular and 

moderate – and ‘bad Muslim’ – militant and anti-Western – such dichotomous polarization 

takes place in the academic community, with new voices gradually joining one pole or the 

other.  Thus, I analyse the works not only of such scholars as Olivier Roy, John Esposito, 

Edward Said and Bernard Lewis but also a range of other scholars to present the ‘clash of 

definitions’ as clearly as possible. 

I.1.7.1 Islam – Muslim  

According to Britannica Concise Encyclopedia, the Arabic word Islam means 

"submission" — specifically, submission to the will of the one God, called Allah in Arabic.  

According to Lewis (2003, 3), an orientalist and historian of Islam, the word ‘Islam’ has two 

meanings: “In the one sense it denotes a religion, a system of belief and worship; in the other, 
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the civilization that grew up and flourished under the aegis of that religion.  The word Islam 

thus denotes more than fourteen centuries of history, a billion and a third people, and a 

religious and cultural tradition of enormous diversity.”  While Lewis tended to strictly divide 

schools of Islam along certain lines, Roy (2004, 9) claimed, “The many different Islams 

(liberal, fundamentalist, conservative) with which we are familiar are more a construction 

than a reality, especially if one looks not at ideas but at the life path of an individual…We 

speak about trends, poles, and not about given and structured schools of thought.  People 

change and adapt.”   

The definition of ‘Muslim’ also varies from the precise translation from Arabic - "one 

who wants or seeks wholeness" - to broad definitions used by agencies and scholars.  Jenkins 

(2007, 18), a scholar of history and religion, adopted the definition allegedly offered by Islam 

itself, “a Muslim [is] anyone brought up in a Muslim community, or whose father is a 

Muslim”.  He explained that “…Muslim is an ethnic label loosely applied…” to the African 

or Asian communities in France, to the Turkish communities in Germany and Pakistanis and 

Bengalis in Britain since those people are coming from the countries in which Islam is the 

default religion (Jenkins 2007, 156).  Roy (1994, viii) used the word ‘Muslim’ “to designate 

what is based on fact (a “Muslim country” is a country in which the population is Muslim; a 

“Muslim intellectual” is an intellectual of Muslim origin and culture), and the term “Islamic” 

for the result of an intention (an “Islamic state” is a state that bases its legitimacy on Islam, 

and “Islamic intellectual” is an intellectual who consciously organizes his thought within the 

conceptual framework of Islam).”  Mandaville (2007, 5), a scholar of politics, intentionally 

did not define Islam, claiming that “a Muslim is anyone who identifies him or herself, at least 

in part, with Islam – regardless of how the latter may be understood.”  Finally, Halliday 

(2000, 134), a scholar on the Middle East, quoted an Iranian intellectual as saying, “Islam is a 

sea in which it is possible to catch almost any fish one wants.”  

I.1.7.2 Islamism vs. Fundamentalism 

In the second half of the twentieth century, scholars and journalists faced a challenge in 

labelling Muslim movements that used Islamic ideology in their political and social 

endeavours.  In his 1985 book on Muslim extremists in Egypt, the French sociologist of Islam 

Gilles Kepel did not use the term “fundamentalism” and instead used the French islamiste that 

was subsequently translated into English as Islamist (Kramer 2003).  The word 

fundamentalism implied a sense of extremism, prejudice and dismissal; there was a need, 

however, to differentiate between extremist and mainstream Muslims.  In 1996, Robert 
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Pelletreu Jr., at that time US assistant secretary of State for Near Eastern affairs, formulated 

the following definition:   

 
“We normally use the term “Islamist” to refer to Muslims who draw upon 
the belief, symbols, and language of Islam to inspire, shape, and animate 
political activity.  We do not automatically seek to exclude moderate, 
tolerant, peaceful Islamists who seek to apply their religious values to 
domestic political problems and foreign policy.  We, however, object 
strongly to Islamists who preach intolerance and spouse violence in the 
domestic and international arenas” (Pelletreu quoted in Kramer 2003). 

 
The security forces of Germany – the Federal Office for the Protection of Constitution –

defined ‘Islamism’ and ‘Islamists’ as follows: 

 
“Islamism is a political, mostly socio-revolutionary movement – 
heterogeneous in itself – which is supported by a minority of the Muslims. 
With reference to the original Islam of the 7th century, its adherents - the 
Islamists – are calling for the "reinstitution" of an "Islamic order", in their 
understanding the only legitimate state and social order which is to replace 
all other orders… Militant Islamists feel legitimised to impose the "Islamic 
order" with violent means” 
(http://www.verfassungsschutz.de/en/en_fields_of_work/islamism/, accessed 
on 23.01.2009). 
 

Unlike authorities, scholars overall have been reluctant, or at least cautious, in using the 

term Islamism with negative connotations in references to different Muslim communities.  

Jenkins’ (2007), Wiktorowicz’s (2004, 2), Mandeville’s (2007, 57) and Roy’s (1994, ix) 

definitions of ‘Islamism’ were all connected to political activities or ideologies with the vision 

of promoting Islamic spirituality, law, order and/or state.  However, Jenkins (2007) described 

organizations like Hezbollah, Hizb ut-Tahrir and the Muslim Brotherhood as terrorist, militant 

or radical Islamist movements; Wiktorowicz (2005) referred to the al-Muhajiroun movement 

as radical Islamic activists; Mandaville (2007, 239) referred to al-Qaida and HT as radical 

Islamist groups willing to use “violent struggle (jihad) as the primary or even the exclusively 

legitimate method for the pursuit of political change” varying in the degree of acceptable 

violence from movement to movement; and, Roy (2004, 309) referred to HT as a radical 

fundamentalist organization.  

Roy’s (1994, 36-39) argument that there are three major ideological differences between 

radical Islamists and conservative fundamentalism – “the place of politics, women, and the 

sharia” – implies, however, that applying the terms ‘Islamists’ and ‘fundamentalists’ to the 

same movement interchangeably is unacceptable.  Indeed, the term ‘fundamentalism’ 

originally came from America and referred to Protestant Christians’ reaffirmation of the 

literal text of the Bible and returning to the “fundamentals” of Christian belief (Kramer 2003; 
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Euben 1999, 17).  However, as ‘Islamic fundamentalism’ became frequently cited in the 

media (Kramer 2003; Euben 1999, 17; Poole 2002, 140) scholars were divided among 

sympathizers with the new Islamic movements who rejected use of the ‘Islamic 

fundamentalism’ term and who believed that ‘fundamentalism’ was accurate terminology 

applicable to such movements.  Other scholars like Lüders (2007, 112) and Halliday (2000, 

131-132) used these terms interchangeably. 

 Thus for Esposito (1992, 7-8) ‘fundamentalism’ was “pejorative or derogatory”, often 

equated to “political activism, extremism, fanaticism, terrorism and anti-Americanism”; he 

suggested that Islamic fundamentalism be replaced with ‘Islamic revivalism’ or ‘Islamic 

activism.’  Lewis (1988, 117-18), to the contrary, argued that, although unfortunate, the term 

‘fundamentalists’ is applicable to a number of Islamic radical and militant groups; for him, all 

Muslims are “at least fundamentalists” because the core of Muslim religion is belief in the 

literal text of the Koran.  This view was supported by Syrian philosopher Sadik J. al-Azm and 

Egyptian philosopher Hasan Hanafi, who independently analysed the doctrines of the Islamic 

movements and came to the same conclusion; they strongly argued that use of the term 

‘fundamentalists’ is “the most adequate, accurate, and correct word” to describe the Islamic 

revival  (al-Azm and Hanafi cited in Kramer 2003). 

Edward Said, one of the first Muslim critics of the portrayal of Islam in Western media, 

did not object to the term ‘fundamentalism’.  However, he heavily criticized how journalists 

used it against Islam by making controversial statements and deliberately ensuring that the 

average reader will think that Islam and fundamentalism are the same; “fundamentalism 

equals Islam equals everything-we-must-now-fight-against, as we did with communism 

during the Cold War” (Said 1981, xix).   

I.1.7.3 Extremism vs. Terrorism 

While the academic world is full of examples of how differently ‘extremism’ (Breton et 

al. 2002) and ‘terrorism’ (Schmid and Jongman 2005) are defined, demonstrating the 

difference between Islamic ‘extremism’ and ‘terrorism’ is more complicated. As Wiktorowicz 

(2004, 20) rightly pointed out, “Self-proclaimed ‘experts’ on ‘Islamic terrorism’ frequently 

are of little help, since few have actually met their subjects and therefore rely on open public 

sources such as newspapers and Internet resources, which are often superficial, uniformed, 

and biased.”  Therefore, this part of the chapter is confined to definitions applied in scholarly 

works solely dedicated to the study of Islam or Islamic movements.   

Although it is unrealistic to expect scholars with different backgrounds to agree on what 

Islamic extremism and terrorism are, it is vital to understand how two distinct positions 
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crystallize. The first position largely supported by Roy, Halliday and Esposito, maintains that 

Islam is not inherently violent.  Instead, Islamic extremism is a result of a crisis of modernity, 

terrorism is a security problem and the ‘war’ against it is not a real policy.  The second 

position, largely supported by Huntington, Lewis, Kramer and Pipes, maintains that violence 

and use of terror are inevitable parts of Islam’s history.  Thus security depends not on the 

defence, but on the offence and that on the battlefield.  Jenkins takes a middle position, 

maintaining that Islam has its own wars to fight with modernity, but it remains far from clear 

how militant Islamists become active terrorists.  

Thus Roy (2004, 43) argued that there are no examples in Muslim history that could 

serve as prototypes of terrorist acts in the 21st century; Halliday (2003, 45) was also 

convinced, “Modern political terrorism did not originate in the Middle East, or among 

Muslims, nor has it been predominantly carried out by such people.”  Urging “great care in 

using the term ‘terrorist’ or ‘radical’ as it is used by the media and/or the authorities” (Roy 

2004, 7), Roy (2004, 197) noted, “We tend to focus on extremists because they make the 

news, but a sociology of militants is not automatically relevant to the silent majority.”  

Halliday (2000, 80) claimed that “identification of ‘Islam’ with ‘terrorism’ is a misuse of the 

latter term for polemical political purposes: on the one hand, to delegitimize not just the 

actions but the very programme of political groups – in Palestine above all – who mobilize 

Muslim peoples, on the other, to confine discussion of terrorism only to Muslim states.” 

Esposito’s (Esposito 1992, 5) view that “American policymakers, like the media, have too 

often proved surprisingly myopic, viewing the Muslim world and Islamic movements as a 

monolith and seeing them solely in terms of extremism and terrorism” is another example of 

how scholars in this camp perceive Islam and Islamic movements.   

Furthermore, Roy (2004, 43, 57) explained terrorist acts committed in the name of Islam 

as having more to do with “a Western tradition of individual and pessimistic revolt for an 

elusive ideal world than with the Koranic conception of martyrdom” and argued that “Al 

Qaeda is not a strategic threat but a security problem.  The war on terrorism is a metaphor, not 

a real policy.”  Esposito (2002, 124) argued that Muslims struggle with questions of 

modernity but lack time, the centuries the West had to develop and accommodate it; “as 

Islamic history makes abundantly clear, mainstream Islam, in law and theology as well as in 

practice, in the end has always rejected or marginalized extremists and terrorists from the 

Kharijites and Assassins to contemporary radical movements such as al-Qaeda” (Esposito 

2002, 128). 
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 To contrast the views of Roy, Halliday and Esposito, I consider works of Huntington 

(1993), Lewis (1967, 1993, 2001, 2003), Kramer (2001) and Pipe (2001, 2003).  Huntington’s 

(1993, 31) Clash of Civilizations offered a simple logic of how the ‘Muslim’ world is 

different from the ‘Western’ world and how “conflict along the fault line between Western 

and Islamic civilizations has been going on for 1300 years.”  Although heavily criticized by 

the academic community, the ‘clash’ triumphed in 2001 and became a main paradigm used by 

the quality media to explain the 9/11 terrorist attacks.  Renowned newspapers and magazines 

in the West – the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Atlantic Monthly, the Economist, 

Foreign Affairs and Great Britain’s Guardian among them – framed the 9/11 attacks in the 

context of Islam and referred to a ‘clash of civilizations’ in one way or another (Abrahamian 

2003).  Even an earlier critic of Huntington’s paradigm, Salman Rushdie, published an op-ed 

piece in the New York Times titled ‘Yes, this is about Islam’ (Abrahamian 2003, 534).  

However, the phrase ‘clash of civilizations’ was coined by Lewis and first appeared in 

his essay The Roots of Muslim Rage in the Atlantic Monthly in 1990.  While explaining 

‘Muslim fundamentalism’ in terms of excessive modernization – the view largely supported 

by Roy, Esposito and Halliday – Lewis (2001) traced the emergence of first Islamic terrorists 

back to 656 A.D., when the third caliph was murdered by “pious Muslim rebels who believed 

they were carrying out the will of God”; Lewis asserted that “in this sense, the Assassins are 

the true predecessors of many of the so-called Islamic terrorists of today, some of whom 

explicitly make this point…For Osama bin Laden, 2001 marks the resumption of the war for 

the religious dominance of the world that began in the seventh century.”  In some works 

Lewis emphasized that “human sacrifice and ritual murder have no place in Islamic law, 

tradition or practice” (Lewis 1967, 127) and that “[b]oth as tyrants at home and as terrorists 

abroad, their actions [of fighters for Islam] are in violation of Islamic morality and law” 

(Lewis 1993, 182).  He also persisted in asserting that ‘terrorism’ has long been part of 

Islam’s history, at least of its Shi’a sect (Lewis 1993, 162) and “[i]f the fundamentalists are 

correct in their calculations and succeed in their war, then a dark future awaits the world, 

especially the part of it that embraces Islam” (Lewis 2003, 127). 

Lewis’ works were criticized by Esposito (1992, 173-174) as reinforcing “the 

stereotypical image of Islam and Muslims as menacing militant fundamentalists…that 

predisposes the reader to view the relationship of Islam to the West in terms of rage, violence, 

hatred, and irrationality”; Said (2000, 572) described Lewis’ “methods” as “the lazy 

generalizations, the reckless distortions of history, the wholesale demolition of civilizations 

into categories like irrational and enraged”; Miles (2004) criticised Lewis, along with Dick 
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Cheney, Richard Perle, Ahmad Chalabi and others, who “worked for an invasion of Iraq from 

the week following 9/11,” saying, “The Lewis doctrine, in effect, had become US policy” – 

and concluding, “It is tragic that such an admired scholar may be remembered for a policy 

which history is likely to categorise as ill conceived, illegal and a costly failure.”  

 In return Kramer (2001, 56-57), the editor of the Middle East Quarterly and a former 

Ph.D. student of Lewis, criticized Esposito and what he called “the camp led by Esposito” for 

failing “to ask the right questions, at the right times, about Islamism”: “They underestimated 

its impact in the 1980s; they misrepresented its role in the early 1990s; and they glossed over 

its growing potential for terrorism against America in the late 1990s.”  Pipes (2003, 45-46), a 

historian and a political commentator on the Middle East, supported Kramer’s view regarding 

Esposito as among “probably the most important academic advisors” (including Roy), who 

gave bad advice to the US government in presenting militant Islam as “a democratic force that 

can help stabilize politics in the region”, despite the fact that “every one of them [militant 

Islamic groups] is inherently extremist.”  Although Pipes (2003, 47), attempted to distinguish 

between Islam as “an ancient faith and capacious civilization” and militant Islam as “a 

narrow, aggressive twentieth-century ideological movement”, he was convinced that “seeing 

terrorism primarily as a problem of law enforcement is a mistake” and that “the safety of 

Americans depends ultimately not on defence but on offence; on victories not in the 

courtroom but on the battlefield” (Pipes 2001).  

Jenkins took a middle road.  Similarly to Roy, Esposito and Halliday, he saw ‘Muslim 

extremism’ as the result of globalisation – wider access to information and greater 

opportunities “to explore alternative ideas” – and not something inherently bad (Jenkins 2007, 

140).  For him, however, radical movements seriously endanger Europe, partly because it is 

difficult to differentiate between radical activism – Islamist movements – and potential armed 

violence – terrorists.  For him, ‘Muslim terrorism’ is “a broad brush term covering quite 

different type of activities that demand quite distinct responses” (Jenkins 2007, 214).  He 

explained that if in theory terrorists could wear distinguishing uniforms, in reality many 

militants who sympathize with al-Qaida maintain their membership in organizations that do 

not have such a negative reputation and cannot be easily differentiated.  Jenkins (2007, 215) 

asserted that an extreme fringe would exist as long as Islam exists in Europe, and “it is far 

from obvious when militant Islamism shades into active terrorism or conspiracy.”  He defined 

‘terrorism’ as a socially constructed phenomenon, “shaped by social and political processes, 

by bureaucratic needs and media structures” (Jenkins 2003, ix). 
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To summarize, there is no consensus among scholars on definitions and borders for 

these terms.  However, they almost unanimously blame the media and journalists, who are 

often far from being experts on political Islam and the Middle East, for using these terms 

inaccurately and inconsistently.  Such criticism, however, lacks constructive argumentation.  

Even if authorities and journalists were to comprehensively research how the academic 

community defines and uses these terms, they would probably become more confused than 

enlightened.  Relying mainly on official sources of information and reproducing biased 

meanings in the public discourse, journalists unconsciously become part of a vicious circle, 

together with academics, who blame media for wrong interpretations and fail to come to terms 

with ‘Islam,’ ‘Islamism,’ ‘Fundamentalism,’ ‘Extremism,’ and ‘Terrorism.’  Perhaps, 

however, the problem of Islamic movements is not what they are called but what they do; as 

long as they “…spawn, nurture and tolerate the most violent forces in contemporary Islam, 

they would bring stigma to whatever term was applied to them” (Kramer 2003, p). 
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I.2 Communication studies at the crossroads 

I.2.1 Social psychology: the social construction of reality 

In the 1966 The Social Construction of Reality, sociologists Berger and Luckmann dealt 

primarily with the foundation of knowledge in everyday life, with society as objective and 

subjective reality and how institutions legitimise social meanings as objective.  A decade 

later, sociologist Tuchman (1978) shared her ten-year-observations of news-making and wrote 

about news as a constructed reality.  Although the first study was theoretical and the second 

study was empirical, both relied on sociological concepts available at the time of their writing.  

Bearing in mind Donsbach’s (2004) argument that the explanation of journalistic production 

of news is more enlightening from a psychological perspective, I draw on interdisciplinary 

(social psychology, theoretical and empirical studies) dealing with agenda-setting, framing 

and priming effects, as well as news factors to explain how the news constructs reality.   

I.2.1.1 Agenda-setting 

In Cohen’s words (1963, 13), the essence of the agenda-setting theory is that the news 

media may not be successful in telling people what to think, but they are stunningly 

successful in telling their audiences what to think about.  The ‘intellectual father’ of the 

agenda-setting theory, Walter Lippmann (1922), did not name this theory but described how 

news media create pictures in our heads and construct a pseudo-environment that is always 

incomplete vis-à-vis reality and frequently inaccurate.  While earlier empirical studies by 

Lazarsfeld in the 1940s and by County and Klapper in the 1950s showed little evidence that 

mass communication had effects on attitudes and opinions of the public, two decades later the 

‘founding fathers’ of agenda-setting research - Shaw, Weaver and McCombs (2004, 3-17) – 

gathered empirical evidence to show that the agenda-setting theory better explained public 

agenda formation than the concept of selective perception, which refers to the idea of minimal 

mass media consequences.   

The explanation of how agenda-setting works from a psychological perspective or, more 

precisely, how salience – “making a piece of information more noticeable, meaningful or 

memorable to audiences” (Entman 1993, 53) – from the media agenda transfers to the public 

agenda refers to the need for orientation. That is when one finds oneself in a new situation or 

a cognitive vacuum, there is a need for mental mapping of the new setting.  This need, in turn, 

arises if the situation is personally relevant and the state of matters is uncertain.  Different 

degrees of relevance and uncertainty constitute high, moderate or low levels of need for 

orientation (McCombs 2004, 53-57).  To illustrate, if Hizb ut-Tahrir were an organization 
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operating only in Kyrgyzstan, it would hardly be of any interest to residents of Germany.  In 

contrast, if HT claimed to organize terrorist acts on German territory, it would immediately 

create the need to orient many people in Germany, who would want to know about it in more 

detail.  While personal experience can help the orientation regarding some issues (e.g., 

economic crises and consequent loss of jobs and rising prices), it contributes much less 

regarding other issues, such as foreign policy or clandestine organizations.  Such latter issues 

are less prominent and we learn about them mainly through the press and not from everyday 

interactions.   

I.2.1.2 Framing  

Transmission of the object’s salience from the media to the public is known as the first 

level of agenda-setting.  Transmission of the ‘attribute’ salience is widely referred to as the 

second level of the agenda-setting or framing.  As McCombs (2004, 71) put it, “…specific 

aspects of media content about public affairs are explicitly linked to the shape of public 

opinion” or to expand the Cohen’s statement, “…the media not only tell us what to think 

about, but they also tell us how to think about some objects” (original emphasis).  

Analysing classic studies by Fiske & Taylor, Goffman, Iyengar, Snow & Benford and 

Tuchman related to framing theory, Entman (1993) summarized:  

 
“To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them 
more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a 
particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, 
and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” (Entman 1993, 
52; original emphasis) 
 

Entman (1993) clarified how the four functions of frames – defining problems, diagnosing 

causes, making moral judgments and suggesting remedies – can be performed in one 

sentence, as well as being absent from the whole text.  Also, the receivers’ logic and 

conclusions may or may not be driven by the communicators’ framing intentions since the 

receivers’ existing schemata– “mentally stored clusters of ideas that guide individuals’ 

processing of information” (Entman 1993, 53) – may hinder interpretation of the event in a 

desired way.  Experimental studies have suggested, however, that people’s decisions and 

perceptions heavily depend on how a text is constructed.  The classic example is the 1981 

study by Twersky and Kahneman that demonstrated how different language formulations of 

identical decision options led to different preferences of the participants (Entman 1993, 54).  

In their social psychological laboratory experiment, Kempf and Jager (2005, 8) tested how 

participants perceived conflicts after reading a newspaper article rewritten in three ways: 
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moderately de-escalating, de-escalating and escalating.  One of their main conclusions was 

that recipients’ perception of conflicts was significantly influenced by escalation and de-

escalation framings of conflicts.  Thus apart from applying framing theory to political 

science, social psychology, sociology and cultural studies, ‘framing’ can be used in 

journalism and directly influence how media contribute to conflict de-escalation. 

The cliché that journalists lack in-depth knowledge of what they report about suggests 

that journalists also often need orientation and, consequently, cover the news within certain 

‘given’ frames.  While Entman (1993, 57) suggested that framing is “…a central power in the 

democratic process, for political elites control the framing of issues”, Gerhards pointed out 

that a high level of organization of frames is called ‘ideologies’ (Gerhards cited in Hafez 

2002a, 47); Lasswell (Lasswell cited in Kempf 2003, 21) regarded framing as an essential 

part of propaganda: Kempf (2003, 24)  claimed that policymakers try to influence media in 

different ways and “…mainly have the effect of agenda setting, like identifying Saddam 

Hussein with Adolf Hitler or Serbian camps with Nazi concentration camps.”  A simplified 

example of how frames work is suggested by Lakoff (2004): if asked not to think about an 

elephant, one inevitably thinks of one since the word evokes and reinforces a frame even if it 

is negated.    

I.2.1.3 Priming 

Owing its origin to cognitive psychology, the idea of ‘priming’ derives from “…the 

associative network model of human memory, in which an idea or concept is stored as a node 

in the network and is related to other ideas or concepts by semantic paths” (Kosicki and Pan 

1997, 9).  By activating a certain node by a semantically related external stimulus, the 

likelihood that other associated thoughts come to mind increases and “…the activated node 

may function as a filter, an interpretive framework, or a premise for further information 

processing or judgment formation” (Kosicki and Pan 1997, 9).  In other words, it is argued 

that media can activate – prime – pre-existing beliefs that are accessible or available in the 

memory to help form judgments about particular objects.   

While priming effects of media are more important for studies on media reception, they 

are also helpful for understanding how news is constructed and what possible intentions were 

pursued by journalists.  To illustrate, before mentioning the less-known organization ‘Hizb ut-

Tahrir’, it should be enough to mention ‘al-Qaida’ to activate the receivers’ nodes related to 

‘terrorism’ and ‘extremism’.  Drawing on their knowledge about 9/11 terrorist attacks 

admittedly committed by al-Qaida, the likelihood that the receivers would think of HT as a 
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militant organization would be higher than if ‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ were listed among the names of 

legitimate political parties in Arabic. 

I.2.1.4 News factors 

Although journalists often deny their agenda-setting influence on the public, claiming 

that they only report what’s happening (McCombs 2004, 21), many, if not all, would agree 

that due to the limited space, time and resources, only a minority of events pass through 

several steps of the selection process and actually break into the press.  Arguably, Lippmann 

(1965) was the first scholar who introduced such newsworthiness factors as sensationalism, 

proximity, relevance, unambiguity and facticity.  More comprehensive discussions of the 

topic were initiated in the 1970s by the Scandinavian scholars Galtung and Ruge (1965) and 

Östgaard (1965).  

Galtung and Ruge’s article (1965) on The Structure of Foreign News later became “the 

theoretical and methodological backbone” in German research (Eilders 2006, 6) Focusing on 

factors influencing the flow of news from abroad and calling the problem of selection a 

problem of psychology of perception, the scholars came up with twelve factors that determine 

whether events finally become news: frequency (the time span of an event); threshold (the 

size of an event); unambiguity (the clarity of an event); meaningfulness (cultural proximity 

and relevance); consonance (the predictability of, or desire for, an event); unexpectedness (the 

unpredictability or rarity, of a event); continuity (the “running story”); composition (a mixture 

of different kinds of event); reference to elite nations, reference to elite persons, 

personalization (events are seen as actions of individuals); and negativity (bad news is good 

news) (Hartley cited in Galtung and Vincent 1992, 50).  They also introduced the additivity 

hypothesis: if an event scores one point for each satisfying factor, “[T]he higher the total 

score of an event, the higher the probability that it will become news, and even make 

headlines” (Galtung and Ruge 1965, 71; original emphasis).   

Östgaard’s approach (1965) to news flow is based on the assumption that journalists’ 

selection of events to cover depends on how journalists perceive the needs of their public; in 

other words, the news flow is audience-oriented.  Factors that influence news flow but are not 

occasioned by outside forces – political and economic – are simplification, identification, and 

sensationalism.  ‘Simplification’ would not be ‘a negative factor’ if it meant only that 

journalists select simple words to get the message across to their receivers and, thus, to clarify 

a complex situation.  Instead, as Östgaard (1965, 48) argued, the content of the message is 

often distorted by making the event itself less complex.  The negative effect of ‘identification’ 

may be that “the more the news is personified, or the closer in distance or in a cultural sense 
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the news is, or the more news messages flow from higher ranks to lower ranks, the less one 

learns about impersonal things, far-off happenings, or foreign cultures, or about the ‘common 

man’.”  ‘Sensationalism’ or “emotion arousing” aspects that lead events to becoming news 

also contribute to distortion of the world’s picture, “because the news is presented only when 

it is ‘sufficiently exciting’” (Östgaard 1965, 50).   

Östgaard (1965) recognized, however, that news flow varies greatly from continent to 

continent and even from medium to medium within one country and urged further research.  

Covering the theoretical and methodological advances in the German research tradition, 

Eilders (2006, 7) constructed the factor catalogue built over 30 years by German scholars on 

Galtung und Ruge’s news factors.  See Figure I.3. 

Figure I.3. News factors in selected studies summarized by Eilders (2006). 

 
Source: Eilders, Christiane. 2006. News factors and news decisions. Theoretical and methodological advances in 
Germany. Communications 31, p. 8. 
 

Finally, Donsbach (2004, 134) pointed out that ‘news factors’ collectively provide only 

one of four components that might explain what influences journalists’ decisions and on 

which most communication scholars would agree.  The other three are institutional objectives, 

the manipulative power of news sources and subjective beliefs of journalists.  Here, 

“ institutional objectives” may relate to specific content and forms expected from journalists to 

increase audience attention or to pursue specific ideological or political goals; the “public 
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relations” factor refers to a hypothesis that official news informants might have an impact on 

journalists’ news decisions; and, “subjective beliefs of journalists” refers to a hypothesis 

supported by sufficient evidence that “a journalist’s predispositions towards an issue or an 

actor can affect his or her news decisions” (Donsbach 2004, 134-135).  Since Donsbach 

(2004) claimed that these traditional explanations were weak and it was hard to relate them to 

each other empirically, I choose to proceed to the empirical studies of how the press covered 

concrete social entities in different parts of the world. 

I.2.2 Sociology: clashes of knowledge 

Berger (1966, 207) claimed that, “…a sociology of knowledge without a sociology of 

religion is impossible.”  Thus the subtitle “clashes of knowledge” is borrowed from the title of 

his book dedicated to exploring orthodoxies and heterodoxies in science and religion 

(Meusburger, Welker, and Wunder 2008).  While ‘clashes of knowledge’ in science usually a 

result from disputes about what the true scientific methods of revealing the “infallible 

knowledge” are (Wunder 2008, 5), ‘clashes of knowledge’ in religion that never claimed its 

knowledge to be scientific can result in “the most severe and violent clashes” (Wunder 2008, 

8).  Thus clashes of knowledge within a variety of religious traditions, including most ‘major 

world religions’ (Marty & Appleby cited in Stump 2008, 173), created new denominations, 

sects, cults and religious movements, as well as ‘fundamentalist’ movements, defined here as 

a cultural, social and political phenomenon with ‘attempts of contesting the knowledge’ as the 

defining characteristic (Stump 2008, 173).  Although the ‘clashes of knowledge’ of journalists 

– the most honest and diligent of who are ideally supposed to expose the ‘truth’ – are not the 

main focus of this dissertation, I analyse how journalists cover new religious movements and 

mainstream Christianity and Islam in the press in different locations at different times. 

To relate this exercise to the empirical study of HT coverage, little, if any, research has 

investigated HT coverage in particular; findings about coverage of religious movements in 

general should reveal, however, certain tendencies in this area.  Furthermore, to understand 

why Islam had a ‘good’ or ‘bad press’ (Selbourne 2005), I investigate whether another 

religion, in this case Christianity, received positive or negative coverage in countries with 

predominantly Christian and Muslim populations.  Finally, I narrow this chapter to coverage 

of Islam in the Western, with special focus on German and British, and Central Asian, 

specifically Kyrgyz, press to illustrate what kinds of coverage Islam gets in different political 

and media settings with different religious affiliations of their respective populations.   
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I.2.2.1 Coverage of new religious movements in press 

HT, similar to other new religious movements, falls outside mainstream religions.  The 

empirical findings on coverage of NRMs in general should shed light on how the media report 

on movements in conflict with mainstream society.  Richardson and van Driel’s (1988b) study 

of American press portrayals of NRMs in 1972-1984 revealed that the most frequent topic of 

NRM coverage was legal conflicts/criminal allegations (47.7%); coverage of negative 

consequences of NRM conversion prevailed over coverage of documented beneficial 

consequences; a negative tone was present in 66 percent of the articles.  Studies of media 

treatment of NRMs in Canada, Australia and Britain revealed “similar patterns of strong 

derision and contempt regarding NRMs by the media” (Richardson and van Driel 1997, 119).  

Thus in Beckford’s words (Beckford quoted in Wright 1997, 103), “The most elementary 

observation about print and broadcast media’s portrayal of NRMs is that the movement’s 

activities are newsworthy only when conflicts are involved.”  

American religion news writers Dart and Silk acknowledged that “poor choices and 

ignorance have harmed news coverage in the past” (1997, 150) and “no abuse, no story” (Silk 

1997, 139).  They determined that unconventional religious groups often break into the news 

when something goes wrong and, in such situations, it is difficult to exclude criticism from 

the stories.  Claiming that “journalists may never have heard the phrase ‘social construction of 

reality,’ but they know that facts and trends do not just sit around awaiting neutral 

dissemination to the public at large” Silk (1997, 37; my emphasise) admitted that,”[d]ay in 

and day out, they engage in the business of shaping the information at their disposal (good, 

bad or indifferent) into culturally significant narratives.”  4  

To challenge views of journalists, Barker (2008, 167) stated fairly that NRMs perhaps 

deserve some of the bad press they receive, but “it is also worth recognizing that it is 

relatively easy to employ double standards when judging these movements and to forget that 

members of older religions – and, indeed, of no religion – also commit criminal and antisocial 

actions.”  Attempting to explain media bias against minority or unconventional faiths Wright 

(1997, 104) identified six factors: “1) journalists’ knowledge/familiarity with the subject 

matter; 2) the degree of cultural accommodation of the targeted religious group; 3) economic 

resources available to journalists; 4) time constraints on journalists; 5) journalists’ sources of 

information; and 6) the front-end/back-end disproportionality of reporting.”  Many journalists 

are inadequately informed about religious matters; the media is often used as a mechanism to 

                                                 
4 Cultural proximity is also mentioned by Östgaard  (1965, 46) as “a major asset for a news story”; he added, 
“The news media in any given country will tend to present the picture of the outside world as seen through the 
ethnocentric eyes of the receiver of the news.”  
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provoke antipathy toward marginal groups; full-time religion specialists in media institutions 

are rare due to budgetary constraints; given time constraints, journalists often cover events 

superficially without investigating for background and content; the sources of information 

often used by journalists are not impartial, including anti-cult organizations for NRM 

coverage; while incidents get coverage, positive activities of NRMs do not; thus, media rarely 

report when an accused person is found ‘not guilty’ (Wright 1997). 

Richardson and van Driel (1997) found that attitudes of journalists5 towards NRMs were 

not related to familiarity with such groups.  Thus, although in their quantitative analysis of 

newspaper articles, Richardson and van Driel (1988b, 55) attributed the less-negative 

coverage of NRMs over time to NRMs becoming “a more familiar and recognized feature of 

the US religious spectrum”, their study on journalists’ perceptions concluded that “it is not 

true that the more (or less) familiar one is with a group, the more positive (or negative) one is”  

(Richardson and van Driel 1997, 124).   

I.2.2.2 Christianity and Christians in the press 

Jenkins (2007, 85) supported the argument that “religion is visible only when it becomes 

a problem” with an example of coverage of ‘Christian’ affairs in the mainstream media:  

 
"Doing a search for information about the new movements within the 
churches, whether on the Internet or in the mass media, will soon produce 
tales of brainwashing, extremism, and scandal, which are usually the only 
manifestations of faith that attract the attention of the mainstream media.  Of 
their nature, the news media rarely report quietly successful religious 
trends…  We hear of the Roman Catholic Church for its conflicts over 
abortion or contraception, of the Church of England for its feuds over gay 
clergy…”   

 

This observation is supported by a number of empirical studies.  Hart et al. (1980, 261); 

content-analysed 648 religion sections in the American magazine Time between 1947 and 

1976 and concluded that since four out of five articles contained “a primary dose of conflict,” 

religion was depicted as “a conflict-driven human enterprise.” Trying to explain why Time 

covered religion, primarily Christian denominations, in the way it did, Hart et al. (1980, 273) 

concluded:  

 
“Time’s treatment of religion differs little from its treatment of other subject 
matters.  Whether discussing sports, show business, or religion, Time 
specializes in contemporary excitement…  Time neglects oriental scriptures, 
prosaic pastoral activities, and abstruse theological arguments because they 

                                                 
5 Richardson and van Driel (1997, 121) pointed out that since only 87 out of the 437 survey instruments mailed 
to American journalists were returned, their sample was not representative. 
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lack the colour and excitement on which it thrives.  Time follows its 
rhetorical formula because that formula consistently attracts five million 
subscribers…” 
 

Kerr and Moy (2002) analysed reporting on ‘fundamentalist Christians’ in US 

newspapers between 1980 and 2000 and found that fundamental Christians coverage fell 

somewhere between ‘balanced’ and ‘somewhat negative,’ somewhat intolerant and somewhat 

criminal-minded.  Since news stories (55.3%) prevailed over editorials (8.9%), letters (11.6%) 

and weekly columns (2.9%), Kerr and Moy (2002, 63) attributed that generally balanced 

coverage of ‘fundamentalist’ Christians to the journalists’ adherence to the professional norm 

of objectivity, i.e. reporting more than one side of an issue, and strict separation of news 

stories from editorials, in which the “more divergent or extreme views [were] presented by 

readers and weekly columnists and, to a lesser extent, editorials.”  In his study of coverage of 

Protestantism, a minority faith in Greece, in the Greek quality newspapers Eleftherotypia and 

Ta Nea from 1997 until 2004, Bantimaroudis (2007) found the overall tone toward Protestants 

was negative in 55%, neutral in 43.6% and positive in 1.4 % of examined articles.  

Banimaroudis (2007, 234) attributed negative coverage of that minority faith largely to Greek 

religious education; it asserts that religions other than Orthodoxy are heresies; and since 

journalists undergo that education as well, “they bring its outcomes to their profession.”  

Although there is lack of research on coverage of Christianity in countries with 

predominantly Muslim populations, empirical studies on religion-related news in Muslim 

Central Asia (Freedman and Chang 2007) and Muslim (Azerbaijan) and Christian (Armenia 

and Georgia) Caucasus (Freedman, Chang, and Shafer 2008) by the Western “Christian 

Initiative” news service Forum 18 is noteworthy.  Thus in the Caucasus, of 34 news articles 

published in 2005, 30 dealt with Christian faiths, three with Islam, and one did not identify a 

primary religion.  The majority of articles were about broad government laws and policies 

rather than individual events or incidents; religiously affiliated sources were used about twice 

as often and more prominently than official sources; and fewer than 24% of articles contained 

at least one of the keywords “terrorism,” “terrorist,” “fundamentalist,” “fundamentalism” or 

“violence” (Freedman, Chang, and Shafer 2008).  In Central Asia, of 94 news articles 

published in 2005, 55 dealt with Christian faiths, 16 with Islam, four without a primary 

religion identified, and 15 where Christian and non-Christian religions were both prominent. 

The majority of articles were about individual events or incidents rather than broad 

government laws and policies; religiously affiliated sources were used more often and more 

prominently than official sources; and fewer than 31% of articles contained at least one of the 

keywords “terrorism,” “terrorist,” “fundamentalist,” “fundamentalism” or “violence”.   
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To conclude, Jenkins’ (2007, 85-86) observation that media in Western Europe are more 

secular and more hostile to organized religions than in the US6 allows an assumption, that 

Christianity in the ‘Christian’ West receives little press coverage.  When it is covered, 

however, that coverage tends to be rather negative since conflicts are often part of such 

stories.  As demonstrated, that is not necessarily the case if the medium itself claims a 

Christian affiliation and it disseminates its news in non-Christian countries.  Thus, the 

intuitive perception that the coverage of any religion heavily depends on where and by whom 

it is covered needs further investigation. 

I.2.2.3 Islam and Muslims in the press  

Criticism of how Islam and Muslims are covered in the Western media is often based on 

observations rather than on empirical studies.  As an example, Esposito (1999) claimed that as 

a result of selective and, therefore, biased analysis, political commentators fail to tell the 

whole story about Muslims.  Jenkins (2007, 122) observed that the Muslim voices quoted in 

the media are often those of “rabid extremists like Omar Bakri Muhammad or Abu Hamza 

[while] easygoing and tolerant people simply are not newsworthy.”  Selbourne (2005, 47) 

observed that “Islam has had an overwhelmingly bad press in the non-Islamic world: the 

latter, notably through the Anglophone media, has been fed with a diet of atrocity and 

cruelty.”  He explained, however, that Islamists’ role in “a bad press” for Muslims should not 

be underestimated; “Islamists have grown always more adept at providing to a 

‘communication industry’ corrupted by its own need for sensation.  Indeed, without the aid of 

the media – Muslim and non-Muslim alike – the Islamist advance would have made slower 

progress.  Although the attack from the skies against the World Trade Centre was bad news 

for the United States, it was heaven-sent for the news-desks of the world” (Selbourne 2005). 

Furthermore, while Huntington and Said attacked each other with arguments about 

‘clash of civilizations’ and ‘clash of definitions,’ Hafez (2005), in dealing extensively with 

empirical research on press coverage of Islam, criticized both – Said for his understanding of 

‘the West’ and Huntington for his perception of ‘Islam’, since for both ‘the other’ represented 

some kind of a cultural monolith: 

 

                                                 
6 Jenkins (2007, 85-86) claimed, “Especially in west European nations, the media genuinely are for more secular 
than their U.S. counterparts and indeed more hostile to any form of organized religion, which is commonly seen 
in terms of a problem to be solved.  In consequence, European accounts of religious life all but ignore significant 
trends or events, and this lack of attention means that these movements receive little attention elsewhere.  It is 
thus easy for North American commentators to assume that European Christianity is not just near death, but that 
there are no signs of remission or revival.” 
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“For Said it was “the media” and “the West” that were simplifying a much 
more complex Middle East and making it the cradle of fanaticism and 
ignorance…  Said himself failed to understand the very logic of how media 
discourses are constructed.  As much as I agreed with Said’s critique on 
deformations in the Western mass media’s image of the Middle East and 
Islam and as much as I am …convinced that the mainstream media’s image 
contains systematic deformations, I would never say that Western coverage 
is only made up of stereotypes and I really hesitate to agree that it is the 
Western “culture” as such that is the driving force behind all problems.”  
 

Unlike scholarly polemics,7 empirical studies can provide evidence of how Islam and 

Muslims were covered in the Western press at different times.   

The findings on coverage of Islam and Muslims in American and English dailies in 

1988-1992 did not support “a strong conclusion of negative bias in coverage of Muslims.” 

Nonetheless, “most stories concerning Islam center[ed] on turmoil in the Middle East, [had] 

on an overall negative tone, employ[ed] negative terms such as “fundamentalist”, and thus 

evoke[d] an unflattering image of Islam and its followers” (Sheikh, Price, and Oshagan 1995, 

152).  The study of coverage of Islam and Muslims in the Dutch quality newspaper Algemeen 

Dagblad in 1998-2004 revealed, “In spite of the fact that Islam is often associated with 

negative events, reporting on Islam can be said to be fairly balanced, i.e. events are discussed 

from different viewpoints.  Yet it needs to be stressed that these different opinions are cited 

less often for international Islam than for Dutch Islam: for the latter, Dutch Muslim 

participants are interviewed and background information is provided as well” (d'Haenens and 

Bink 2006).   

Similarly, the analysis of coverage of Islam and Muslims in two Australian daily 

newspapers, The Daily Telegraph and the Sydney Morning Herald, from September 2000 to 

September 2002 revealed that “Australians seem to see Muslims through their press coverage 

of international affairs.  However, it is skewed heavily towards conflict in the Middle East 

rather than through their closest neighbour, Indonesia…The cast of the coverage 

overwhelmingly portrays Muslims as violent, irrational terrorists.  It exists without context: 

no history, culture or social structures appear to inform the coverage” (Manning 2006, 140).   

The qualitative findings of Kabir (2006) on how Islam and Muslims were covered in 

Australian broadsheets the West Australian and the Australian from 2001 to 2004 further 

emphasised that by focusing on Islamic militants, media representations of Islam and Muslim 

effectively demonised all Muslim people and did not counter that with balanced coverage.   

                                                 
7 „Polemic is argument rather than investigation; it is an effort to support a pre-determined conclusion rather than 
an effort to pursue a question or hypothesis with a conclusion left open to evidence or lack of it.” (Stevenson 
2004, 370) 
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Since Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan are the focus of this dissertation, research 

on coverage of Islam in Muslims in these countries will receive close consideration.   

I.2.2.3.1 Germany 

The major studies of how Islam and Muslims were covered in the German media were 

undertaken by Hafez (2002a; 2005; 2000b; 2002b), Hafez and Richter (2007), Halm (2006), 

Schiffer (2005; 2007) and Jäger (2007). 

Hafez (2002b) examined quantitatively and qualitatively how Middle East and Islam 

were covered during 1955-1994 in two German national newspapers – Süddeutsche Zeitung 

and Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung – and two weekly magazines – Spiegel and Stern.  That 

study found that the number of articles in the newspapers dealing with North Africa and 

Middle East grew substantially in times of crisis (Suez Crisis, Six Day War, oil crisis, Iranian 

revolution, Gulf War).  About 73% of all articles dealt with political rather than social and 

cultural matters; politics-oriented articles were primarily about Middle East conflicts, other 

prominent conflicts, Islam, oil and German-Oriental relationships. Before the Iranian 

revolution, ‘Islam’ was a qualitative rather than quantitative theme; afterwards, topics like ‘re-

Islamization’, ‘Islamic fundamentalism’ and ‘Islamic renaissance’ appeared more often and 

more consistently.  About 57% of newspaper articles were neutral, 16% negative-neutral, 25% 

negative, and 2% positive in content.  ‘Islam’ was covered in connection with violent events 

and was “the single most negatively contextualised topic in Middle East reporting” in 40% to 

70% of stories depending on the medium (Hafez 2005).  The tendency toward negative 

reporting was explained by the fact that since only two to three articles about the Middle East 

appeared on one day in one medium, violent or negative events were often selected for 

coverage (Hafez 2005).   

 The portrayal of Islam-related matters by German TV companies ARD and ZDF from 

1 July 2005 until 31 December 2006 was mainly event-driven and related to 

terrorism/extremism (23%), international conflicts (17%), integration problems (16%), 

culture/religion (11%), religious intolerance (10%), daily/social life (8%), 

fundamentalism/Islamisation (7%), deficit of democracy/ violation of human rights (4%) and 

women/suppression/emancipation (4%) (Hafez and Richter 2007).  Since reporting about 

Islam and Muslims focused mainly on negative aspects, Hafez and Richter (2007) said the 

problem was not the focus on negative but a lack of attention to the normal, daily and positive 

aspects of Islam and Muslims’ life.   

Halm (2006) compared discourses of the German Parliament debates and coverage of 

Islam and Muslims in Spiegel and WAZ daily newspaper between 11 September 2000 – 11 
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September, 2001, and between 29 September, 2003 and 29 September, 2004. He found that in 

the parliamentary debates, discussions of ‘Islam and Muslims’ in a terrorism context, in 

connection to anti-Semitism, with focus on ‘danger’ were discussed significantly more often 

in 2003/2004 than in 2000/2001.  Although the item ‘Muslims as terrorists’ was the most 

discussed item in Spiegel and WAZ in 2000/2001 (26.4% and 19.4% correspondently), its 

growth in 2003/2004 (31.3% and 22.5% correspondently) suggested the existing relation 

between official and public discourses.  There were attempts to explain how Islam and 

Muslims are embedded in discourses on different issues literally and symbolically.  For 

example, images of women wearing headscarves became common in relationship to a range 

of topics: integration courses, language problems, abuse of women, and even terrorism 

(Schiffer 2007, 178).  Similarly, pictures of Muslim men praying in a mosque were often used 

to illustrate problematic themes; the resulting negative associations were so strong that using 

such images in neutral contexts became close to impossible.  Systematic co-occurrences of 

words ‘Mullah’ and ‘regime’ often created the perception of ‘illegitimate government’ 

(Schiffer 2007, 180). 

According to Hafez (2002b, 300), the social psychological picture of Islam was 

constructed in a complex “Psycho-Logic” way that cannot be described strictly in terms of 

‘stereotypes’ or ‘enemy image’ terms.  He found no differentiation between politics and 

religion when spoken about political Islam, norms and reality when spoken about politically 

or religiously motivated activities, Islam and extremism when spoken about radical 

fundamentalism or state leadership and ordinary people when spoken about anti-Western 

regimes.  Hafez (2002b, 301) identified the following socio-psychological constructions in 

coverage of Islam: (1) selective perception and Pars-Pro-Toto-Thinking (parts of reality are 

perceived as a general trend, e.g. ‘fundamentalism’ means ‘Islam’, ‘extremists’ means 

‘fundamentalism’ means ‘Islam’); (2) Worst-Case-Thinking (associative chains are built, e.g. 

‘Islam’ connected to ‘political Islam’ connected to ‘fundamentalism’ connected to ‘violence’; 

(3) de-contextualizing and stereotyping (bits of information taken from one context and 

placed into other, more known context); (4)  personalization vs. collectivisation (quality press 

framed Islam as mass phenomenon unlike boulevard press that focused more on specific 

personalities); (5) mirror picture thinking (Islam was often presented as a political-cultural 

concept with values opposite to the norms of the Western culture); (6) antipode thinking 

(image of Islam as something opposite corresponded with image of Muslims being different); 

cleavage and interdependency between visual perception and cognitive construction of images 

(photojournalism can back up the process of image construction but also can develop its own 
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symbols for Islam).  Finally, Hafez (2005, 9) pointed out, “Islam is not only a single, isolated 

topic, but a sub-theme that can be present in all other subject areas and topics, in politics as 

much as in culture and the economy.  If it is true that there is a Western cultural bias against 

Islam, it tends to be comprehensive.” 

I.2.2.3.2 Great Britain 

Major studies of how the British press covered Islam and Muslims were conducted by 

Poole (2000; 2002; 2006), Richardson (2001; 2004; 2006a; 2006c) and Moore, Mason and 

Lewis (2008, 41). 

Quantitative content analysis of 837 articles about British Muslims published in the two 

broadsheets, The Guardian and The Times, and their sister Sunday papers, The Observer and 

The Sunday Times, during January 1994-January 1996 revealed that news stories appeared 

most frequently, followed by features and editorials; coverage of Islam was event-cantered; 

the most frequent four topics were ‘education’ (128 articles), ‘relationships’ (60), 

‘fundamentalism’ (57) and ‘politics’ (54) (Poole 2002).  The topic ‘fundamentalism’ appeared 

in 162 articles because association of fundamentalism and extremism with Islam occurred 

across a range of issues: in relation to foreign news; including activities of legal dissidents in 

Britain including members of Hizb ut-Tahrir and Hamas; immigration; education; intolerance 

to other religious groups; and protests.  In The Guardian, fundamentalism was often 

associated with the rise of Islam, conflict between Muslims and unrest; in The Times this topic 

often co-occurred with unrest and gender.  Poole (2002) also considered ‘Islamic 

fundamentalism in UK’ in the qualitative part of her research and found that events were often 

dehistoricised and depoliticised, providing minimal background about covered events.  Often 

there was no attempt to differentiate between the general community of Muslims and 

militants; “Muslims were subjected to negative labelling, associated with bombing, killing, 

extremism and terrorism but were not recognized as political activists” (Poole 2002, 150); 

thus of 20 analysed articles from the Daily Mail, Guardian and The Times the words 

‘terrorism/ist’ were mentioned 70 times, ‘bomber/bombs’ 36, ‘killer/kill/killed’ 33, 

‘asylum/seeker’ 28, ‘Islamist’, ‘fundamentalist’ 7 times, etc. Poole (2002, 99-100) concluded: 

 
 “Thus, Muslims are not seen as an integral part of British society.  The 
absence of ‘normal’ stories in which Muslims appear, and the narrow 
diversity of roles that results from the selection of stories seen as specifically 
dealing with ‘Muslim affairs’, results in a consistently narrow framework of 
representation…Press coverage is linked to specific events and to the general 
framework, but the consistency of coverage over the three-year period and 
beyond suggests that a consensus of news values has been established and 
events will be selected only when they fit into this framework.” 
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In her later content analysis of 875 articles about British Muslims in the same 

newspapers after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Poole (2006, 95) observed, “The most obvious and 

significant finding is not only the appearance of the category ‘terrorism’ but the amount of 

space given to it.  I used the term fundamentalism previously to denote extremism, a term 

which was once used by the press but has been notably replaced by the more explicit 

categorization since September 11.”  To illustrate, of 314 Guardian articles, ‘terrorism’ was a 

significant topic in 110 articles with ‘politics’ the second-most frequent in only 47; of 388 

Times articles, ‘terrorism’ was a significant topic in 147 with ‘War in Iraq’ been as the second 

most frequent in only 43 articles.  Poole (2006, 101) concluded that there was a continuation 

in the framework of coverage of British Muslims since 1994 with the newsworthiness of 

Islam consistent with “previous frameworks of understanding and demonstrating how stories 

will only be selected if they fit with an idea of who Muslims are.” 

Moore, Mason and Lewis (2008, 3) content-analysed 974 articles about British Muslims 

in British national newspapers from 2000 to 2008 and found that around two-thirds of such 

coverage focused on “Muslims as a threat (in relation to terrorism [36%]), a problem (in terms 

of differences in values [22%]) or both (Muslim extremism in general [22%])… The most 

common nouns used in relation to British Muslims were terrorist, extremist, Islamist, suicide 

bomber and militant, with very few positive nouns (such as ‘scholar’)… The most common 

adjectives used were radical, fanatical, fundamentalist, extremist and militant” (original 

emphasize).  Their analysis of more than 700 images published in articles on British Muslims 

between 1 November, 2007 and to 25 May, 2008 revealed “a number of indications that the 

visual representation of Muslims reflects the portrayals described in the content analysis.  The 

widespread use of mugshots and images of Muslims outside police stations and law courts is 

very much in keeping with the high proportion of terrorism-related stories about British 

Muslims.  Similarly, we see some indications of the focus on cultural/religious differences, 

with Muslims seen engaged in religious practice in a way non-Muslims rarely are, and 

Muslim men far more visible than Muslim women”  (Moore, Mason, and Lewis 2008, 28). 

Richardson (2001) content-analysed 2.540 articles featuring Islam or Muslim actors in 

prominent positions in five British quality newspapers (Financial Times, The Independent, 

The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph, The Times) and two British broadsheet Sunday 

newspapers (Sunday Independent, Sunday Times) from October 1997 to January 1998.  He 

found that 2.264 (89.1%) of the whole sample were about international news and 276 articles 

(10.9%) were domestic stories.  In the domestic story sample, Muslim actors were less cited 

as primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary actors both numerically and proportionately 
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than non-Muslims, non-British Muslims and non-Muslim Britons.  Richardson (2001, 239) 

wrote, “British Muslim opinions are either not quoted, or else are quoted in such a way as to 

contrast with, or exclude them from, the position “British”.  The coverage of British Muslims 

is written from a perspective in which the fantasy of ‘white’ superiority is presupposed – a 

supposition that excludes ‘Others’ from a position in the debate.”  The reporting on British 

Muslims was also dominated by negativity as the examined newspapers predominantly 

representing Islam as separate, inferior and an enemy and presenting “Islam vs. the West” as a 

“‘natural’ state of affairs” (Richardson 2001, 231).  Richardson (2006a, 115) concluded that, 

“the reporting of Muslims will be prejudicial until newspapers prevent reporters from 

evaluating the significance of the story they are reporting (including preferring verbs such as 

‘said’ over more loaded verbs like ‘claim’) and maintain the traditional separation of factual 

reportage and editorial comment.” 

I.2.2.3.3 Central Asia 

The revivalism and meaning of Islam in Central Asia have been the focus of many 

academic works (Baran, Starr, and Cornell 2006; McGlinchey 2009; Olcott 2007; Karagiannis 

2010; Gunn 2003; Sagdeev and Eisenhower 2000).  A number of field reports also address 

those issues (ICG 2001; 2002; 2003a; 2003b; 2003c).  However, there are only a handful of 

studies related to coverage of religion (Freedman and Walton 2006) or Islam in particular in 

Central Asian media (Grebenschikov 2002; Tokhtakhojayeva 2002; Mansurova 2002; 

Loersch 2002). 

In 2002 Loersch (2002, 1), then a Western journalist with CIMERA, characterised the 

state of Islam’s coverage in Central Asian media as “a preoccupying silence” since references 

to Islam appeared in regional press only in “…a very abstract and theoretical form, 

disconnected from the political and social reality in Central Asia.”  His view was supported 

by Mansurova’s (2002) account of how the Tajik media treat political Islam as a taboo topic, 

notwithstanding that after a bloody civil war, the Party of Islamic Renaissance of Tajikistan 

got a share of power.  Mansurova (2002, 2) quoted the editor-in-chief of a leading Tajik 

newspaper saying he avoided writing about Islam and religion in general precisely because 

Islamists played a key role in unleashing the civil war.  In Uzbekistan, the words ‘Allah’ and 

‘Islam’ appeared so often in the public space that one would “doubt whether Uzbekistan [was] 

still a secular state” (Tokhtakhojayeva 2002).  In the Uzbek media, prominent coverage of 

religious themes was seen as “a major source of ethnic identification and spiritually” as well 

as a means of state propaganda (Tokhtakhojayeva 2002).  A critical approach to religion could 

be seen only when journalists wrote about outlawed extremist groups or terrorism.  Indeed, 
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Central Asian regimes “worry not only about violent fundamentalism but also about the 

prospect of Islamist parties that may threaten the incumbents’ hold on power” (Freedman and 

Walton 2006, 102).    

The expectation that Central Asian journalists reporting for foreign Internet-based 

outlets – such as Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN), Eurasianet and Institute 

on War and Peace Reporting (IWPR) – would be more flexible when writing on religious 

issues was not supported.  Those journalists also “operate under rigid legal, political, and 

extra-legal constraints” (Freedman and Walton 2006, 111).  Supporting evidence was found 

by Freedman and Walton (2006), who content-analysed 23 articles published on those 

websites with religion as a dominant topic.  Thus, the journalists often published under 

pseudonyms and did not disclose the names of their sources. Freedman and Walton (2006, 

111) concluded, “As long as religion remains an explosive political factor in the region, any 

change in these patterns is likely to be slow in arrival.  In the meantime, practicalities and 

caution are likely to continue discouraging or preventing journalists from freely practicing 

their profession for domestic media outlets.”  Recent research on the role of Islam in Central 

Asian politics further supports this claim (McGlinchey 2009; Trisko 2005).  

I.2.3 Political science: four theories of the press revisited 

Traditional comparative politics and communication studies point out that media plays 

different roles in non-democratic and democratic societies; “the media have been depicted as 

manipulative and subversive of individual freedom and political choice in the former and as 

guarantors of political liberties and government accountability in the latter”  (Neuman cited in 

Gunther and Mughan 2000, 4).  A number of scholars have challenged the widespread cliché 

that media in democratic states is ‘a watchdog’, responsible for “articulating a variety of 

political viewpoints to educate the public and allow it to make informed choices, particularly 

at election time” (Gunther and Mughan 2000, 5).  They point out that media organizations are 

business and, therefore, are about news values and not organizing the political process.  

“[T]he news media are poorly suited to the role of organizing public opinion and debate…The 

commercial media’s primary objective is ‘to attract and hold a large audience for advertisers’” 

(Jamieson and Campbell quoted in Patterson 1998, 56).  By contrast, the widespread cliché 

that the media in authoritative states is simply top-down propaganda is difficult to reject.   

Aiming to explain ‘why is the press as it is’ and ‘why does it apparently serve different 

purposes and appear in widely different forms in different countries’, Siebert, Peterson and 

Schramm (1956, 1) suggested four theoretical models of the press –Authoritarian, Libertarian, 

Social Responsibility and Soviet Communist.  Under their Authoritative theory, the press 
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functions “from the top down”; under their Libertarian theory, the press is “a partner in the 

search for truth”; under their Social Responsibility theory, a nearly monopolized media has 

an obligation to see that all sides are fairly presented; and under their Soviet Communist 

theory, the tightly controlled “press operates as a tool of the ruling power” (Siebert et al. 

1956, 2-6).  Since the Social Responsibility theory is a successor to the Libertarian theory and 

the Soviet Communist theory is the successor to the Authoritative theory, these four models 

can be traced to two media environments – libertarian and authoritarian. 

Critiques of Four Theories of the Press by Siebert, Peterson and Schramm (1956) have 

traditionally been the starting point for subsequent studies suggesting ‘more appropriate’ 

models or what Siebert et al. called ‘theories’ of interaction between media and social 

settings, in which they operate.  Thus, Ostini and Fung (2002) presented a detailed overview 

of previous criticism and offered a new model based on their content-analysis of coverage of 

an actual event in different countries.  To operationalise the value systems of journalists, they 

used the dichotomous categorization ‘liberal’ vs. ‘conservative’, and to operationalise 

structural constraints of states they used dichotomous categorization ‘democracy’ vs. 

‘authoritarianism’.  Ostini and Fung came up with a two-dimensional model, according to 

which national press systems can be classified as democratic-conservative, democratic-liberal, 

authoritarian-conservative, or authoritarian-liberal: 

 
“Democratic-conservative media systems are those in which the political 
system is democratic but the professional values of the majority of 
journalists are conservative – that is, the professional system(s) in which 
they operate emphasize support of societal status quo.  Conversely, in 
democratic-liberal systems, dissent and free speech are values supported by 
both the political system and the individual journalists within that system.  
Authoritarian-conservative systems officially control press content and 
professional values within media organizations support such constraints.  
Authoritarian-liberal systems are those in which official policies suppress 
dissent, but individuals within media organizations support social reform and 
display such support in their practice of journalism” (Ostini and Fung 2002, 
48). 
 

Ostini and Fung (2002, 55) concluded that “incorporation of value systems of journalists as a 

level of categorization allows for differentiation between countries that would otherwise be 

categorized as similar on the basis of state or economic system.”  

Also having considered the classical four theories and its adaptations, Yin (2008) 

proposed a two-dimensional model with the degrees of freedom in a press system and 

responsibility of a press system taking into account Eastern and Western cultural values.  She 

described ‘free and responsible’ as a group of countries, in which the press is  
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“…mostly free and chooses to avoid sensationalism and play a positive role 
in society on its own.  With or without public funding, it provides mostly 
quality information and often a public service – fighting crime in 
neighbourhoods, boosting voter turnout, and education and empowering the 
poor rural population.  Depending on events of the day, its content can be a 
mixture of negative and positive stories.  [‘Free and not responsible’ means 
the] press is free to pursue whatever story sells on the market with little 
concern for the consequences of such reporting.  In the race to be the first on 
the market, accuracy in reporting and ethical standards are often 
compromised.  If criticized for their low professional standards and lack of 
accountability, journalists in such media environment often invoke the 
defence of freedom of the press…Another form of press irresponsibility is 
the partisan press or political patronage of the press, in which case some 
press allows itself to be used as political tools especially when the 
democratic system is still young…Under such press systems, media content 
is often negative… [The press is ‘responsible but not free’ when it tends] to 
stress the importance and interests of the country, society, community, and 
families rather than freedom and rights of individuals.  It tends to follow 
moral or religious principles and societal goals in news coverage rather than 
follow market demand because to publish what is perceived to be 
responsible is more important than to publish what sells.  The ‘not free and 
not responsible’ press] does not enjoy much freedom of operation…is also 
prohibited from criticizing the government or exposing corruption…does not 
have freedom to make its own editorial decision” and it is full of 
glorification of the state leaders in the press (Yin 2008, 50-52).   
 

Although Ostini and Fung’s (2002) and Yin’s (2008) models are based on empirical 

findings and theoretical knowledge respectively, their paradigms do not allow placement of 

the three countries in this study – Germany, Great Britain, and Kyrgyzstan – into a unified 

theoretical framework.  Instead, they only suggest that there might always be ‘other’ levels of 

categorization that would differentiate democratic and non-democratic states within 

themselves.  Thus first discussing Germany and Great Britain as case studies of how 

differently media operate in two democratic states and then describing the Kyrgyz press 

system along the same lines, this dissertation relies on the work of Hallin and Mancini (2004, 

10) who claimed that “Four Theories of the Press has stalked the landscape of media studies 

like a horror-movie zombie for decades beyond its natural lifetime.  We think it is time to give 

it a decent burial and move on to the development of more sophisticated models based on real 

comparative analysis.”   

I.2.3.1 Media in democratic states 

Comparing media systems along four dimensions – development of media markets, 

political parallelism, journalistic professionalism and state intervention – Hallin and Mancini 

(2004) proposed three models – Mediterranean or Polarized Pluralist model; Northern 

European or Democratic Corporatist Model; and North Atlantic or Liberal model – to 
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illustrate how relations between media and politics differ in 18 countries that are widely 

accepted as democracies.  See Figure I.4 for the main characteristics of these models.   

Figure I.4. The Three Models: Media System Characteristics 

  
Mediterranean 

or Polarized Pluralist Model 
France, Greece, Italy, 

Portugal, Spain 

Northern European 
or Democratic Corporatist 

Model 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 

Finland, Germany, 
Netherlands, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland 

 
North Atlantic 

or Liberal Model 
Britain, United States, 

Canada, Ireland 

Newspaper Industry Low newspaper circulation; 
Elite politically oriented 
press 

High newspaper circulation;  
early development of mass-
circulation press 

Medium newspaper 
circulation;  
Early development of mass-
circulation commercial press 

Political Parallelism High political parallelism; 
external pluralism, 
commentary-oriented 
journalism; parliamentary or 
government model of 
broadcast governance – 
politics-over-broadcasting 
systems 

External pluralism especially 
in national press; historically 
strong party press; shift 
toward neutral commercial 
press; politics-in-
broadcasting system with 
substantial autonomy 

Neutral commercial press; 
Information-oriented 
journalism; internal 
pluralism (but external 
pluralism in Britain); 
professional model of 
broadcast governance-
formally autonomous system 

Professionalization Weaker professionalization; 
instrumentalization 

Strong professionalization; 
institutionalized self-
regulation 

Strong professionalization; 
noninstitutionalized self-
regulation 

Role of the State in 
Media System 

Strong state intervention; 
press subsidies in France and 
Italy; periods of censorship; 
“savage deregulation” 
(except France) 

Strong state intervention but 
with protection for press 
freedom; press subsidies, 
particularly strong in 
Scandinavia; strong public-
service broadcasting 

Market dominated (except 
strong public broadcasting in 
Britain, Ireland) 

 
Source: Hallin, Daniel C., and Paolo Mancini. 2004. Comparing media systems: Three models of media and 
politics. New York: Cambridge University Press, p. 67. 

 

To clarify the dimensions, development of media markets refers to the historical 

emergence of a mass circulation press that evidently influenced the shaping of current settings 

for the press in different societies.  Party-press parallelism can be manifested “in the 

ownership of news media; in the affiliations of journalists, owners and managers; in 

readership patterns; and in media content” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 156).  Journalistic 

professionalization is manifested in autonomy, “not necessarily the autonomy of individual 

journalists, but of the corps of journalists as a whole”; distinct professional norms, “a 

tendency of journalists to define their standing in the field in terms of the opinions of fellow 

journalists, rather than those of outsiders - political party leaders … stockholders”; and, public 

service orientation, the existence of mechanisms of journalistic self-regulation organized 

formally or informally (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 34-7; original emphasis).  State intervention 

can be manifested in media ownership, funding and regulation, as well as being the primary 

source of information with enormous influence on the agenda and framing of public issues.  
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Since the proposed models are “ideal types” and the countries do not adhere to one 

model or another (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 69), I consider in detail only Germany and Great 

Britain to compare the settings in which media operate in these democracies. 

I.2.3.1.1 Germany 

Development of media markets 

The early development of mass literacy in Germany was closely connected with the 

Protestant Reformation, industrialization and the growth of market institutions. It contributed 

in a variety of ways to the growth of a mass circulation press with the first daily 

Einkommende Zeitung founded in Leipzig as early as 1650.  While conflicts between press 

and state censors were common until 1874, press freedom finally emerged with Bismark’s 

introduction of “a Reichspressegesetz (Imperial Press Law) [that] eliminated prior censorship 

and made possible the birth of national newspapers”  (Sandford cited in Hallin and Mancini 

2004, 147-9).  The Weimar Republic witnessed the most important flourishing of the party 

press, when about a third of the press was linked to political parties and journalists were 

publicists who propagated ideas, rather than reporters.  In such a political polarization of the 

press, Alfred Hugenberg created a highly politicised commercial media empire – Europe’s 

first multimedia conglomerate, involving mass-circulation newspapers, a news agency, an 

advertising agency, and cinema production.  The Nazis took over Hugenberg’s empire as they 

seized power and established control of the press as an instrument of political propaganda.  

(Hallin and Mancini 2004, 155) 

After World War II, the occupying Allied powers determined the media system.  In the 

Eastern part of divided Germany, the mass media was controlled by the totalitarian Soviet 

regime; in West Germany the Western allies were “unanimous in their view that the mass 

media system should be independent of government influence and that structures should be 

created that were conducive to the democratic re-education of the German citizenry” (Kaase 

2000, 376).  Since American and British press officers controlled media content and taught a 

new generation of German journalists the principles of objective journalism8, extreme 

polarized pluralism did not reoccur but the partisan character of the German press was then 

re-established.   

 

 

                                                 
8 Esser (1998, 397) quoted Koszyk and listed three principle objectives of journalism: (1) clear sourcing of all 
news, (2) quoting of competent authority for every statement and (3) sharp divorce between editorial opinion and 
factual reportage. 
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Party parallelism 

 The media in Germany is privately owned and newspapers neither openly proclaim 

their political sympathies nor openly campaign for political parties during elections.  

Empirical studies showed, however, that opinions expressed in the editorials of quality 

newspapers could be traced to approximate party affiliations and placed on a left-right 

political continuum.  

In her study of editorials in five quality newspapers from 1994 to 1998, Eilders (2000, 

203) found “no particular cleavages between liberal and conservative papers” in regard to 

issue repertoire.  In regard to positions expressed in the editorials on the same issues “no 

paper exclusively held either left or right positions.  A clear cleavage, however, was found 

between the Welt and FAZ on the one hand and the SZ, FR, and Taz on the other hand.  Only 

in conflicts regarding economic matters did the SZ deviate from left-wing papers” (Eilders 

2002, 41). 

 Attempting to trace the right-centre-left positions taken by 25 German print media 

outlets regarding the ‘caricature conflict’ in 20069, Jäger (2007) analysed 254 articles 

published from the end of January until the beginning of March and found that Taz being the 

leftist newspaper that has recently moved a bit more to the centre; FR and SZ being left-liberal 

newspapers; FAZ as “Leitorgan einer konservativen ‘Mitte’” (Jäger 2007, 64) (leading agent 

of the conservative centre; my translation) that presents the positions of the right 

conservatives and a bit more liberal positions;  and DW as “strikt konservatives Blatt” (Jäger 

2007, 67) (the strictly conservative newspaper; my translation).   

Studies on German journalists’ partisan bias found that (for German journalists) it was 

important to promote concrete values and ideas (71 percent compared with 45 percent for 

British and 21 for American journalists) (Donsbach cited in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 180).  

The established social proximity between journalists and politicians hindered journalists from 

expressing harsh criticism since the latter were indispensable sources of information for 

journalistic products (Saxer cited in Pfetsch 2001, 57).  The media was seen by more than 90 

percent of the German journalists and spokespeople interviewed as an instrument for 

legitimising the government, i.e. mobilizing support for the pre-negotiated compromises of 

parties, and presenting politics (Pfetsch 2001, 62).  Thus, in Pfetsch’s words (2001, 62), 

communication in Germany is “clearly political in motivation.”   
                                                 
9 Although the Danish daily newspaper Jyllands-Posten published caricatures with the Prophet Mohammed on 
30 September, 2005, the violent conflict around this publication exploded only in February 2006 and that mainly 
in the Arabic countries.  Reportedly this event was seen as a provocation to strengthen migration politics and 
right-wing extremist sentiments in Denmark in particular, and as a gesture of freedom of speech in Europe in 
general. (Jäger 2007)   
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On the other hand, comparing British and German newsrooms, Esser (1998, 399) 

concluded that “German newspapers are by no means as partisan as some of the British 

[since] their editorial structures are more ‘open.’”  That means that the organizational bias in 

Germany – “the overall tone of the paper’s political coverage laid down by the editor and the 

management” – is much less explicit.  Also, the editorial structures are less able to prevent 

personal bias – “the effect of personal attitudes and beliefs which influence an individual 

journalist’s news decisions (own style of writing, rating of newsworthiness of events and 

stories, of headings, of pictures and so fourth)” – from getting into the paper (Esser 1998, 

398-399).  In this regard, understanding the professionalization of German journalists sheds 

light on how Esser came to such conclusions. 

Professionalization 

The Journalists’ Union and the Newspaper Publishers’ Association (Verband deutscher 

Journalisten- und Schriftstellervereine) were founded as early as 1895 (Hallin and Mancini 

2004, 171).  At this time in Germany, journalists redefined their occupations as professions 

with Karl Bücher, the influential figure in journalism education, arguing that “journalists were 

similar to civil servants in their social functions and that systematic journalism education 

should for that reason be supported by the state” (Hardt quoted in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 

195).  In the 20th century, the professionalization of German journalists was marked by a high 

level of autonomy, freedom and strong job security.  

According to Patterson and Donsbach’s (1996) survey of British, German, Italian and 

American journalists in 1992, only 7 percent of German journalists (compared to 22 percent 

of British, 35 of Italian and 14 of American journalists) reported having experienced pressure 

from senior managers and editors as an important limitation on their work.    Such autonomy 

of German journalists in comparison to British journalists was explained by the highly 

different ways of work distribution in the two cases:  

  
“While you need almost a dozen job labels to describe the members of a 
British newsroom, all German members call themselves Redakteur (i.e. 
editor or desk worker)… [that according to German Journalists’ Union and 
the Newspaper Publishers’ Association official description of the job 
includes] gathering, looking and sifting through copy and picture material as 
well as selecting and preparing them for publication, contributing to 
reporting and commentating with own copy and/or pictures, dealing with the 
editorial planning and production (design and page makeup), and/or 
coordinating all this activities” (Esser 1998, 379).  

 
On the one side, in enjoying such freedom, German journalists express their personal 

views more explicitly and more often than British journalists.  On the other side, role 
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differentiation contributed considerably to the fact that German journalism is referred to as 

“agency and opinion oriented” (Donsbach cited in Esser 1998, 394), while Anglo-Saxon 

journalism is often characterised as investigative.  This observation conforms to the empirical 

findings of Donsbach and Patterson (1996), in which 51 percent of news decisions reflected 

German journalists’ own subjective beliefs on issues.  By comparison, news decisions by 

British journalists conformed to their personal beliefs in 33 percent of cases.  What further 

complicates the issue is that German broadsheets do not strictly separate who writes editorials 

and news articles.  Thus in Germany, unlike in Britain or the US, the same person can write 

editorials expressing opinions of the owners of the newspapers – and news articles – the 

product of professional reporters (Esser 1998, 389).  The autonomy of German journalists has 

been characterised as a lack of quality control in the newsroom.  Because the word ‘control’ is 

often misunderstood as ‘censorship’ in Germany, Reschenberg clarified that quality control, 

to the contrary, could “…release the qualified redakteur of the constraints of recurrent 

routines and yield room for more creative actions.  Systematic quality control is not only of 

benefit to the paper, but also to one’s own journalistic work” (Reschenberg cited in Esser 

1998, 394).  Since German journalists enjoy so much freedom that they are not constrained 

even by the senior colleagues, does the German ‘state’ have strings to pull? 

State intervention 

While the scarecity of literature about state intervention into media functioning in 

Germany may suggest the absence of such intervention, Hallin and Mancini (2004, 163) 

pointed out that Democratic Corporatist countries, including Germany, strongly protect press 

freedom with a significant level of regulation.  On the one hand, such countries have right-of-

reply laws; on the other hand, they may have hate-speech laws banning media content that 

denigrates specified social groups.  Thus Germany, Austria and the Netherlands ban 

dissemination of Nazi propaganda and Holocaust denial, but unlike other Democratic 

Corporatist countries in Figure I.4, Germany and Switzerland do not provide direct state 

subsidies to the press (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 163). 

To summarize Hallin and Mancini’s (2004, 71) view, German media shares such 

characteristics with other ‘Democratic Corporatist’ countries as high newspaper circulation 

and strong involvement of organized social groups in policy, including media policy.  “It 

shares with the Polarized Pluralist countries a history of sharp ideological conflict”, has a 

confrontational political style and “political parties play a particularly strong role in social 

life, as they do in the media.”  “Similar to the Liberal systems, it lacks press subsidies and 

tends to give strong emphasis to the privileges of private ownership in much media policy.”  
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I.2.3.1.2 Great Britain 

Development of media markets 

The media characteristics of Great Britain are best described by the Liberal Model, often 

called the ‘Anglo-American’ model.  Although the purest example of the Liberal Model – the 

USA – historically owes much to Britain, the latter differs significantly from the United States 

due to its “statist conservatism, liberal corporatism, and social democracy” (Hallin and 

Mancini 2004, 198).  The strong early development of the press in Britain occurred not only 

because of Protestantism, industrialization and expansion of market and social class, but also 

due to “political conflicts that led to the development of parliamentary democracy and the 

opening of the public sphere” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 199).  The conflict between the 

Crown and Parliament, followed by the English civil war of 1642, marked a historical 

moment when political pamphlets and tracts were circulated to fight a propaganda war and to 

promote reading secular literature among the masses.  Development of press freedom that 

started with the expiration of the Licensing Act in 1695 was intentionally hindered by the 

state with the Stamp Act in 1712 that taxed newspapers, pamphlets and other types of press.  

Higher stamp duties in 1789, 1797, 1815 and 1819 that were motivated by “fear of the 

propertied classes that expansion of the press would lead to political rebellion by the poor.”  

Those duties did not, however, prevent the development of the radical press, although it 

delayed development of the commercial mass circulation press until the 1850s (Hallin and 

Mancini 2004, 200-1). 

Commercialisation, as one side argued, freed the press from party or government 

subsidies and control, thus, allowing independent public voices.  On the other side, it was 

argued that commercialisation undermined the role of press in the democratic process; first, 

media power was concentrated in the hands of particular social interests and, second, the 

purpose of the press shifted from expression of political viewpoints to promotion of 

consumerism (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 203).  It is undisputed, however, that 

commercialisation of the press played a decisive role in development of an organizational 

infrastructure to gather news rapidly and accurately that also led to fact-oriented reporting 

without mixing in personal opinions.  While fact-oriented journalism logically should be 

marked by high degrees of neutrality and objectivity instead of partisanship, the British press, 

unlike that of the US, is characterised by external pluralism and has “always mirrored the 

divisions of party politics fairly closely” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 208). 
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Party parallelism 

The history of party parallelism in the British press has its ups and downs.  According to 

Seymour-Ure, the British press was “less predictable and manageable for the parties” between 

1945 and 1995 with a slight increase of partisanship in the 1980s, when Margaret Thatcher 

challenged much of the prevailing consensus in British politics (Seymour-Ure quoted in 

Hallin and Mancini 2004, 210).  Hallin and Mancini (2004, 211) noted, however, that while 

the British spectrum of political views is not wide and its politics have a strong orientation 

toward the centre, “distinct political orientations are clearly manifested in news content.”  It is 

important to differentiate between quality and tabloid newspapers since frequent and explicit 

partisanship, sensationalism and populism are characteristics mainly of the latter.  Moreover, 

“[i]n Britain as in Germany, this most commonly takes the form of a right-wing populist 

stance, emphasizing nationalism, anticommunism, traditional views on gender and on many 

social issues and hostility to politicians” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 211).  This characteristic 

of the British party parallelism – a strong partisan imbalance of the press leaning towards the 

right – has undermined the view that “commercial press means a free fourth estate expressing 

public sentiment” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 211).   

While quality newspapers are more reserved in their style of news reporting, their 

political identities can be judged by their readers’ political affinities.  According to Scammell 

and Harrop, The Daily Telegraph in 1997 was supported by 57 percent of ‘Conservative’ 

readers, The Times by 42 percent, The Independent by 16 percent and The Guardian by 8 

percent.  To compare, The Daily Telegraph was supported by 20 percent of ‘Labour’ readers, 

The Times by 28 percent, The Independent by 47 percent and The Guardian by 67 percent 

(Scammell and Harrop cited in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 212-3).  Using editorial opinions in 

the national press, Seymour-Ure identified the partisanship of newspapers by the preferred 

winners of elections as follows: Guardian, Independent and Financial Times – Labour, The 

Daily Telegraph and The Times – Conservative (Seymour-Ure cited in Semetko 2000, 345). 

One way to see and explain party parallelism in the press is to understand that the clear 

ideological character of the parties leads journalists to report what the parties say on certain 

issues.  Thus in their comparative study of coverage of elections in Britain and America, 

Semetko et al. found that “the agenda of election coverage followed more closely the parties’ 

own agendas in Britain” (Semetko et al. cited in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 216; Semetko 

2000, 354).  As Hallin and Mancini (2004, 238) also suggested, British external pluralism is 

moderate rather than polarized since it is “conducive to the development of catchall 

commercial media and neutral professionalism.”   
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Professionalization 

The formal professional association of journalists in Great Britain, the Institute of 

Journalist, was formed in 1890.  In the twentieth century, it was eclipsed by the National 

Union of Journalist that was more a union than a professional association (Hallin and Mancini 

2004, 217-22).  While full-time paid reporters as distinct professionals emerged along with 

commercialisation of the press, only a few had specialized college education even in the 

1980s.  They were marked by strong professionalism in the sense that, with the development 

of the press as industry they had their own criteria for selecting and presenting news. In other 

words, a “professional” has mastered the routines of creating political news in tabloid style, 

with heroes and villains who will appeal to popular sentiments.  “The development of this 

form of professionalism is critical to understanding how it is possible that a strong majority of 

British journalists have historically been on the left politically, while most of the newspapers 

are on the right” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 226).   

According to Hallin and Mancini (2004), the relatively strong, developed 

professionalism in Liberal Model countries is characterised by significant autonomy and an 

ideology of serving the public service – although less so in Great Britain than North America.  

The understanding of ‘professionalism’ differs greatly between American and European 

journalists, with the Americans accusing the Europeans of being “too politicised… by 

injecting their own opinions into their reporting” and the Europeans accusing the Americans 

of being constrained by “the routines of balance and ‘objectivity’ that they didn’t exercise 

independent judgment” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 226).  Perhaps because of the highly 

competitive nature of the British press, self-regulation remains weaker there than in the 

American press, but the output of the British press often does not reflect the individual work 

of journalists like that in Germany (Esser 1998). 

Due to the extensive editorial hierarchies in Anglo-American newsrooms, the autonomy 

of journalists is heavily constrained by checks and balances.  However, the primary function 

of the multileveled editing process is production of market-friendly news (Hallin and Mancini 

2004, 227). Esser (1998, 392-3) quoted Richard Wooldridge, editorial director of the regional 

newspaper group Westminster Press, illustrating how British newsrooms have worked ‘for the 

past 100 years’: 

 
“First, copy starts with a reporter, then it might go to a chief reporter or a 
news desk.  The news desk might rewrite it or revise it or ask for more 
information.  Then it would be sent to the chief sub or the copy taster, who 
might then send it to a layout man to incorporate it into a page.  Then it ends 
up in the hands of a text sub-editor who all too often sets about rewriting it 
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again…  Back it goes to the chief sub or revise sub for a check and then at 
long last it will be despatched to the typesetter.  So each story was often 
handled five, six or even seven times.”  

 
However, in British newsrooms, unlike German ones, there is a strict separation 

between those who write commentaries and those who write news articles (Esser 1998, 389), 

as well as a separation between the business and editorial departments characterised by the 

metaphor “separation of church and state”  (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 227).   

State intervention 

In Britain, similarly to other Liberal Model countries, press subsidies in the 20th century 

were minimal.  However, due to the absence of a constitution, press freedom remained a 

cultural feature rather than the “privileged legal principle as it is in the United States” (Hallin 

and Mancini 2004, 230).  The state can exercise its power over media through a D-notice 

system, which “restricts reporting of information that affects “‘national security’”, and the 

Official Secret Act, under which “both journalists and public officials can be punished for 

‘leaks’ of privileged information” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 231).  A comparative study of 

censorship in nine Western democracies revealed that it was most frequent in Britain, the 

United States and France, followed by Canada, West Germany, Italy, Australia, Denmark and 

Sweden (Newton and Artingstall cited in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 234).   

The role of the state is not limited to ownership, subsidy and regulation.  It can also be 

the primary source of information and thus determine the flow of information and 

consequently set the public agenda.  Hallin and Mancini (2004, 233) observed that “an 

adversary attitude toward state officials is certainly part of the culture of journalism in the 

Anglo-American countries” that conformed to Patterson and Donsbach’s (1996) empirical 

finding that the news agenda in Great Britain is determined by journalists in 70 percent of 

cases, by politicians in 16 percent and by both in 14 percent.  In Germany, the distribution is 

36-40-24 percent.   

In summary, in Hallin and Mancini’s (2004) view of British media, this model could be 

placed a bit further from the ideal Liberal Mode and closer to the Democratic Corporatist 

Model because press freedom and autonomy of journalists in Britain are somewhat weaker; 

political instrumentalisation, party parallelism, and the role of the state are somewhat stronger 

than in the US.  It shares such characteristics with Democratic Corporatist countries as early 

development of a mass-circulation press, external pluralism and strong professionalization of 

journalists.   
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I.2.3.2 Media in authoritative states 

If democracy in the context of media is defined as “political freedom for the media to 

freely criticize state polices and to operate largely without government controls in a free 

marketplace of ideas without precluding the possibility of invisible control of the market”, 

authoritarianism is defined as “a system that enforces strict obedience by the media to 

political authorities.  Constraints may be political and economic…  [Authoritarianism is 

implicated in] strict control of content by the state and a general lack of freedom for the public 

to criticize state policies” (Ostini and Fung 2002, 47).  Authoritarian rulers are primarily 

concerned with demobilizing and (when necessary) repressing their subject populations to 

impose social and political order while maintaining themselves in office (Linz cited in 

Gunther and Mughan 2000, 4).  According to the classical typology of authoritarian states, 

Kyrgyzstan during the study period can be described as a ‘postindependence mobilizational 

authoritarian regime’:   

 
“Single-party mobilizational authoritarian regimes created by political 
leaders emerging from and mobilizing the grass roots, and not from above by 
the ruler, were possible in societies of low economic development, 
particularly with the relatively egalitarian peasant rural structures, where the 
modern economic elite was small and often composed of foreigners or 
members of an outside ethnic group and where the colonial rulers had not 
allowed or encouraged the growth of a professional middle class, a civil 
service with distinctive status and honor, and a professional army” (Apter 
cited in Linz 1975, 322). 

  
Unlike other post-Soviet Central Asian countries – Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 

Kazakhstan – Kyrgyzstan showed signs of opening its political and economic spheres after 

gaining independence in 1991 and was once called the “island of Democracy”  (Anderson 

1999).  Later, the Kyrgyz system was described as a ‘managed democracy.’  

 
“The Kyrgyzstan of the later years of Akaev’s presidency is a typical 
example of this managed democracy model: the elections are regular and 
contested but manipulated so skilfully that even outside observers cannot 
confirm fraud; political parties do exist but have little influence on the actual 
legislative process because the candidates prefer to run on an individual 
rather than a party ticket; more than 500 outlets are registered with the 
Ministry of Justice but only about 150-80 operate in the entire country at any 
given point of time; there are more than 3000 registered NGOs, many of 
which are quasi-NGOs created by pro-government circles to channel the 
grant money.  At the same time, the citizens are free in their consciousness 
(religion), thinking, expression and travel within and outside the country” 
(Kulikova and Perlmutter 2007, 35). 
 

The illusion of democratic development ended in 1999 when Kyrgyzstan entered the 

zone of “semi-consolidated autocracy”, slowly moving towards “consolidated autocracy” 
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(Freedom House 2008).  In 2008, according to the Freedom House rating with ‘1’ 

representing the highest level of democratic progress and ‘7’ the lowest, Kyrgyzstan’s 

democracy score was 5.93.  Scholars generally agree that Kyrgyzstan remained an 

authoritarian state with an authoritarian media system (McGlinchey 2009; Gunn 2003; 

Chalaby 2009; Schatz 2006). 

I.2.3.2.1 Kyrgyzstan  

Development of media markets 

The history of media market development in Kyrgyzstan prior to becoming part of the 

Great Russian Empire in the early 20th century is virtually non-existent.  Nomadic until then 

and with development of infrastructure and urbanization urged by Soviet policies, the Kyrgyz 

gradually became sedentary.  During the roughly 70 years of ‘the Soviet Union epoch’, the 

mass-circulation press was under the Communist Party’s full control and totalitarian rule as in 

other Soviet republics.  The new era of mass media in Kyrgyzstan began only in 1991, when 

the break up of the Soviet Union gave Kyrgyzstan sudden independence.   

Kulikova and Ibraeva (2001) described the first decade of media development in 

independent Kyrgyzstan in four phases.  The first phase, 1991-1992, was characterised by a 

declaration and institutionalisation of press freedom; media outlets changed their status and 

defined and redefined their role in the information market (Kulikova and Ibraeva 2001, 23).  

The second phase, 1993-1995, was characterised by commercialisation of the press and 

creation of more media outlets.  Political elites, however, found ways to ‘silence’ the media 

and make it loyal to the ruling elite by ensuring direct subsidies for operational expenses or 

giving ‘presents’ on certain occasions and promoting journalists to diplomatic positions.10   

The third phase, 1996-1999, was characterised as the final ‘divorce’ of the media from 

the government: on the one hand, “international organizations provided a lot more money for 

the image of media prosecuted by the government” (Kulikova and Ibraeva 2001, 32); on the 

other hand, the state equalized the media with industrial enterprises and levied a 20 percent 
                                                 
10 The most eloquent journalists were invited to travel abroad in the President’s entourage and given apartments; 
some were promoted to high political positions.  To give a few examples: Kamil Bayalinov, correspondent for 
Komsomolskaya Pravda and Moscow News newspapers until 1995 became ambassador to the UN in 2001; Kabai 
Karabekov, a correspondent and political columnist for Vecherny Frunze newspaper (former name of the current 
Vecherniy Bishkek) until 1992, became press secretary for the President in 1992; political columnist for 
Vecherniy Bishkek until 1999 and chief editor of Komsomolskaja Pravda in Kyrgyzstan until 2000, was elected a 
deputy of the Legislative Assembly of Parliament; Oksana Malevanaya, the editor and then chief editor of 
Pyramid television from 1993 to 2000, became an elected deputy of  the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament 
(Kulikova and Ibraeva 2001, 26-28).  The most recent examples are vocal critics of the President Askar Akaev’s 
regime who received high-ranking positions as Bakiev came to office.  They are Zamira Sydykova, former editor 
of Respublika newspaper becoming ambassador to the US; Rina Prijivoit, former journalist for the oppositional 
MSN newspaper becoming ambassador to Austria and representative to the OSCE; and Kuban Mambetaliev, 
director of Public Association “Journalists” becoming ambassador to the UK (Allison 2006, 108). 
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value added tax, 30 percent profit tax and other direct and indirect taxes of 8 percent on the 

media to silence the ‘brave fighters’ for democracy.  Some newspapers survived; some did 

not.  The fourth phase, 1999-2001, was a time of redistribution and concentration of media 

ownership through creation of media holding companies.  The government not only wanted 

the media controlled by a limited circle of people but also to control the profitable chunks of 

the media sector.11   

The next phase of media development that lasted from 2002 to 2005, when President 

Akaev was ousted as the result of mass demonstrations, was once called “independent media 

under the threat of extinction”  (Public Association Journalists 2008a, 25).  It was marked by 

an escalation of the information war between state and private media, severe physical attacks 

on independent journalists and correspondents, and robberies of and attacks on the offices of 

independent media.  Kyrgyzstan was the first of the former Soviet republics to jail a journalist 

for libel (IPI cited in Manzella and Yacher 2005, 434).  The Committee to Protect Journalists 

called it one of the 10 worst places to be a journalist (Manzella and Yacher 2005, 437); and a 

number of independent print outlets experienced attacks from the state through litigation and, 

consequently, bankruptcy.12  Fearing physical assaults, murders, and imprisonment, a vast 

majority of journalists started practising self-censorship, while only a few continued to 

sharply criticize government officials by investigating and revealing ‘truths’ about high-level 

corruption and under-the-table deals.   

Although the opposition came into office and power shifted form the Kyrgyz northern 

clan to the Kyrgyz southern clan in 2005 little has changed in the media sector: the number of 

trials of journalists and penalties imposed did not decrease; threats and attacks on journalists 

increased; various ways of pressuring opposition media were still used; and attempts to shut 

or appropriate media outlets through lawsuits were a well-known pattern used by the new 

government (Public Association Journalists 2008a, 30-31).  The period after 2005 was 

                                                 
11 Given the growing revenues of Vecherniy Bishkek – its own Rubicon advertising agency ensured high income 
comparable to the gold-mining plant “Kyrgyz Altyn” – the government managed to redistribute the company’s 
shares (Kulikova and Ibraeva 2001, 34).  Only in 2005, as Akaev was ousted from his presidential position, 
Aleksandr Kim, the owner of Vecherniy Bishkek from 1992 to 1999, proved in the court that shares of Rubicon 
were unlawfully appropriated by Adil Toigonbaev, Akaev’s son-in-law (Wolf 2006).  Rumours about the 
growing desire of the ruling family to appropriate the mass media sector through different mechanisms forced 
the owners of other non-governmental media to change their political orientation (Kulikova and Ibraeva 2001, 
35). 
12 Asaba, the Kyrgyz-language newspaper went bankrupt as a result of a multimillion lawsuits by high ranking 
officials and was subsequently appropriated by pro-presidential politicians.  Moya Stolitsa, the Russian-language 
newspaper went bankrupt after 37 lawsuits and fines of 100.000 USD.  Delo No, the Russian-language 
newspaper, was the only independent print outlet that survived in spite of long judicial processes (International 
Media Support et al. 2008a, 26).  Similarly, Kyrgyz Ordo, the small-circulation Kyrgyz-language newspaper was 
closed for publishing a story about a tax official plagiarizing a Ph.D. dissertation (Manzella and Yacher 2005, 
436). 
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characterised by the fast development of Internet media: the founding of a number of 

electronically accessible news agencies, expansion of local news agencies to Central Asian 

markets, launching blog portals in Kyrgyz and many newspapers publishing on line.   

Since independence, the Kyrgyz media has undergone many important transformations.  

The number of regularly published newspapers grew from 50 in 1991 to roughly 250 in 2007, 

although about 1,000 were officially registered (International Media Support et al. 2008a, 18).  

The monopoly of the only printing house inherited from the Soviet Union was shattered in 

2003 by establishment of a competitive printing house by Freedom House; Internet 

development made it easier to reach audiences and effectively shape public opinion to the 

extent of triggering mass discontent (Kulikova and Perlmutter 2007). The government finally 

gave up its direct ownership of the public television channel, as well as some other media 

outlets.  Nevertheless, “the news media of the Kyrgyz Republic…has yet to reaggregate fully 

into the current social system and has yet to become fully a member of the culture of the 

Western press…Trapped as it is within the second stage of a rite of passage, the Kyrgyz 

Republic media’s liminality is manifested by the lack of unified notion, or definition, of what 

news is, or at least what it should be” (Manzella and Yacher 2005, 439). 

Party parallelism 

Not only lack of early development of mass circulation newspapers13 but also poor 

economic and political performance hindered the Kyrgyz media in becoming an important 

part of political processes.  As a former Soviet republic, Kyrgyzstan lacked a civil society 

necessary for formation of political parties and had to create them “from scratch” (Lipset 

quoted in Fletcher and Sergeyev 2002, 256).  Since parties were formed around a charismatic 

person instead of ideologies, the life span of a Kyrgyz political party was usually short.  Since 

the parties differed only in names but not in political agendas or economic and social 

programmes, it was difficult to put them on the classical left-right continuum.  During 

election campaigns, parties described their agendas in terms of what they want to change but 

failed, however, to mention ‘how’ these changes were to be brought about.   

Given the poorly developed political culture of the stakeholders and ordinary citizens, it 

is hard to expect that the Kyrgyz media will reflect party parallelism.  Instead, one can 

differentiate whether the media is pro government or anti-government.  As Gross and Kenny 

                                                 
13 Hallin and Mancini (2004, 24) noted, “So far, we know no country that did not develop mass circulation 
newspapers in the late nineteenth to early twentieth century has ever subsequently developed them, even if its 
levels of literacy and pattern of political and economic development have converged with those of the high-
circulation countries…the presence or absence of a mass circulation press had deep implications for the 
development of the media as political institutions.”   
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(2008, 56) noted, “In Western journalism, ‘independence’ means that news outlets are free 

from political, financial, or governmental interference…  In Central Asia, however, an 

‘independent newspaper’ is often confused with an ‘anti-government press.’  That is, to be 

seen as independent a news outlet often believes it must be viewed as opposed to the ruling 

government, whatever its policies.”  While referring to media players in Central Asia, 

Krimsky (Krimsky cited in Allison 2006, 94) differentiated between ‘independent’, ‘privately 

owned’, and ‘oppositional’ media:  

  
“While many newspapers and media are privately owned, few are 
independent.  The term ‘independent’ connotes a freedom of thought or lack 
of bias difficult to find in Central Asia, as media-outlets are extremely pro-
governmental because their owners are members of the ruling elite.  
However, there are several oppositional media outlets in each country, and 
many of these are owned by oppositional politicians; thus, while their 
content is not pro-governmental, the journalists are still propagandistic tools 
of certain political figures.”  

 
Therefore, although it lacks party parallelism, media coverage in Kyrgyzstan remains 

highly partisan and increasingly sensationalist in nature, with opposition newspapers 

practicing what the Western press would regard as “advocacy-style journalism” (Manzella 

and Yacher 2005, 433) and with journalists “writing stories that help their publication owners 

settle political scores” (Kenny and Gross 2008, 521).  The situation is exacerbated by the low 

level of professionalism of journalists and media managers. 

Professionalization 

In spite of “hundreds of European and American journalism trainers who have toiled for 

untold hours and spend millions in the hopes of developing a Western-style press in Central 

Asia” the level of professionalism of Kyrgyz journalists since independence has been far 

lower than that during Soviet times (Kenny and Gross 2008, 516).  With abolition of Soviet 

era ‘higher education’ and ‘work experience’ requirements to enter the media sector, many 

non-professionals and self-declared journalists often violated legal and ethnic norms and 

produced “toneless and often grammatically poor texts” (International Media Support et al. 

2008a, 29).   The overwhelming majority of the remaining journalism programs in higher 

institutions still employed “Soviet-style teaching methods with a heavy emphasis on theory 

rather than practice.  The vast majority of journalism students still graduate with few practical 

skills or experience in professional settings, a situation little changed from the Soviet era” 

(Freedman quoted in Gross and Kenny 2008, 58).  Furthermore, the development of 

professional news people was hard to accomplish; due to low salaries, graduates of journalism 
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programs often shifted toward public relations activities that were better paid (Gross and 

Kenny 2008, 55). 

The reasons that might explain low professionalism among media workers are 

numerous.  Freedman and Chang (2007, 358) highlighted “governmental restraints and self-

censorship …scarce resources for independent news organizations; low salaries for journalists 

and teachers of journalism; lack of media independence; low public trust in the integrity of the 

media; lack of public expectations of fairness, accuracy and balance; inadequate training; and 

the lingering adverse impacts of the Soviet model of journalism practice.”  Kenny and Gross 

(2008, 517) explained, “It is not authoritarian governments alone that thwart Central Asian 

journalists, however.  Region-wide social norms, based on the traditions of clan and family, 

urge reporters toward avoiding the critical, nosy behaviour of a journalism grounded in 

democracy’s public accountability.  The upshot is simple, if not disturbing: Journalism, the 

handmaiden and facilitator of Western democracy, is languishing badly in Central Asia.”  

Allison (2006, 106-7) claimed, “Journalists play into authorities’ hands by not following 

laws… Journalists are sometimes careless, sometimes intentional in their legal 

infractions…tax evasion is rampant… Journalists’ materials are frequently libellous by 

Western standards; frequently lacking facts, they would not stand up in Western courts any 

more than they do in Central Asia… editors and journalists often violate international codes 

of journalism ethics by taking paid articles, also called ‘PR’ or ‘ordered’ articles.”   

It appears that the vicious circle of political, economic and social constraints on Kyrgyz 

journalism is difficult to break.  Even the long-awaited change of leadership did not change 

the media situation since the system of media control remained the same and state 

intervention stayed virtually at the same level. 

State intervention 

Although the character and methods of state intervention in Kyrgyz media environment 

have been partly discussed, it is still necessary to summarize the most common leverages of 

media control.  Allison (2005) emphasized media registration, frequency licensing, 

censorship, access to information, libel and defamation suits, and taxes as the most important 

hurdles that media face in Central Asia and in Kyrgyzstan in particular.  To illustrate, during 

Akaev’s presidency, the opposition newspaper Moya Stolitsa was denied registration six times 

and instead of a usual one month, its registration lasted ten months. While the distribution of 

frequency licenses was not transparent, the State Agency of Communications further 

complicated the situation by limiting the validity of licenses to three months.  Although 

official censorship was abolished with the first constitution of the independent state, many 
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unofficial censorship mechanisms remained.  For example, “The government turns off 

electricity, power or water [in the printing house]; journalists face violence, excessive tax 

inspections, information blockades, and demands of pre-publication review” (Allison 2006, 

99).  Self-censorship and internal censorship remain a significant problem since fear of 

repercussions is firmly embedded in journalists’ and editors’ attitudes (Freedman and Chang 

2007; Allison 2006; Kenny and Gross 2008).  High taxes and lack of professionalism in 

accounting make media businesses uncertain whether they make profit; some media do not 

pay taxes in full, paying instead an informal fee to tax investigators unless they are not 

politically motivated (Allison 2006, 104). 

To conclude, the difficulties that media in Kyrgyzstan face in performing the functions 

of the fourth estate are so vast and complex that legal reforms, change of regime, international 

grants and economic growth alone will not solve them.  As Kenny and Gross (2008, 515) 

eloquently put it, “One of the most confounding elements that stymie the evolution of Central 

Asia journalism is a culture that drives the new post-Communist institutions and the 

mentalities of the region’s socio-political, economic, and cultural elites.  Consequently, those 

who endeavour to aid the evolution of Central Asian media should look to the history and 

culture for the region and then impart a more complete understanding of Western journalism’s 

mission, values, roles, and sound news business practices before addressing journalistic 

techniques.”  
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II  METHODOLOGY 

II.1  Research questions 

1. To what extent was HT newsworthy in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan between 

2002 and 2007? 

2. Are there any patterns in how different newspapers cover HT in Germany, Great Britain 

and Kyrgyzstan?  

3. Is there a difference in how liberal and conservative newspapers cover HT in Germany 

and Great Britain?  

4. What images of HT were created with words and pictures in these three countries? 

II.2  Country specific hypotheses 

II.2.1 Germany  

H1: HT will not be of much interest to the press in Germany in 2002-2007 

Writing about Muslims in Germany for the Taz newspaper, the journalist Eberhard 

Seidel (2005, 11) posed a question: “Why have the media, other than intelligence services, 

done so little to develop the necessary linguistic and professional competences in the 

newsrooms in order to be able to inform [the public] appropriately about Islamism?  One 

possible answer is that until now the German public has had hardly any interest in Islamism”14 

(my translation).  Seidel’s assessment that media workers develop professional competences 

only to respond to public needs and interests appropriately, is nothing new.  The private media 

in democratic societies is guided by the consumer to sell news (Hafez 2000a, 11), making the 

news flow “inherently audience oriented” (Östgaard 1965).  Therefore, I hypothesised that HT 

did not present much of interest to the German public in 2002-2007 and that such lack of 

interest in HT would be reflected in a low priority, intensity, amount and extent of coverage in 

German quality newspapers. 

Applying Schaffert’s (1992) operationalization, the amount of coverage was measured 

by the number of published articles.  The intensity of coverage was measured by the number 

of photographs included with an article.  The priority was measured by the page number of an 

article.  And the extent of coverage was measured by the number of words in an article.  The 

priority of coverage was additionally measured by the sections, in which an article appeared 

and the main countries in an article.  The extent of coverage was additionally measured by the 

                                                 
14 Original text: “Warum haben die Medien anders als die Nachrichtendienste bis heute  so wenig unternommen, 
in ihren Redaktionen die notwendige sprachliche and  fachliche Kompetenz zu entwickeln, um angemessen über 
den Islamismus  informieren zu können? …Eine  mögliche Antwort ist: Bis heute hat der Islamismus die 
deutsche  Öffentlichkeit kaum interessiert“ (Seidel 2005, 11). 
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degree of relevance of an article’s content to HT and by a number of variables related to 

ideology, goals and activities of HT.  Thus, sixteen sub-hypotheses (SH) were identified to 

support or reject the first main hypothesis.    

1. The number of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will account for less than 

50% of all articles. 

2. The number of HT ‘irrelevant’ articles will grow over time. 

3. The number of articles attributed to news agencies will be higher than those attributed to 

staff journalists. 

4. There will be a small number of articles published on the front page. 

5. Few articles will refer to HT in the headlines or leads. 

6. The longer the article, the less it will be relevant to HT. 

7. Few HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles will contain visual images. 

8. The majority of HT ‘highly relevant’ articles will appear in the ‘News of the day’ 

section. 

9. The ‘Politics’ section will contain more HT ‘relevant articles’ than the ‘Themes from 

Germany’ section. 

10. The ‘Opinion and Discussion’ section will contain mainly articles ‘irrelevant’ to HT. 

11. There will be a small number of articles containing references to or quotes from an HT 

member, organization, document and/or website. 

12. Few ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT articles will have ‘Germany’ as the main 

country. 

13. Few highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT articles will have ‘Germany’ as a sub-country. 

14. Articles that are ‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ to HT and with ‘Germany’ as the main 

country, will appear most frequently in 2003, the year when HT was banned in 

Germany. 

15. Articles will rarely contain information about HT’s ideology, goals and activities. 

16. Only a few journalists will regularly report about HT. 

H2: Coverage of HT will be mainly balanced although more negative in 2002 and 2003 

than in the subsequent years.  

Although one of the most important functions of media is “the neutral dissemination of 

information between the political elite and the citizens”, it is not expected that an individual 

outlet will present balanced content; it is expected, however, that pluralism will be depicted 

in “inter-media diversity” (Eilders 2002, 27).  While the negative portrayal of HT in the 

Kyrgyz newspaper was partially attributed to political and social constraints set upon Kyrgyz 
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journalists to cover the banned organization in negative terms (Wolf 2006), it is expected that 

German journalists, who are free from direct state influence and work for privately owned 

newspapers, will present a balanced picture of HT regardless of its illegal status in Germany.  

Moreover, coverage of HT is expected to become less negative over time.  In 2002, in the 

wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and in 2003, as HT was banned in Germany, this group 

might have been perceived as an Islamist terrorist organization that deserved negative 

reporting.  As HT will not be active in Germany in the subsequent years, it is expected that 

coverage of HT in five German newspapers will also become less negative in general.  

Sixteen sub-hypotheses were identified to support or reject the second main hypothesis. 

1. The number of articles informing readers about HT being banned elsewhere will almost 

equal the number of articles containing information about it not being banned elsewhere.   

2. There will be almost an equal number of articles containing information about reasons 

to ban and reasons not to ban HT. 

3. There will be parity in the number of references and/or quotations related to HT from 

different sources in society.  

4. There will be a balanced number of articles that will use only negative terms (‘terrorist’, 

‘radical’, ‘extremist’, ‘fundamental’, ‘Islamist’ and ‘militant’), only neutral terms 

(‘clandestine’, ‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘banned’ and ‘immigrant’) or no terms in relation to 

HT members/organization. 

5. The number of articles containing negative and neutral terms will be lower than the 

number of articles containing only negative or only neutral terms. 

6. The number of articles containing only negative references to HT members/organization 

will diminish over time.  

7. The number of articles containing only neutral or no references to HT will increase over 

time.  

8. There will be parity in the number of articles that mention the main points of HT 

ideology. 

9. The main points of HT ideology will be mentioned more often in 2002 and 2003 than in 

subsequent years. 

10. The number of articles containing both positions regarding HT’s use of violence will 

prevail over those mentioning only one position.  

11. The number of articles containing information on HT rejecting violence and the number 

of articles containing information on HT supporting violence as part of its ideology will 

be about equal.  
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12. The number of articles mentioning only neutral goals of HT will be about equal to the 

number of articles mentioning only HT’s negative goals. 

13. The number of articles containing information on ‘any violent or criminal activities of 

HT’ will diminish over time and will not be high overall.  

14. In 2002 and 2003, there will be more information on HT’s activities than during other 

years. 

15. The number of HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ 

and ‘War’ as the main topics will not be high. 

16. The number of HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ 

and ‘War’ as sub-topics will not be high. 

H3: Conservative newspapers will be more critical of HT than liberal newspapers. 

Owing to the findings of research on partisan bias of German quality newspapers on a 

range of issues in general (Eilders 2002) and on the ‘caricature conflict’ related to Muslims 

in particular (Jäger 2007), it was hypothesized that FAZ and DW will be more critical than 

Taz, FR and SZ towards HT.  Thus Jäger (2007, 98) ascertained, “The ‘right’ media practice 

hatred against Muslims purposefully and fully open. This is part of their political program, 

which is against anything foreign and multicultural society, and, particularly, against those 

who defend both: the ‘left’.  To support or reject the third hypothesis, eighteen sub-

hypotheses were identified. 

1. Conservative newspapers will publish more HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles 

than liberal newspapers. 

2. Conservative newspapers will mention arrests/imprisonment of HT members more often 

than liberal newspapers. 

3. Conservative newspapers will mention HT being banned in Germany and elsewhere 

more often than liberal newspapers. 

4. Conservative newspapers will mention HT being not banned somewhere less often than 

liberal newspapers. 

5. Conservative newspapers will mention the need to ban HT more often than liberal 

newspapers. 

6. Conservative newspapers will mention the need not to ban HT less often than liberal 

newspapers. 

7. Conservative newspapers will publish more articles containing at least one reference to 

law-enforcement officials than liberal newspapers.  
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8. References to religious scholars, ordinary persons, human rights organizations and mass 

media reports will be more frequent in liberal newspapers than in conservative 

newspapers. 

9. Conservative newspapers will publish more articles referring to HT only in negative 

terms (‘Terrorist’, ‘Radical’, ‘Extremist’, ‘Islamist’, ‘Fundamentalist’ and ‘Militant’) 

than liberal newspapers.   

10. Liberal newspapers will publish more articles using no terms characterising HT or 

referring to the organization only in neutral terms (‘Clandestine’, ‘Muslim/Islamic’, 

‘Banned’ and ‘Immigrant’) than conservative newspapers. 

11. Conservative newspapers will mention points of HT’s ideology more often than liberal 

newspapers.  

12. Conservative newspapers will mention ‘anti-Semitic’ and ‘anti-Western’ points of HT’s 

ideology more often than liberal newspapers. 

13. Conservative newspapers will mention HT’s ‘rejection of violence’ less often than 

liberal newspapers. 

14. Conservative newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only negative goals of 

HT than liberal newspapers. 

15. Liberal newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only neutral goals of HT than 

conservative newspapers.  

16. Conservative newspapers will provide more information on ‘any violent or criminal 

activities of HT’ than liberal newspapers.  

17. ‘Crimes’ and/or ‘terrorism’ and/or ‘war’ will be the main topics of articles published in 

conservative newspapers more often than in liberal newspapers.  

18. ‘Human/civil rights’ topic will be the main topic of articles more often in liberal 

newspapers than in conservative newspapers. 

II.2.2 Great Britain 

H1: During 2002-2007, HT will be of much interest to the press in Britain. 

It is assumed that due to the legal status of HT, its international headquarters in London 

and close public attention to the group after terrorist attacks on London’s transportation 

system on 7 July, 2005, the organization will be of much interest to the press in Britain during 

2002-2007.  To support or reject this hypothesis, fifteen sub-hypotheses were identified.  

Most of these sub-hypotheses mirror the sub-hypotheses of the first main hypothesis for the 

German press.  The hypothesis related to the number of visual images published in articles 

was excluded due to the absence of a reliable data.  
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1. The number of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will account for more than 

50% of all articles.   

2. The number of articles ‘irrelevant’ to HT will diminish over time. 

3. The number of articles attributed to news agencies will be lower than those attributed to 

staff journalists.  

4. There will be a high number of articles published on the front page. 

5. Many articles will refer to HT in the headlines or leads.  

6. The longer the article, the more it will be relevant to HT. 

7. The ‘Home news’ section will contain more articles than the ‘International news’ 

section. 

8. The ‘Comments/opinion and discussion’ sections will contain many articles relevant to 

HT. 

9. The ‘Feature’ section will contain mainly many articles relevant to HT.  

10. There will be a high number of articles containing references to or quotes from HT 

organization, members, documents and/or websites.  

11. Many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Britain’ as the main 

country.   

12. Many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Britain’ as a sub-country. 

13. HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with Britain as the ‘main country’ will 

appear mainly in 2005, when HT was about to be banned in Britain. 

14. Articles will often contain information on HT’s ideology, goals and activities.  

15. A number of journalists will regularly report about HT. 

H2: Coverage of HT will be mainly balanced although somewhat negative in 2005. 

To support or reject the second main hypothesis, sixteen sub-hypotheses were 

identified.  Only several differed from respective sub-hypotheses for the Germany press.  As 

with the second main hypothesis for the German press, it is expected that a pluralism of 

views will be depicted in inter-media diversity rather than in an individual outlet (Eilders 

2002).  Thus, negative and neutral aspects of HT’s coverage are expected to be presented 

about equally in five British newspapers.  It is also assumed that coverage of HT will be 

more negative in 2005, the year of terrorist attacks on London followed by the Prime 

Minister’s proposal to proscribe the group than during other years. 

1. There will be about the same number of mentions that HT is banned somewhere and 

legal somewhere else. 
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2. There will be about the same number of mentions that HT should or should not be 

banned.   

3. There will be parity in the number of references and/or quotations related to HT by 

different sources.   

4. There will be parity in numbers of articles that use only negative, only neutral, negative 

and neutral or no terms in relation to HT members/organization. 

5. A parity in the number of articles containing only negative, only neutral, negative and 

neutral or no references to HT will be preserved over time.   

6. The number of articles containing only negative references to HT members/organization 

will be highest in 2005. 

7. There will be a parity in the number of articles that mention the main points of HT 

ideology.  

8. The main points of HT ideology will be mentioned more often in 2005 than other years. 

9. The number of articles containing both of HT’s positions regarding use of violence will 

prevail over those mentioning only one position. 

10. The number of articles containing information on HT rejecting violence and the number 

of articles containing information on HT supporting violence will be about equal. 

11. There will be a parity in number of articles mentioning only negative goals, only neutral 

goals, both negative and neutral and no goals of HT. 

12. Articles mentioning positive activities of HT will appear in the British press. 

13. There will be a parity in the number of articles mentioning different activities of HT. 

14. In 2005 there will be more information on HT’s violent and/or criminal activities than 

other years. 

15. There will be parity of different main topics presented in articles ‘highly relevant’ and 

‘relevant’ to HT. 

16. There will be parity of different sub-topics presented in articles ‘highly relevant’ and 

‘relevant’ to HT. 

H3: Conservative newspapers will be more critical of HT than liberal newspapers. 

It is assumed that the conservative newspapers The Times and The Daily Telegraph will 

be generally more critical of HT than the liberal The Independent, Financial Times and The 

Guardian.  When Tony Blair declared his plan to proscribe HT in 2005, the views of the 

British national newspapers towards Islam and to HT in particular were easy to trace through 

articles they published.  Thus, the conservative The Times published an article by Browne 

(2005, 19), who bitterly criticized the British left for supporting “Islamic fascism” and cited 
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examples of “the wacko Socialist Workers Party joining forces with the Muslim Association 

of Britain [MAB], the democracy-despising, Shariah-law-wanting group to form Stop the War 

Coalition”; “the former Labour MP George Galloway creating the Respect Party with the 

support of the MAB and winning a seat in the Parliament by cultivating Muslim resentment”; 

“BBC and The Guardian regularly giving space to MAB to promote sanitised versions of its 

Islamist views”; The Guardian employing HT member Dilpazier Aslam; and the useful idiots 

of the “Left” suggesting that “victory of Shabina Begum, the Luton schoolgirl who, advised 

by HT, won a court case allowing her to wear head-to-toe Islamic clothes, was a victory over 

Islamophobia”.  Poole’s (2002, 62) empirical study interpreted the fact that the Guardian 

published almost twice as many articles about British Muslims as The Times (48.5% 

compared with 27.7%) as the liberal perspective of the first “to provide more extensive 

coverage assigned to minority groups and other alternative issues and perspectives” and the 

tendency of the second “to invoke Islam in relation to Christianity rather than as a subject in 

its own terms.”  To support or reject the third main hypothesis, the eighteen sub-hypotheses 

identified for the German press were applied to the British press.   

1. Conservative newspapers will publish more HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles 

than liberal newspapers. 

2. Conservative newspapers will mention arrests/imprisonment of HT members/ more 

often than liberal newspapers. 

3. Conservative newspapers will mention HT being banned somewhere (including in 

Germany) more often than liberal newspapers. 

4. Conservative newspapers will mention HT being legal somewhere less often than liberal 

newspapers. 

5. Conservative newspapers will mention the need of HT being banned more often than 

liberal newspapers. 

6. Conservative newspapers will mention the need of HT being not banned less often than 

liberal newspapers. 

7. Conservative newspapers will publish more articles containing at least one reference to 

law-enforcement officials than liberal newspapers. 

8. References to other actors of the society rather than political and law-enforcement 

officials will be more often in liberal newspapers than in conservative newspapers. 

9. Conservative newspapers will publish more articles referring to HT only in negative 

terms than liberal newspapers. 
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10. Liberal newspapers will publish more articles using no terms in relation to HT or 

referring to the organization only in neutral terms than conservative newspapers. 

11. Conservative newspapers will mention points of HT’s ideology more often than liberal 

newspapers. 

12. Conservative newspapers will focus on the ‘anti-Semitic’ and ‘anti-Western’ points of 

HT’s ideology more often than liberal newspapers. 

13. Conservative newspapers will mention HT’s ‘rejection of violence’ less often than 

liberal newspapers. 

14. Conservative newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only HT’s negative 

goals than liberal newspapers. 

15. Liberal newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only HT’s neutral goals than 

their conservative counterparts. 

16. Conservative newspapers will provide more information on ‘any violent or criminal 

activity of HT’ than liberal newspapers. 

17. ‘Crimes/terrorism/war’ will be the main topics of articles in conservative newspapers 

more often than in liberal newspapers. 

18. ‘Human/civil rights’ topic will be the main topic of articles in liberal newspapers more 

often than in conservative newspapers. 

II.2.3 Kyrgyzstan  

H1: During 2002-2007, HT will be of much interest to the press in Kyrgyzstan. 

Although HT has been banned in Kyrgyzstan since 2003 as in Germany, the group has 

been actively growing, as in Great Britain.  However, unlike in Great Britain, the privately 

owned newspaper has never been independent in Kyrgyzstan from political, economic and 

judicial pressures of ruling elites.  Thus it is expected that by demonstrating the growing 

threat of Islamic radicalism in the country, the press’s ‘interest’ in HT will be almost 

artificially constructed to justify undemocratic governmental policies or presence of foreign 

military bases at times in the country.  To support or reject the first main hypothesis sixteen 

sub-hypotheses were identified.  Most of them repeat the sub-hypotheses of the first main 

hypothesis for the British press. 

1. The number of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will account for more than 

50% of all articles.   

2. The number of HT ‘irrelevant’ articles will diminish over time. 

3. The articles will be mainly journalists’ by-lines. 

4. Many articles will contain references to HT in the headlines or leads.  
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5. The longer the article, the more it will be relevant to HT. 

6. Many HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles will contain visual images.   

7. Articles will appear more often in the sections covering news of a day than in other 

sections. 

8. The ‘Public opinion/opinion’ sections will contain mainly HT ‘highly relevant’ or 

‘relevant’ articles. 

9. There will be a high number of articles containing references to or quotes from an HT 

member, organization, document and/or a website.  

10. Apart from predefined variables there will be a lot of additional information about HT.  

11. Many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Kyrgyzstan’ as the main 

country.   

12. Many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Kyrgyzstan’ as the sub-

country. 

13. HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Kyrgyzstan’ as the main country will 

appear mainly in 2003, when HT was banned in Kyrgyzstan. 

14. Articles with ‘Kyrgyzstan’ as the main country will often contain information on 

ideology, goals and activities of HT.  

15. Articles will often contain information about HT members/sympathizers facing legal 

consequences for their membership or activities. 

16. There will be a number of journalists regularly reporting about HT. 

H2: The coverage of HT will be mainly negative although most negative in 2002 and 

2003. 

This expectation assumes that the media are highly restricted in authoritative political 

settings to provide balanced coverage of controversial issues.  As in Germany, it is expected, 

however, that coverage of HT in Kyrgyzstan will be most negative in 2003, the year when 

HT was officially banned there.  To support or reject the second main hypothesis, sixteen 

sub-hypotheses were identified; they are reversed from sub-hypotheses of the second main 

hypotheses related to the German and British press.   

1. The number of articles informing readers about HT being banned somewhere will be 

higher than the number of articles containing information about HT being not banned 

elsewhere.   

2. The number of articles containing an opinion that HT should be banned will be higher 

than the number of articles containing an opinion that HT should not be banned or 

should be legalized. 
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3. The references and/or quotations related to HT made by different actors in the society 

will be dominated by the voices of law-enforcement officials.  

4. There number of articles that will use only negative (‘terrorist’, ‘radical’, ‘extremist’, 

‘fundamental’, ‘Islamist’ and ‘militant’) terms in regard to HT will be higher than the 

number of articles using only neutral (‘clandestine’, ‘Muslim/Islamic’ and ‘banned) or 

no terms in relation to HT members/organization. 

5. The number of articles containing only negative references to HT members/organization 

will increase overtime.  

6. The number of articles containing negative references to HT members/organization in 

2002 and 2003 will be higher than in the subsequent years  

7. The main points of HT ideology will be mentioned more often in 2003 than in the 

subsequent years. 

8. HT’s use of violence in reaching their political goals will be mentioned more often than 

HT’s official rejection of violent means.  

9. The number of articles mentioning only neutral goals of HT will be less than the number 

of articles mentioning only negative goals of HT. 

10. The number of articles containing information on ‘Any violent or criminal activities of 

HT’ will increase over time and will be overall high.  

11. In 2003 there will be more information on HT’s activities than during other years. 

12. Many articles will contain information about HT posing threat. 

13. The number of HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ 

and ‘War’ as the main topics will be high. 

14. The number of HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ 

and ‘War’ as the sub-topics will be high. 

II.3  Sources of analysis 

II.3.1 Germany 

For the German part of the study five daily national quality newspapers were selected.  

They were Die Tageszeitung (Taz), Frankfurter Rundschau (FR), Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ), 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) and Die Welt (DW). The newspapers are listed from 

the left to the right in accordance with a political continuum.  They are often used in media 

content analyses and generally considered to be indicators for the German press as a whole 

(Hafez 2002b; Eilders 2002, 29; Wilke and Reinemann 2007, 64; Ohde 1994). 
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The left-alternative Taz with circulation of 79,245 from Monday to Saturday has been 

published from Berlin since 1979.  The left-liberal FR with circulation of 195,000 Monday to 

Saturday has been published from Frankfurt/Main since 1945 as the second newspaper of 

post-World War II.  The liberal SZ with circulation of 450,000 Monday to Saturday has been 

published from Munich since 1945.  With the highest circulation and highest number of 

readers per issue among national dailies, SZ claims to be the ‘Nr. 1’ newspaper in Germany.  

According to Allensbacher Markt- und Werbeträgeranalyse (AWA) 2007, SZ has 

approximately 1.35 million readers daily.  To compare, FAZ, the newspaper with the second 

highest number of readers per issue, has approximately 950 thousand readers daily 

(Süddeutsche Zeitung 2008, 7).  The liberal-conservative FAZ with a circulation of 380,000 

Monday to Sunday has been published from Frankfurt/Main since 1949.  In 2002, FAZ 

employed not less than 53 foreign correspondents, which was claimed as a European record 

(Enzensberger 2002).  The right-conservative DW with a circulation of 286,054 Monday to 

Friday and 227,751 on Saturday has been published from Hamburg since 1946.  The Sunday 

edition of the newspaper is 417,555.  According to AWA marketing research 2007, the 

number of readers of DW excluding the Sunday edition was 734,000 daily (Springer 2008).  

Since not all newspapers studied had Sunday editions, Sunday issues were excluded from the 

study to avoid distortion of the findings and conclusions. 

II.3.2 Great Britain 

For the British part of the study five daily national quality newspapers were selected.  

They were The Independent, The Guardian, Financial Times (FT), The Times, and The Daily 

Telegraph (DT).  The newspapers are listed in the order from the left to the right in 

accordance with a political continuum.  They are often used in media content analyses and 

generally considered to be indicators for the British press as a whole (Poole 2002; Richardson 

2006; Hallin and Mancini 2004; Humphreys 2009). 

The liberal newspaper The Independent has been published since 1986 by Tony 

O’Reilly’s Independent News & Media.  In January 2009, its certified average daily 

circulation was 215,504.  The liberal newspaper The Guardian has been published since 1821 

(until 1959 as The Manchester Guardian); it is owned by the Guardian Media group.  In 

January 2009, its daily circulation was 358,844.  The Guardian holds the national newspaper 

award in the Commission for Racial Equality's Race in the Media award for “the way the 

paper has challenged stereotypes and explored differences between young Muslims” (The 

Guardian 2005a).  The Financial Times has been published since 1888 specializing in 

business and financial news; it is owned by Pearson.  The moderate centre-right newspaper 
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The Times has been published since 1785; it is owned by News Corporation group, headed by 

Rupert Murdoch.  In January 2006, its daily circulation was 617,483.  The conservative 

newspaper The Daily Telegraph has been published since 1855; it is owned by David and 

Frederick Barclay.  In January 2009, its daily circulation was 842,912.  All these papers 

recently switched from broadsheet to tabloid format; in 2006 they accounted 22.6 percent of 

the total circulation of national British newspapers.15  The Sunday issues have been excluded 

from the study to avoid distortion of the findings and conclusions. 

II.3.3 Kyrgyzstan 

Published in Russian since 1974, Vecherniy Bishkek (VB) has the highest circulation in 

the country, 8,000 issues daily from Monday to Thursday and 62,000 issues on Friday.  It is 

also the only national daily newspaper that maintains electronic archives from 1998 on.  In 

May 1995, the newspaper received an international award from the EU and the USA for 

development of democracy and civil society.  Reportedly, in May 2001, the controlling 

interest of VB was fraudulently appropriated from Alexander Kim by Adil Toigonbaev, son-

in-low of at that time President Akaev; that automatically made VB loyal to the government.  

In August 2005, the newly elected government restored Kim’s ownership of VB.  In return, 

however, the newspaper became loyal to the new government.  It is believed that during 2002-

2007 VB published more articles about HT than any other quality newspaper in the country.   

II.4  Quantitative content analysis 

II.4.1 Sample 

The sample of articles included every article with at least one reference to HT published 

from 1 January, 2002 till 31 December, 2007.  The relevant articles from the German Taz, FR, 

SZ, DW and five British newspapers were collected from the Lexis-Nexis electronic database.  

The data from FAZ were extracted from CD-ROMs.  Various search options established that 

the name “Hizb ut-Tahrir” has been misspelled in the German press in approximately 40% of 

cases.  The most common misspellings included “Hisb ut-Tahrir”, “Hib ut-Tahrir”, “Hisbi 

Tahrir”, “Hisb ul-Tahrir”, “Hisbh ut-Tahrir”, “Hish ut-Tahrir”, “Hizb at-Tahir”, “Hizb ut-

Tharir” and “Hizb ut-Tahir.”  The authors often used the Arabic spelling of the party’s name, 

i.e.  “Hizb al-Tahrir.”  Thus, the sample of articles with different search key words was 

manually refined and minimized to articles containing references to the HT organization in 

particular.  In the case of the British and Kyrgyz press misspellings were rare.  Although the 

aim was to identify a universe of articles, an absolute universality cannot be claimed since 

                                                 
15 More on ownership and market shares see Humphreys 2009, 202. 
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Lexis-Nexis might have not included all articles published by these newspapers.  As Lexis-

Nexis explained, some publishers directed it to exclude certain freelance articles or other 

features from the database.   

The final sample of 226 German articles included 61 from Taz, 32 from FR, 29 from SZ, 

61 from FAZ and 43 from DW.  The final sample of 396 British articles included 52 from The 

Independent, 133 from The Guardian, 46 from FT, 96 from The Times and 69 from DT.  The 

final sample of Kyrgyz articles from the VB newspaper was 325.  

II.4.2 Methodology 

The main objective of the quantitative part of this research was to answer central 

questions pertaining to coverage of any issue in media – who, when, where and what (Bell 

1998, 66).  This part was designed and carried out in accordance with guidelines and 

recommendations of Riffe, Lacy and Fico (2005), Stempel (1981) and Neuendorf (2002): (1) 

reviewing literature to define and clarify research questions; (2) defining messages or/and 

variables to be studied; (3) sampling data to make the selected messages representative of all 

relevant messages; (4) identifying units of analysis; (5) identifying categories in which units 

of analysis can be assigned; (6) coding data in accordance with the created categories; (7) 

testing reliability of the coding system; and (8) tabulating, analysing and interpreting the 

coded results.   The unit of analysis was an article.   

General qualifications of each article were coded in fourteen variables including source, 

year and month of publication, attribution, page, length, section, presence of pictures and 

main and sub-topics as well as main and sub-countries/regions of articles.  In British and 

German articles, these variables were coded strictly in accordance with the information 

provided by Lexis-Nexis for each article.  Upon request, Lexis-Nexis provided the missing 

information for the FAZ articles related to relevance of topics, countries and HT.  Coders 

determined the relevance of topics, countries and HT in the Kyrgyz articles.  HT-specific 

variables were identified to code presence of the name ‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ in a headline or a lead, 

HT’s relevance in examined articles, mention of arrests/imprisonment of HT members, threat 

of HT, legal status of HT, quotations and references in relation to HT, terms used to describe 

HT members/organization, as well as ideology, goals and activities of HT.  These variables 

were identified and operationalized in accordance with the literature review on HT.  See the 

coding protocols for German, British and Kyrgyz samples in Appendices I, II and III 

respectively. 

The number of articles for establishing inter-coder reliability indices were calculated in 

accordance with the formula provided by Riffe, Lacy and Fico (2005, 146).  Thus, 70 articles 
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for the German sample, 81 for the British sample and 77 for the Kyrgyz sample were coded 

by three graduate students, who were native speakers of German, English and Russian 

respectively.  For procedures and instructions of training second coders see Appendix IV. 

Reliability indices included Cohen’s Kappa, the coefficient that takes agreement by 

chance into consideration, and a simple percent agreement as additional information for 

replication studies (Riffe, Lacy, and Fico 2005; Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken 2005).  

Both coefficients were calculated with the software application Program for Reliability 

Assessment with Multiple Coders (PRAM).  The inter-coder reliability coefficients are 

reported only for those variables that required personal judgment of coders.  Cohen’s Kappa 

varied between 0.64 and 1.0; simple percent agreement varied between 0.88 bis 1.0.  For 

inter-coder reliability indices in three samples, see Appendix V. 

Eight country-specific hypotheses were first tested with simple frequencies, cross-

tabulation and Pearson chi-square tests of independence.  They were also tested with a latent 

class analysis that, similar to factor analysis, allowed to find latent classes in multivariate 

categorical data or, in other words, to divide heterogeneous groups into homogeneous sub-

groups (Reunanen and Suikkanen 1999, 6).  The first-order latent class analysis was applied 

to several sets of binary variables that could be logically grouped as ‘Terms applied to HT’, 

‘Ideology of HT’, ‘Goals of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’, ‘Main countries/regions of articles’, and 

‘Main topics of articles’.  In the second step of latent class analysis, classes revealed by the 

first-order analysis were used as categories of new variables, which were analysed to answer 

the first, second and third research questions.  Articles with the highest probabilities of 

belonging to a certain class were considered the most typical coding units and used for the 

qualitative analysis.   

II.5  Qualitative content analysis 

Deeper analysis of selected articles was conducted to complement the quantitative 

findings and to investigate latent meanings, argumentation and linguistic choices of 

journalists (Kempf 2008).  The main objectives were to identify and discuss events that made 

HT newsworthy in the three countries; to describe the most typical articles representing the 

main patterns of HT’s coverage there; and, to explore differences in how HT was covered in 

liberal and conservative newspapers in Germany and Great Britain.  

II.5.1 Sample 

To identify the events that made HT newsworthy, I first identified months when HT was 

most broadly covered in Germany (10 months with six to 24 articles per month), Great Britain 
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(11 months with 10 to 48 articles per month) and Kyrgyzstan (10 months with eight to 13 

articles per month).  Reading those articles allowed describing the events that made HT 

newsworthy.  The cross tabulation of the variable ‘Month’ with latent classes revealed when 

testing second country-specific hypotheses, allowed identification of what patterns were 

predominantly used when reporting about those events.   

The most typical articles representing different patterns of coverage in the three 

countries were identified with the Dynamic software application.  When testing the first 

country-specific hypotheses, this sample consisted of four articles in each national sample.  

When testing the second country-specific hypotheses, this sample consisted of four articles 

from the German sample, four articles from the British sample and three articles from the 

Kyrgyz sample.   

To trace media frames and partisan bias in German and British liberal and conservative 

newspapers, I analysed 24 articles in the German newspapers in August 2006 that were 

mainly about investigations of a prevented terrorist attack on two German regional trains, and 

28 articles in the British newspapers in July 2007 that were mainly about two attempted 

terrorist attacks in Great Britain.   

II.5.2 Methodology 

A two-step procedure was followed to identify frames of coverage of HT in liberal and 

conservative newspapers.  In the first step, the framing analysis (Entman 1993) proceeded on 

a case study basis and revolved around four main questions that allowed identifying the news 

frames employed by journalists when reporting on those events in general.  The questions 

borrowed from Nickels et al. (2008) were: 

 
“1. Problem Definition: What are the perceived nature and scope of the 
events and issues reported on in the news? 
2. Problem Diagnosis: What are the perceived origins and justifications for 
the events and issues reported on in the news? 
3. Moral Evaluation: What value judgements are made in relation to the 
events and issues reported on in the news? 
4. Treatment Recommendation: What recommendations are made as to how 
the events and issues reported on in the news should be dealt with?”  (Nickels 
et al. 2008, 7) 

 
In the second step, the framing analysis revolved around four main questions that 

allowed identifying whether HT was framed in a particular way.  Those questions were: 

1. Problem Definition: Is HT portrayed as a problem? 

2. Problem Diagnosis: Why has HT been identified as a problem? 

3. Moral Evaluation: What value judgements are made in relation to HT? 
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4. Treatment Recommendation: What recommendations are made as to how HT should be 

dealt with?   

II.6  Analysis of visual images 

The main objectives of analysis of visual images were to identify what was pictured in 

visual images selected for publication with HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, to 

complement quantitative and qualitative findings and to track the differences of representation 

of HT in the three countries. 

II.6.1 Sample 

The German sample consisted of 25 visual images from nine articles that were ‘highly 

relevant’ and 12 articles that were ‘relevant’ to HT.  The visual images in FR, SZ, FAZ and 

DW were extracted from the on-line archives, which provided complete pages in PDF format.  

The visual images from the TAZ newspaper were provided by the research services of the 

newspaper in PDF format.   

The British sample consisted of 18 visual images in five articles that were ‘highly 

relevant’ and 11 articles that were ‘relevant’ to HT.  The visual images in The Times, The 

Guardian and The Daily Telegraph were extracted from the on-line archives in HTML 

format, which might mean that visual images published on paper were not necessarily 

reproduced on-line.  The images from The Independent were provided by the research 

services of the newspaper.  The images from The Financial Times were not identified due to a 

number of limitations and, therefore, were not included in the analysis.   

The Kyrgyz sample consisted of 44 visual images in 30 articles that were ‘highly 

relevant’ to HT and 14 articles that were ‘relevant’ to HT.  The visual images were extracted 

from the on-line archive of VB.  

If an article contained several images, each image was analysed as a separate unit of 

analysis. 

II.6.2 Methodology 

The analysis of visual images was a mixture of Philip Bell’s (2001) quantitative 

methodology for content analysis and Roland Barthes’ (1977) qualitative visual semiotic and 

logico-semantic approaches to analysing visual images and text-image relationships.   

For Bell (2001, 15), to conduct a content analysis is to “…try to describe salient aspects 

of how a group of texts (in our case, images or visual texts) represents some kinds of people, 

processes, events, and/or interrelationships between or amongst these.”  Similar to classical 

quantitative media content analysis (Riffe et.al 2005, Stempel 1981, Neuendorf 2002), Bell’s 
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(2001, 15) approach includes classification of visual images on specified dimensions or 

variables and “is not concerned with ‘reading’ or interpreting each text individually.” Bell 

(2001) specifies, however, that in the content analysis of visual images, a variable refers to 

aspects of how something is represented, not to ‘reality’ (manifest content); the content of the 

visual image cannot be easily compared with some assumed ‘reality’ by which to make claims 

of ‘bias’ or ‘negative’, let along ‘true’ or ‘false’, representation in visual images.   

For Barthes (1977, 15), “the press photograph is a message”.  A key idea of his visual 

semiotic approach to analysis of visual images is the layering of meaning.  “The first layer is 

the layer of denotation, of ‘what, or who, is being depicted here?’.  The second is the layer of 

connotation, of ‘what ideas and values are expressed through what is represented, and through 

the way in which it is represented?’” (Barthes cited in van Leeuwen 2001, 94).  While 

denotation should pose no problems as long as the viewer can recognize what is known, 

connotation includes understanding ‘myths’ and ‘ideological meanings’ of what is depicted 

(van Leeuwen 2001).  According to van Leeuwen (2001) while exercising ‘denotation’ of the 

image, one can pay attention to whether a person is represented as a personality or a desirable 

social type, whether people are represented as individuals or a group, whether people are 

portrayed at a distance or closer to the photographer, etc.  The frequent carriers of connotation 

as a second layer of meaning are poses and objects.  According to Barthes, there is “an 

unwritten ‘dictionary’ of poses which is known to everyone who is at all exposed to the mass 

media, and whose ‘entries’ again have the kind of broad and ideologically coloured meanings 

that at typical of connotation” (Barthes cited in van Leeuwen 2001, 97).  Similarly, objects 

may represent something, constitute elements of signification or be “accepted inducers of 

ideas (book case = intellectual) (Goffman quoted in van Leeuwen 2001, 98). 

Barthes (1977) also considers the effect of connotation of visual images in the context of 

the text of an article, its headline and a caption attached to it.  To avoid “multiplicity of 

readings” of visual texts, the authors of visual images – especially in print media – include 

captions.  They not only explicitly describe who and what is pictured but also “get a particular 

message across to a particular audience” (van Leeuwen 2001, 95).  Barthes (1977, 26) 

explains, “The caption probably has a less obvious effect of connotation than the headline or 

accompanying article: headline and article are palpably separate from the image, the former 

by its emphasis, the latter by its distances; the first because it breaks, the other because it 

distances the content of the image.  The caption, on the contrary, by its very disposition, by its 

average measure of reading, appears to duplicate the image, that is, to be included in its 

denotation.”  According to Barthes (Barthes cited in Martinec and Salway 2005, 341), there 
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are three possibilities of how images and text relate to one another: “text supporting image 

(‘anchorage’), image supporting text (‘illustration’), and the two being equal (‘relay’).” With 

anchorage, the language has a function of ‘elucidation’; with illustration, the image ‘realises’ 

the text; and, with relay, which is rare in fixed images and more common in film, the text 

becomes important not only to elucidate but also to advance the action by setting out 

meanings that are absent in image itself (Martinec and Salway 2005, 341). 

The coding book consisted of 15 variables divided in three parts.  Based on Bell’s 

(2001) approach, the first part was designed to code general characteristics of a visual image 

categorizing country, newspaper, placement, attribution, its type and colour.  Based on 

Barthes’ (1977) approach, the second part consisted of variables that coded clarity and tone of 

a caption in relation to what is depicted in a visual image, text-visual relation, and strength 

and tone of a headline-image relation. The third part dealt with deconstructing the meaning of 

a visual image.  It included variables coding the relevance to HT of what is depicted in a 

visual image, denotation and connotation of a visual image.  For operationalization of 

variables and their categories, see the coding protocol for analysis of visual images in 

Appendix VI.  
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III  FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

III.1  R1: To what extent was Hizb ut-Tahrir newsworthy in Germany, Great Britain 

and Kyrgyzstan between 2002 and 2007? 

III.1.1  Germany 

III.1.1.1 Testing the first main hypothesis with sixteen sub-hypotheses 

The quantitative findings on the sixteen sub-hypotheses testing the first Germany-

specific hypothesis that HT did not present much interest to the public in Germany in 2002-

2007 are based on descriptive statistics and Chi-square tests of independence of relevant 

variables.   

Thus, SH-1, that the number of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will make 

less than 50% of all articles, was supported: Of 226 articles in five German newspapers, 62 

(27.4%) were ‘highly relevant’, 41 (18.1%) were ‘relevant’ and 123 (54.4%) were ‘irrelevant’ 

to HT.  The cross tabulation of the variables ‘HT relevance’ and ‘Year’, as well as a 

statistically significant relation between them, χ2(10, N=226)=37.25, p<0.001, lent support to 

SH-2 that the number of HT-irrelevant articles will grow over time.  SH-3, that the number of 

articles attributed to news agencies will be higher than those attributed to journalists, was not 

supported: Of 226 examined articles, 175 (77.4%) were attributed to journalists, 27 (11.9%) to 

press agencies, five (2.2%) to journalists and press agencies, four (1.8%) to neither journalists 

nor press agencies, and 15 (6.6%) were not attributed.  Lack of support for SH-3 did not lend 

support to the first Germany-specific hypothesis.  SH-4, that there will be a small number of 

articles published on the front page, was supported: Of 226 articles, only 17 (7.5%) were 

published on front pages and 209 (92.5%) were published on other pages.  SH-5, that few 

articles will contain references to HT in the headlines or leads, was also supported: Of 226 

articles only 15 (6.6%) contained references to HT in headlines or leads.  The cross tabulation 

of the variables ‘Length of an article’ and the ‘Year’, as well as the statistically significant 

relation between these variables, χ2(8, N=226)=83.27, p<0.001, lent support to SH-6, that the 

longer the article, the less likely it will be relevant to HT.  SH-7, that few HT ‘highly relevant’ 

and ‘relevant’ articles will contain visual images, was supported: Of 103 articles ‘highly 

relevant’ or ‘relevant’ to HT, 16 (15.53%) articles contained visual images and 87 (84.47%) 

did not.  

SH-8, that the majority of HT ‘highly relevant’ articles will appear in the ‘News of the 

day’ section, was not supported: Of 62 HT ‘highly relevant’ articles, only 15 (24.2%) 

appeared in the ‘News of the day’ section.  SH-9, that the ‘Politics’ section will contain more 
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HT ‘relevant’ articles than the ‘Themes from Germany’ section, was supported: Of 41 HT 

‘relevant’ articles, 16 (39.0%) articles appeared in the ‘Politics’ section and 10 (24.4%) 

appeared in the ‘Themes from Germany’ section.  SH-10, that the ‘Opinion and Discussion’ 

section will contain mainly HT-irrelevant articles, was supported: Of 12 articles in this 

section, 10 (83.3%) were irrelevant to HT. See Table III.1 

Table III.1. HT relevance*Section cross tabulation (N=226) 

HT relevance 
Section 

 
Highly 

relevant (80-
100%) 

Relevant 
(50-79%) 

Irrelevant Total 

Count 25 16 56 97 Politics 
% within HT relevance 40.3% 39.0% 45.5% 42.9% 
Count 19 10 13 42 Themes from 

Germany % within HT relevance 30.6% 24.4% 10.6% 18.6% 
Count 15 11 23 49 News of the day 
% within HT relevance 24.2% 26.8% 18.7% 21.7% 
Count 1 1 10 12 Opinion and 

discussion % within HT relevance 1.6% 2.4% 8.1% 5.3% 
Count 1 1 6 8 Feuilleton 
% within HT relevance 1.6% 2.4% 4.9% 3.5% 
Count 1 2 15 18 Other 
% within HT relevance 1.6% 4.9% 12.2% 8.0% 
Count 62 41 123 226 Total 
% within HT relevance 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

SH-11, that there will be a small number of articles containing references to HT 

documents and/or websites or quotes of HT members and/or organization, was supported: Of 

226 articles, 182 (80.5%) contained at least one quote of and/or reference to the one or more 

sources saying something about HT and 44 (19.5%) did not.  However, of those 182 articles, 

only 38 (20.8%) contained quotes of and/or references to an HT member, organization, 

document and/or a website.  The majority of quotes and/or references were from law 

enforcement officials saying something about HT.  See Table III.2.   

SH-12, that few articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Germany’ as 

the main country, was not supported.  Although one article could have mentioned several 

main countries/regions, only a priori defined countries/regions – Germany, Great Britain, 

Denmark, Turkey, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, USA, Afghanistan, Europe, Middle East 

and/or Central Asia – were taken into account while coding.  Of 226 articles, Germany was 

the main country in 88 (38.94%) articles; of 103 ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT 

articles, Germany was the main country in 44 (42.3%) articles, which is significantly more 

than any other country/region.  For more information, see Table III.3.   
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Table III.2. Frequency by quotes/references related to HT, multiple responses (N=226)  

Responses 
 

Quotes/references related to HT N 
Percent 
(N=183) 

Percent 
(N=226) 

Political figures and/ or institutions 49 26.8% 21.7% 
Law enforcement officials and/or institutions 113 61.7% 50.0% 
NPD (National Democratic Party of Germany) 17 9.3% 7.5% 
HT member, organization, document, website 38 20.8% 16.8% 
Religious scholars and/or activists 14 7.7% 6.2% 
Human rights organizations 14 7.7% 6.2% 
Mass media reports 22 12.0% 9.7% 
Ordinary people 7 3.8% 3.1% 
Other people and/or organizations 34 18.6% 15.0% 
Total 324 177.0% 143.4% 

 

Table III.3. Frequency by main country/region of an article, multiple responses (N=226) 

Responses 
Main 

countries/regions N Percent (N=226) N 
Percent 
(N=103) 

Germany 88 38.94% 44 42.3% 
Great Britain 28 12.39% 12 11.5% 
Denmark 6 2.65% 1 1.0% 
Turkey 11 4.87% 4 3.8% 
Uzbekistan 46 20.35% 12 11.5% 
Kyrgyzstan 12 5.31% 3 2.9% 
Russia 28 12.39% 13 12.5% 
USA 20 8.85% 6 5.8% 
Afghanistan 7 3.10% 1 1.0% 
Europe 44 19.47% 17 16.3% 
The Middle East 39 17.26% 11 10.6% 
Central Asia 15 6.64% 4 3.8% 
Total 193 85.4% 82 79.6% 

 

SH-13, that few articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Germany’ as 

the sub-country, was also not supported.  Of 226 articles, Germany was the sub-country in 61 

(27.0%); of 103 articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT, Germany was the sub-country 

in 27 (26.2%) articles, which is considerably more often than any other country/region with 

the exception of the Middle Eastern region that was the sub-country in 66 (29.2%) articles of 

the total sample and in 39 (37.9%) of the sample of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles.  

See Table III.4.  SH-14, that HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Germany’ as 

the main country will appear mainly in 2003, was supported.  Of 88 articles with Germany as 

the main country, 19 (21.6%) articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT appeared in 2003, 

the year when HT was officially banned in Germany.  See Figure III.1. 
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Table III.4. Frequency by sub-country/region of articles, multiple responses (N=226) 

Responses 
 

Sub-countries/regions N 
Percent 
(N=226) N 

Percent 
(N=103) 

Germany 61 27.0% 27 26.2% 
Great Britain 19 8.4% 8 7.8% 
Denmark 4 1.8% 1 1.0% 
Turkey 24 10.6% 5 4.9% 
Uzbekistan 8 3.5% 4 3.9% 
Kyrgyzstan 19 8.4% 2 1.9% 
Russia 12 5.3% 2 1.9% 
USA 29 12.8% 8 7.8% 
Afghanistan 34 15.0% 8 7.8% 
Europe 32 14.2% 10 9.7% 
The Middle East 66 29.2% 39 37.9% 
Central Asia 37 16.4% 13 12.6% 
Total 161 71.2% 63 61.25% 

 

Figure III.1. Cross tabulation of articles with ‘Germany’ as the main country and different degrees of 
relevance to HT over years (N=88) 
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Highly relevant (80-100%) Relevant (50-79%) Irrelevant
 

SH-15, that articles will rarely contain information on ideology, goals and activities of 

HT, was partially supported.  Of 226 articles, 104 (46.0%) contained information on the 

ideology of HT, 95 (42.0%) contained information on its goals and 94 (41.6%) contained 

information on its activities; 43 (19.0%) contained information on the ideology, goals and 

activities of HT in one article.  See Table III.5. While articles often contained at least one 

point about its ideology, goals or activities, they rarely contained all three elements in one 

article.  Partial support for this hypothesis lent partial support to the first main hypothesis. 

Since there were only six journalists identified, who wrote between five and eight articles 

about HT during 2002-2007, SH-16, that there will be a few journalists regularly reporting 

about HT, was supported.   
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Table III.5. Ideology, goals and activities of HT (N=226)  

 Ideology Goals  Activities  
Ideology, goals 
and activities in 

one article 
Count 104 95 94 43 Yes 
 % 46.0% 42.0% 41.6% 19.0% 

Count 122 131 132 183 No 
 % 54.0% 58.0% 58.4% 81.0% 

Total Count 226 226 226 226 
 

To summarize, of sixteen sub-hypotheses, four did not lend support to the first main 

hypothesis that HT would not present much interest to the public in Germany in 2002-2007.  

Those sub-hypotheses were: SH-3 that the number of articles attributed to news agencies will 

be higher than those attributed to journalists; SH-8 that the majority of HT ‘highly relevant’ 

articles will appear in the ‘News of the day’ section; SH-12 that few articles ‘highly relevant’ 

and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Germany’ as the main country; SH-13 that few articles ‘highly 

relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Germany’ as the sub-country.  Quantitative data on 

sixteen sub-hypotheses to measure how much interest HT presented to the press in Germany 

revealed that while the amount, intensity and priority of HT coverage in five German quality 

newspapers were rather low, the articles were mainly journalists’ by-lines rather than routine 

press agencies’ reports; they often had Germany either as the main or the sub-country; but, 

they provided only some information on HT’s ideology, goals and activities.  Based on this 

information HT did not present much interest to the press in Germany in 2002-2007.   

III.1.1.2 Testing the first main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

To further support the previous findings I conducted a first order latent class analysis of 

the ‘Overarching variables’ and ‘Countries/regions of the articles’ and then a second order 

latent class analysis of six sets of variables – ‘Overarching variables’, ‘Prosecutions’, 

‘Origin’, ‘Length’, ‘HT relevance’ and ‘Countries/regions of the articles. 

First order latent class analysis of the ‘Overarching variables’  

‘Overarching variables’ indicate whether at least one of the categories of the variables 

‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Quotes/references related to HT’, ‘Terms used to describe HT’, 

‘Ideology of HT’, ‘Goals of HT’ and ‘Activities of HT’ was mentioned in an article.  The 

lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the three latent classes best describe the data.  

The overall distribution of these variables and the goodness of fit statistics are presented in 

Table III.6 and Table III.7 respectively. 
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Table III.6. Overall distribution of overarching va riables (N=226) 

Relative category frequencies 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Legal status of HT 0.49 0.398 0.602 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.39 0.190 0.810 
Terms used to describe HT 0.32 0.119 0.881 
Ideology of HT 0.50 0.540 0.460 
Goals of HT 0.49 0.580 0.420 
Activities of HT  0.49 0.584 0.416 

Table III.7. Goodness of fit statistics for overarching variables (N=226) 

N of 
classes 

(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom 

(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p-value AIC-
Index 

1 6 -807.74 57 167.49 0.00 1627.49 
2 13 -763.78 50 79.65 0.26 1553.56 
3 20 -748.32 43 48.64 0.29 1536.64 
4 27 -744.14 36 40.28 0.00 1542.28 
5 34 -738.82 29 29.65 0.43 1545.65 

 

The first class with 52.52% was characterised by articles mainly containing no 

information on HT’s ideology (80.6%), no information on HT’s goals (97.5) and no 

information on HT’s activities (74.9%).  They usually contained some terms used in relation 

to HT (86.5%); relatively often they contained quotes/references in relation to HT (77.3%) 

and mentioned its legal status (55.9%).  See Table III.8 and Figure III.2. 

Table III.8. Overarching variables. Class 1 – not informative articles – 52.52%. 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.441 0.559 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.227 0.773 
Terms used to describe HT 0.135 0.865 
Ideology of HT 0.806 0.194 
Goals of HT 0.975 0.025 
Activities of HT  0.749 0.251 

Figure III.2. Overarching variables. Class 1 – not informative articles – 52.52%. 
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The second class with 32.53% was characterised by articles that as a rule contained 

information on the legal status of HT (90.4%) and quotes/references about HT (96.3%).  They 

always contained terms describing HT (99.8%).  Such articles very often contained 

information on HT’s ideology (85.3%), goals (79.5%) and activities (72.5%).  See Table III.9 

and Figure III.3. 

Table III.9. Overarching variables. Class 2 – very informative articles – 32.53%. 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.096 0.904 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.037 0.963 
Terms used to describe HT 0.002 0.998 
Ideology of HT 0.147 0.853 
Goals of HT 0.205 0.795 
Activities of HT  0.275 0.725 

Figure III.3.  Overarching variables. Class 2 – very informative articles – 32.53%. 
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The third class with 14.95% was characterised by articles that often contained 

quotes/references about HT (60.4%), terms describing HT (68.0%) or mentioned points 

describing HT’s ideology (54.1%).  Such articles always contained information on HT’s goals 

(99.4%) and sometimes HT’s activities (32.4%).  See Table III.10 and Figure III.4. 

Table III.10. Overarching variables. Class 3 – informative articles – 14.95%. 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.904 0.096 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.396 0.604 
Terms used to describe HT 0.320 0.680 
Ideology of HT 0.459 0.541 
Goals of HT 0.006 0.994 
Activities of HT  0.676 0.324 
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Figure III.4.  Overarching variables. Class 3 – informative articles – 14.95%. 
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To summarize, the LCA of the six overarching variables revealed three latent classes of 

data: (1) not informative articles (52.52%), (2) very informative articles (32.53%) and (3) 

informative articles (14.95%).  

First order latent class analysis of the variables ‘Main countries/regions’  

The first order latent class analysis of twelve binary variables related to the main 

countries/regions of articles was conducted to identify the groups of countries and how often 

they appeared as the main countries/regions of articles.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the three latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.11 and Table 

III.12. 

Table III.11.  Overall distribution of variables related to countries/regions of the articles (N=226) 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 

Stdev 
0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 

Stdev 
0 1 

Germany 0.49 0.611 0.389 Russia 0.33 0.876 0.124 

Great Britain 0.33 0.876 0.124 USA 0.28 0.912 0.088 

Denmark 0.16 0.973 0.027 Afghanistan 0.17 0.969 0.031 
Turkey 0.22 0.951 0.049 Europe 0.4 0.805 0.195 

Uzbekistan 0.4 0.796 0.204 The Middle East 0.38 0.827 0.173 

Kyrgyzstan 0.22 0.947 0.053 Central Asia 0.25 0.934 0.066 
 

Table III.12.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the topics of the articles (N=226) 

N of classes (h) 
N of 

parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 
(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value 
AIC-
Index 

1 12 -922.49 4083 461.11 1 1868.98 
2 25 -845.7 4070 307.54 1 1741.41 
3 38 -778.85 4057 173.83 1 1633.71 
4 51 -766.82 4044 149.77 1 1635.65 
5 64 -755.54 4031 127.2 1 1639.07 
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The first class with 50.99% was characterised by articles in which Germany was often 

the main country (66.0%) and the Middle East relatively often as the main region (21.7%).  

Other countries/regions were never the main ones.  See Table III.13 and Figure III.5. 

Table III.13.  Countries/regions.  Class 1 – Germany and the Middle East – 50.99%. 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Germany 0.34 0.66 Russia 0.998 0.002 

Great Britain 0.998 0.002 USA 0.984 0.016 

Denmark 0.992 0.008 Afghanistan 0.998 0.002 

Turkey 0.905 0.095 Europe 0.994 0.006 

Uzbekistan 0.982 0.018 The Middle East 0.783 0.217 

Kyrgyzstan 0.998 0.002 Central Asia 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.5.  Countries/regions.  Class 1 – Germany and the Middle East – 50.99%. 
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The second class with 32.27% was characterised by articles, in which Uzbekistan 

(60.3%) was often the main country and Russia relatively often the main country (38.2%).  In 

such articles, Central Asia (20.5%) was relatively often the main region and Kyrgyzstan 

(16.4%) and USA (14.2%) were sometimes the main countries.  Other countries/regions were 

either never or very rarely the main countries.  See Table III.14 and Figure III.6. 

Table III.14.  Countries/regions.  Class 2 – Uzbekistan and Russia – 32.27%. 

Category Category Main 
countries/regions 0 1 

Main 
countries/regions 0 1 

Germany 0.91 0.09 Russia 0.618 0.382 

Great Britain 0.973 0.027 USA 0.858 0.142 

Denmark 0.998 0.002 Afghanistan 0.904 0.096 

Turkey 0.998 0.002 Europe 0.925 0.075 

Uzbekistan 0.397 0.603 The Middle East 0.944 0.056 

Kyrgyzstan 0.836 0.164 Central Asia 0.795 0.205 
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Figure III.6.  Countries/regions.  Class 2 – Uzbekistan and Russia – 32.27%. 
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The third class with 16.75% was characterised by articles in which Europe (99.8%) was 

always the main region and Great Britain (68.6%) was often the main country.  The Middle 

East (26.3%) and USA (20.7%) were relatively often the main region/country.  See Table 

III.15 and Figure III.7. 

Table III.15.  Countries/regions.  Class 3 – Europe/Great Britain and the Middle East – 16.75%. 

Category Category Main 
countries/regions 0 1 

Main 
countries/regions 0 1 

Germany 0.858 0.142 Russia 0.998 0.002 

Great Britain 0.314 0.686 USA 0.793 0.207 

Denmark 0.868 0.132 Afghanistan 0.998 0.002 

Turkey 0.998 0.002 Europe 0.002 0.998 

Uzbekistan 0.998 0.002 The Middle East 0.737 0.263 

Kyrgyzstan 0.998 0.002 Central Asia 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.7.  Countries/regions.  Class 3 – Europe/Great Britain and the Middle East – 16.75%. 
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To summarize, the LCA of twelve variables related to the countries/regions of articles 

revealed three latent classes of data: (1) Germany and the Middle East (50.99%), (2) 

Uzbekistan and Russia (32.27%), and (3) Europe/Great Britain and the Middle East 

(16.75%).  
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Second order latent class analysis testing the first main Germany specific hypothesis  

Six sets of variables – ‘Overarching’, ‘Prosecutions’, ‘Origin’, ‘Length’, ‘HT 

relevance’ and ‘Countries/regions of the articles’ – were analysed together to test the first 

main Germany-specific hypothesis. The categories of the ‘Overarching’ and 

‘Countries/regions’ variables are represented by the classes revealed by the first order latent 

class analysis.  For graphic presentation of the categories of these variables and their overall 

distribution, see Table III.16 and Table III.17.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the four latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.18. 

Table III.16.  Variables related to the first main hypothesis and the categories (N=226) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching  
variables 

Not informative Very informative Informative *** *** 

Prosecutions Not mentioned Mentioned *** *** *** 

Origin Not mentioned Mentioned *** *** *** 

Length 1-300 301-600 601-900 901-1200 1201 -  

HT relevance Highly relevant Relevant Irrelevant *** *** 

Countries Germany & the 
Middle East 

Uzbekistan & 
Russia 

Europe/Great Britain 
& the Middle East 

*** *** 

Table III.17. Overall distribution of variables rel ated to the first main hypothesis (N=226) 

Categories 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching variables 0.73 0.54 0.314 0.146 *** *** 
Prosecutions 0.37 0.836 0.164 *** *** *** 
Origin 0.26 0.929 0.071 *** *** *** 
Length 1.32 0.239 0.279 0.212 0.146 0.124 
HT relevance 0.86 0.274 0.181 0.544 *** *** 
Countries 0.76 0.54 0.288 0.173 *** *** 

Table III.18. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the first main hypothesis (N=226) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 12 -1183.3 503 455.38 1 2390.60 
2 25 -1110.74 490 310.24 1 2271.48 
3 38 -1087.76 477 264.3 1 2251.52 
4 51 -1068.96 464 226.69 1 2239.92 
5 64 -1056.31 451 201.4 1 2240.62 

 

The first class with 32.66% was characterised by articles that were always not 

informative (100%) and mainly ‘irrelevant’ to HT (83.8%).  ‘Germany and the Middle East’ 

(56.2%) were often the main country/region of such articles; ‘Europe/Great Britain and the 
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Middle East’ (23.6%) and ‘Uzbekistan and Russia’ (20.2%) were relatively often the main 

countries/regions as well.  See Table III.19 and Figure III.8. 

Table III.19. Hypothesis 1. Class 1 – not informative, HT irrelevant often with Germany and the Middle 
East as main country/region – 32.66% 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching  
variables 

1 0 0 *** *** 

Prosecutions 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 

Origin 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 
Length 0.045 0.296 0.207 0.301 0.151 
HT relevance 0 0.162 0.838 *** *** 
Countries 0.562 0.202 0.236 *** *** 

Figure III.8. Hypothesis 1. Class 1 – not informative, HT irrelevant often with Germany and the Middle 
East as main country/region – 32.66% 
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The second class with 27.75% was characterised by articles that were often informative 

(44.6%) or very informative (40.3%) but as a rule ‘irrelevant’ to HT (89.2%).  Such articles 

often had ‘Uzbekistan and Russia’ as the main countries (54.3%).  See Table III.20 and 

Figure III.9. 

Table III.20. Hypothesis 1.  Class 2 –informative, HT irrelevant often with Uzbekistan and Russia as main 
countries –27.75% 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching  
variables 

0.150 0.403 0.446 *** *** 

Prosecutions 0.797 0.203 *** *** *** 
Origin 0.949 0.051 *** *** *** 

Length 0.001 0.209 0.445 0.089 0.256 

HT relevance 0.011 0.097 0.892 *** *** 

Countries 0.266 0.543 0.191 *** *** 
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Figure III.9. Hypothesis 1.  Class 2 –informative, HT irrelevant often with Uzbekistan and Russia as main 
countries –27.75% 
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 The third class of articles with 26.51% was characterised by articles that were often not 

informative (59.9%), relatively often very informative (31.7%) and very often either HT 

‘highly relevant’ (66.7%) or ‘relevant’ (24.7%).  Such articles often had ‘Germany and the 

Middle East’ (77.5%) and relatively often ‘Uzbekistan and Russia’ (22.5%) as the main 

countries.  See Table III.21 and Figure III.10. 

Table III.21. Hypothesis 1. Class 3 – relatively often informative, always HT relevant with ‘Germany and 
the Middle East’ as the main country/region  – 26.51% 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching  
variables 

0.599 0.317 0.084 *** *** 

Prosecutions 0.669 0.331 *** *** *** 
Origin 0.973 0.027 *** *** *** 
Length 0.787 0.213 0 0 0 
HT relevance 0.667 0.247 0.086 *** *** 
Countries 0.775 0.225 0 *** *** 

Figure III.10. Hypothesis 1. Class 3 – relatively often informative, as a rule HT relevant with ‘Germany 
and the Middle East’ as the main country/region  – 26.51% 
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 The fourth class of articles with 13.09% was characterised by articles that were as a 

rule very informative (90.2%) and always either ‘HT highly informative’ (72.3%) or ‘HT 

relevant’ (27.7%).  ‘Germany and the Middle East’ (58.7%) were often and ‘Europe/Great 
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Britain and the Middle East’ were relatively often the main countries of such articles.  See 

Table III.22 and Figure III.11. 

Table III.22. Hypothesis 1. Class 4 – very informative, always HT relevant with Germany and the Middle 
East as the main country/region – 13.09% 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching  
variables 

0.097 0.902 0 *** *** 

Prosecutions 0.857 0.143 *** *** *** 
Origin 0.621 0.379 *** *** *** 
Length 0.118 0.516 0.162 0.175 0.028 
HT relevance 0.723 0.277 0.001 *** *** 
Countries 0.587 0.087 0.326 *** *** 

Figure III.11. Hypothesis 1. Class 4 – very informative, always HT relevant with Germany and the Middle 
East as the main country/region – 13.09% 
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 To summarize, the second order latent class analysis of six sets of variables – 

‘Overarching’, ‘Prosecutions’, ‘Origin’, ‘Length’, ‘HT relevance’, and ‘Countries/regions of 

the articles’ – revealed four classes that provide the best description of the data: (1) not 

informative, HT irrelevant (often with Germany and the Middle East as main country/region) 

(32.66%), (2) informative, HT irrelevant (often with Uzbekistan and Russia as main 

countries) (27.75%),  (3) relatively often informative, as a rule HT relevant (with Germany 

and the Middle East) as the main country/region  (26.51%), and, (4) very informative, always 

HT relevant (with Germany and the Middle East) as the main country/region (13.09%). 

 The results indicated that there is not always a distinct relationship between HT 

relevance of articles and how much information they provide about the group.  Thus, mainly 

HT irrelevant articles could often provide some information about the organization like 

articles of the second class and HT relevant articles could rarely be informative like articles 

of the third class.  Although Germany together with the Middle East, was often the main 

country in the German sample, only about 13 percent of articles were very informative, 

always relevant to HT and having Germany as the main country; HT relevant articles with 
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mainly Germany as the main country, however, failed to provide information about the 

organization.  Therefore, latent class analysis further clarified and supported the first main 

hypothesis that HT did not present much interest to the public in Germany during 2002-2007.  

III.1.1.3 The most typical articles of the four latent classes 

Since the names given to the latent classes revealed by the first and second order latent 

class analyses are rather arbitrary and serve as indicators of the general tendencies of 

coverage of HT in those articles, a qualitative analysis of the most typical articles of four 

latent classes is supposed to amplify and clarify the quantitative findings.  To demonstrate 

how the same event was covered with different patterns, I selected the four typical articles 

published in August 2006, when a terrorist attack was prevented in Germany.     

The article “Überraschender Erfolg der Libanesen” [Surprising success of the 

Lebanese; my translation] by Clasmann (2006, 2) was the most typical article about the 

averted terrorist attack on a German regional train that represented the first latent class named 

as ‘not informative, HT irrelevant, often with Germany and the Middle East as the main 

country/region.’  The correspondence rate was 93.72%.  Since the main message of the article 

was cooperation between Germany and Lebanon in fighting Muslim extremism, Germany and 

the Middle East were the main countries in the article.  Although the author mentioned that 

none of the terrorist acts in Lebanon until that point had an Islamist background, she 

differentiated between Sunni and Shi'a Muslims and argued that unlike the Sunni al-Qaida 

and Hizb ut-Tahrir, Shi'a Hezbollah fights only against Israel.  Therefore, it could be a good 

partner in prosecutions of Sunni extremists.  In six paragraphs there were no more references 

to or further information about HT; the content of the article was mainly irrelevant to the HT 

group.   

The article “Verräterische Kontake” [Treacherous contacts; my translation] by 

Ramelsberger (2006b, 2) was the most typical article on the same topic representing the 

second latent class named as ‘informative, HT irrelevant often with Uzbekistan and Russia as 

main countries’.  The correspondence rate was 99.96%.  In the first three and the last two 

paragraphs, the author described the German police search for possible accomplices of two 

men of Lebanese origin, who tried to activate a bomb on German regional trains, and 

discussed what could prompt these people to commit a terrorist attack.  In the forth and fifth 

paragraphs, the author said that two men were sympathizers of HT and provided detailed 

information about the legal status, ideology, goals, activities and presence of the group in 

Germany, according to authorities.  Since HT’s name was mentioned in the second half of the 

article and not often repeated, the Lexis-Nexis indexing software rated this article as HT 
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‘irrelevant’.  The name of the second latent class indicated, however, that Uzbekistan and 

Russia were often the main countries of such articles (54.3%).  However, since Germany and 

the Middle East were the main countries in 26.6% of articles in this class, Ramelsberger’s 

article fell into that category.  This article is a good example of how qualitative analysis can 

clarify and explain quantitative findings further supporting the argument that names given to 

the class, describe not the exact content of articles but the tendencies of those classes. 

The article “Kofferbomber: Suche nach Hintermännern” [Suitcase bomber: search for 

accomplices; my translation] by the dpa press agency (2006, 2) from Beirut/Berlin was the 

most typical article representing the third latent class described as ‘relatively often 

informative, as a rule HT relevant with ‘Germany and the Middle East as the main 

country/region’.  The correspondence rate was 93.0%.  This one-paragraph article mentioned 

that it was not yet clear if one of the suspects belonged to the terror network of al-Qaida or to 

a radical Islamist organization Hizb ut-Tahrir.  Although there was no more information on 

HT, the Lexis-Nexis indexing software rated this article as HT ‘relevant’ because the HT 

name appeared in the first and only paragraph.  Indeed, the third latent class was also 

characterised by the high number of very short articles, which was not indicated in the name 

of the class. 

The article “Ein Generalverdacht” [General suspicion; my translation] by Wille (2006a, 

3) was the most typical article about the attempted terrorist attack in Germany, representing 

the fourth latent class named as ‘very informative, always HT relevant with Germany and the 

Middle East as the main country/region’.  The correspondence rate was 99.05%.  In the first 

three paragraphs the author reports from a Lebanese café in Essen, where the second largest 

Lebanese community in Germany lives, about Lebanese customers condemning their 

countrymen’s intention to bomb a train.  Stating that it was unclear how two men became 

radicalised, the author stated that they and their accomplices were HT’s sympathizers and 

wrote the next four paragraphs about HT’s origin, headquarters, goals, ideology, activities, 

position on violence, legal status, publications and scope of presence in Germany.  The 

concluding two paragraphs cited the German authorities, saying that it was still unclear 

whether the terror act was an endeavour of radicalised individuals or a terror network.  It also 

said that the chairman of the Muslim Council in Germany said Muslims felt under pressure 

again.  Therefore, the article was HT relevant and very informative, which completely 

corresponded to the name of this class.  The qualitative analysis of the most typical articles of 

the four latent classes lent support to the quantitative findings and clarified the discrepancy 
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between ‘relevance’ of articles to the HT organization and how much information about HT 

they provided.   

III.1.1.4 Events that made HT newsworthy 

The growth of the number of articles over years, along with the growth of irrelevant 

articles about HT, might signal that authors tended to mention the group only at certain times 

and in certain contexts.  The grey zones in Table III.23 show periods when the HT name was 

mentioned most often.  The first numbers after the ‘equal’ signs in the formulae indicate the 

quantity of ‘highly relevant’ articles, the second numbers indicate the quantity of ‘relevant’ 

articles and the third numbers indicate the quantity of ‘irrelevant’ articles.  Qualitative 

analysis of these articles revealed events that made HT newsworthy for the German press. 

Table III.23. Year*Month cross tabulation (N=226) 

Year 
Month 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Total 

Jan. 4 17=11+2+4 6=3+0+3 3 5 2 37 
Feb. 0 1 0 0 5 0 6 
March 1 0 10=1+0+9 5 1 1 18 
Apr. 1 11=9+1+1 3 1 0 2 18 
May 3 0 0 11=0+3+8 0 1 15 
June 1 7 4 5 1 1 19 
July 1 1 3 14=2+3+9 3 6=3+1+2 28 
Aug. 2 1 4 8=4+2+2 24=4+8+12 0 39 
Sep. 0 1 1 5 5 1 13 
Oct. 2 0 1 0 4 1 8 
Nov. 8=5+2+1 0 1 3 3 1 16 
Dec. 1 0 3 1 1 3 9 
Total 24 39 36 56 52 19 226 

 

Based on the literature review of the history of HT activities in Germany, it was 

expected that the first most newsworthy event would be the HT meeting in Berlin Technical 

University (TU) on October 27, 2002, with Udo Voigt and Horst Mahler, leaders of the 

German far-right NPD party, as guest speakers.  However, only Taz and DW briefly covered 

this event in October 2002.  In November 2002, HT was mentioned in eight articles, mainly in 

the context of the first nationwide search for 25 members allegedly having contacts with the 

al-Qaida terror network in Hamburg that was responsible for the 9/11 terrorist attacks.  

Reportedly, about 27 apartments were searched; several people were arrested and released 

soon after.  Of eight articles in November 2002, participation of NPD leaders in the event 

organized by the HT in TU was mentioned in two, again by Taz (Plarre 2002, 21) and DW 

(Anker 2002, 33).  Publication of extra material about the event and HT is seen as a sign of 
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supporting police raids against Islamists and as a way to influence the public opinion on the 

eventual proscription of the organization.  The TV journalist Ali Yildirim confirmed this 

assumption in his interview with Taz,  

“[W]e were the only television journalists at the event of the Islamist Hizb 
ut-Tahrir in the TU. There were 200 to 400 participants.  But nobody was 
interested in it, no TV journalist was there.  In one of these events there were 
also the right-wing extremist Horst Mahler and Udo Voigt of the NPD.  That 
was good because otherwise possibly even latter nobody would be interested 
in this group.  But then all big publications wanted to have our pictures and 
this topic became so explosive that shortly afterwards the group was 
banned”16 (Wierth 2006, 28). 

 
Of 17 articles in January 2003, 14 covered exclusively the official banning of the 

organization on January 15 by Otto Schily (SPD), at that time the minister of internal affairs.  

It was the most prominently covered event about HT in the German press.  Thus, seven 

articles contained the HT name in headlines or leads; four appeared on the cover page and 

three contained pictures.  The meeting of HT with the NPD leaders was mentioned in every 

other article.  The most salient aspects of coverage were HT’s anti-Semitic slogans ‘to kill 

Jews’ and ‘to destroy Israel’ and its activities in German universities.  In these articles, HT 

was often called either ‘Islamist’ or ‘extremist’.  All newspapers published at least one 

lengthy article that was very informative and very negative about HT.  Although there is not 

enough evidence to argue that media reports set the public agenda to ban HT, the growing 

negative reporting about its activities in Germany and abroad were certainly present to justify 

ministry’s decision.   

In April 2003, HT was mentioned in 11 articles in the context of the second nation-wide 

raids to detect HT members.  Reportedly police searched 80 apartments and confiscated 

computers and HT materials but did not arrest anybody.  The salient aspects of HT coverage 

were mainly Schily’s official ban in January 2003 and the anti-Semitic rhetoric of HT.  

Although Taz published significantly more articles about this event than any other newspaper, 

such articles were often short news reports containing little information about the group. 

In January 2004, the HT name was mentioned in six articles.  All newspapers published 

at least one article mentioning it but only articles by SZ, FR and DW were on the same topic: 

HT was allowed to appeal the ban of its activities in the federal administrative court.  The 

                                                 
16 Original text: „Wir waren beispielsweise als einzige Fernsehjournalisten auf den Veranstaltungen der 
islamistischen Hizb ut-Tahrir in der TU. Da waren 200 bis 400 Teilnehmer. Aber niemand interessierte sich 
dafür, kein TV-Journalist war da. Bei einer dieser Veranstaltungen waren auch der Rechtsextremist Horst Mahler 
und Udo Voigt von der NPD da. Das war gut, denn sonst hätte sich wahrscheinlich auch weiter keiner für diese 
Gruppe interessiert. Aber dann wollten alle großen Redaktionen unsere Bilder und das Thema bekam so eine 
Brisanz, dass kurz darauf ein Betätigungsverbot für die Gruppe ausgesprochen wurde“ (Wierth 2006, 28). 
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articles from Taz and FAZ were irrelevant to HT and mentioned the organization in different 

contexts. 

In May 2005, 11 articles containing the HT name were about the popular revolt in the 

Uzbek city of Andijan allegedly organized by Akramiya, an HT splinter group.  Many articles 

were by German reporters from the Uzbek or Russian capital cities and often irrelevant to the 

organization.  As a rule, journalists only briefly mentioned HT as a group suspected by Uzbek 

President Karimov of standing behind the revolt and aiming at removing him from the 

presidency.  The most salient points of coverage in these articles were: HT being active in 

Central Asia and aiming to restore the Caliphate; Karimov suppressing political opposition 

under the excuse of fighting religious extremism; people joining HT because of poverty and 

lack of justice; and, Human Rights Watch reporting about hundreds of members in Uzbek 

prisons and tortures.  None of these articles contained information on HT being banned in 

Germany for its anti-Semitic slogans or that the group is legal in Great Britain. 

In July 2005, the HT name appeared in 14 articles about different events.  SZ, DW and 

FAZ published one article each about presidential elections in Kyrgyzstan that covered HT as 

supporting Tursunbai Bakir Uluu, one of the Kyrgyz candidates for a president’s position.  

Noteworthy was the DW’s article by Manfred Quiring based on an interview with an HT 

member in the Kyrgyz city of Osh (Quiring 2005, 7).  During that month, DW was also the 

only newspaper that wrote about the honour killing of a Turkish girl by her brother in 

Germany mentioning that the man was a member of HT.  Following the terror attacks on July 

7 in London, Taz and SZ published one article each about the Australian security services 

following the British example and investigating how to ban HT; Taz, FR and DW published 

one article each about Muslims and/or Islamists in Germany; FAZ published five lengthy 

articles on Muslims and/or Islamists in Great Britain in the aftermath of the terror attacks.  

Unlike any other newspaper, FAZ broadly covered the situation of Muslims and Islamists in 

Great Britain.  It mentioned HT as one of the legal radical Islamist organizations in the 

country and reported that its member had done an internship in the newsroom of The 

Guardian.  On the one side, FAZ explained that the majority of Muslims in Great Britain were 

not radicals, on the other, it ridiculed how the government allowed radical Islamist 

organizations to operate freely in the country and then asked ‘what went wrong?’ 

In August 2005, the HT name appeared in eight follow-up stories about terror attacks 

earlier that year in London.  Two Taz articles focused on investigations by the British and 

Danish governments to ban HT.  Two FR articles were about four HT members detected in 

Germany through a computer-aided search for potential terrorists.  SZ did not publish any 
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article mentioning HT that month.  FAZ continued the pattern of HT coverage from the prior 

month and published three lengthy articles on Muslims and Islamist organizations in other 

European countries: two on Britain and one on Denmark.  DW published a lengthy interview 

by Taseer (2005) with Hassan Butt, a Briton of Pakistani origin, who began his path as an 

Islamist at the age of 17 when he got acquainted with the organization.  Of eight articles, six 

contained an opinion that HT should be banned; seven had ‘terrorism’ as the main topic.   

Twenty-four articles referring to HT that appeared in German newspapers in August 

2006 were about the German police preventing terror acts on regional trains.  The terror acts 

were planned by two Lebanese men, at least one of who was suspected of belonging to HT 

since his family belonged to the HT group in Lebanon.  Twelve articles were mainly 

irrelevant to HT, eight were relevant and four were highly relevant.  The more detailed 

analysis of coverage of HT during this time is discussed in Chapter III.3.1.3 on the framing 

analysis of HT in five German newspapers. 

In July 2007, the HT name was mentioned in two FAZ and four DW articles.  They 

mentioned HT in the context of the then-newly elected British Prime Minister Gordon Brown 

failing to adequately answer the question of his conservative opponent David Cameroon about 

why the Labour government failed to ban HT in two years.  In one of four articles, DW 

described HT spreading its leaflets in front of a mosque in Hamburg and provided much 

information about the group.  The short descriptions of the events and the numbers of articles 

by five newspapers are presented in Table III.24. 

Table III.24. Year*Month*Source cross tabulation  

Source 
Year    Month Event 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW 
Total 

2002 Nov. Nation-wide raid in search of HT Islamists 3 0 1 2 2 8 

Jan. Official ban of HT in Germany 5 3 3 3 3 17 2003 
Apr. Second nation-wide raid in search of HT 

Islamists 
5 3 1 1 1 11 

Jan. Different events (including HT’s appeal in 
the court against the ban) 

2 1 1 1 1 6 2004 

March Different events (suicide bombings in 
Uzbekistan and conviction of three British 
HT members in Egypt to a five-year term) 

3 2 2 1 2 10 

May Andijan events in Uzbekistan 2 3 2 3 1 11 
July Different events (partially follow-up stories 

of terror attacks on London on July 7) 
2 1 2 6 3 14 

2005 

Aug. Different events (partially follow-up stories 
about terror attacks on London on July 7) 

2 2 0 3 1 8 

2006 Aug. Prevention of a terror act in Germany 5 4 4 6 5 24 
2007 July The British government failed to ban HT 0 0 0 2 4 6 
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Table III.25 illustrates that coverage of HT at specific times and contexts was dominated 

by certain styles of coverage, i.e. latent classes.  For example, articles about the first and 

second nation-wide raids in Germany in search of Islamists in November 2002 and April 2003 

were primarily written with the third pattern.  Articles about the official ban of HT in 

Germany in January 2003 were predominantly written with the third and fourth patterns.  

Articles about the popular uprising in Andijan in May 2005 were predominantly written with 

the second pattern.  Articles about prevention of terrorist acts in Germany in August 2006 

were predominantly written with the first pattern.  Such distribution of patterns across topics 

was predictable because the latent class analysis of the first hypothesis included ‘the main 

country/region’ variable and was heavily influenced by it.   

Table III.25. Latent classes of articles written during major events in 2002-2007 in the German press 
revealed by the second order LCA testing the first hypothesis. 

Latent classes  (in articles)17 
Year   Month Event 

1 2 3 4 
Total 

2002 Nov. Nation-wide raid in search of 
HT Islamists 

0 1 5 2 8 

Jan. Official ban of HT in 
Germany 

4 1 5 7 17 2003 

Apr. Second nation-wide raid in 
search of HT Islamists 

1 0 8 2 11 

Jan. Different events (including 
HT’s appeal in the court 
against the ban) 

2 1 3 0 6 2004 

March Different events (suicide 
bombings in Uzbekistan and 
conviction of three British HT 
members in Egypt to a five-
year term) 

4 4 2 0 10 

May Andijan events in Uzbekistan 3 8  0  0 11 
July Different events (partially 

follow-up stories of terror 
attacks on London on July 7) 

6 3 1 4 14 
2005 

Aug. Different events (partially 
follow-up stories about terror 
attacks on London on July 7) 

2 1 2 3 8 

2006 Aug. Prevention of a terror act in 
Germany 

13 3 3 5 24 

2007 July The British government failed 
to ban HT 

1 2 0 3 6 

 

                                                 
17 Latent classes of the second order LCA testing the first hypothesis: 1) not informative, HT irrelevant often 
with Germany and the Middle East as the main country/region; 2) informative, HT irrelevant often with 
Uzbekistan and Russia as the main countries; 3) relatively often informative, as a rule HT relevant with 
“Germany and the Middle East” as the main country/region; and, (4) very informative, always HT relevant with 
Germany  and the Middle East as the main country/region. 
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III.1.2  Great Britain 

III.1.2.1 Testing the first main hypothesis with fifteen sub-hypotheses 

To make the quantitative findings comparable across the countries, the first main 

Britain-specific hypothesis, that HT will present much interest to the public in Great Britain, 

and its fifteen sub-hypotheses mirror the first main Germany-specific hypothesis and the 

majority of its sub-hypotheses.  Similarly to the German sample, the quantitative findings are 

based on descriptive statistics and Chi-square tests of independence of relevant variables. 

Thus, SH-1, that the number of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will 

account for more than 50% of all articles, was supported.  Of 396 articles, 85 (21.5%) were 

highly relevant, 117 (29.5%) were relevant and 194 (49.0%) were irrelevant.  The cross-

tabulation of the variables ‘Relevance to HT’ and ‘Year’ as well as a statistically significant 

relation between these variables, χ2(10, N=396)= 34.29, p<0.001, did not lend support to SH-

2 that the number of HT-irrelevant articles will diminish over time.  The number of 

‘irrelevant’ articles in the British newspapers grew over the years.  SH-3, that the number of 

articles attributed to news agencies will be lower than those attributed to journalists, was 

supported.  Of 396 articles, 356 (89.9%) were attributed to journalists, no articles were 

attributed either to press agencies or to journalists and press agencies, nine (2.3%) were 

attributed although not to journalists or press agencies, and 31 (7.8%) were not attributed.  

SH-4, that there will be a high number of articles on the front page, was not supported.  Of 

396 articles, 18 (4.5%) were published on front pages, 42 (10.6%) were on the second or third 

pages and 336 (84.8%) were on other pages.  SH-5, that many articles will contain references 

to HT in headlines or leads, was also not supported.  Of 396 articles, 16 (4.0%) articles 

contained references to HT in headlines or leads and 380 (96.0%) did not.  The cross-

tabulation of the variables ‘Length of an article’ and ‘HT relevance’, as well as a statistically 

significant relation between these variables, χ2(8, N=396)=122.47, p<0.001, did not lend 

support to SH-6, that the longer the article, the more it will be relevant to HT.  The longer the 

articles, the more they were irrelevant to HT.   

SH-7, that the ‘Home news’ section will contain more articles than the ‘International 

news’ section, was supported.  Of 396 articles, 206 (50.2%) appeared in the ‘Home news’ 

section and 54 (13.6%) appeared in the ‘International news’ section.  SH-8, that the 

‘Comments/opinion and discussion’ sections will contain many HT relevant articles, was 

partially supported.  Of 43 articles in the ‘Comments’ section, eight (18.6%) were ‘highly 

relevant’, seven (16.3%) were ‘relevant’ and 28 (65.1%) were ‘irrelevant’.  SH-9, that the 
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‘Feature’ section will contain mainly HT relevant articles was also partly supported; of 48 

articles in the ‘Feature’ section, nine (18.8%) articles were ‘highly relevant’, 12 (25.0%) 

articles were ‘relevant’ and 27 (56.3%) articles were ‘irrelevant’ to HT.  The relation between 

the variables ‘Section’ and ‘HT relevance’ was not significant, χ2(8, N=396)=13.08; p>0.05.  

For more information, see Table III.26. 

Table III.26. HT relevance*Section cross tabulation (N=396) 

HT relevance 
Section 

 
Highly 

relevant (80-
100%) 

Relevant (50-
79%) 

Irrelevant Total 

Count 12 14 28 54 
% within HT relevance 14.1% 12.0% 14.4% 13.6% 

International 
news 

% within Section 22.2% 25.9% 51.9% 100.0% 
Count 41 72 93 206 
% within HT relevance 48.2% 61.5% 47.9% 52.0% 

Home news 

% within Section 19.9% 35.0% 45.1% 100.0% 
Count 8 7 28 43 
% within HT relevance 9.4% 6.0% 14.4% 10.9% 

Comments/ 
letters/opinion 

% within Section 18.6% 16.3% 65.1% 100.0% 
Count 9 12 27 48 
% within HT relevance 10.6% 10.3% 13.9% 12.1% 

Features 

% within Section 18.8% 25.0% 56.3% 100.0% 
Count 15 12 18 45 
% within HT relevance 17.6% 10.3% 9.3% 11.4% 

Other 

% within Section 33.3% 26.7% 40.0% 100.0% 
Count 85 117 194 396 
% within HT relevance 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Total 

% within Section 21.5% 29.5% 49.0% 100.0% 

 

SH-10, that there will be a high number of articles containing references to or quotes 

from an HT member, organization, document and/or a website, was supported.  Of 396 

articles, 325 (82.1%) contained at least one quote from and/or reference to one or more 

sources saying something about HT and 71 (17.9%) did not contain any such 

quotes/references.  However, of those 325 articles, 132 (40.6%) contained quotes from HT 

organization, its members, documents and/or websites.  The majority of quotes and/or 

references were made to political figures and/or institutions.  See Table III.27.   

SH-11, that many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Great 

Britain’ as the main country, was supported.  Although one article could include several main 

countries/regions, only a priori defined countries/regions – Germany, Great Britain, 

Denmark, Turkey, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, USA, Afghanistan, Europe, the Middle 

East and/or Central Asia – were taken into account while coding.  Of 396 articles, Great 
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Britain was the main country in 252 (63.6%); of 202 ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, 

Great Britain was the main country in 140 (69.3%), significantly more than any other 

country/region.  See Table III.28.   

Table III.27. Frequency by quotes/references related to HT, multiple responses (N=396) 

Responses 
 

Quotes/references related to HT N 
Percent 
(N=325) 

Percent 
(N=396) 

Political figures and/or institutions 210 64.6% 53.0% 
BNP (British National Party) 14 4.3% 3.5% 
Law enforcement officials  
and/or institutions 

79 24.3% 19.9% 

Former HT member 18 5.5% 4.5% 
HT member, organization,  
document, website 

132 40.6% 33.3% 

Religious scholars and/or activists 26 8.0% 6.6% 
Ordinary people 43 13.2% 10.9% 
Human rights organizations 28 8.6% 7.1% 
Mass media reports 29 8.9% 7.3% 
Student Unions 18 5.5% 4.5% 
Experts 22 6.8% 5.6% 
Other people and/or organizations 9 2.8% 2.3% 
Total 628 193.2% 158.6% 

Table III.28. Frequency by main country/region of an article, multiple responses (N=396). 

Responses 
Main 

countries/regions N 
Percent 
(N=396) 

N 
Percent  
(N=202) 

Germany 7 1.8% 4 2.0% 
Great Britain 252 63.6% 140 69.3% 
Denmark 7 1.8% 1 0.5% 
Turkey 2 0.5% 0 0.0% 
Uzbekistan 52 13.1% 24 11.9% 
Kyrgyzstan 20 5.1% 6 3.0% 
Russia 5 1.3% 3 1.5% 
USA 50 12.6% 18 8.9% 
Afghanistan 17 4.3% 9 4.5% 
Europe 51 12.9% 20 9.9% 
The Middle East 65 16.4% 26 12.9% 
Central Asia 25 6.3% 15 7.4% 
Total 322 81.3% 170 84.2% 

 

SH-12, that many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Great 

Britain’ as the sub-country, was not supported.  Of 396 articles, ‘Great Britain’ was the sub-

country in 70 (17.7%); of 202 articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT, ‘Great Britain’ 

was the sub-country in 25 (12.4%), which was more often than any other country/region with 
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the exception of the Middle East that was the sub-country in 70 (17.7%) of the total sample 

and in 35 (17.3%) of the sample of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles.  See Table III.29.   

Table III.29. Frequency by sub-country/region of articles, multiple responses (N=396).  

Responses  
Sub-

countries/regions N=396 
Percent 
(N=396) 

N=202 
Percent 
(N=202) 

Germany 22 5.6% 18 8.9% 
Great Britain 70 17.7% 25 12.4% 
Denmark 6 1.5% 5 2.5% 
Turkey 2 0.5% 2 1.0% 
Uzbekistan 9 2.3% 6 3.0% 
Kyrgyzstan 7 1.8% 4 2.0% 
Russia 11 2.8% 6 3.0% 
USA 42 10.6% 20 9.9% 
Afghanistan 39 9.8% 20 9.9% 
Europe 50 12.6% 24 11.9% 
The Middle East 70 17.7% 35 17.3% 
Central Asia 11 2.8% 5 2.5% 
Total 205 52.0% 101 50.0% 

 

SH-13, that ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Great Britain’ as the main 

country will appear mainly in 2005, when HT was close to be banned in Britain, was 

supported. Of 252 articles with ‘Great Britain’ as the main country, 25 ‘highly relevant’ and 

29 articles ‘relevant’ appeared in 2005, the year of major terrorist attacks on London followed 

by urging of former Prime Minister Tony Blair to proscribe HT.   

Figure III.12. Britain as the main country of artic les*HT relevance*Year cross tabulation (N=88) 
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SH-14, that articles will often contain information on ideology, goals and activities of 

HT, was partially supported.  Of 396 articles, 158 (39.9%) contained information on its 

ideology, 105 (26.5%) contained information on its goals and 194 (49.0%) contained 

information on its activities; 57 (14.4%) contained information on the ideology, goals and 

activities in one article.  See Table III.65.  While articles often contained at least one point on 
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ideology, goals or activities, they rarely contained all three elements in one article.  Partial 

support for this hypothesis lent partial support to the first main hypothesis.  Since 12 

journalists, who wrote from five to 21 articles about HT during 2002-2007, were identified, 

SH-15, that there will be a number of journalists who will regularly report about HT was 

supported. 

To summarize, five of fifteen sub-hypotheses did not lend support to the hypothesis that 

HT will present much interest to the public in Great Britain in 2002-2007 and three sub-

hypotheses provided only partial support.  Rejected sub-hypotheses were: SH-2, that the 

number of HT-irrelevant articles will diminish over time; SH-4, that there will be a high 

number of articles on front pages; SH-5, that many articles will contain references to HT in 

headlines or leads; SH-6, the longer the article, the more likely it will be relevant to HT; and, 

SH-12, that many ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles will have ‘Great Britain’ as the sub-

country.  The sub-hypotheses that provided only partial support to the second main hypothesis 

were: SH-8, that the ‘Comments/opinion and discussion’ sections will contain many HT 

relevant articles; SH-9, that the ‘Feature’ section will contain mainly HT relevant articles; and 

SH-14, that articles with Britain as the main country will often contain information about its 

ideology, goals and activities.  Thus, quantitative data on fifteen sub-hypothesis revealed that 

the priority of HT coverage in five British quality newspapers was rather low; articles were 

mainly relevant to HT; they were written by bylined journalists; Great Britain was the main 

country in the overwhelming majority of articles; articles often appeared in the ‘Home news’ 

section and quite often in the ‘Comments/debates’ section; and, articles contained some 

information on HT’s ideology, goals and activities.  Therefore HT presented much interest to 

the press in Britain in 2002-2007. 

III.1.2.2 Testing the first main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

To complement the quantitative findings, I conducted a first order latent class analysis 

of the ‘Technical variables’, ‘Overarching variables’ and ‘Countries/regions of the articles’ 

and then a second order latent class analysis of five sets of variables – ‘Technical variables’, 

‘Overarching variables’, ‘Prosecutions’, ‘Origin’, and ‘Countries/regions of the articles’.  

First order latent class analysis of ‘Technical variables’ 

‘Technical variables’ were the variables related to the ‘HT name in a headline or a lead’, 

‘Page’, ‘Attribution’, ‘Length’, ‘Section’ and ‘HT relevance’.  The categories and overall 

distribution of data are presented in Table III.30 and Table III.31 respectively. The lowest 
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value of the AIC-Index established that the five latent classes best describe the data.  See 

Table III.32. 

Table III.30.  Technical variables and the categories (N=396) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in a headline 
or a lead 

No Yes *** *** *** 

Page Other pages Front page 2nd or 3rd page *** *** 
Attribution Journalist's by-line Other 

attribution 
 Not attributed *** *** 

Length (in words) 1-300 301-600 601-900 901-1200 1201- 
Section International news Home news Comments Features Other 
HT relevance Highly relevant 

(80-100%) 
Relevant 
(50-79%) 

Irrelevant 
(below 50%) 

*** *** 

Table III.31.  Overall distribution of technical variables (N=396) 

Relative category frequencies 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in a headline 
or a lead 

0.20 0.96 0.04 *** *** *** 

Page 0.64 0.85 0.05 0.11 *** *** 
Attribution 0.55 0.90 0.02 0.08 *** *** 
Length 1.17 0.17 0.33 0.26 0.15 0.08 
Section 1.20 0.14 0.52 0.11 0.12 0.11 
HT relevance 0.79 0.22 0.29 0.49 *** *** 

Table III.32.  Goodness of fit statistics for technical variables (N=396) 

N of 
classes (h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p-value AIC-Index 

1 15 -1970.77 1310 621.79 1 3971.54 
2 31 -1881.32 1294 442.89 1 3824.64 
3 47 -1833.52 1278 347.28 1 3761.04 
4 63 -1817.25 1262 314.74 1 3760.5 
5 79 -1798.65 1246 277.54 1 3755.3 
6 95 -1784.09 1230 248.43 1 3758.18 

 

The first class with 39.59% was characterised by articles often ‘irrelevant’ to HT (64%), 

mainly 301-900 words long (90%) and often appearing in the ‘Home news’ section (72%).  

All such articles were attributed to bylined journalists and did not mention HT in any 

headlines or leads.  Such articles were mainly published on other pages (83%) rather than on 

front pages.  This class was named as ‘middle size, HT irrelevant articles’.  See Table III.33 

and Figure III.13. 
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Table III.33.  Technical variables, first class (39.59%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in a headline or a lead 1.00 0.00 *** *** *** 
Page 0.83 0.09 0.08 *** *** 
Attribution 1.00 0.00 0.00 *** *** 
Length 0.00 0.48 0.42 0.08 0.02 
Section 0.21 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.07 
HT relevance 0.04 0.32 0.64 *** *** 

Figure III.13.  Technical variables, first class (39.59%). 
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The second class with 24.08% was characterised by articles as a rule ‘irrelevant’ to HT 

(92%) and 900-1200 words in length (43.5%).  Such articles never contained references to HT 

in headlines or leads (100%); they were published on pages other than the front pages (97%); 

they were mainly attributed to staff journalists (88%) and often published in the ‘Comments’ 

(31%) and ‘Feature’ (31%) sections.  This class was named as ‘long, HT irrelevant articles’.  

See Table III.34 and Figure III.14. 

Table III.34. Technical variables, second class (24.08%).  

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in a headline or a lead 1.00 0.00 *** *** *** 
Page 0.97 0.03 0.00 *** *** 
Attribution 0.88 0.04 0.08 *** *** 
Length 0.00 0.09 0.22 0.43 0.26 
Section 0.06 0.19 0.31 0.31 0.12 
HT relevance 0.00 0.08 0.92 *** *** 
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Figure III.14. Technical variables, second class (24.08%). 
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The third class with 19.74% was characterised by articles mainly ‘highly relevant’ to HT 

(74.0%) and often up to 300 words long (44.0%).  From time to time, such articles contained 

references to HT in headlines or leads (19%); they were always published on other than front 

pages (100%).  They were mainly attributed to journalists (94%) and published in a variety of 

sections, more often in the ‘Home news’ (37%) than any other section.  This class was named 

as ‘very short, HT highly relevant articles’.  See Table III.35 and Figure III.15. 

Table III.35. Technical variables, third class (19.74%).   

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in the 
headline or lead 

0.81 0.19 *** *** *** 

Page 1.00 0.00 0.00 *** *** 
Attribution 0.94 0.06 0.00 *** *** 
Length 0.44 0.22 0.19 0.09 0.06 
Section 0.15 0.37 0.15 0.19 0.15 
HT relevance 0.74 0.26 0.00 *** *** 

Figure III.15. Technical variables, third class (19.74%).   
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The fourth class with 10.92% was characterised by articles ‘relevant’ (71%) or ‘highly 

relevant’ (29%) to HT and often 301-600 words (65%) long.  Such articles almost never 
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contained references to HT in headlines or leads (97%); they were sometimes published on 

second or third pages (16%).  They were often attributed to journalists (53%) or not attributed 

at all (47%).  Such articles were often published in the ‘Home news’ (78%) section.  This 

class was named as ‘short, HT relevant articles’.  See Table III.36 and Figure III.16. 

Table III.36. Technical variables, forth class (10.92%).  

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in a headline or a lead 0.97 0.03 *** *** *** 
Page 0.82 0.02 0.16 *** *** 
Attribution 0.53 0.00 0.47 *** *** 
Length 0.65 0.31 0.04 0.00 0.00 
Section 0.11 0.78 0.03 0.08 0.00 
HT relevance 0.29 0.71 0.00 *** *** 

Figure III.16. Technical variables, forth class (10.92%). 
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The fifth class with 5.67% was characterised by articles being about equally frequent 

‘highly relevant’, ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’ to HT and often of 600-900 words (71%).  Such 

articles never contained references to HT in headlines or leads (100%); they were all 

published on second or third pages (100%).  They were mainly attributed to journalists (84%) 

and always published either in the ‘Home news’ (53%) or ‘Other’ (47%) sections.  This class 

was named as ‘short articles, equally often ‘highly relevant’, ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’ to 

HT’.  See Table III.36 and Figure III.17. 

Table III.37.Technical variables, fifth class (5.67%).  

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
HT in a headline or a lead 1.00 0.00 *** *** *** 
Page 0.00 0.00 1.00 *** *** 
Attribution 0.84 0.00 0.16 *** *** 
Length 0.29 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Section 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.47 
HT relevance 0.37 0.33 0.30 *** *** 
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Figure III.17. Technical variables, fifth class (5.67%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of the six technical variables revealed five latent classes of 

data: (1) middle size, HT ‘irrelevant’ articles (39.59%), (2) long, HT ‘irrelevant’ articles 

(24.08%), (3) very short HT ‘highly relevant’ articles (19.74%), (4) short, HT ‘relevant’ 

articles (10.92%) and (5) short articles, about equally often ‘highly relevant’, ‘relevant’ and 

‘irrelevant’ to HT (5.67%). 

First order latent class analysis of ‘Overarching variables’ 

Similarly to the German sample the ‘Overarching variables’ indicate whether at least 

one category of the variables ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Quotes/references related to HT’, ‘Terms 

used to describe HT’, ‘Ideology of HT’, ‘Goals of HT’ and ‘Activities of HT’ were 

mentioned.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that four latent classes best 

describe the data.  See Table III.38 and Table III.39. 

Table III.38. Overall distribution of overarching v ariables (N=396) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Legal status of HT 0.49 0.414 0.586 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.38 0.179 0.821 
Terms used in related to HT 0.43 0.253 0.747 
Ideology of HT 0.49 0.601 0.399 
Goals of HT 0.44 0.735 0.265 
Activities of HT  0.50 0.510 0.490 

Table III.39. Goodness of fit statistics for overarching variables (N=396) 

N of 
classes 

(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom 

(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p-value AIC-
Index 

1 6 -1448.43 57 237.25 0.00 2908.87 
2 13 -1374.22 50 88.82 0.00 2774.44 
3 20 -1360.93 43 62.25 0.30 2761.86 
4 27 -1348.73 36 37.85 0.38 2751.47 
5 34 -1343.13 29 26.64 0.59 2754.25 
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The first class with 33.54% was characterised by articles often containing no 

information on HT’s ideology (64.8%), its activities (54.7%) and its legal status (73.0%).  

They also never contained information on HT’s goals (98.6%).  However, they always 

contained descriptive words about HT (99.8%) and almost always quotes/references by 

different sources (91.0%).  This class was named as ‘partially informative articles’.  See Table 

III.40 and Figure III.18. 

Table III.40. Overarching variables, first class (33.54%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.27 0.730 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.09 0.910 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.002 0.998 
Ideology of HT 0.648 0.352 
Goals of HT 0.986 0.014 
Activities of HT  0.547 0.453 

Figure III.18. Overarching variables, first class (33.54%). 
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The second class with 30.86% was characterised by articles that often contained no 

information on the legal status of HT (88.6%), its ideology (89.9%), goals (87.6%) and 

activities (54.3%).  They fairly often contained quotes/references in relation to HT (62.0%) 

and terms (62.0%) describing HT.  This class was named as ‘not informative articles’.  See 

Table III.41 and Figure III.19. 

Table III.41. Overarching variables, second class (30.86%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.886 0.114 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.401 0.599 
Terms used in related to HT 0.380 0.620 
Ideology of HT 0.899 0.101 
Goals of HT 0.876 0.124 
Activities of HT  0.543 0.457 
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Figure III.19.  Overarching variables, second class (30.86%). 
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The third class with 26.17% was characterised by articles that very often contained 

information on HT’s legal status (82.0%), quotes/references related to HT (95.7%), terms 

describing HT (82.5%), its ideology (85.4%), goals (85.0%) and activities (75.2%).  This 

class was named as ‘very informative articles’.  See Table III.42 and Figure III.20. 

Table III.42.  Overarching variables, third class (26.17%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.180 0.820 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.043 0.957 
Terms used in related to HT 0.175 0.825 
Ideology of HT 0.146 0.854 
Goals of HT 0.150 0.850 
Activities of HT  0.248 0.752 

Figure III.20.  Overarching variables, third class (26.17%). 
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The fourth class with 9.43% was characterised by articles that almost always contained 

information on HT’s legal status (96.8%) and often contained quotes/references related to HT 

(84.9%).  Such articles, however, almost never contained terms describing HT (6.0%) and 

sometimes mentioned points of HT’s ideology (27.7%).  This class was named as ‘focus on a 

legal status of HT’.  See Table III.43 and Figure III.21. 
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Table III.43.  Overarching variables, fourth class (9.43%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.032 0.968 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.151 0.849 
Terms used in related to HT 0.940 0.060 
Ideology of HT 0.723 0.277 
Goals of HT 0.998 0.002 
Activities of HT  0.998 0.002 

Figure III.21.  Overarching variables, fourth class (9.43%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of the six overarching variables revealed four latent classes of 

data: (1) partially informative articles (33.5%), (2) not informative articles (30.9%), (3) very 

informative articles (26.2%), and (4) focus on HT’s legal status (9.4%). 

First order latent class analysis of the variables ‘Main countries/regions’  

The first order latent class analysis of twelve variables related to the main 

countries/regions of articles was conducted to identify the groups of countries and how often 

they appeared as the main countries/regions in articles.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the three latent classes best describe the data.  The overall distribution of data 

and goodness of fit statistics are presented in Table III.44 and Table III.45 respectively.   

Table III.44.  Overall distribution of variables related to countries/regions of the articles (N=396) 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 

Stdev 
0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 

Stdev 
0 1 

Germany 0.13 0.982 0.018 Russia 0.11 0.987 0.013 

Great Britain 0.48 0.364 0.636 USA 0.33 0.874 0.126 

Denmark 0.13 0.982 0.018 Afghanistan 0.2 0.957 0.043 
Turkey 0.07 0.995 0.005 Europe 0.33 0.871 0.129 

Uzbekistan 0.34 0.869 0.131 The Middle East 0.37 0.836 0.164 

Kyrgyzstan 0.22 0.949 0.051 Central Asia 0.24 0.937 0.063 
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Table III.45.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the topics of the articles (N=396) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 12 -1245.01 4083 539 1 2514.03 
2 25 -1088.5 4070 225.98 1 2227 
3 38 -1069.2 4057 187.38 1 2214.41 
4 51 -1060.1 4044 169.18 1 2222.21 
5 64 -1048.14 4031 145.26 1 2224.29 
 

The first class with 78.32% was characterised by articles, in which Great Britain was 

often the main country (69.6%).  Such articles sometimes had Europe (11.2%) and the Middle 

East (11.0%) as the main regions.  Other countries/regions were never the main ones.  This 

class was named as ‘Great Britain’.  See Table III.46 and Figure III.22. 

Table III.46.  Countries/regions, first class (78.32%). 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Germany 0.984 0.016 Russia 0.998 0.002 

Great Britain 0.301 0.699 USA 0.967 0.033 

Denmark 0.985 0.015 Afghanistan 0.997 0.003 
Turkey 0.998 0.002 Europe 0.888 0.112 

Uzbekistan 0.994 0.006 The Middle East 0.890 0.110 

Kyrgyzstan 0.998 0.002 Central Asia 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.22.  Countries/regions, first class (78.32%). 
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The second class with 14.39% was characterised by articles in which Uzbekistan 

(87.9%) was very often the main country; in such articles, Central Asia (43.9%) and USA 

(53.0%) were also quite often the main region/country.  This class was named as ‘Uzbekistan 

and USA’.  See Table III.47 and Figure III.23. 
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Figure III.23.  Countries/regions, second class (14.39%). 
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Table III.47.  Countries/regions, second class (14.39%). 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Germany 0.982 0.018 Russia 0.912 0.088 

Great Britain 0.801 0.199 USA 0.47 0.530 

Denmark 0.998 0.002 Afghanistan 0.806 0.194 

Turkey 0.982 0.018 Europe 0.892 0.108 

Uzbekistan 0.121 0.879 The Middle East 0.963 0.037 

Kyrgyzstan 0.656 0.344 Central Asia 0.561 0.439 
  

The third class with 7.3% was characterised by articles in which the Middle East 

(99.8%) was always the main region and Great Britain very often the main country (82.7%).  

Such articles relatively often had USA (33.5%) and Europe (35.0%) as the main 

country/region.  This class was named as ‘The Middle East and Great Britain’.  See Table 

III.48 and Figure III.7. 

Table III.48.  Countries/regions, third class (7.3%). 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Germany 0.966 0.034 Russia 0.998 0.002 

Great Britain 0.173 0.827 USA 0.665 0.335 

Denmark 0.918 0.082 Afghanistan 0.832 0.168 
Turkey 0.966 0.034 Europe 0.650 0.350 

Uzbekistan 0.998 0.002 The Middle East 0.002 0.998 

Kyrgyzstan 0.998 0.002 Central Asia 0.998 0.002 
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Figure III.24.  Countries/regions, third class (7.3%). 
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 To summarize, the LCA of twelve variables related to the countries/regions of articles 

under study revealed three latent classes of data: (1) Great Britain (78.32%), (2) Uzbekistan 

and USA (14.39%), (3) the Middle East and Great Britain (7.3%). 

Second order Latent Class Analysis testing the first main Britain-specific hypothesis 

 Five sets of variables – ‘Technical variables’, ‘Overarching variables’, ‘Prosecutions’, 

‘Origin’, and ‘Countries/regions of the articles’ – were analysed together to test the first main 

Britain-specific hypothesis.  The categories of the ‘Technical variables’, ‘Overarching 

variables’ and ‘Countries/regions’ variables are represented through the classes revealed by 

the first order latent class analysis.  For graphic presentation of the categories of these 

variables and their overall distribution, see Table III.49 and Table III.50.  The lowest value of 

the AIC-Index established that the four latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.51. 

Table III.49.  Variables related to the first main hypothesis and the categories (N=396) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Technical variables Middle size, HT 

‘irrelevant’ 
articles 

Long, HT 
‘irrelevant’ 
articles 

Very short, 
HT ‘highly 
relevant’ 
articles 

Short, HT 
‘relevant’ 
articles 

Short articles, 
about  equally 
‘highly relevant’, 
‘relevant’ and 
‘irrelevant’ to HT 

Overarching  
variables 

Partially 
informative  

Not 
informative 

Very 
informative 

Focus on the 
legal status 
of HT 

*** 

Countries/regions of 
the articles 

Great Britain Uzbekistan 
& USA 

The Middle 
East & Great 
Britain 

*** *** 

Prosecutions Not mentioned Mentioned *** *** *** 

Origin of HT 
organization 

Not mentioned Mentioned *** *** *** 
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Table III.50. Overall distribution of variables rel ated to the first main hypothesis (N=396) 

Categories 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 4 
Technical variables 1.21 0.407 0.237 0.217 0.078 0.061 
Overarching variables 0.96 0.328 0.346 0.232 0.093 *** 
Countries/regions of the articles 0.56 0.795 0.144 0.061 *** *** 
Prosecutions  0.35 0.859 0.141 *** *** *** 
Origin of HT 0.21 0.955 0.045 *** *** *** 

Table III.51. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the first main hypothesis (N=396) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-Likelihood Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 11 -1554.33 208 254.51 0.05 3130.66 
2 23 -1499.34 196 144.52 0.99 3044.68 
3 35 -1480.53 184 106.91 1 3031.06 
4 47 -1467.54 172 80.92 1 3029.08 
5 59 -1457.41 160 60.66 1 3032.82 
6 71 -1452.7 148 51.24 1 3047.4 

 

 The first class with 39.17% was characterised by articles in which Great Britain 

(98.1%) was always the main country.  Such articles were mainly ‘irrelevant’ to HT and not 

informative.  This class was named as ‘HT irrelevant, not informative articles with Great 

Britain as the main country’.  See Table III.52 and Figure III.25. 

Table III.52. First hypothesis, first class (39.17%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Technical variables 0.389 0.442 0.116 0.047 0.007 
Overarching variables 0.194 0.502 0.136 0.168 *** 
Countries 0.981 0.019 0 *** *** 
Prosecutions 0.996 0.004 *** *** *** 
Origin of HT 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 

Figure III.25. First hypothesis, first class (39.17%). 
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 The second class with 36.79% was characterised by articles in which Great Britain was 

often the main country (88.1%).  Such articles were relatively often ‘highly relevant’ (24.2%) 

or ‘relevant’ (15.9%) to HT and had partly informative content about HT (57.0%).  This class 

was named as ‘partly HT ‘relevant’ and partly informative articles with Great Britain as the 

main country’.  See Table III.53 and Figure III.26. 

Table III.53. First hypothesis, second class (36.79%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Technical variables 0.423 0.054 0.242 0.159 0.121 
Overarching variables 0.570 0.223 0.131 0.075 *** 
Countries 0.881 0.118 0 *** *** 
Prosecutions 0.743 0.257 *** *** *** 
Origin of HT 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 

Figure III.26. First hypothesis, second class (36.79%). 
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 The third class with 13.13% was characterised by articles in which the main 

countries/regions were often Uzbekistan and USA (57.1%) and the Middle East and Great 

Britain (40.2%).  Such articles were often ‘middle size, HT ‘irrelevant’’ articles (69.2%) and 

either not informative (51.1%), partly informative (28.8%) or very informative (20.1%).  

This class was named as ‘mainly HT ‘irrelevant’, sometimes informative articles without 

Great Britain as a main country’.  See Table III.54 and Figure III.27. 

Table III.54. First hypothesis, third class (13.13%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Technical variables 0.692 0.257 0 0.011 0.04 
Overarching variables 0.288 0.511 0.201 0.001 *** 
Countries 0.027 0.571 0.402 *** *** 
Prosecutions 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 
Origin of HT 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 
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Figure III.27. First hypothesis, third class (13.13%). 
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 The fourth class with 10.9% was characterised by articles in which the main countries 

were often Great Britain (76.5%) and sometimes Uzbekistan and USA (16.4%).  Such 

articles were always very informative (95.5%) and often ‘very short, HT ‘highly relevant’’ 

articles (75.9%).  This class was called ‘HT highly relevant, very informative articles with 

Great Britain as the main country’.  See Table III.55 and Figure III.28. 

Table III.55. First hypothesis, fourth class (10.9%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Technical variables 0.07 0.097 0.759 0 0.074 
Overarching variables 0.044 0 0.955 0.001 *** 
Countries 0.765 0.164 0.071 *** *** 
Prosecutions 0.585 0.415 *** *** *** 
Origin of HT 0.587 0.413 *** *** *** 

Figure III.28. First hypothesis, fourth class (10.9%). 
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 To summarize, the second order latent class analysis of five sets of variables – 

‘Technical’, ‘Overarching’, ‘Countries/regions of the articles’, ‘Prosecutions of HT 

members’ and ‘Origin of HT’ – revealed four classes that best describe the data: (1) HT 

‘irrelevant’, not informative articles with Great Britain as the main country (39.17%), (2) 

partly HT ‘relevant’ and partly informative with Great Britain as the main country (36.79%), 
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(3) mainly HT ‘irrelevant’, sometimes informative without Great Britain as the main country  

(13.13%), and (4) HT ‘highly relevant’, very informative with Great Britain as the main 

country (10.9%).  The results indicate some relationship between HT relevance of articles 

and how much information they provide about HT.  Since Great Britain was very often the 

main country in the sample, only one class did not indicate this country as the main one.  

Furthermore, among three classes with Great Britain as the main country, the prevalence of 

the second and third classes over the first class suggests that there were more HT relevant 

informative articles than irrelevant and not informative articles.  Therefore, HT presented 

much interest to the press in Great Britain during 2002-2007. 

III.1.2.3 The most typical articles of the four latent classes 

 The qualitative analysis of the most typical articles of four latent classes published in 

August 2005 illustrates the differences among the classes and clarifies the quantitative 

findings.  In this period, Tony Blair, in reaction to the terrorist attacks in London on July 7, 

announced his program to curb extremism and terrorism in Great Britain and his intentions to 

proscribe HT. 

 The article “Radical Islamist cleric leaves for Lebanon” by Jones (2005, 4) was the 

most typical article that represented the first latent class named as ‘HT ‘irrelevant’, not 

informative articles with Great Britain as the main country’.  The correspondence rate was 

96.17%.  This article was about Omar Bakri Mohammed leaving Great Britain for Lebanon 

while trying to escape treason charges over support for the London bombers.  This article 

mentioned him as the founder of the HT branch in Britain, which recruited its members from 

mosques and colleges.  There was no further information on the group in this article. Thus, 

the name given to the first latent class precisely defined the pattern of coverage in such 

articles. 

 The article “Extreme anxiety” by Lloyd (2005, 10) was the most typical article that 

represented the second latent class named as ‘partly HT ‘relevant’ and partly informative 

with Great Britain as the main country’.  The correspondence rate was 96.17%.  The lengthy 

article in the Financial Times was about The Guardian sacking Dilpazier Aslam, a Muslim 

trainee journalist.  Following the publication of his controversial article about the July 7 

attacks, his membership in HT was exposed.  Although Lloyd focused his report more on 

comparing Aslam with Paul Foot, one of the most honoured British journalists with 

controversial political views, he also provided some description of the group and its goals, 

aims and ideology.  Although Lloyed supported the opinion that the most famed liberal 

Anglophone paper acted in a most illiberal way when sacking Aslam, he also argued that 
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Aslam was a master of nothing unlike Foot.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggests 

that the name of the second latent class corresponds to the pattern of coverage in such 

articles. 

 The article “Secret courts for terror cases: security-cleared judges would decide how 

long suspects could be held” by Travis (2005, 1) was the most typical article that represented 

the third latent class named as ‘mainly HT ‘irrelevant’, sometimes informative without Great 

Britain as the main country’.  The correspondence rate was 100%.  Secret courts for terror 

cases and Blair’s intention to proscribe HT were the main topics of this article.  Travis called 

HT and al-Muhajiroun ‘two Islamist extremist organizations with the highest profile in 

Britain’ and referred to a Home Office officer saying legislation to extend the definition of 

radical extremist groups was necessary if the government were to ban HT in Great Britain.  

Travis also referred to Australia announcing an investigation into HT and to President Pervez 

Musharraf of Pakistan calling for Britain to ban both groups after they issued an edict calling 

for his assassination.  However, Great Britain was one of the main countries.  This article is 

an example of the inconsistent name of the latent class and the content of the article 

belonging to this class, which suggests that the name of the third latent class does not fully 

correspond to the pattern of coverage in such articles.    

 The article “Restrained radical Jalaluddin Patel, the head of an Islamic group that 

Blair wants to ban, struggles to inspire his London audience” by Sullivan (2005, 8) was the 

most typical article that represented the fourth latent class named as ‘HT ‘highly relevant’, 

very informative with Great Britain as the main country’.  The correspondence rate was 

99.81%.  This lengthy article reported about the HT conference in London shortly after July 

7 attacks.  It was indeed ‘highly relevant’ and very information about HT.  While describing 

the sequence of the event, the HT members’ appearances and the content of speeches, 

Sullivan also communicated the origin, goals, activities and ideology of HT.  Describing why 

the gathering was boring both for visitors and organizers, Sullivan made some interesting 

comments.  He described Patel, an IT consultant and a head of HT in Britain, as looking 

more like Bill Gates than Osama bin Laden and quoted him saying that if terrorism was the 

slaughtering of civilians for political ends, then Bush and Blair were the greatest terrorists in 

the world.  Perhaps, this article could serve as an example of how reporting on HT could 

facilitate extremist group’s access to big audiences, which in turn could win more supporters 

than enemies to HT.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggests that the name of the 

fourth latent class fully corresponds to the pattern of coverage of HT in such articles. 
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III.1.2.4 Events that made HT newsworthy 

 Similarly to the German press, the growth of the number of articles over the time along 

with the growth of irrelevance of articles to the organization in the British press might 

indicate that authors tended to mention the group only at certain times and in certain 

contexts.  The grey zones in Table III.56 denote periods when the HT name was mentioned 

most often.  The first numbers after the ‘equal’ signs in the formulae indicate the quantity of 

‘HT highly relevant’ articles, the second numbers indicate the quantity of ‘relevant’ articles 

and the third numbers indicate the quantity of ‘irrelevant’ articles.  Qualitative analysis of the 

articles during these periods revealed the events that made HT newsworthy for the British 

press. 

Table III.56. Year*Month cross tabulation (N=396) 

Year 
Month 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Total 

Jan. 3 0 3 3 3 0 12 
Feb. 1 1 2 0 22=3+7+12 3 29 
March 2 2 13=5+2+6 5 11=2+6+3 0 33 
Apr. 2 2 4 5 6 2 21 
May 1 5 1 30=3+7+20 0 5 42 
June 1 3 0 1 1 3 9 
July 3 2 1 22=4+4+14 10=2+6+2 28=2+2+24 66 
Aug. 5 1 2 48=16+15+17 6 3 65 
Sep. 4 0 2 22=5+8+9 4 3 35 
Oct. 10=2+8+0 1 1 9 4 4 29 
Nov. 5 0 2 12=0+3+9 9 3 31 
Dec. 4 7 0 6 2 5 24 
Total 41 24 31 163 78 59 396 

 

 In 2002, coverage was dominated by the reports on three British HT members detained 

and tortured in an Egyptian prison for attempting to revive the HT party in Egypt and 

allegedly for attempting to undermine the Egyptian regime.  Although the trio was arrested 

on April 1, 2002, coverage was not on the agenda of the newspapers at that time.  Only The 

Times published two short articles about these arrests and quoted the HT’s media office in 

London confirming the membership of the suspected.  There were also occasional references 

to the subject in July, August and September issues of The Daily Telegraph, The Times and 

The Guardian.  The issue received the broadest coverage in the British media only in October 

2002 when the three men were finally put on trial.  Evidently, The Guardian monitored this 

event most closely since it published six relevant articles in October and four follow-up 

articles in November and December 2002.  The Financial Times published no articles on the 
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issue and the other three newspapers published one to two articles each.  Nevertheless, five 

newspapers covered the issue in the frame of ‘violation of human rights’, providing details of 

ill treatment of the defendants and describing torture techniques applied to them or other 

prisoners in Egypt.  In these reports, journalists often referred to or quoted Amnesty 

International, British consul in Egypt and/or relatives of the accused men, saying the trial 

would be unfair.  The other salient points of coverage were one of the defendants being a 

British convert to Islam; the legal status of HT in Britain; and/or HT’s adherence to peaceful 

means to reach its political goals. 

 In March 2004, the announcement of the final verdict and five-year prison sentence of 

the three British HT members in Egypt coincided with a suicide bombings in Uzbekistan that 

took away at least 19 lives.  All newspapers except The Independent published one article on 

the trial in Egypt, providing support to the imprisoned Britons and quoting them and their 

relatives criticizing the trial procedures and/or the British government for failing to intervene.  

The Guardian, The Times and The Daily Telegraph framed the issue as ‘a violation of human 

rights’; HT was described as a peaceful organization aiming at a restoration of a caliphate in 

the Muslim world or as an Islamist group banned in Egypt but legal in Britain.  The Financial 

Times described HT as a banned Egyptian Islamist party without mentioning that it was legal 

in Britain and opposed to violence.  Coverage of the terrorist attacks in Uzbekistan varied 

only slightly among the newspapers.  While The Daily Telegraph referred to Uzbekistan as a 

‘key’ or ‘crucial ally’ of the USA in the war on terrorism and to the perpetrators as ‘Islamic 

terrorists’, The Times called Uzbekistan ‘a springboard for American operations’ and the 

perpetrators as ‘alleged Islamist terrorists’.  After mentioning the Uzbek government linking 

HT to the attacks, journalists generally described HT as a ‘religious’ or ‘Muslim‘ group 

opposing violence and pointed out that its London office officially denied any involvement in 

the attacks.  They further cited international human rights groups accusing the Uzbek 

government of torturing and killing political opponents under the pretext of combating 

Muslim extremism to silence all dissent in the country.   

 In May 2005, the British newspapers published 30 articles referring to HT exclusively in 

the context of a popular uprising in the Uzbek city of Andijan that was brutally suppressed by 

Uzbek troops.  With slight variations, the newspapers only briefly referred to it as a banned 

‘Islamist’ or ‘Muslim’ group accused by President Karimov of organizing the rebellion.  Most 

of the reports provided detailed on-the-spot analysis of the event, assessment of the general 

political situation in Uzbekistan and in Central Asia and interviews with refugees and human 

rights activists.  Journalists often quoted or referred to the official statement of the HT office 
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in London rejecting any involvement in the uprising; they also mentioned the party’s goal to 

build a caliphate in Muslim countries and denying violence as a political tool.  Of 30 articles 

in May 2005, only five contained information about its legal status in Great Britain; seven 

mentioned HT’s official rejection of violence and its factual support of violent activities; six 

mentioned only HT’s official rejection of violence; none mentioned only HT’s factual support 

of violence.  Thus, HT received a fairly positive coverage in these articles. 

 In July 2005, HT was mentioned in 22 reports by five newspapers in different contexts.  

Although the articles differed thematically to a great extent, references to HT were almost 

always made in connection with an acute question in British society at that time: why did four 

British-born Muslims commit terrorist attacks on July 7 on the transportation system in 

London?  The Daily Telegraph mentioned HT when quoting the president of Pakistan, who 

criticized Britain for hosting radical Islamist organizations including HT and criticizing a 

British court’s decision allowing a Muslim girl, backed by HT, to wear a long Muslim dress 

to school.  The Times referred to HT in one article when quoting Musharraf; HT’s books sold 

freely in Muslim bookshops in London were called extremist literature in two articles; HT 

was mentioned in the two follow-up articles on the Andijan events; and British HT leaders 

were mentioned in one article in connection with their attendance of a controversial 

conference of radical Islamist organizations in London.  The Financial Times referred to HT 

almost exclusively in the context of it actively operating at British universities, 

notwithstanding the fact that the National Union of Students banned its activities on British 

campuses for its intolerance of Jewish students and homophobia.  Also, only one Financial 

Times article mentioned a Muslim MP who urged the government to ban HT in Britain.  

During this month, The Guardian published a controversial commentary by Dilpazier Aslam, 

an HT member and at that time The Guardian’s trainee, about his interpretation of the July 7 

terrorist attacks, partially excusing the terrorists and blaming British society.  As Aslam’s 

membership in HT was disclosed, The Guardian published an article notifying him of 

termination of his contract because his membership was deemed impossible with continuing 

employment in the company.  Two other articles in The Guardian referred to HT activities 

being banned on British campuses for involvement in terrorism and publishing materials that 

inspired racial hatred.  The Independent referred to HT in two articles exclusively in the 

context of trying to understand reasons why young Muslim Britons turn to radical Islam and 

extremism.  The most salient aspects of HT coverage in July 2005 were its legal status in 

Britain, the ban in Germany and other countries, its activities at British universities and 

quoting the HT office in Britain saying that the organization rejected violence.  
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 In August 2005, HT received the widest British press coverage during 2002-2007.  Of 

48 articles, 16 articles were ‘highly relevant’, 15 articles were ‘relevant’ and 17 articles were 

‘irrelevant’ to HT.  In these article, its name was mentioned in the context of Blair’s ‘ten point 

plan’ to curb terrorism and extremism in Britain that envisaged extradition of Muslim ‘hate-

preachers’ and banning extremist organizations, including HT.  HT office in Great Britain 

took an active part in public debates about the plan and was often quoted calling Blair ‘a 

dictator’ and his plan as ‘a failure of freedom of speech’.  Thus the overwhelming majority of 

articles contained references to political figures speaking about HT; about one third contained 

references to religious authorities and HT members; there were no references in these articles 

to human rights activists, student unions or experts.  More than 70% of articles mentioned its 

legal status in Britain.  About one fourth of articles mentioned its ban in Germany and/or 

other countries; four advocated a ban and 14 contained arguments why HT should not be 

banned.  HT was more often called ‘a Muslim political party’ rather than ‘a radical Islamist 

organization’ in these articles.  Nineteen mentioned that HT rejected violence, two articles 

said that it supported violence and four articles said HT has been noticed supporting violence 

notwithstanding its official rejection of violent means.  The other most salient aspects of 

coverage were HT’s goal to re-establish a caliphate and organization of conferences and 

debates.  The majority of articles were about ‘terrorism’ and ‘Islam and Muslims.’   

 In September 2005, HT continued drawing close media attention as the organization that 

Blair promised to ban after terrorist attacks earlier that year.  Thus the newspapers mentioned 

HT when discussing new anti-terrorism legislation to fulfil Blair’s promise; the Educational 

Secretary calling on students to spy on their fellows for early prevention of terrorism; 

suspension of the president of the National Union of Students for refusing to cancel an HT 

event; and, a conference organized by HT in London to dispel its image as an extremist 

organization.  While every article mentioned its legal status of HT in Great Britain, three 

favoured HT’s proscription and four opposed it.  These articles often referred to it as a 

‘political’, ‘Islamist’, ‘extremist’, ‘radical’ and sometimes ‘terrorist’ organization.  The 

Guardian and The Independent published one article each on a trial of men in Andijan 

suspected of organizing the uprising earlier that year.   

 In November 2005, HT was again mentioned mainly in the context of Blair’s plan to 

curb extremism.  Two articles referred to Muslim groups criticizing Blair’s intentions and two 

included references to the Home Secretary finding no evidence for banning HT and advising 

Blair that such a move would be counterproductive.  Unlike the other newspapers, The Daily 

Telegraph and The Independent published one article each about a sister of one of the ‘July 7’ 
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terrorists knowing about the attack in advance; HT leaflets were found in her house during 

searches.  The Guardian published two reports about hosting a debate for 60 British Muslim 

youngsters, including HT members, and discussions of their concerns on issues in British 

society.  The Independent reported the outcome of the trial of terrorist suspects in Andijan.  

These articles were mainly not informative in regard to HT and the group was often called ‘a 

radical Islamist organization’.  

 In February 2006, HT was mentioned in two articles by The Times and The Independent 

about Egyptian authorities freeing three British HT members arrested in April 2002 for trying 

to revive the organization in Egypt.  The other major events that drew media attention were 

Tony Blair’s securing the legislation outlawing ‘glorification of terrorism’, which could be 

used to proscribe HT, and a demonstration organized by HT against publication of 

provocative cartoons with the Prophet Muhammad in European media.  Of 22 articles, four 

included opinions for HT’s proscription and two articles contained opinions against 

proscription.  These articles were mainly not informative about HT and referred to it either as 

a ‘Muslim’, ‘Muslim militant’ or ‘extremist Islamist’ organization. 

 In March 2006, HT was mentioned in 11 articles in unrelated contexts.  There were 

several articles about three British Muslims freed in Egypt for attempts to revive HT there. 

Several articles mentioned HT backing Shabina Begum, the British Muslim girl, who wanted 

to wear a Muslim long dress to school, in a court case.  Several articles mentioned HT in the 

context of a potential bomb plot at a shopping centre in London; evidently one of the plotters 

joined HT when he studied at a British university. 

 In July 2006, HT was mentioned in ten articles in the context of two Muslim groups – 

al-Ghurabaa and the Saved Sect – being banned in Great Britain under newly adopted 

legislation against ‘glorification of terrorism’.  Four newspapers mentioned that Blair 

intended to ban HT after the terror attacks on London in July 2007 and failed to do so.  The 

Times and The Guardian presented this information as the fact without additional comments.  

The Financial Times was critical about Blair’s failure to ban HT and referred to police saying 

they found no evidence to ban HT.  The Independent presented the issue in a positive way for 

HT emphasizing that police, intelligence officers and civil groups advised Blair against 

banning HT, which would otherwise backfire by forcing a non-violent group underground.  In 

these articles the group was often called ‘Islamist’. 

 In July 2007, HT was mentioned in 28 articles, 24 of which were mainly irrelevant to 

the organization.  They appeared when newly elected Prime Minister Gordon Brown from the 

Labour party was questioned by David Cameron from the Conservative party on why the 
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Labour government failed to ban HT.  Some of these articles were clear indicators of the 

political orientations of the newspapers.  While The Daily Telegraph and The Times used 

criticism and sarcasm to Brown’s failure to provide a clear-cut answer, The Independent and 

The Guardian either mentioned the event in a neutral way or tried to defend Brown’s 

inadequate response to Cameron’s question.  Evidently, Brown replied to the question as 

saying, “Yeah. We can ban it under the Prevention of Terrorism Act. And of course. Of 

course. Of course. I think. I think, uh, the, uh, Leader of the Opposition forgets I've been in 

this job for five days" (Treneman 2007, 30).  Not only was he in office for seven days at that 

moment, he was also rescued by former Home Secretary John Reid, who resigned before the 

new Prime Minister could sack him.  Reid said that after a double investigation of HT, police 

found no evidence to ban the group.  Another event that drew publicity to HT in July 2007 

was when one of eight suspects in a car bombing plot, was identified as a well educated 

British Muslim doctor.  Some articles mentioned that he was reading HT magazines and have 

been radicalised in college; in other articles, journalists referred to former HT members 

commenting on the events.  In these articles HT was referred to as an ‘extremist’, ‘radical’, 

‘Islamist’ and/or ‘Muslim’ organization.  The short descriptions of the events and the numbers 

of articles by five newspapers are presented in Table III.57. 

Table III.57. Year*Month*Source cross tabulation  

Source 

Year Month 

Event 
The 

Indepe
ndent 

The 
Guar
dian 

FT 
The 
Tim
es 

DT 
Total 

2002 Oct. Three British HT members tortured in an 
Egyptian prison 

1 6 0 1 2 10 

2004 Mar Terror attacks in Uzbekistan; the final verdict 
on the British HT members in Egypt. 

1 3 2 4 3 13 

May The popular uprising in Andijan, Uzbekistan. 5 10 5 7 3 30 
July Why British Muslim youngsters committed 

terror attacks on London transport system? 
2 4 8 6 2 22 

Aug Tony Blair’s plan to ban HT and curb 
terrorism and extremism in Britain. 

6 14 5 13 10 48 

Sep. Public debates on HT’s possible proscription 2 8 3 7 2 22 

2005 

Nov Public debates on HT’s possible proscription 2 6 1 1 2 12 
Feb. Blair secured ‚anti terrorism’ legislation; HT 

organized protests against cartoons with the 
Prophet Muhammad in Western media 

4 9 0 8 1 22 

Mar Three British HT members set free in Egypt 
and other mainly HT irrelevant events 

2 2 0 4 3 11 

2006 

July Two Muslim groups are banned but yet not 
HT 

1 3 4 2 0 10 

2007 July Brown’s failure to answer Cameron’s 
question on why HT has not been banned; 
prevented terrorist attack on Glasgow airport 

6 6 1 3 12 28 
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Table III.58 illustrates that the coverage of HT at specific times and contexts was 

dominated by certain patterns of coverage called latent classes.  For example, the coverage of 

internal British affairs including Blair’s intentions to ban HT and his successor Brown being 

questioned why the Labour government failed to do so that was dominated by use of the first 

patterns.  The coverage of the three British HT members arrested and tortured in an Egyptian 

prison, as well as public debates on reasons for July 7 terror attacks and their aftermath, were 

dominated by articles written with the second pattern.  The coverage of the terror attacks and 

the popular uprising in the Uzbek town Andijan was dominated by the articles written with 

the third pattern.  The widest use of the fourth pattern in reporting on HT was present in 

August 2005 when Blair announced his intention to ban HT; this class, however, did not 

dominate coverage of HT in this period.  Since the latent class analysis of the first hypothesis 

included the ‘main country/region’ variable and was heavily influenced by it, such 

distribution of classes across topics was predictable.   

Table III.58. Latent classes of articles written during major events in 2002-2007 in British press revealed 
by the second order LCA testing the first hypothesis. 

Latent Classes 
Year   Month Event 

1 2 3 4 
Total 

2002 Oct. Three British HT members tortured in an 
Egyptian prison 

0 9 0 1 10 

2004 March Terror attacks in Uzbekistan; the final verdict 
on the British HT members in Egypt. 

0 4 7 2 13 

May The popular uprising in Andijan, Uzbekistan. 1 6 20 3 30 

July Why British Muslim youngsters committed 
terror attacks on London transport system? 

12 7 3 0 22 

Aug. Tony Blair’s plan to ban HT and curb terrorism 
and extremism in Britain. 

20 15 3 10 48 

Sep. Public debates on HT’s possible proscription 7 10 2 3 22 

2005 

Nov. Public debates on HT’s possible proscription 5 3 4 0 12 

Feb. Blair secured ‚anti terrorism’ legislation; HT 
organized protests against cartoons with the 
Prophet Muhammad in Western media 

12 8 2 0 22 

March Three British HT members set free in Egypt 
and other mainly HT irrelevant events 

5 5 0 1 11 

2006 

July Two Muslim groups are banned but yet not HT 5 5 0 0 10 

2007 July Brown’s failure to answer Cameron’s question 
on why HT has not been banned; prevented 
terrorist attack on Glasgow airport 

23 3 0 2 28 
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III.1.3  Kyrgyzstan 

III.1.3.1 Testing the first main hypothesis with sixteen sub-hypotheses 

To make the quantitative findings comparable across countries, the first main 

Kyrgyzstan-specific hypothesis, that HT will present much public interest in Kyrgyzstan, as 

well as sixteen sub-hypothesis repeat the first main Britain-specific hypothesis and the 

majority of the sub-hypotheses.  Similarly to the German and British samples, the quantitative 

findings are based on descriptive statistics and chi-square tests of independence of relevant 

variables. 

Thus, SH-1, that the number of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will make 

more than 50% of all articles, was supported: Of 325 articles, 171 (52.6%) was ‘highly 

relevant’, 55 (16.9%) were ‘relevant’ and 99 (30.5%) were ‘irrelevant’ to HT.  Cross-

tabulation of variables ‘HT relevance’ and ‘Year’ as well as insignificant statistical 

relationships between these variables did not lend support to SH-2, that the number of 

‘irrelevant’ articles will diminish over time.  The number of ‘irrelevant’ articles fluctuated 

over the years, although it always remained lower than the number of ‘highly relevant’ 

articles.  SH-3, that the articles will mainly carry journalists’ by-lines, was supported: Of 325 

articles, 279 (85.8%) were journalists’ by-lines, 19 (5.8%) were attributed to Vecherniy 

Bishkek, 14 (4.3%) were attributed to special correspondents, whose names were not 

indicated, seven (2.2%) had other attributions and six (1.8%) were not attributed.  SH-4, that 

many articles will contain references to HT in headlines or leads, was supported: Of 325 

articles, 105 (32.3%) contained references to HT in headlines or leads and 220 (67.7%) did 

not.  Cross tabulation of the variables ‘HT relevance’ and ‘Length’ as well as statistically 

significant relation between these variables, χ2(8, N=325)=70.75, p<0.001, did not lend 

support to SH-5, that the longer the article, the more likely it will be relevant to HT.  The 

longer articles tended to be the more ‘irrelevant’ to HT.  SH-6, that many ‘highly relevant’ 

and ‘relevant’ articles will contain visual images, was supported: Of 325 articles, 90 (27.7%) 

contained visual images and 235 (72.3%) did not contain any visual images.  Of 90 articles 

containing visual images, 30 (33.3%) were ‘highly relevant’ to HT, 14 (15.6%) were 

‘relevant’ to HT and 46 (51.1%) were ‘irrelevant’ to HT.  The relationship between the 

variables ‘HT relevance’ and ‘Visual image’ was significant, χ2(2, N=325)=26.36, p<0.001.  

SH-7, that articles will appear more often in the sections covering news of the day than in 

other sections, was supported.  Of 325 articles, 88 (27.1%) appeared in the section ‘Overview 
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of a day’ and 48 (14.8%) appeared in the section ‘Actual/Main topic’, which had considerably 

more articles than the other sections.   

Table III.59. HT relevance*Section cross tabulation (N=325) 

HT relevance Section 
 Highly relevant  Relevant  Irrelevant 

Total 

Count 48 17 23 88 
% within Section 54.5% 19.3% 26.1% 100.0% 

Overview of a day 

% within Relevance 28.1% 30.9% 23.2% 27.1% 
Count 13 9 26 48 
% within Section 27.1% 18.8% 54.2% 100.0% 

Actual / Main topic 

% within Relevance 7.6% 16.4% 26.3% 14.8% 
Count 38 6 6 50 
% within Section 76.0% 12.0% 12.0% 100.0% 

Zone of trouble / Hot 
spot 

% within Relevance 22.2% 10.9% 6.1% 15.4% 
Count 19 2 4 25 
% within Section 76.0% 8.0% 16.0% 100.0% 

Regions 

% within Relevance 11.1% 3.6% 4.0% 7.7% 
Count 13 3 5 21 
% within Section 61.9% 14.3% 23.8% 100.0% 

Crime stories 

% within Relevance 7.6% 5.5% 5.1% 6.5% 
Count 8 5 5 18 
% within Section 44.4% 27.8% 27.8% 100.0% 

Terrorism/Extremism 

% within Relevance 4.7% 9.1% 5.1% 5.5% 
Count 8 3 4 15 
% within Section 53.3% 20.0% 26.7% 100.0% 

Politics 

% within Relevance 4.7% 5.5% 4.0% 4.6% 
Count 3 1 7 11 
% within Section 27.3% 9.1% 63.6% 100.0% 

Religion and society 

% within Relevance 1.8% 1.8% 7.1% 3.4% 
Count 6 1 3 10 
% within Section 60.0% 10.0% 30.0% 100.0% 

Anatomy of a 
phenomenon 

% within Relevance 3.5% 1.8% 3.0% 3.1% 
Count 2 2 2 6 
% within Section 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 100.0% 

Investigation of VB 

% within Relevance 1.2% 3.6% 2.0% 1.8% 
Count 3 2 3 8 
% within Section 37.5% 25.0% 37.5% 100.0% 

Guest of VB/Direct 
line/Exclusive 
interview % within Relevance 1.8% 3.6% 3.0% 2.5% 

Count 3 3 1 7 
% within Section 42.9% 42.9% 14.3% 100.0% 

Public 
opinion/opinion 

% within Relevance 1.8% 5.5% 1.0% 2.2% 
Count 2 0 2 4 
% within Section 50.0% ,0% 50.0% 100.0% 

Secret 
material/national 
security % within Relevance 1.2% ,0% 2.0% 1.2% 

Count 5 1 8 14 
% within Section 35.7% 7.1% 57.1% 100.0% 

Other sections 

% within Relevance 2.9% 1.8% 8.1% 4.3% 
Count 171 55 99 325 
% within Section 52.6% 16.9% 30.5% 100.0% 

Total 

% within Relevance 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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SH-8, that the section ‘Public opinion/Opinion’ will contain mainly HT ‘highly relevant’ 

and ‘relevant’ articles, was supported: Of seven articles published in this section, three were 

‘highly relevant’ to HT, three were ‘relevant’ and one was ‘irrelevant’ to HT.  The relation 

between the variables ‘Section’ and ‘HT relevance’ was significant, χ2(26, N=325)=53.01, 

p<0.001.  Given that the content of the VB version published online was not divided among 

traditional topics, a great variety of sections in the sample were grouped in fifteen sections.  

See Table III.59. 

SH-9, that there will be a high number of articles containing references to or quotes 

from an HT member, organization, document and/or a website, was not supported: Of 325 

articles, only 30 (9.2%) contained such quotes/references.  The majority of quotes and/or 

references were made to law enforcement officials and/or institutions.  See Table III.60. 

Table III.60. Frequency by quotes/references related to HT, multiple responses (N=325) 

Responses 
 

Quotes/references related to HT N 
Percent 
(N=325) 

Percent 
(N=272) 

Political figure/authority 87 26.8% 32.0% 
Law enforcement officials 190 58.5% 69.9% 
Religious organization/activist 41 12.6% 15.1% 
Ordinary person/people 23 7.1% 8.5% 
Human rights organization 13 4.0% 4.8% 
Mass media/journalist 28 8.6% 10.3% 
Experts 41 12.6% 15.1% 
NGO 14 4.3% 5.1% 
HT 30 9.2% 11.0% 
Other 20 6.2% 7.4% 

 

SH-10, that many articles will contain information about HT members facing legal 

consequences for their membership or activities, was supported.  Of 325 articles, 76 (23.4%) 

contained information about arrests of alleged and/or identified HT members; 63 (19.4%) 

contained information on criminal cases against alleged and/or identified members; 17 (5.2%) 

contained information on alleged and/or identified members being registered with the police; 

13 (4.0%) contained information about HT members being imprisoned; 10 (3.1%) contained 

information about administrative measures taken against alleged and/or identified members; 

four (1.2%) contained information about alleged and/or identified members being released 

immediately after being arrested; four (1.2%) contained information about capital punishment 

for HT membership, all outside Kyrgyzstan; 113 (34.8%) contained information about the  

discovery and/or confiscation of HT leaflets; 25 (7.7%) contained information about the 
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discovery of arms that allegedly belonged to HT and/or confiscation of arms from alleged 

members. See Table III.61.   

Table III.61. Frequency of variables related to prosecution of HT, multiple responses (N=325) 

Prosecution No Yes Total 
Arrests 249 76 325 

% 76.6 23.4 100.0 
Criminal case 262 63 325 

% 80.6 19.4 100.0 
Registered with the police 308 17 325 

% 94.8 5.2 100.0 
Imprisoned 312 13 325 

% 96.0 4.0 100.0 
Administrative measures 315 10 325 

% 96.9 3.1 100.0 
Immediately released 321 4 325 

% 98.8 1.2 100.0 
Capital death 322 4 325 

% 98.8 1.2 100.0 
Discovery/confiscation of HT leaflets 212 113 325 

% 65.2 34.8 100.0 
Discovery/confiscation of arms 300 25 325 

% 92.3 7.7 100.0 
 

SH-11, that there will be many articles containing additional information about HT apart 

from the predefined variables, was supported: Of 325 articles, 63 (19.4%) contained 

additional information about HT that could not be related to predefined variables, 262 

(80.6%) did not contain additional information.  See Table III.62.   

Table III.62. Frequency of occurrence of additional information about HT, multiple response (N=325). 

Additional information No Yes Total 

Count 296 29 325 Number of HT supporters in Kyrgyzstan 
and/or Central Asia  % 91.1 8.9 100.0 

Count 296 29 325 HT recruits young/ poor/ uneducated people 
 % 91.1 8.9 100.0 
Count 305 20 325 State officials support HT / HT supports 

state officials  % 93.8 6.2 100.0 
Count 296 29 325 Other additional information 
% 91.1 8.9 100.0 

 

SH-12, that many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Kyrgyzstan’ 

as the main country, was supported.  Although one article could have several main 

countries/regions, only a priori defined countries/regions – Germany, Great Britain, Denmark, 

Turkey, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, USA, Afghanistan, Europe, the Middle East and/or 
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Central Asia – were taken into account while coding.  Of 325 articles, Kyrgyzstan was the 

main country in 303 (93.2%); of 226 ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, Kyrgyzstan was 

the main country in 210 (92.9%).  See Table III.63.   

Table III.63. Frequency by main country/region of an article, multiple responses (N=325). 

Responses 
Main 

countries/regions N 
Percent 
(N=396) 

N 
Percent  
(N=226) 

Germany  3 0.9% 1 0.4% 
Great Britain  3 0.9% 3 1.3% 
Turkey 1 0.3% 1 0.4% 
Uzbekistan 31 9.5% 16 7.1% 
Russia  11 3.4% 3 1.3% 
Kyrgyzstan  303 93.2% 210 92.9% 
USA  19 5.8% 12 5.3% 
Afghanistan  2 0.6% 0 0.0% 
Europe  2 0.6% 1 0.4% 
The Middle East  5 1.5% 4 1.8% 
Central Asia  31 9.5% 12 5.3% 

 

SH-13, that many articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT will have ‘Kyrgyzstan’ 

as the sub-country, was supported.  Of 325 articles, Kyrgyzstan was the sub-country in 24 

(7.4%).  Of 226 ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, Kyrgyzstan was the sub-country in 

16 (7.1%).  Since Kyrgyzstan was the main country in 303 articles, it could possibly be a sub-

country in only 22 articles.  See Table III.64. 

Table III.64. Frequency by sub-country/region of articles, multiple responses (N=325).  

Responses  
Sub-

countries/regions N=325 
Percent 
(N=325) 

N=226 
Percent 
(N=226) 

Germany  4 1.2% 3 1.3% 
Great Britain  3 0.9% 3 1.3% 
Turkey 1 0.3% 1 0.4% 
Uzbekistan 23 7.1% 17 7.5% 
Russia  6 1.8% 4 1.8% 
Kyrgyzstan  24 7.4% 16 7.1% 
USA  17 5.2% 10 4.4% 
Afghanistan  11 3.4% 4 1.8% 
Europe  5 1.5% 3 1.3% 
The Middle East  11 3.4% 8 3.5% 
Central Asia  15 4.6% 6 2.7% 

 

SH-14, that HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main 

country will appear mainly in 2003, when HT was officially banned in Kyrgyzstan, was 
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supported.  Of 303 articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main country, the majority of ‘highly 

relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles (N=36) appeared in 2003.  See Figure III.29.   

Figure III.29. Kyrgyzstan as the main country of articles*HT relevance*Year cross tabulation (N=303) 
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SH-15, that articles will often contain information on HT’s ideology, goals and activities 

was not supported.  Of 325 articles, 58 (17.8%) contained information on HT’s ideology, 77 

(23.7%) on its goals and 167 (51.4%) on its activities; 25 (7.7%) contained information on its 

ideology, goals and activities in one article.  See Table III.65.  Since nine journalists wrote 

between 10 and 45 articles each during 2002-2007, SH-16, that there will be a number of 

journalists regularly reporting about HT, was supported. 

Table III.65. Kyrgyzstan as the main country*Ideology, goals and activities cross tabulation (N=325)  

Kyrgyzstan as the main 
country (N=303) 

Ideology of HT Goals of HT 
Activities of 

HT 

Ideology, goals 
and activities 
of HT in one 

article 
Count 58 77 167 25 Yes 
 % 17.8 23.7 51.4 7.7 
Count 267 248 158 300 No 
 % 82.2 76.3 48.6 92.3 
Count 325 325 325 325 Total 
% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

To summarize, of sixteen sub-hypotheses, four did not lend support to the first main 

hypothesis that HT will present much interest to the public in Kyrgyzstan in 2002-2007.  

Those sub-hypotheses were: SH-2, that the number of HT-irrelevant articles will diminish 

over time; SH-5, that the longer an article, the more it will be relevant to HT; SH-9, that there 

will be a high number of articles containing references to or quotes from an HT member, 

organization, document and/or a website; and, SH-15, that articles will often contain 

information on its ideology, goals and activities. 

Quantitative data on sixteen propositions aiming at measuring how much interest HT 

presented to the press in Kyrgyzstan during 2002-2007 revealed that the priority of HT 
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coverage in VB was high, the articles were mainly highly relevant to HT, written by 

journalists, very often having Kyrgyzstan as the main country and often published in the 

‘Overview of a day’ section.  While not many articles contained information on HT’s 

ideology, goals and activities, many contained other information, including HT posing threat, 

members being arrested and/or facing legal charges, connections between state officials and 

HT members and the scope of membership in the region.  Therefore, HT presented much 

interest to the public in Kyrgyzstan. 

III.1.3.2 Testing the first main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

To support or, perhaps, reject the previous findings on the first Kyrgyzstan-specific 

hypothesis, I conducted a first order latent class analyses of the ‘Overarching variables’ and 

‘Countries/regions of the articles’; then, I conducted a second order latent class analysis of 

five sets of variables – ‘Overarching variables’, ‘Length’, ‘HT name in a headline or a lead’, 

‘HT relevance’, and ‘Countries/regions of articles’.  

First order latent class analysis of ‘Overarching variables’ 

The ‘Overarching variables’ in the Kyrgyz sample, unlike in the German and British 

samples, included not only the variables related to ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Quotes/references 

related to HT’, ‘Ideology of HT’, ‘Goals of HT’ and ‘Activities of HT’ but also the variables 

‘Prosecution of HT members’18, ‘Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets’ and ‘Other 

informative points about HT’19.   

Table III.66. Overall distribution of overarching v ariables (N=325) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Legal status of HT 0.49 0.582 0.418 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.37 0.163 0.837 
Ideology of HT 0.38 0.822 0.178 
Goals of HT 0.43 0.763 0.237 
Activities of HT 0.5 0.486 0.514 
Prosecution of HT members 0.5 0.551 0.449 
Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets 0.48 0.652 0.348 
Additional information about HT 0.4 0.806 0.194 

                                                 
18 The variable ‘Prosecution of HT members’ is an overarching variable encompassing binary variables 
‘Arrests’, ‘Criminal case’, ‘Registered with militia’, ‘Imprisonment’, ‘Administrative measures’, ‘Immediately 
released’ and ‘Capital death’; it indicates whether one of the listed variables was present in an article or not. 
19 The variable ‘Other informative points about HT’ is an overarching variable encompassing binary variables 
‘Number of HT supporter’, ‘HT recruits young/poor/uneducated people’, ‘State officials support HT/HT support 
state officials’ and ‘other additional information’; it indicated whether one of the listed variables was present in 
an article or not. 
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The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the four latent classes best describe 

the data.  For the overall distribution of data and goodness of fit statistics, see Table III.66 and 

Table III.67. 

Table III.67. Goodness of fit statistics for overarching variables (N=325) 

N of 
classes (h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p-value 
AIC-
Index 

1 8 -1514.4 247 3044.74 1 3044.74 
2 17 -1429.8 238 2893.49 1 2893.49 
3 26 -1393.9 229 173.84 1 2839.86 
4 35 -1379.85 220 145.68 1 2829.71 
5 44 -1373.5 211 133.05 1 2835.07 
 

The first class with 35.81% was characterised by articles very often containing 

quotes/references of people/institutions related to HT (82.7%), often containing information 

about HT activities (44.6%), and quite often information about its legal status (36.7%), goals 

(25.9%) and other additional information about HT (26.8%).  The articles in this class never 

mentioned prosecutions of members (0.002%) or confiscation of its leaflets (0.011%).  This 

class was named as ‘informative not crime stories’.  See Table III.68 and Figure III.30. 

Table III.68. Overarching variables, first class (35.81%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.633 0.367 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.173 0.827 
Ideology of HT 0.835 0.165 
Goals of HT 0.741 0.259 
Activities of HT 0.554 0.446 
Prosecution of HT members 0.998 0.002 
Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets 0.989 0.011 
Additional information about HT 0.732 0.268 

Figure III.30. Overarching variables, first class (35.81%). 
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The second class with 35.77% was characterised by articles that always contained 

information about prosecution of HT members (98.5%), very often quotes/references related 

to HT (88.1%), often confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets (66.9%) and often its activities 

(67.3%).  Such articles also often mentioned the legal status of HT (58.9%) and sometimes its 

ideology (16.1%), goals (13.9%) and additional information (10.7%).  This class was named 

as ‘informative crime stories’.  See Table III.69 and Figure III.31. 

Table III.69. Overarching variables, second class (35.77%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.411 0.589 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.119 0.881 
Ideology of HT 0.839 0.161 
Goals of HT 0.861 0.139 
Activities of HT 0.327 0.673 
Prosecution of HT members 0.015 0.985 
Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets 0.331 0.669 
Additional information about HT 0.893 0.107 

Figure III.31.  Overarching variables, second class (35.77%). 
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The third class with 18.99% was characterised by articles that often included 

quotes/references related to HT (69.2%) and relatively often information about 

confiscation/discovery of leaflets (30.4%).  Such articles never had information about HT’s 

ideology and goals and rarely information about HT’s prosecutions (13.5%) and activities 

(10.2%).  This class was named as ‘not informative articles’.  See Table III.70 and Figure 

III.32. 
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Table III.70.  Overarching variables, third class (18.99%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.882 0.118 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.308 0.692 
Ideology of HT 0.998 0.002 
Goals of HT 0.998 0.002 
Activities of HT 0.898 0.102 
Prosecution of HT members 0.865 0.135 
Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets 0.696 0.304 
Additional information about HT 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.32.  Overarching variables, third class (18.99%). 
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The fourth class with 9.44% was characterised by articles that always contained 

quotes/references related to HT (99.8%), its goals (99.8%), activities (998.7%) and very often 

prosecutions of members (74.6%), additional information about HT (62.7%) and its legal 

status (57.1%).  This class was named as ‘very informative articles’.  See Table III.71 and 

Figure III.33. 

Table III.71.  Overarching variables, fourth class (9.44%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Legal status of HT 0.429 0.571 
Quotes/references related to HT 0.002 0.998 
Ideology of HT 0.349 0.651 
Goals of HT 0.002 0.998 
Activities of HT 0.003 0.997 
Prosecution of HT members 0.254 0.746 
Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets 0.508 0.492 
Additional information about HT 0.373 0.627 
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Figure III.33.  Overarching variables, fourth class (9.44%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of the seven overarching and one binary variables revealed four 

latent classes of data: (1) informative not crime stories (35.81%), (2) informative crime stories 

(35.77%), (3) not informative articles (18.99%), and (4) very informative articles (9.44%). 

First order latent class analysis of the variables ‘Main countries/regions’  

The set of twelve binary variables related to countries/regions of articles with the overall 

distribution of data are presented in  Table III.72.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the two latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.73. 

 Table III.72.  Overall distribution of variables r elated to countries/regions of the articles (N=325) 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 

Stdev 
0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 

Stdev 
0 1 

Germany 0.1 0.991 0.009 Russia 0.25 0.068 0.932 

Great Britain 0.1 0.991 0.009 USA 0.23 0.942 0.058 

Denmark 0.05 0.998 0.002 Afghanistan 0.08 0.994 0.006 
Turkey 0.06 0.997 0.003 Europe 0.08 0.994 0.006 

Uzbekistan 0.29 0.905 0.095 The Middle East 0.12 0.985 0.015 

Kyrgyzstan 0.18 0.966 0.034 Central Asia 0.29 0.905 0.095 

Table III.73.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the topics of the articles (N=325) 

N of classes (h) 
N of 

parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 
(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value 
AIC-
Index 

1 12 -497.41 4083 150.93 1 1018.81 
2 25 -461.91 4070 79.93 1 973.81 
3 38 -459.79 4057 75.69 1 995.57 
4 51 -447.02 4044 50.16 1 996.04 
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The first class with 87.79% was characterised by articles, in which Kyrgyzstan was 

always the main country (99.8%) and other countries were virtually never the main countries.  

This class was named as ‘Kyrgyzstan’.  See Table III.74 and Figure III.34. 

Table III.74.  Countries/regions, first class (87.79%). 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Germany 0.99 0.01 Kyrgyzstan 0.002 0.998 

Great Britain 0.996 0.004 USA 0.973 0.027 

Denmark 0.998 0.002 Afghanistan 0.993 0.007 
Turkey 0.997 0.003 Europe 0.998 0.002 

Uzbekistan 0.951 0.049 The Middle East 0.993 0.007 

Russia 0.98 0.02 Central Asia 0.946 0.054 

Figure III.34.  Countries/regions, first class (87.79%). 
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The second class with 12.21% was characterised by articles, in which Kyrgyzstan 

(45.0%), Uzbekistan (43.0%) and Central Asia (39.4%) were often the main countries/region.  

In such articles, USA (28.8%) and Russia (13.6%) were also sometimes the main countries.  

This class was named as ‘Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan’.  See Table III.75 and Figure III.35. 

Table III.75.  Countries/regions, second class (12.21%). 

Category Category Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Main countries/ 
regions 0 1 

Germany 0.998 0.002 Kyrgyzstan 0.55 0.450 

Great Britain 0.954 0.046 USA 0.712 0.288 

Denmark 0.998 0.002 Afghanistan 0.998 0.002 
Turkey 0.998 0.002 Europe 0.955 0.045 

Uzbekistan 0.57 0.430 The Middle East 0.926 0.074 
Russia  0.864 0.136 Central Asia 0.606 0.394 
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Figure III.35.  Countries/regions, second class (12.21%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of twelve variables related to the countries/regions of articles 

revealed two latent classes of data: (1) Kyrgyzstan (87.79%) and (2) Kyrgyzstan and 

Uzbekistan (12.21%). 

Second order latent class analysis testing the first main Kyrgyzstan-specific hypothesis  

Five sets of variables – ‘Overarching’, ‘Countries/regions of articles’, ‘Length’, ‘HT 

name in a headline or a lead’ and ‘HT relevance’ – have been analysed together to test the 

first main hypothesis, i.e. during 2002-2007 HT will present much interest to the press in 

Kyrgyzstan.  The categories of the ‘Overarching variables’ and ‘Countries/regions’ variables 

are represented through the classes revealed by the first order latent class analysis. For graphic 

presentation of the variables related to the first hypothesis with the categories and overall 

distribution of data, see Table III.76 and Table III.77.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the four latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.78. 

Table III.76.  Variables related to the first main hypothesis and the categories (N=325) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching  
variables 

Not informative  
crime stories  

Not informative crime 
stories, often with the 
HT name in headlines/ 
leads of articles’  

Very 
informative 
crime stories  

Not 
informative 
articles 

*** 

Length 1-300 301-600 601-900 901-1200 1201 -  

HT name in a 
headline or a lead 

No Yes *** *** *** 

HT relevance Highly relevant Relevant Irrelevant *** *** 

Countries Kyrgyzstan Kyrgyzstan and 
Uzbekistan 

*** *** *** 
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Table III.77. Overall distribution of variables rel ated to the first main hypothesis (N=325) 

Categories 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching variables 0.95 0.329 0.366 0.215 0.089 *** 
Length 1.2 0.508 0.209 0.154 0.077 0.052 
HT name in a headline or a lead 0.47 0.677 0.323 ***  ***  ***  
HT relevance 0.88 0.526 0.169 0.305 *** ***  
Countries 0.3 0.902 0.098 *** ***  ***  

Table III.78. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the first main hypothesis (N=325) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 11 -1476.31 208 536.93 1.00 2974.62 
2 23 -1328.56 196 241.42 0.01 2703.12 
3 35 -1294.82 184 173.93 0.55 2659.64 
4 47 -1278.25 172 140.81 0.80 2650.5 
5 59 -1269.63 160 123.57 0.75 2657.26 
6 71 -1260.82 148 105.93 0.69 2663.64 

 

The first class with 34.76% was characterised by articles in which Kyrgyzstan (99.8%) 

was always the main country and articles were always ‘highly relevant’ to HT (100%).  Such 

articles were very often very short (90.0%), ‘informative crime stories’ (77.3%) with ‘HT 

name in a headline or a lead’ (66.3%).  This class was named as ‘HT ‘highly relevant’, very 

short and informative crime stories with Kyrgyzstan as the main country’.  See Table III.79 

and Figure III.36. 

Table III.79. First hypothesis, first class (34.76%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching variables 0.122 0.773 0.086 0.019 *** 
Length 0.900 0.093 0.007 0 0 
HT name in a headline or a lead 0.337 0.663 *** ***  ***  
HT relevance 1 0 0 *** ***  
Countries 0.998 0.002 *** ***  ***  
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Figure III.36. First hypothesis, first class (34.76%). 
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The second class with 30.43% was characterised by articles in which Kyrgyzstan was 

very often the main country (86.9%).  Such articles were always ‘irrelevant’ to HT (100%) 

and never had the ‘HT name in a headline or a lead’ (0.0%).  Such articles could be of a 

different length and with different amounts of backrground information about HT.  They were 

never ‘very informative’ articles (0.0%).  This class was named as ‘HT ‘irrelevant’ and partly 

informative articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main country’.  See Table III.80 and Figure III.37. 

Table III.80. First hypothesis, second class (30.43%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching variables 0.444 0.141 0.414 0.001 *** 
Length 0.222 0.222 0.334 0.131 0.091 
HT name in a headline or a lead 0.998 0.002 *** *** *** 
HT relevance 0 0 1 *** *** 
Countries 0.869 0.131 *** *** *** 

Figure III.37. First hypothesis, second class (30.43%). 
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The third class with 20.92% was characterised by articles in which Kyrgyzstan (81.4%) 

was very often the main country.  Such articles were often ‘informative not crime stories’, 

very short (51.0%) or short (29.8%) and always either HT ‘highly relevant’ (24.2%) or HT 
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‘relevant’ (75.6%).  This class was named as ‘mainly HT ‘relevant’ and informative not crime 

stories with Kyrgyzstan as the main country’.  See Table III.81 and Figure III.38. 

Table III.81. First hypothesis, third class (20.92%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching variables 0.528 0.187 0.284 0.001 *** 
Length 0.510 0.298 0.091 0.072 0.029 
HT name in a headline or a lead 0.878 0.122 *** ***  ***  
HT relevance 0.242 0.756 0.002 *** ***  
Countries 0.814 0.186 *** ***  ***  

Figure III.38. First hypothesis, third class (20.92%). 
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The fourth class with 13.88% was characterised by articles in which Kyrgyzstan 

(86.1%) was very often the main country and articles were often ‘very informative’ (59.2%) 

and, as a rule, HT ‘highly relevant’ (92.1%).  About half had the ‘HT name in a headline or a 

lead’ (48.3%).  This class was named as ‘HT ‘highly relevant’ and very informative articles 

with Kyrgyzstan as the main country’.  See Table III.82 and Figure III.39. 

Table III.82. First hypothesis, fourth class (13.88%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 4 
Overarching variables 0.295 0.112 0.001 0.592 *** 
Length 0.148 0.338 0.224 0.157 0.133 
HT name in a headline or a lead 0.517 0.483 *** ***  ***  
HT relevance 0.921 0.079 0 *** ***  
Countries 0.861 0.139 *** ***  ***  
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Figure III.39. First hypothesis, fourth class (13.88%). 
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To summarise, the second order latent class analysis of five sets of variables – 

‘Overarching’, ‘Countries/regions of articles’, ‘Length’, ‘HT name in a headline or a lead’ 

and ‘HT relevance’ – revealed four classes that best describe the data: (1) HT ‘highly 

relevant’, very short and informative crime stories with Kyrgyzstan as the main country 

(34.76%), (2) HT ‘irrelevant’ and partly informative articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main 

country (30.43%), (3) mainly HT ‘relevant’ and informative not crime stories with 

Kyrgyzstan as the main country (20.92%), and (4) HT ‘highly relevant’ and very informative 

articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main country (13.88%).  Because Kyrgyzstan was the main 

country in the overwhelming majority of articles, each of four latent classes had Kyrgyzstan 

as the main country.  Therefore, it was concluded that during 2002-2007 HT presented much 

interest to the press in Kyrgyzstan.   

III.1.3.3 The most typical articles of the four latent classes 

 The qualitative analysis of the most typical articles of the four latent classes published 

in February and March 2002 illustrates the differences among the classes and clarifies the 

quantitative findings.  

 The article “Hizb ut-Tahrir lovit nashi dushi” by Vecherniy Bishkek (2002) [Hizb ut-

Tahrir catches our souls; my translation] attributed to unnamed special correspondents of VB 

in Jalalabad was the most typical article representing the first latent class named as ‘HT 

‘highly relevant’, very short and informative crime stories with Kyrgyzstan as the main 

country’.  The correspondence rate was 99.16%.  In this very short article, the name ‘Hizb ut-

Tahrir’ appeared not only in the headline but also in the lead.  It was a crime story about local 

militia having registered thirteen cases of illegal activities of ‘a religious-extremist party 

Hizb ut-Tahrir’ since January 2002 in the southern part of Kyrgyzstan; four of those cases 

were criminal.  Having noted that militia registered 65 people the previous year for spreading 

illegal literature, the authors observed that this ‘radical’ movement became more active in 
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four local districts.  Thus, the name given to this class accurately described the pattern of 

coverage of HT in such articles. 

 The article “Ryzar tainogo bratstva” [Knight of a secret brotherhood; my translation] 

by Satybekov (2002a) was the most typical article representing the second latent class named 

as ‘HT ‘irrelevant’ and partly informative articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main country’.  The 

correspondence rate was 99.96%.  In this very long interview, Taalaibek Osmonov, a 

missionary of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community, only once referred to HT.  He said that 

against the background of presence of Wahhabis, Hizb ut-Tahrir members and sympathizers 

of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan in Kyrgyzstan, his community finds it difficult to 

work in this country because people often think of them as belonging to a sect.  There were 

no more mentions of HT in this article.  Therefore, the name given to this class only partially 

reflects the pattern of HT coverage in such articles.   

 The article “S novym 1423 godom!” [Happy new 1423 year!; my translation] by 

Satybekov (2002b) was the most typical article representing the third latent class named as 

‘mainly HT ‘relevant’ and informative not crime stories with Kyrgyzstan as the main 

country’.  The correspondence rate was 100%.  The main topic of this very short article was 

the seminar ‘Islam in the modern world’ conducted by the Institute of Regional Studies in 

Kyrgyzstan.  This article mentioned HT only once when saying that its legalisation was one 

of the “hot” topics of the seminar.  Since this four-sentence not crime story with Kyrgyzstan 

as the main country contained information about HT in the beginning, it was coded as 

‘relevant’ to HT.  This article was, however, not informative in regard to HT.  Therefore, the 

name given to this pattern only partially reflects the content of its most typical article.   

 The article “Slugi smerti VII” [Servants of death VII; my translation] by Satybekov 

(2002c) was the most typical article representing the fourth latent class named as ‘HT ‘highly 

relevant’ and very informative articles with Kyrgyzstan as the main country’.  The 

correspondence rate was 99.99%.  Starting with the words “Hizb ut-Tahrir al-Islami’ is like a 

giant octopus spreading its tentacles over the republic”, Satybekov provided a lot of 

information about its activities, goals, ideology and interaction with the local population, as 

well as state reactions to that.  Providing a lot of factual information, Satybekov was critical 

of HT.  He posed important questions about the group and discussed the complexity of the 

struggle against its ideology.  Thus, the name given to fourth class accurately describes the 

pattern of coverage of HT in such articles.  
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III.1.3.4 Events that made HT newsworthy 

A chi-square test of independence performed to examine the relation between relevance 

of articles to HT and the year of their publications revealed statistically insignificant relation 

between these variables.  At certain times, however, there were more articles published 

referring to HT than during other times.  Grey zones in Table III.83 indicate periods when the 

HT name was mentioned most often.  The first numbers after the equal signs in the formulae 

indicate the quantity of HT ‘highly relevant’ articles, the second numbers indicate the quantity 

of HT ‘relevant’ articles and the third numbers indicate the quantity of HT ‘irrelevant’ 

articles.  Qualitative analysis of these articles helped identify events that made HT 

newsworthy for VB.   

Table III.83. Year*Month cross tabulation (N=325) 

Year 
Month 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Total 

Jan. 4 2 4 5 4 6 25 
Feb. 6 6 4 8=6+0+2 3 3 30 
March 8=3+2+3 4 4 0 4 2 22 
Apr. 3 7 9=5+0+4 1 6 2 28 
May 0 7 2 6 5 6 26 
June 1 6 3 5 2 0 17 
July 3 4 4 9=5+0+4 8=2+3+3 4 32 
Aug. 2 1 5 4 13=6+4+3 5 30 
Sep. 8=2+3+3 0 2 5 13=6+2+5 4 32 
Oct. 5 5 9=5+3+1 5 6 5 35 
Nov. 6 9=8+1+0 6 2 3 1 27 
Dec. 3 2 4 3 2 7 21 
Total 49 53 56 53 69 45 325 

 

In March 2002, no specific event caused wide coverage of HT in VB.  The core issues of 

six of eight articles mentioning this group were not related to each other; in general, they 

covered religious state of affairs in Kyrgyzstan.  Two other articles covered an arrest of a 

mullah in the South of Kyrgyzstan and a subsequent court decision on his case.  These articles 

were mainly not informative in regard to HT and as a rule had Kyrgyzstan as the main 

country. 

September 2002 articles mentioning HT were connected to earlier incidents in the 

country, as well as to new policies proposed by the government.  Following an incident in 

Arslanbob, in the southern part of Kyrgyzstan, where villagers tried to prevent the arrest of a 

local HT member, VB reported about how a law-enforcement agency detected armaments in 

that area allegedly belonging to HT.  This discovery was mentioned in the four other articles 
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published this month but in different contexts.  Thus, to introduce a moratorium for meetings 

and demonstrations, the interim Kyrgyz government used, inter alia, the argument of HT 

becoming more active than before; detection of the weaponry was used as evidence that the 

group was ready to use it.  In support of the government’s argumentation and consequent 

decision, VB reported on a survey by a local NGO about general public criticism of 

demonstrations and meetings of their fellow citizens.  Two other articles were dedicated 

solely to arrests of HT members for spreading leaflets in different parts of the country. 

The numerous reports mentioning HT in November 2003 appeared primarily before 

rather than after the Kyrgyz Supreme Court decision to ban HT as an extremist organization.  

Yet in October 2003, the VB started publishing reports about young people becoming victims 

of religious movements, including HT and about HT being a ‘dangerous force’ that could be 

combated only by the collective forces of the society.  This message was repeated either 

directly or by implication in every article published during this time.  HT was often 

mentioned in the context of early terrorist acts in Kyrgyzstan or conducted at the time of 

reporting outside the country.  As a rule, these articles referred to HT as either an ‘extremist’ 

or ‘radical’ party.  The majority of these articles were highly relevant and highly negative 

about HT. 

In April 2004, covered events mentioning HT were mainly not connected to each other.  

Partially they were about arrests of members in Kyrgyzstan and partially about HT activities 

in Uzbekistan or Tajikistan.  First, HT was suspected of organizing bombings in Uzbekistan 

earlier that year, but later VB reported that another Islamist organization took responsibility 

for those acts.  Most of these articles were short crime stories. 

October 2004 reports mentioning HT were not much connected to each other, although 

the main topics remained ‘crimes’ and ‘terrorism’.  As a rule, HT was referred to as a 

clandestine extremist organization; every other article contained information on recent arrests 

of members for spreading leaflets with extremist contents.  Such wide reporting on HT-related 

matters can be explained by political needs and realities of that time.  Thus, recent meetings 

of then-president Akaev with USA military officials, as well as a special session of the 

national security assembly to discuss measures of combating terrorism and extremism, could 

suggest a possible need to highlight those threats as present in Kyrgyzstan.  In other words, 

the sudden growth of reports mentioning HT in October 2004 could be seen as an 

implementation of a task given by Akaev during the assembly, i.e. to organize widespread 

propaganda and other measures to stop the spread of religious-subversive ideas among the 

population (Satybekov 2004a). 
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In February 2005, coverage of HT was mainly connected to the parliamentary elections 

late in the month.  Apart from covering the rather regular arrests of members the VB 

journalists reported, on the one hand, about HT calling on Muslims to boycott the elections 

and, on the other hand, about HT’s worrisome attempts to penetrate the power structures 

through support of certain candidates.  At that time ‘the opposition’, which came to power a 

month later as Akaev was ousted from the country, was often discredited by making 

connections and comparisons between them and HT for their clandestine activities.  At this 

time there were also reports about confiscating small arms from HT members and about 

members threatening to break the elections if the authorities failed to reconsider criminal 

charges against their fellow members. 

Although wide coverage of HT in July 2005 was mainly expected to be in connection 

with the presidential elections, it was not exactly so.  There were a couple of reports on HT 

spreading leaflets urging Muslims to boycott the elections of candidates who do not live or 

govern in accordance with the Koran and Sharia law; a couple of reports were on arrests of 

members and the confiscation of a copying equipment.  One report mentioned HT 

sympathizers participating in a popular uprising in Andijan in May 2005.  One article reported 

that a TV studio in the southern city of Osh, registered earlier by an HT member, was closed 

by the government.  One article was an interview with this member addressing a number of 

urgent political issues.   

At that time, HT was banned in Kyrgyzstan, and merely having a leaflet mentioning its 

views and ideas could result in arrest.  Nevertheless, VB published an interview with the HT 

member and allowed him to speak to a wide audience about its ideology, goals, activities, 

political views and strategies (Khamidov and Satybekov 2005).  The journalists tried to ask 

provocative questions in regard to HT’s position on the use of violence in reaching its goals or 

its attitude to US policies in Kyrgyzstan.  However, the HT member Diljer Djumabaev gave 

eloquent answers that in the end effect depicted a peaceful organization unjustly suppressed 

by ruling governments in Central Asia and abroad.  The mere fact that only several months 

ago, when the new government was still in the opposition, HT was often negatively portrayed 

as having contacts with the opposition, such sudden positive reporting made the situation even 

more paradoxical.  A couple of weeks later, an article referring to an interview with another 

member in the South portrayed the interviewee as a backward person and a potential terrorist, 

created by Khamidov and Satybekov (2005).  Moreover, the latter interview contradicted 

Djumabaev’s denial that HT was collecting money from its sympathizers but was providing 

opportunities for them to earn money by spreading leaflets (Sharshenbaev 2005).  
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Reporting about HT in July 2006 was mainly about criminal activities of members or 

their aftermath.  One story was about the arrest of a man in the southern part of Kyrgyzstan 

for attacking a militia man earlier that year.  A large number of confiscated books, leaflets and 

CD-ROMs produced by HT as well as confiscation of a large amount of arms and pain 

medication were used as evidence that he belonged to the group.  Another story covered an 

investigation of an attack on frontier guards on the border with Uzbekistan; it concluded that 

the attackers belonged to the extremist-terrorist organizations Islamic Movement of 

Uzbekistan, Liberation of Turkestan and Hizb ut-Tahrir.  Other articles reported about a large 

conference with the main topic on religious affairs; on creation of a new division in the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs dealing with terrorist and extremist organizations; on confiscating 

HT materials in the south; on suspecting imams of supporting radicals; and on the decision of 

the National Security Services to focus primarily on combating religious extremist 

organizations like HT during the second half of the year. 

In August 2006, reporting about HT was also done in the context of special operations 

by law enforcement agencies to detect terrorist groups and to identify leaders and members of 

extremist organizations including HT.  Thus, there were several reports about arrests of HT 

members and confiscation of large volumes of books, pamphlets, CDs, small arms and 

hunting rifles with expired registrations.  The most scandalous event this month was the 

killing of a leading imam in the south by law enforcement officials when he was driving a car 

with suspected terrorists.  The incident spurred debates in different layers of the society about 

official clergy supporting radicals on the one hand and careless actions of the law 

enforcement officials on the other hand.  VB attempted to reflect the concerns of the different 

sides in a balanced manner, although the government view prevailed to a certain extent.  

Other articles reported about two official calls for HT members to surrender; about one person 

suspected in terrorist activities having done that; and about detecting leaflets calling on the 

public not to celebrate national Independence Day because it was not true independence in an 

Islamic sense. 

September 2006 coverage of HT partially continued the trend from earlier months and 

partially was sensation-driven.  Thus, there were two reports about court hearings over a 

group of young people, including a young female HT member, accused of a terrorist attack on 

the Kyrgyz-Tajik border posts in May 2006.  Several crime stories were about detecting 

leaflets and arrests for spreading them.  One story reported about a law-enforcement agency 

extending the deadline for religious extremists to surrender until October 1, 2006.  This 

decision was indirectly ridiculed by the VB journalist by quoting a local NGO leader who 
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called the initiative a PR action since militia workers knew every member by name.  On the 

contrary, Malikova, the VB journalist, wrote an article with the populist headline “Caliphate: 

Hizb ut-Tahrir take hostage of akims!” and an ambiguous picture of a potential member 

(Malikova 2006).  This article quoted a head of one of the southern regions saying that the 

number of members in his oblast had reached 15,000 people and that about 80% of the 

population in Arslanbob supported the group.  Briefly mentioning HT’s attempts to take a 

local authority hostage, she concluded that some experts believed that HT was close to 

realizing their third step in their four-step program of establishing a caliphate.   

Many references to HT in September 2006 were made by VB interviewees.  There were 

interviews with the law enforcement officials confirming that HT was becoming more active 

in all regions of the country; with the producer of the first Central Asia documentary film 

about HT and its allegedly misleading ideology; with members of a Kyrgyz delegation that 

went to Germany to learn from the German experience how to balance state and religious 

affairs; and, finally, with HT leaders in two southern oblasts in Kyrgyzstan eloquently 

refuting all state allegations of HT being a violent organization or about arms allegedly 

belonging to its members.  

Table III.84 illustrates that the coverage of HT at specific times and contexts was 

dominated by certain styles of coverage.  For example, in November 2006 when HT was 

officially banned in Kyrgyzstan, HT suddenly became very newsworthy with the number of 

very informative articles being very high and the number of ‘irrelevant’ and not informative 

articles being zero.  In April 2004, when references to HT were mainly made in the context of 

terrorist attacks in Uzbekistan, coverage did not include any informative not crime stories; HT 

was either a focal point of crime stories or was merely referred to in the news stories by 

authors without additional information about the group.  The high number of informative 

crime stories and very informative articles in July, August and September 2006 could well be 

attributed to the governmental order for the law enforcement institutions to intensify efforts in 

combating extremism.  However, since crime stories dominated coverage of HT in VB in 

general, wide use of this pattern at all times was expected. 
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Table III.84. Latent classes of articles written during major events in 2002-2007 in VB revealed by the 
second order LCA testing the first hypothesis. 

Latent classes Year Month Event 
1 2 3 4 

Total 

March Different core issues with ‘religion’ as a 
general theme  

3 3 2 0 8 2002 

Sept. HT becoming more active in spreading its 
propaganda was used as a justification for 
introducing a moratorium to assembly 

2 3 3 0 8 

2003 Nov. Banning HT by the decision of the Kyrgyz 
Supreme Court 

2 0 1 6 9 

Apr. Arrests of HT members in Kyrgyzstan and 
references in the context of terror acts in 
Uzbekistan in March 2004 

4 4 0 1 9 2004 

Oct. HT coverage is seen as an attempt to highlight 
the threat of terrorism and extremism in 
Kyrgyzstan 

4 1 3 1 9 

Feb. HT calling on Muslims to boycott 
parliamentary elections on the one hand and 
HT supporting certain candidates from the 
opposition on the other hand 

4 2 0 2 8 2005 

July Different issues including presidential 
elections in Kyrgyzstan, arrests of HT 
members and interviews with HT members. 

4 4 0 1 9 

July Different crime stories and efforts of law 
enforcement officials to combat extremism 

2 3 3 0 8 

Aug. Different crime stories and efforts of law 
enforcement officials to combat extremism 

5 3 4 1 13 

2006 

Sept. Diverse HT coverage with interviews from 
different social actors including the HT leader 
in the southern Kyrgyzstan 

4 5 1 3 13 

 

III.1.4  Discussion 

That 226 articles with references to HT having appeared in five German newspapers in 

2002-2007 may appear to be an astonishing recognition of an organization that has never 

being really active in the country.  Although it drew attention from the German security 

services at a certain time, it remained largely unknown to the general public.  This number 

would appear even more meaningful if one considers that there were only 396 articles with at 

least one reference to HT during the same period in five national British newspapers.  In Great 

Britain, however, HT legally maintains its international headquarters, participates in public 

discussions, gives ideological haven to recruits from various cultural and professional 

backgrounds and, once in a while, comes under suspicion by the British security forces for 

standing behind violent or criminal activities in or outside Britain.  In Kyrgyzstan, where the 

organization was banned in November 2003 but remained active and engaged in social and 
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political life, the publication of 326 articles in one newspaper provide a convincing argument 

that HT was newsworthy to the Kyrgyz public during that period.    

When formulating the sub-hypotheses for each country and conducting latent class 

analyses, it was desired to make the three samples as comparable to each other as possible.  

However, owing to the different degrees of HT’s presence and to different social, political, 

historical, religious, cultural, media and linguistic backgrounds in Germany, Great Britain and 

Kyrgyzstan, it was impossible to operationalize amount, priority, intensity and extent of 

coverage for the three samples in an equivalent manner.  This was further complicated by the 

fact that German and British articles were extracted and partially analysed with the Lexis-

Nexis software and the Kyrgyz articles were collected from the on-line version of the 

newspaper and analysed by people.  Thus the newsworthiness of HT to the public and the 

press in three countries can be evaluated in a comparative perspective only to a certain extent.  

Nevertheless, the country-specific hypotheses allowed establishment of a number of 

commonalities and distinctions.   

It was established that in Germany, unlike in Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan, ‘irrelevant’ 

articles dominated the sample.  It would be misleading, however, to consider ‘relevance’ to 

HT apart from ‘informational’ content related to this group, because ‘informational content’ 

alone should have determined the extent of article’s relevance to the group.  This was not 

always the case.  Lexis-Nexis indexing software rated articles as ‘relevant’ when the name of 

the group was merely mentioned in the first and/or second paragraphs, thus, indicating the 

priority of HT in these articles rather than their relevance.  HT’s often-misspelled name in 

German newspapers led to the failure of the Lexis-Nexis software to rate relevance of HT 

appropriately.  It was attempted to correct this technical failure in the German articles and to 

apply the rules of Lexis-Nexis rating to the Kyrgyz articles.  

It was found that in German and British newspapers, only a few reports were published 

on front pages and had the name ‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ in headlines or leads.  Also, only a few 

‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ articles contained visual images.  Due to technical limitations, it 

was not established how many articles appeared on the front pages of the Kyrgyz newspaper, 

but one-third of Kyrgyz articles contained the HT name in a headline and/or a lead; half 

‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ articles contained a visual image.  Evidently, the journalists and 

editors of the well-established European newspapers found it unnecessary to draw close 

attention to HT through mentioning it in headlines or by including visual images.  In 

Kyrgyzstan, these tendencies may be attributed to ‘sensationalism’ as a determining news 
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factor for Kyrgyz reporting in general, and to social and political pressures on journalists to 

highlight the presence of ‘threatening’ and ‘dangerous’ movements in the region in particular.   

Making the HT name “more noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences” 

(Entman 1993, 53) would certainly set the public agenda and raise more questions about a 

‘foreign’ movement in Europe.  Thus in Germany, HT made its first headlines at the end of 

2002, when it held a meeting in Berlin and invited leaders of the National Democratic Party of 

Germany.  The TV journalists who covered this event said later that it was their coverage that 

led the Minister of Internal Affairs to ban HT activities in Germany in January 2003.  The HT 

name was mentioned in headlines and/or leads of 15 of 226 articles; in January 2003, HT 

made headlines in seven of 17 articles.  A similar tendency was observed in the British 

newspapers: six of 16 articles referring to HT in headlines or leads appeared in July and 

August 2005, the time of Blair’s official call to ban HT in Great Britain.  In Kyrgyzstan, HT 

made headlines almost every month each year, which can be attributed to journalistic styles 

rather than the events that made HT so newsworthy.   

It was established in all three samples that HT relevance was negatively related to the 

lengths of articles and that the number of ‘irrelevant’ articles grew over time.  The negative 

relation between relevance of articles to HT and their lengths can partially be explained by the 

fact that very short articles were all coded as at least ‘relevant’ if not ‘highly relevant’ because 

its name inevitably appeared in the first and only paragraph.  The longer articles only rarely 

focused solely on the organization and, therefore, were often rated as ‘irrelevant’ or at most 

‘relevant’.  The growth of mainly ‘irrelevant’ articles could be attributed not so much to HT’s 

diminishing newsworthiness as to an increasing tendency to refer to it in irrelevant contexts or 

along with other Islamist organizations.   

Finally, it was established that in the three samples, the main countries were 

predominantly Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan respectively, which suggests that the 

‘proximity’ news factor (Galtung and Ruge 1965) played a crucial role in these countries but 

was stronger in Kyrgyzstan and Great Britain than in Germany.  Furthermore, the majority of 

British articles were published in the ‘Home news’ section (52%); the majority of the Kyrgyz 

articles were published in the ‘Overview of a day’ (27.1%) and ‘Actual/Main topic’ (14.8%) 

sections; and, the majority of German articles were published in the ‘Politics’ section 

(42.9%).  Since HT was not much active in Germany during the timeframe of the research, 

German reporting on HT was often foreign-oriented, including reporting on its activities in 

Uzbekistan, the Middle East, Great Britain, Russia and other European countries.  Although 

the British and Kyrgyz newspapers are poles apart in economic resources for foreign 
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reporting, in both cases reporting on HT was predominantly ‘home’- oriented.  This can be 

attributed to HT remaining active and newsworthy in these countries in 2002-2007. 

The four latent classes established by latent class analyses of different variables in three 

samples also could not be equivalent to each other because they represent only the tendencies 

of coverage of HT in these countries.  Inclusion of the variable ‘Main countries/regions’ of an 

article into the second order latent class analysis partly influenced the composition of classes 

in the German and British samples; there were classes without Germany and Great Britain as 

the main countries of articles.  In Kyrgyzstan, each pattern was characterised by Kyrgyzstan 

as the main country of articles.  The strong influence of ‘the Middle East’ as the second main 

region in the German sample is explained by the fact that German journalists often referred to 

HT’s goals ‘To destroy Israel’ and ‘To kill Jews’. These goals were never mentioned in the 

Kyrgyz sample and virtually never in the British sample.  At times, it appears that HT was 

newsworthy and banned in Germany only because of its anti-Semitic slogans that were often 

salient in the German articles.  

The fact that the most relevant and informative articles with Germany, Great Britain and 

Kyrgyzstan as the main countries were present in the smallest classes in the samples was not 

surprising.  Surprising was the fact that these classes constituted from ten to fourteen percent 

of the national samples, which suggested that every tenth article was highly relevant and very 

informative about HT independent from the degree of the group’s newsworthiness in each 

country.  The cross-tabulation of latent classes with ‘Year’ revealed, however, that such 

articles appeared only during certain ‘big’ events in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan.  

Thus in Germany, such articles appeared mainly in January 2003, when HT was officially 

banned there; in July 2005, following the terror attacks in London; and, in August 2006, when 

a terror attack against German regional trains was prevented.  In Great Britain, ten such 

articles appeared in August 2005, when Blair announced an investigation to ban HT’s 

activities there; at other times this number was never more than three.  In Kyrgyzstan, six 

such articles appeared in November 2003, the month of HT’s ban; at other times, this number 

was never more than three.  The most important international and country-specific political 

events that influenced coverage of HT in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan are 

summarised in Table III.85.  To conclude, the quantitative and qualitative findings on 

coverage of HT in German, British and Kyrgyz quality newspapers lent support to the 

hypotheses that HT did not present much interest to the German public and presented much 

interest to the British and Kyrgyz public in 2002-2007.    
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Table III.85. The most important international and country-specific political events that influenced 
coverage of HT in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan 

Year   Month Political events 

Sep INT : The 9/11 terrorist attack on the Twin Towers in the USA 2001 

Dec KGZ : Opening of an American military base “Manas” 

April GB: British HT members arrested in Egypt for attempts to revive HT in Egypt 

Oct FRG: HT’s meeting with NPD leaders in Berlin 

GB: British HT members tortured in an Egyptian prison 

2002 

Nov FRG: First nation-wide police raid in search of HT Islamists 

Jan FRG: Official ban of HT by Otto Schily 

Apr FRG: Second nation-wide police raid in search of HT Islamists 

2003 

Nov. KGZ : The Kyrgyz Supreme Court banned HT 

Jan FRG: HT’s appeal in the German court against the ban 2004 

Mar GB: British HT members in Egypt were sentenced to a five-year term 

INT : Suicide bombings in Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

Feb KGZ : Controversial parliamentary elections 

Mar KGZ : Tulip Revolution, ousting President Askar Akaev 

May INT : Popular uprising in Andijan, Uzbekistan 

July GB: Terrorist attacks on London 

KGZ : Presidential elections 

2005 

Aug GB: Tony Blair introduced a plan to curb extremism and suggested to ban HT 

Feb GB: Tony Blair secured anti-terrorism legislation 

Mar GB: British HT members released from Egyptian prison 

July GB: Two Islamist groups are banned in Great Britain but not HT 

2006 

Aug FRG: Averted terrorist attacks in Germany 

June GB: Averted terrorist attacks in Great Britain 2007 

July GB: Gordon Brown’s first Prime Ministers Questions and failure to answer why HT 
has not been banned 
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III.2  R2: Are there any patterns of how different newspapers cover HT in Germany, 

Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan? 

III.2.1  Germany 

III.2.1.1 Testing the second main hypothesis with sixteen sub-hypotheses 

The quantitative findings on the sixteen sub-hypotheses testing the second Germany-

specific hypothesis, that coverage of HT will be mainly neutral although more negative in 

2002 and 2003 than in the consequent years, are based on descriptive statistics and Chi-square 

tests of independence of relevant variables.    

Thus SH-1, that the number of articles informing readers about HT being banned 

elsewhere, will almost equal the number of articles containing information about HT being 

not banned elsewhere, was not supported.  Of 226 articles, 136 (60.2%) contained information 

on HT’s legal status; 90 (39.8) articles contained no information on its legal status.  Of 226 

articles, 108 (47.79%) contained information on HT being banned in Germany, 43 (19.03%) 

on it being banned elsewhere, 21 (9.29%) on it being not banned somewhere, 10 (4.42%) on 

the need to ban it (e.g. in Great Britain and/or Denmark) and 2 (0.88%) on the need not to ban 

it.  See Table III.86.  SH-2, that there will be almost an equal number of articles containing 

information about the need to ban HT and the need not to ban it, was also not supported.  

Lack of support for SH-1 and SH-2 did not lend support to the second main hypothesis.   

Table III.86. Frequency by variables related to the legal status of HT (N=226) 

Responses 
Legal status of HT 

N 
Percent of Cases 

(N=136) 
Percent of Cases 

(N=226) 
Banned in Germany 108 79.4% 47.79% 
Banned elsewhere 43 31.6% 19.03% 
Not banned somewhere 21 15.4% 9.29% 
Should be banned (e.g. in Great Britain and/or Denmark) 10 7.4% 4.42% 

Should not be banned 2 1.5% 0.88% 
Total 184 135.3% 81.42% 

  

SH-3, that there will be parity in the numbers of references and/or quotations related to 

HT by different sources, was not supported.  Of 226 articles, 49 (21.68%) contained 

quotes/references to political figures and/or institutions, 17 (7.52%) to the NPD, 113 

(50.00%) to law enforcement officials and/or institutions, 14 (6.19%) to religious scholars 

and/or activists, 7 (3.10%) to ordinary people, 38 (16.81%) to an HT member, organization, 

document and/or website, 14 (6.19%) to human rights organizations, 22 (9.73%) to mass 
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media reports and 34 (15.04%) to other people and/or organizations.  See Table III.2.  Lack of 

support for SH-3 did not lend support to the second main hypothesis.   

SH-4, that there will be about equal numbers of articles that will use only negative 

(‘terrorist’, ‘radical’, ‘extremist’, ‘fundamental’, ‘Islamist’ and ‘militant’) and only neutral 

(‘clandestine’, ‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘prohibited’ and ‘immigrant’) or no terms in relation to HT 

members/organization was not supported.  SH-5, that the number of articles containing 

negative and neutral terms will be lower than the number of articles containing only negative 

or only neutral terms, was not supported.  Lack of support for SH-4 and SH-5 did lend support 

to the second main hypothesis.  See Table III.87 and Table III.88. 

Table III.87. Terms used in relation to HT (N=226) 

Responses  
Terms used in relation to 

HT N 
Percent of 

Cases (N=199) 
Percent of Cases 

(N=226) 
Terrorist 16 8.0% 7.08% 
Radical 38 19.1% 16.81% 
Extremist 40 20.1% 17.70% 
Fundamental 13 6.5% 5.75% 
Islamist 83 41.7% 36.73% 
Militant 4 2.0% 1.77% 
Clandestine, underground 23 11.6% 10.18% 
Muslim, Islamic 29 14.6% 12.83% 
Prohibited 70 35.2% 30.97% 
Asylum seeker, immigrant 1 0.5% 0.44% 
Other descriptions 23 11.6% 10.18% 
Total 340 170.9% 150.44% 

Table III.88. Frequency by terms used in relation to HT (N=226) 

Terms used in relation to HT Frequency Percent 

Negative terms only 92 40.7% 
Neutral terms only 40 17.7% 
Negative and neutral terms 64 28.3 
Other terms 3 1.3% 
No terms used 27 11.9% 
Total 226 100.0% 

 

SH-6, that the number of articles containing only negative references to HT 

members/organization will diminish over time, was not supported. SH-7, that the number of 

articles containing only neutral or no references will increase over time, was supported.  A 

chi-square test of independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Terms’ and 

‘Year’.  The relation between these variables was not significant, χ2(10, N = 226) =11.25, 
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p>0.05.  Lack of support for SH-6 did lend support to the second main hypothesis. Support of 

SH-7 lent support to the second main hypothesis.  See Table III.89 and Figure III.40.   

Table III.89. Terms used in relation to HT*Year cross tabulation (N=226) 

Year  
 Terms used in relation to HT 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 
Count 10 16 14 25 17 10 92 Negative terms only  

% within Terms 10.90% 17.40% 15.20% 27.20% 18.50% 10.90%   

Count 8 8 15 18 19 2 70 Neutral terms only 

% within Terms 11.40% 11.40% 21.40% 25.70% 27.10% 2.90%   

Count 6 15 7 13 16 7 64 Negative and neutral 
terms  % within Terms 9.40% 23.40% 10.90% 20.30% 25.00% 10.90%   

Total Count 24 39 36 56 52 19 226 

Figure III.40. Terms used in relation to HT*Year (N=226) 
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SH-8, that there will be parity in a number of articles that will mention the main points 

of HT ideology, was not supported.  Of 226 articles, 68 (30.1%) contained information on its 

ideology and 158 (69.9%) did not.  Of 226 articles, 12 (5.31%) contained information about it 

opposing any form of governance other than Islamic; 52 (23.01%) contained information 

about HT being anti-Semitic; 22 (9.73%) articles contained information about HT being anti-

Western; three (1.33%) articles contained information about it being anti-Christian, 14 

(6.19%) contained information about it opposing the idea of reconciliation, and three (1.33%) 

contained information about other points of its ideology.  See Table III.90.  Lack of support 

for SH-8 did not lend support to the second main hypothesis.  SH-9 that, the main points of 

HT ideology will be mentioned more often in 2002 and 2003 than in subsequent years was 

partially supported.  Partial support for SH-9 lent partial support to the second main 

hypothesis.  See Table III.91.  
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Table III.90. Frequency by ideology of HT, multiple responses (N=226) 

Responses 
Ideology of HT 

N 
Percent 
(N=69) 

Percent 
(N=226) 

Against any political form other than Islamic 
(incl. anti-democracy) 

12 17.4% 5.3% 

Anti-Semitic 52 75.4% 23.0% 
Anti-Western 22 31.9% 9.7% 
Anti-Christian 3 4.3% 1.3% 
Against the idea of reconciliation 14 20.3% 6.2% 

Other points of ideology 3 4.3% 1.3% 

Table III.91. Ideology of HT*Year cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=68) 

Year 
Ideology of HT 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 
Against any political form other than Islamic 
(incl. anti-democracy, against voting, etc.) 

2 3 0 1 5 1 12 

Anti-Semitic 7 18 5 5 14 3 52 
Anti-Western 5 5 0 7 5 0 22 
Anti-Christian 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 
Against the idea of reconciliation 1 9 1 1 2 0 14 
Other points of ideology 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 
Total (times of mentions) 15 37 6 16 28 4 106 
Total (number of articles) 8 19 6 13 19 3 68 

 

SH-10, that the number of articles containing both positions regarding HT’s use of 

violence will prevail over those mentioning only one position, was not supported.  SH-11, that 

the number of articles containing information on HT rejecting violence and the number of 

articles containing information on supporting violence as part of its ideology will be about 

equal, was also not supported.  Of 226 articles, 26 (11.5%) contained information on HT 

rejecting violence as part of its ideology, 42 (18.6%) contained information on supporting 

violence as part of its ideology, 16 (7.1%) contained information on both positions, i.e. 

rejection and support of violence, and 142 (62.8%) did not mention any HT position regarding 

violence.  Lack of support for SH-10 and SH-11 did not lend support to the second main 

hypothesis.  SH-12, that the number of articles mentioning only neutral goals of HT will be 

about equal to the number of articles mentioning only HT’s negative goals, was not 

supported.  Lack of support of SH-12 did not lend support for the second main hypothesis.  

See Table III.92 and Table III.93.   
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Table III.92. Frequency by goals of HT, multiple responses (N=226)  

Responses 
 

Goals of HT N 
Percent  
(N=95) 

Percent 
(N=226) 

To spread Islam 16 16.8% 7.08% 
To unite diverse Muslim groups, countries 2 2.1% 0.88% 

To build a caliphate 66 69.5% 29.20% 
To penetrate into government and/or military positions 0 0.0% 0.0% 
To lead Muslims in a struggle against non-believers 6 6.3% 2.65% 
To overthrow a government 8 8.4% 3.54% 

To destroy Israel 25 26.3% 11.06% 
To kill Jews 17 17.9% 7.52% 
Other 5 5.3% 2.21% 

Total 145 152.6% 64.16% 

Table III.93. Frequency by goals of HT (N=226) 

Goals of HT Frequency Percent 

Negative goals only 21 9.3% 
Neutral goals only 55 24.3% 
Negative and neutral goals 19 8.4% 
No goals 131 58.0% 
Total 226 100.0% 

SH-13, that the number of articles containing information on ‘Any violent or criminal 

activities of HT’ will diminish over time and will not be high overall, was partially supported.  

SH-14, that in 2002 and 2003 there will be more information on its activities than during other 

years, was partially supported.  Partial support for SH-13 and SH-14 lent partial support to the 

second main hypothesis. See Table III.94 and Table III.95. 

Table III.94. Frequency by activities of HT, multiple responses (N=226)  

Responses 
Activities of HT 

 N 
Percent  
(N=94) 

Percent 
(N=226) 

Activities at universities or with students 33 35.1% 14.60% 
Spreading leaflets 13 13.8% 5.75% 
Publishing articles, books, magazines 16 17.0% 7.08% 
Preaching in mosques 1 1.1% 0.44% 
Spreading ideology via Internet 16 17.0% 7.08% 
Recruiting new members 12 12.8% 5.31% 
Spreading HT propaganda 17 18.1% 7.52% 
Protests and demonstrations 5 5.3% 2.21% 
Attempts to recruit political, military authorities 2 2.1% 0.88% 
Any violent and/or criminal activity 31 33.0% 13.72% 
Other activities 14 14.9% 6.19% 
Total 160 170.2% 70.80% 
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Table III.95. Activities*Year cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=226) 

Year Activities of HT 
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 

Activities at universities or with students 6 13 1 1 10 2 33 
Spreading leaflets 2 3 1 4 2 1 13 
Publishing articles, books, magazines 4 6 1 0 4 1 16 
Preaching in mosques 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Spreading ideology via Internet 2 4 0 5 4 1 16 
Recruiting new members 3 3 0 3 2 1 12 
Spreading HT propaganda 2 5 3 2 3 2 17 
Protests and demonstrations 0 0 0 0 4 1 5 
Attempts to recruit political, military authorities 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
Any violent and/or criminal activity 8 6 5 9 2 1 31 
Other activities 0 4 2 3 3 2 14 
Total (times of mention) 28 45 13 28 34 12 160 
Total (articles) 13 22 11 20 21 7 94 

 

SH-15, that the number of HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, 

‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ as the main topics will not be high, was not supported.  Lexis-Nexis 

software rated ‘Islam and Muslims’, ‘Crimes’, ‘Politics’, ‘Terrorism’, ‘Law and legislation’, 

‘War’, ‘Religion’, ‘Human, civil rights’ and/or ‘Immigration’ as main topics (relevance 80-

100%) in 219 (96.9%) articles.  Although one article could have several main topics, only the 

predefined topics were taken into account during coding.  Of 103 articles ‘highly relevant’ 

and ‘relevant’ to HT, ‘Politics’ and/or ‘Law and legislation’ were the main topic in 101 

(98.06%), ‘Crimes’ and/or ‘Terrorism’ and/or ‘War’ were main topics in 75 (72.82%),  

‘Islam/Muslims’ and/or ‘Religion’ were main topics in 53 (51.46%), ‘Human, civil rights’ and 

‘ Immigration’ were main topics in 15 (14.56%) articles.  See Table III.96 and Table III.97.  

Lack of support of SH-15 did not lend support to the second main hypothesis. 

Table III.96. Frequency by main topics of articles, multiple responses (N=226) 

Responses 
Main topics of articles 

N 
Percent  
(N=226) 

Islam and Muslims 130 57.50% 
Crimes 118 52.20% 
Politics 112 49.60% 
Terrorism 100 44.20% 
Law and legislation 62 27.40% 
War 52 23.00% 
Religion 33 14.60% 
Human, civil rights 31 13.70% 
Immigration 12 5.30% 
Total 219 96.9%% 
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Table III.97. Frequency by main topics of articles ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT, multiple 
responses (N=226) 

Responses 
Main topics of articles 

N=226 
Percent 
(N=226) 

N=103 
Percent 
(N=103) 

Politics/Law and legislation 145 64.16% 101 98.06% 
Crimes/ Terrorism/War 164 72.57% 75 72.82% 
Islam and Muslims/Religion 136 60.18% 53 51.46% 
Human, civil rights/Immigration 31 13.72% 15 14.56% 

 

SH-16, that the number of HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, 

‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ as the sub-topics will not be high, was not supported.  Of 103 articles 

‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’, ‘Politics’ and/or ‘Law and legislation’ were the sub-topics in 

17 (16.50%), ‘Crimes’ and/or ‘Terrorism’ and/or ‘War’ were sub-topics in 30 (29.13%),  

‘Islam/Muslims’ and/or ‘Religion’ were main topics in seven (6.80%), ‘Human, civil rights’ 

and ‘ Immigration’ were the sub-topics in nine (8.74%).  See Table III.98 and Table III.99.  

Lack of support of SH-16 did not lend support for the second main hypothesis. 

Table III.98. Sub-topics of articles, multiple responses (N=226) 

Responses 
Subtopics of articles 

N 
Percent  
(N=226) 

Law and legislation 34 15.0% 
Crimes 34 15.0% 
Human, civil rights 27 11.9% 
Terrorism 25 11.1% 
Politics 19 8.4% 
War 17 7.5% 
Religion 17 7.5% 
Islam and Muslims 16 7.1% 
Immigration 11 4.9% 
Total 200 88.5% 

Table III.99. Frequency by sub-topics of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, multiple responses 
(N=226) 

 

 

 

 

 

To conclude, of sixteen sub-hypotheses, testing whether coverage in Germany will be 

mainly balanced although more negative in 2002 and 2003 than in the subsequent years, only 

one sub-hypothesis lent support to the second main hypothesis.  This sub-hypothesis was SH-

Responses 
Sub-topics of articles 

N=226 
Percent 
(N=226) 

N=103 
Percent 
(N=103) 

Politics/Law and legislation 49 21.68% 17 16.50% 
Crimes/ Terrorism/War 65 28.76% 30 29.13% 
Islam and Muslims/Religion 152 67.26% 7 6.80% 

Human, civil rights/Immigration 35 15.49% 9 8.74% 
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7 that the number of articles containing only neutral or no references to HT will increase over 

time.  Three sub-hypotheses lent partial support to the second main hypothesis.  Those sub-

hypotheses were SH-9 that, the main points of HT ideology will be mentioned more often in 

2002 and 2003 than in subsequent years; SH-13, that the number of articles containing 

information on ‘Any violent or criminal activities of HT’ will diminish over time and will not 

be high overall; and, SH-14, that in 2002 and 2003 there will be more information on HT’s 

activities than during other years.  The other sub-hypotheses did not lend support to the 

second Germany-specific hypothesis.  Quantitative data on sixteen propositions aiming at 

measuring how balanced the coverage in the German press was, revealed that it was not 

balanced.  During the study, the coverage of HT was rather negative in general and slightly 

more negative in 2002 and 2003 than in the subsequent years. 

III.2.1.2 Testing the second main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

To complement the quantitative findings, I conducted a first order latent class analysis 

of the variables related to ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’ and ‘Topics of articles’ and 

then conducted a second order latent class analysis of these variables, together with the 

variables ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, ‘Goals of HT’ and ‘Position of HT on use of 

violence’. 

First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Legal status of HT’  

The set of five binary variables related to the legal status of HT with the overall 

distribution of data is presented in Table III.100.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the two latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.101. 

Table III.100.  Overall distribution of variables related to the legal status of HT (N=226) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Banned in Germany 0.50 0.522 0.478 
Banned elsewhere 0.39 0.810 0.190 
Not banned somewhere 0.29 0.907 0.093 
Should be banned 0.21 0.956 0.044 
Should not be banned 0.09 0.991 0.009 

Table III.101.  Goodness of fit statistics for five variables related to the legal status of HT (N=226) 

N of 
classes 

(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom 

(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 5 -388.69 26 84.99 0 787.39 
2 11 -354.19 20 15.98 0.7177 730.38 
3 17 -353.97 14 15.54 0.3425 741.93  
4 23 -353.97 8 15.54 0.0495 753.93 
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The first class with 90.84% was characterised by articles, which contained little 

information on HT’s legal status.  They relatively often mentioned that it was banned in 

Germany (46.4%) and rarely contained information that it was banned elsewhere (16.6%).  

Such articles never mentioned that HT was legal in some countries (0.002%) and contained no 

opinion whether it should be or not be banned (0.002%).  See Table III.102 and Figure III.41. 

Table III.102.  Legal status of HT, first class ( 90.84%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Banned in Germany 0.536 0.464 
Banned elsewhere 0.834 0.166 
Not banned somewhere 0.998 0.002 
Should be banned 0.998 0.002 
Should not be banned 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.41.  Legal status of HT, first class ( 90.84%). 
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The second class with 9.16% was characterised by articles that always mentioned its 

legal status.  Such articles often mentioned that it was banned in Germany (61.6%) and 

elsewhere (43.0%).  They always contained information that HT was not banned somewhere 

(99.8%) and often mentioned that it should be banned (48.3%).  See Table III.103 and Figure 

III.42. 

Table III.103. Legal status of HT, second class (9.16%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Banned in Germany 0.384    0.616    
Banned elsewhere 0.570    0.430    
Not banned somewhere 0.002    0.998    
Should be banned 0.517    0.483    
Should not be banned 0.903    0.097    
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Figure III.42.  Legal status of HT, second class (9.16%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of the five variables related to the legal status of HT revealed 

two latent classes of data: (1) articles relatively often containing information on HT being 

banned in Germany and elsewhere (90.84%) and (2) articles that always had information on 

its legal status (9.16%). 

First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Activities of HT’ 

The set of eleven binary variables related to activities of HT with the overall distribution 

of data is presented in Table III.104.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the 

three latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.105. 

Table III.104. Overall distribution of variables related to activities of HT (N=226) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 
0 1 

Activities at universities 0.35 0.854 0.146 
Spreading leaflets 0.23 0.942 0.058 
Publishing magazines, books 0.26 0.929 0.071 
Preaching in mosques 0.07 0.996 0.004 
Spreading HT's ideology via internet 0.26 0.929 0.071 
Recruiting new members 0.22 0.947 0.053 
Spreading HT 's propaganda 0.26 0.929 0.071 
Protests and demonstrations 0.15 0.978 0.022 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.09 0.991 0.009 
Any violent activity 0.34 0.863 0.137 
Other 0.24 0.938 0.062 

Table III.105.  Goodness of fit statistics for eleven variables related to the activities of HT (N=226) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood

Degrees 
of 

freedom 
(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value 
AIC-
Index 

1 11 -548.68 2036 251.89 1 1119.35 
2 23 -484.55 2024 123.12 1 1015.1 
3 35 -472.21 2012 98.45 1 1014.42 
4 47 -462.48 2000 78.98 1 1018.96 
5 59 -456.36 1988 66.75 1 1030.72 
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The first class with 50.97% was characterised by articles that contained mainly no 

information on HT’s activities.  Sometimes such articles contained only information on its 

violent activities (24.2%).  See Table III.106 and Figure III.43. 

Table III.106. Activities of HT, first class (50.97%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Activities at universities 0.998 0.002 
Spreading leaflets 0.957 0.043 
Publishing magazines, books 0.998 0.002 
Preaching in mosques 0.998 0.002 
Spreading HT's ideology via internet 0.998 0.002 
Recruiting new members 0.998 0.002 
Spreading HT 's propaganda 0.985 0.015 
Protests and demonstrations 0.998 0.002 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.991 0.009 
Any violent activity 0.758 0.242 
Other 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.43.  Activities of HT, first class (50.97%). 
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The second class with 42.48% was characterised by articles that mainly contained no 

information on HT’s activities.  Sometimes these articles contained information on ‘Activities 

at universities’ (19.9%), ‘Spreading leaflets’ (10.7%) and ‘Other’ activities (13.3%).  See 

Table III.107 and Figure III.44. 

Table III.107.  Activities of HT, second class (42.48%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Activities at universities 0.801 0.199 
Spreading leaflets 0.998 0.002 
Publishing magazines, books 0.990 0.010 
Preaching in mosques 0.998 0.002 
Spreading HT's ideology via internet 0.907 0.093 
Recruiting new members 0.929 0.071 
Spreading HT 's propaganda 0.893 0.107 
Protests and demonstrations 0.950 0.050 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.998 0.002 
Any violent activity 0.998 0.002 
Other 0.867 0.133 
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Figure III.44.  Activities of HT, second class (42.48%). 
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The third class with 6.6% was characterised by articles always mentioning HT 

‘Publishing magazines, books’ (99.8%) and as a rule its ‘Activities at universities’ (92.5%).  

Such articles often contained information on it ‘Spreading leaflets’ (54.1%), ‘Spreading HT’s 

ideology via Internet’ (47.3%), ‘Recruiting new members’ (33.7%), ‘Spreading HT’s 

propaganda’ (27.1%) and ‘Any violent activity’ (20.3%).  See Table III.108 and Figure III.45. 

Table III.108.  Activities of HT, third class (6.6%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Activities at universities 0.075 0.925 
Spreading leaflets 0.459 0.541 
Publishing magazines, books 0.002 0.998 

Preaching in mosques 0.932 0.068 
Spreading HT's ideology via internet 0.527 0.473 
Recruiting new members 0.663 0.337 
Spreading HT 's propaganda 0.729 0.271 
Protests and demonstrations 0.998 0.002 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.932 0.068 
Any violent activity 0.797 0.203 
Other 0.932 0.068 

Figure III.45.  Activities of HT, third class (6.6%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of eleven variables related to HT’s activities revealed three 

latent classes of data: (1) either no or only occasionally violent activities of HT (50.97%), (2) 
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either no or only occasionally HT’s non-violent activities (42.48%), and (3) very informative 

articles (6.6%). 

First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Topics of articles’ 

The nine variables related to topics of articles that mentioned HT at least once with the 

categories and the overall distribution of data are presented in Table III.109 and Table III.110. 

The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the three latent classes best describe the 

data.  See Table III.111. 

Table III.109. Topics of the articles with the categories (N=226) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 
Politics Main topic  

(rel. 80-100%) 
Subtopic  
(rel. 50-79%) 

Irrelative 

Crimes Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
Terrorism Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
War Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
Human/civil rights Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
Immigration Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
Law and legislation Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
Religion Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 
Islam and Muslims Main topic  Subtopic  Irrelative 

Table III.110. Overall distribution of variables related to topics of the articles (N=226) 

Relative category frequencies 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 
Politics 0.95 0.496 0.084 0.42 
Crimes 0.9 0.522 0.150 0.327 
Terrorism 0.94 0.442 0.111 0.447 
War 0.84 0.230 0.075 0.695 
Human/civil rights 0.72 0.137 0.119 0.743 
Immigration 0.49 0.053 0.049 0.898 
Law and legislation 0.87 0.274 0.150 0.575 
Religion 0.72 0.146 0.075 0.779 
Islam and Muslims 0.94 0.575 0.071 0.354 

Table III.111.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the topics of the articles (N=226) 

N of classes (h) 
N of 

parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 
(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value 
AIC-
Index 

1 18 -1651.56 19664 1053.05 1 3339.12 
2 37 -1593.29 19645 936.51 1 3260.58 
3 56 -1568.57 19626 887.07 1 3249.14 
4 75 -1551.25 19607 852.43 1 3252.5 
5 94 -1539.08 19588 828.1 1 3266.17 
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The first class with 51.38% was characterised by articles in which ‘Islam and Muslims’ 

(63.1%), ‘Politics’ (63.4%), ‘Crimes’ (67.0%), ‘Terrorism’ (64.4%), ‘War’ (36.5%) and ‘Law 

and legislation’ (30.4%) were often the main topics.  This class was named as ‘Very negative 

topics’.  See Table III.112 and Figure III.46. 

Table III.112.  Topics, first class (51.38%). 

Categories 
Variables 

Main topic Sub-topic Irrelevant 
Politics 0.634 0.110 0.256 
Crimes 0.670 0.255 0.075 
Terrorism 0.644 0.183 0.173 
War 0.365 0.102 0.533 
Human/civil rights 0.200 0.166 0.634 
Immigration 0.046 0.054 0.900 
Law and legislation 0.304 0.293 0.404 
Religion 0.153 0.059 0.788 
Islam and Muslims 0.631 0.127 0.243 

Figure III.46.  Topics, first class (51.38%). 
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The second class with 35.69% was characterised by articles in which ‘Islam and 

Muslims’ (42.5%) and ‘Crimes’ (49.8) were often the main topics.  ‘Politics’ (29.1%), 

‘Terrorism’ (27.6%), ‘War’ (11.9%) and ‘Law and legislation’ (24.6%) were the main topics 

relatively often.  This class was named as ‘Negative topics’.  See Table III.113 and Figure 

III.47. 

Table III.113.  Topics, second class (35.69%). 

Categories 
Variables 

Main topic Sub-topic Irrelevant 
Politics 0.291 0.015 0.694 
Crimes 0.498 0.001 0.500 
Terrorism 0.276 0.047 0.677 
War 0.119 0.001 0.881 
Human/civil rights 0.000 0.001 0.999 
Immigration 0.067 0.001 0.933 
Law and legislation 0.246 0.001 0.753 
Religion 0.031 0.096 0.872 
Islam and Muslims 0.425 0.016 0.559 
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Figure III.47.  Topics, second class (35.69%). 
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The third class with 12.93% was characterised by articles in which ‘Islam and Muslims’ 

(42.5%), ‘Politics’ (50.9%) and ‘Religion’ (43.7%) were often the main topics.  ‘Human/civil 

rights’ (26.8%) and ‘Law and legislation’ (23.6) were the main topics relatively often.  

‘Terrorism’ (10.0%) was seldom and ‘Crimes’ (0.01%) and ‘War’ (0.2%) were never the 

main topics.  This class was named as ‘Neutral topics’.  See Table III.114 and Figure III.48. 

Table III.114.  Topics, third class (12.93%). 

Categories 
Variables 

Main topic Sub-topic Irrelevant 
Politics 0.509 0.173 0.318 
Crimes 0.001 0.147 0.853 
Terrorism 0.100 0.001 0.899 
War 0.002 0.175 0.823 
Human/civil rights 0.268 0.262 0.470 
Immigration 0.042 0.161 0.797 
Law and legislation 0.236 0.001 0.763 
Religion 0.437 0.080 0.483 
Islam and Muslims 0.770 0.001 0.229 

Figure III.48. Topics, third class (12.93%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of nine variables related to topics of articles revealed three 

latent classes of data: (1) very negative topics (51.38%), (2) negative topics (35.69%), and (3) 

neutral topics (12.93%). 
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Second order latent class analysis testing the second main Germany-specific hypothesis  

Six variables – ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, ‘Goals of HT’, 

‘Activities of HT’, ‘Position on use of violence’, and ‘Topics of articles’ – have been analysed 

together in order to test the second main hypothesis, that coverage in Germany will be mainly 

balanced although more negative in 2002 and 2003 than in the subsequent years.  The 

categories of the ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’, and ‘Topics of the articles, are the 

classes revealed by the first order latent class analysis.  For graphic presentation of the 

variables related to the second hypothesis with the categories and the overall distribution of 

data, see Table III.115 and Table III.116.   

Table III.115. Variables related to the second main hypothesis and the categories (N=226) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Legal status of HT Relatively often 

mentions of HT 
being banned in 
Germany and 
elsewhere 

Very informative *** *** 

Terms used in 
relation to HT 

Only negative 
terms 

Only neutral terms Negative and 
neutral terms 

No terms 

Goals of HT Only negative 
goals  

Only neutral goals  Negative and 
neutral goals 

No goals 

Activities of HT Either no or only 
violent activities 
of HT 

Either no or non-
violent activities 
of HT 

Very informative 
articles 

*** 

Position on use of 
violence 

Rejection of 
violence 

Support of 
violence 

Both positions 
mentioned 

No position 
mentioned 

Topics of the articles Very negative  Negative   Neutral *** 

Table III.116. Overall distribution of variables related to the second main hypothesis (N=226) 

Categories 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 
Legal status of HT 0.290 0.907 0.093 *** *** 

Terms used in relation to HT 1.100 0.407 0.177 0.283 0.133 

Goals of HT 1.080 0.093 0.243 0.084 0.58 
Activities of HT 0.600 0.717 0.217 0.066 *** 

Position on use of violence 1.110 0.115 0.186 0.071 0.628 
Topics of the articles 0.690 0.504 0.376 0.119 *** 

 
The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the four latent classes best describe 

the data.  See Table III.117. 
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Table III.117. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the second main hypothesis (N=226) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 14 -1232.56 1119 536.29 1 2493.12 
2 29 -1169.74 1104 410.64 1 2397.48 
3 44 -1141.23 1089 353.63 1 2370.46 
4 59 -1119.77 1074 310.7 1 2357.54 
5 74 -1110.62 1059 292.4 1 2369.24 

The first class with 50.19% was characterised by articles that, as a rule, belonged to the 

first class of the ‘Legal status of HT’ variable, i.e. ‘relatively often mentioned HT being 

banned in Germany and elsewhere’ (95.2%) and to the first class of the ‘Activities of HT’ 

variable, i.e. ‘Either no or only violent activities of HT’ (87.5%).  Such articles very often did 

not mention any HT’s goals (88.6%) and as a rule did not mention its position on violence 

(92.4%).  The terms used in relation to HT in such articles were often ‘Only negative’ 

(49.1%) but sometimes also ‘Negative and neutral’ (21.4%).  The topics were often either 

‘Very negative’ (47.7%) or ‘Negative’ (47.0%).  This class was named as ‘Not informative, 

negative (in terms) coverage of HT.  See Table III.118 and Figure III.49. 

Table III.118. Second hypothesis, first class (50.19%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Legal status of HT 0.952 0.048 *** *** 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.491 0.169 0.214 0.126 
Goals of HT 0.01 0.104 0 0.886 
Activities of HT 0.875 0.125 0 *** 
Position on use of violence 0.005 0.070 0 0.924 
Topics  0.474 0.470 0.056 *** 

Figure III.49. Second hypothesis, first class (50.19%). 
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The second class with 26.28% was characterised by articles that sometimes belonged to 

the second class of the ‘Legal status of HT’ named ‘Very informative articles’ (21.0%).  Such 

articles relatively often contained ‘Only neutral terms’ related to HT (28.5%), ‘Rejection of 

violence’ (39.1%) and ‘Only neutral goals’ of HT (60.0%).  ‘Only negative goals’ and only 

‘Support of violence’ were never expressed in such articles.  The information on ‘Activities of 
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HT’ was present but scarce.  The topics of articles were often ‘Very negative’ (72.3%) but 

also relatively often ‘Neutral’ (27.6%).  This class was named as ‘Partially informative, 

partially neutral coverage of HT’.  See Table III.119 and Figure III.50. 

Table III.119. Second hypothesis, second class (26.28%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Legal status of HT 0.790 0.210 *** *** 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.345 0.285 0.193 0.176 
Goals of HT 0.068 0.605 0 0.327 
Activities of HT 0.836 0.164 0 *** 
Position on use of violence 0.391 0.089 0.088 0.431 
Topics  0.723 0.001 0.276 *** 

Figure III.50. Second hypothesis, second class (26.28%). 
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The third class with 12.48% was characterised by articles that always belonged to the 

first class of the ‘Legal status of HT’ variable, i.e. ‘relatively often mentioned HT being 

banned in Germany and elsewhere’ (99.8%) and often to the second class of the ‘Activities of 

HT’ variable, i.e. ‘Either no or non-violent activities of HT’ (60.1%).  Such articles as a rule 

mentioned only HT’s ‘Support of violent means’ (80.8%), had negative topics (88.0%) and 

mentioned ‘Only negative goals’ (42.8%) or no goals (39.3%) rather than only neutral or both 

negative and neutral goals.  The references to HT in such articles were relatively often only 

negative (24.2%) or both negative and neutral (49.1%).  This class was named as ‘Partially 

informative, negative coverage of HT’.  See Table III.120 and Figure III.51. 

Table III.120. Second hypothesis, third class (12.48%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Legal status of HT 0.998 0.002 *** *** 

Terms used in relation to HT 0.242 0.106 0.491 0.162 
Goals of HT 0.428 0.061 0.118 0.393 

Activities of HT 0.328 0.601 0.071 *** 
Position on use of violence 0.078 0.808 0 0.114 
Topics  0 0.880 0.120 *** 
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Figure III.51. Second hypothesis, third class (12.48%). 
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The fourth class with 11.05% was characterised by articles that sometimes belonged to 

the second class of the ‘Legal status of HT’ variable named as ‘Very informative articles’ 

(12.5%) and often to the third class of the ‘Activities of HT’ variable named as ‘Very 

informative articles’ (52.1%).  Such articles often mentioned ‘Negative and neutral’ goals of 

HT (62.5%), ‘Both positions on use of violence’ (43.0%) and referred to it both in negative 

and neutral terms (57.7%).  The topics of such articles, however, were either ‘Very negative’ 

(69.3%) or ‘Negative’ (27.4%).  This class was named as ‘Very informative and very negative 

coverage of HT’.  See Table III.121 and Figure III.52. 

Table III.121. Second hypothesis, forth class (11.05%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Legal status of HT 0.875 0.125 *** *** 

Terms used in relation to HT 0.359 0.038 0.577 0.026 

Goals of HT 0.15 0.223 0.625 0.001 

Activities of HT 0.154 0.325 0.521 *** 

Position on use of violence 0.001 0.239 0.430 0.331 

Topics of the articles 0.693 0.274 0.033 *** 

Figure III.52. Second hypothesis, forth class (11.05%). 
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The cross tabulation of the four latent classes with the covariate variable ‘Year’ revealed 

that there was a drastic change of HT coverage in 2003.  While the number of articles with 

‘partially informative, partially neutral’ coverage fell significantly from 36.0% in 2002 to 
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7.6% in 2003, the number of articles with ‘partially informative, negative’ coverage grew 

from 9.2% in 2002 to 30.4% in 2003.  While the number of ‘not informative, negative in 

terms’ coverage grew slightly from 35.4% in 2002 to 45.8% in 2003, ‘very informative and 

very negative’ coverage fell slightly from 19.5% in 2002 to 2.9% in 2003.  Thus in 2003 in 

comparison with 2002, coverage remained to be partially informative although more negative 

than before.  A chi-square test of independence examined the relation between the years of 

publications and the latent classes.  The relation between these variables was significant, 

χ2(15, N=226)=33.38, p<0.01.  See Table III.122 and Figure III.53. 

Table III.122. Year*Latent classes cross tabulation (N=226) 

Classes 

Year Not informative, 
negative (in terms) 

coverage of HT 

Partly 
informative, 
partly neutral 

coverage of HT 

Partly 
informative, 

negative 
coverage of HT 

Very 
informative, 
very negative 
coverage of HT 

2002 % within Year 35.4% 36.0% 9.2% 19.5% 
2003 % within Year 45.8% 7.6% 30.4% 16.2% 
2004 % within Year 54.2% 33.3% 9.6% 2.9% 
2005 % within Year 52.7% 37.5% 1.5% 8.4% 
2006 % within Year 54.9% 19.8% 14.9% 10.5% 
2007 % within Year 50.3% 23.7% 11.0% 15.0% 

Figure III.53. Year*Latent classes cross tabulation (N=226) 
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To conclude, the second order latent class analyses of six variables – ‘Legal status of 

HT’, ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, ‘Goals of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’, ‘Position on use of 

violence’, and ‘Topics of articles’ – revealed that four latent classes best describe the data: (1) 

not informative, negative (in terms) coverage of HT (50.19%), (2) partly informative, partly 

neutral coverage of HT (26.28%), (3) partly informative, negative coverage of HT (12.48%), 

and (4) very informative, very negative coverage of HT (11.05%).   The results showed that if 

one takes these variables into account, the articles could not be placed in three groups that 

would be strictly ‘neutral’, ‘negative’ and ‘very negative’.  Instead, each class contained a 

mixture of negative and occasionally neutral or balanced aspects of HT coverage.  
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Nevertheless, the main finding was that coverage in German quality newspapers during 2002-

2007 was mainly scarce and in general negative.   

 The cross tabulation of the latent classes by year showed that there was an important 

change of coverage in 2003.  Although compared to 2002, the articles that mentioned HT 

remained not informative, coverage in 2003 became more negative.  In 2004, the situation 

changed again; ‘partially informative, partially neutral’ coverage increased and ‘partially 

informative, negative’ coverage decreased to the level of 2002, ‘very informative, very 

negative coverage’ dropped significantly and ‘not informative, negative in terms’ grew 

significantly in comparison with 2002.  Although ‘partially neutral and somewhat balanced’ 

coverage fluctuated over years, ‘not informative, negative (in terms)’ coverage grew almost 

steadily from 2002 to 2007.  Thus coverage of HT was mainly negative, although more 

negative in 2003 than in the following years. 

III.2.1.3 The most typical articles of the four latent classes 

 Cross tabulation of the variables ‘Year’, ‘Month’ and ‘Latent classes’ suggested that 

certain patterns dominated reporting in Germany on certain issues at certain times.  See Table 

III.123   

Table III.123. Latent classes of articles written during major events in 2002-2007 in German press 
revealed by the second order LCA testing the second hypothesis. 

Latent Classes  (in articles)20 Year     
Month 

Event 
1 2 3 4 

Total 

2002 Nov. Nation-wide raid in search of HT Islamists 1 3 0  4 8 
Jan. Official ban of HT in Germany 6 2 3 6 17 2003 
Apr. Second nation-wide raid in search of HT 

Islamists 
4 0 7 0 11 

Jan. Different events (including HT’s appeal in 
the court against the ban) 

4 0 2 0 6 2004 

March Different events (suicide bombings in 
Uzbekistan and conviction of three British 
HT members in Egypt to five year 
imprisonment) 

3 6 0 1 10 

May Andijan events in Uzbekistan 3 8 0 0 11 

July Different events (partially follow-up stories 
of terror attacks on London on July 7) 

7 4 0 3 14 

2005 

Aug. Different events (partially follow-up stories 
of terror attacks on London on July 7) 

4 3 0 1 8 

2006 Aug. Prevention of a terror act in Germany 13 4 3 4 24 

2007 July The British government failed to ban HT 2 2 0 2 6 

                                                 
20 Latent classes of the second order LCA testing the second and third hypotheses: 1) not informative, negative 
(in terms) coverage of HT; 2) partly informative, partly neutral coverage of HT; 3) partly informative, negative 
coverage of HT; 4) very informative, very negative coverage of HT. 
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Thus coverage of the first nation-wide raid in Germany in November 2002 was 

dominated by articles written with the second and forth patterns; coverage of the second 

nation-wide raid in April 2003 was dominated by articles written with the first and third 

patterns.  While coverage of the Andijan events in May 2005 was dominated articles written 

with the second pattern, coverage of the prevention of a terrorist act in Germany in August 

2006 was dominated by articles written with the first patterns.  The qualitative analysis of the 

most typical articles of four latent classes illustrates the patterns of coverage and allows 

further clarification of the quantitative findings. 

The article “Terrorgefahren.  Mit der Ruhe, bitte” [Terror threat. Be calm, please; my 

translation] by Kappus (2006, 3) in FR was the most typical article of the first latent class 

named as ‘not informative and negative (in terms) coverage of HT’.  The correspondence rate 

was 99.35%.  Kappus wrote a follow-up story on the prevention of a terror act in Germany, in 

which she said that authorities had no evidence that the arrested men belonged to an 

international terrorist network with an Islamist background.  She wrote that although some 

media connected the suspected with the banned Hizb ut-Tahrir, these connections were never 

been confirmed.  Although HT was mentioned in the context of international terrorism, the 

group was only described as ‘illegal’ in passing.  Therefore, the name given to the first latent 

class corresponded to the pattern of coverage in such articles. 

The article “Ein islamistisch geschürter Aufstand?” [An insurgency provoked by 

Islamists?; my translation] by von Altenbockum (2005, 8) in FAZ was the most typical article 

of the second latent class named as ‘partly informative and partly neutral coverage of HT’.  

The correspondence rate was 99.34%.  The author reported about the situation on the Uzbek-

Kyrgyz border after the popular uprising in Andijan and included different perspectives on 

reasons for the protests.  In the fourth paragraph, the author briefly mentioned that the protests 

were provoked by the trial of a group of businessmen with alleged connections to the 

Akramiya organization, a splinter group of the extremist Hizb ut-Tahrir that calls itself a 

party, functions clandestinely and aims to build a Central Asian caliphate.  On the one hand, 

Altenbockum wrote that the American government also believed that HT was one of the 

biggest dangers in Central Asia.  On the other hand, he cited human rights organizations’ 

claims that it was enough for the Uzbek regime to suspect people of having minor connections 

to extremists to torture them for confessions and to impose long prison sentences.  He then 

pointed out that HT wanted to reach its goals through intensive propaganda and without 

violence.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the name of the second latent 

class corresponded to the pattern of coverage of HT in such articles. 
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The article “Razzia: Polizei stellt Computer bei Islamisten sicher” [Raids: police seizes 

a computer from Islamists; my translation] by the dpa press agency (2003, 33) published in 

FR was the most typical article of the third latent class named as ‘partly informative, negative 

coverage of HT’.  The correspondence rate was 98.39%.  In the lead, the article reported that 

police searched eleven apartments during a nation-wide crackdown on the banned Islamist 

organization Hizb ut-Tahrir.  The whole article was dedicated to HT and contained the 

following information. The minister of internal affairs banned HT in January 2003 for its 

activities against the principles of international understanding.  The organization was active at 

German universities and called for destroying Israel and killing Jews.  Schily was cited saying 

that such organizations ‘have nothing to do’ in Germany; and the second search of apartments 

was a public signal for other organizations that advocating violence and anti-Semitic slogans 

will be harshly dealt with.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the name of 

the third latent class corresponded to the pattern of coverage of HT in such articles. 

 The article “Schily verbietet islamistische Gruppe” [Schily banned an Islamist group; 

my translation] by Leithaeuser and Roessler (2003, 1) in FAZ was the most typical article of 

the fourth class named as ‘very informative and very negative coverage of HT’.  The 

correspondence rate was 100%.  In the subtitle, the authors wrote that HT called for 

destruction of Israel and cited Schily saying that ban would be a warning for all.  The six-

paragraph article with about 600 words was dedicated solely to HT.  The first paragraph 

reported that after a crackdown on thirty targets in five German states, Schily banned the 

Islamist-extremist group HT, which opposed the principles of international understanding, 

supported violence as a political means and called for destroying Israel and killing Jews.  The 

second paragraph stated that its headquarters were in London and that the organization was 

noticed in Germany after the event at the Technical University in Berlin where leaders of the 

German nationalist party participated, during which HT members made hate-filled speeches 

against America and urged the re-establishment of a caliphate in Islamic states.  In the third 

paragraph, the authors cited Schily saying that banning HT should be seeing as a warning for 

all who want to use democratic freedoms to achieve extremist goals, and mentioned HT 

spreading leaflets at German universities in German, Arabic, Turkish and Urdu.  The fourth 

paragraph reported on HT activities in areas near Muslim centres and mosques; HT’s Internet 

homepage and its magazine in German; the highly secretive structure of the group; lack of 

information on its size in Germany; and, whether it is connected to al-Qaida.  In the 

subsequent paragraphs, the authors provided detailed information about its origin, ideology, 

goals and activities in Germany, Great Britain and the Middle East.  The article appeared on 
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the front page without a picture.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the 

name of the fourth latent class accurately described the pattern of HT’s coverage in such 

articles. 

III.2.1.4 Four main patterns of the HT coverage in the German newspapers 

 The quantitative analysis testing the second main hypothesis established and the 

qualitative analysis confirmed that there were four main patterns of coverage of HT in the 

German press.  The statistically significant relations between the latent classes and certain 

variables suggested that each pattern contained different points of coverage of HT.  See 

Table III.124. 

The first pattern – not informative, negative (in terms) coverage – was used in 

50.19% of articles.  Such articles were often irrelevant; they contained the name ‘Hizb ut-

Tahrir’ and some negative descriptive words about it but no background information about 

the group.  Almost half of these articles contained information about it being banned in 

Germany, references to law-enforcement officials and/or the term ‘Islamist’.  In this class, its 

position on violence as a political means was virtually never mentioned.  Although such 

coverage was part of reporting on different events in and outside Germany, the references to 

the group were often made in the contexts of politics, terrorism and/or crimes.  Seven such 

articles were published on the front pages and only three had the HT name in their headlines 

or leads.  Taz used this pattern of coverage more often than any other pattern.   

The second pattern – partly informative and partly neutral coverage of HT – was used in 

26.28% of articles.  Such articles were partly informative and partly balanced in how they 

portrayed HT.  They were often irrelevant to HT and mentioned it being legal in some 

countries significantly more often than in other patterns. This is the pattern where the authors 

mentioned HT’s official rejection of violence as a political means, used human and civil 

rights as the main or sub-topic and mentioned only its neutral goals significantly more often 

than in the other patterns.  Such goals as ‘to destroy Israel’ and ‘to kill Jews’ were never 

mentioned.  This pattern was usually used when reporting on HT-relevant events outside 

Germany.  For example, HT’s possible involvement in organizing the uprising in Uzbekistan 

was covered not as an immediate threat to security in Central Asia but rather as a problem for 

Uzbekistan to comply with human rights accords.  Another example is coverage of HT in 

Great Britain, where the balanced representation of the organization was needed to justify its 

legal status.  Uzbekistan and Great Britain were the main countries in 45% and 15% of 

articles in this class respectively.  FAZ used this pattern significantly more often than any 

other newspaper. 
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Table III.124. Statistical relations between four latent classes and selected variables (N=226) 

Classes 
 

Variables 

 
Pearson
's Chi-
square 

 
df 

 
Sig  
(2-s) 

1 
(N=115) 

2 
(N=60) 

3 
(N=28) 

4 
(N=23) 

Tota
l 

HT name in a 
headline or a lead 

39.323* 3 .000 3 2.6% 0 0% 4 14.3% 8 34.8% 15 

Legal in Great 
Britain 

16.044* 3 .001 6 5.2% 13 21.7% 0 0% 2 8.7% 21 

Banned in 
Germany 

33.134* 3 .000 53 46.1% 15 25.0% 24 85.7% 16 69.6% 108 

Should be banned 3.245* 3 .355 4 3.5% 4 6.7% 0 0% 2 8.7% 10 
Should not be 
banned 

.874* 3 .832 1 .9% 1 1.7% 0 0% 0 0% 2 

References to 
political 
authorities 

5.627* 3 .131 22 19.1% 16 26.7% 3 10.7% 8 34.8% 49 

References to 
NPD 

32.184* 3 .000 2 1.7% 2 3.3% 6 21.4% 7 30.4% 17 

References to law-
enforcement 
officials 

33.673* 3 .000 51 44.3% 19 31.7% 23 82.1% 20 87.0% 113 

References to HT 
members/website/
document 

50.721* 3 .000 6 5.2% 13 21.7% 4 14.3% 15 65.2% 38 

References to a 
religious authority 

7.554* 3 .056 4 3.5% 3 5.0% 3 10.7% 4 17.4% 14 

References to 
human rights 
organizations 

4.978* 3 .173 8 7.0% 6 10.0% 0 0% 0 0% 14 

Terrorist 1.466* 3 .690 10 8.7% 3 5.0% 1 3.6% 2 8.7% 16 
Radical 3.705* 3 .295 19 16.5% 8 13.3% 4 14.3% 7 30.4% 38 
Extremist 14.148* 3 .003 16 13.9% 7 11.7% 7 25.0% 10 43.5% 40 
Clandestine 20.027* 3 .000 5 4.3% 6 10.0% 4 14.3% 8 34.8% 23 
Muslim/Islamic 8.461* 3 .037 10 8.7% 7 11.7% 8 28.6% 4 17.4% 29 
Fundamentalist 2.874* 3 .411 6 5.2% 5 8.3% 0 0% 2 8.7% 13 
Islamist 6.706* 3 .082 47 40.9% 16 26.7% 14 50.0% 6 26.1% 83 
Prohibited 4.148* 3 .246 35 30.4% 15 25.0% 13 46.4% 7 30.4% 70 
Militant .941* 3 .815 2 1.7% 1 1.7% 1 3.6% 0 0% 4 
Ideology of HT 
(anti-Semitic) 

99.315* 3 .000 7 6.1% 7 11.7% 21 75.0% 17 73.9% 52 

Ideology of HT 
(anti-Western) 

44.790* 3 .000 3 2.6% 5 8.3% 3 10.7% 11 47.8% 22 

HT's goal to 
spread Islam 

55.750* 3 .000 0 0% 5 8.3% 1 3.6% 10 43.5% 16 

HT's goal to 
overthrow 
governments 

26.538* 3 .000 0 0% 2 3.3% 1 3.6% 5 21.7% 8 

HT's goal to build 
a Caliphate 

100.345
* 

3 .000 5 4.3% 40 66.7% 4 14.3% 17 73.9% 66 

HT's goal to 
destroy Israel 

80.131* 3 .000 0 0% 2 3.3% 11 39.3% 12 52.2% 25 
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HT's goal to kill 
the Jewish people 

54.069* 3 .000 0 0% 1 1.7% 9 32.1% 7 30.4% 17 

HT's activities at 
the universities 

87.150* 3 .000 5 4.3% 1 1.7% 11 39.3% 16 69.6% 33 

Spreading leaflets 40.064* 3 .000 2 1.7% 2 3.3% 1 3.6% 8 34.8% 13 
Publishing books, 
magazines 

96.780* 3 .000 1 .9% 0 ,0% 2 7.1% 13 56.5% 16 

Spreading HT 
propaganda 

26.358* 3 .000 1 .9% 4 6.7% 7 25.0% 5 21.7% 17 

Spreading HT 
ideology via 
Internet 

42.673* 3 .000 1 .9% 4 6.7% 2 7.1% 9 39.1% 16 

Any violent or 
criminal activity  

3.524* 3 .318 12 10.4% 12 20.0% 3 10.7% 4 17.4% 31 

Recruiting new 
members 

33.565* 3 .000 2 1.7% 1 1.7% 2 7.1% 7 30.4% 12 

Politics as the 
main topic 

24.758* 6 .000 51 44.3% 39 65.0% 6 21.4% 16 69.6% 112 

Crimes as the 
main topic 

16.161* 6 .013 57 49.6% 31 51.7% 14 50.0% 16 69.6% 118 

Terrorism as the 
main topic  

39.313* 6 .000 50 43.5% 35 58.3% 4 14.3% 11 47.8% 100 

War as the main 
topic  

35.148* 6 .000 26 22.6% 22 36.7% 1 3.6% 3 13.0% 52 

Human and civil 
rights as the main 
topic 

39.815* 6 .000 11 9.6% 19 31.7% 1 3.6% 0 ,0% 31 

Law and 
legislature as the 
main topic 

10.852* 6 .093 33 28.7% 18 30.0% 6 21.4% 5 21.7% 62 

Religion as the 
main topic 

8.408* 6 .210 13 11.3% 15 25.0% 3 10.7% 2 8.7% 33 

Islam and 
Muslims as the 
main topic 

15.838* 6 .015 56 48.7% 44 73.3% 14 50.0% 16 69.6% 130 

Germany as the 
main country in an 
article 

16.595* 6 .011 44 38.3% 15 25.0% 15 53.6% 14 60.9% 88 

Uzbekistan as the 
main country of an 
article 

45.911* 6 .000 17 14.8% 27 45.0% 0 ,0% 2 8.7% 46 

Great Britain as 
the main country 
in an article 

17.046* 6 .009 14 12.2% 9 15.0% 0 ,0% 5 21.7% 28 

*    Several cells had a value lower than 5 
  

The third pattern – partly informative and negative coverage of HT – was used in 12.48% 

of articles.  The majority of such articles were written in 2003, when HT was banned, and 

negative reporting on the group was needed to justify the internal ministry’s decision.  The 

majority were highly relevant to HT and contained a lot of background information about it.  

Almost all mentioned that HT was banned in Germany but none mentioned it operating 
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legally in Great Britain.  Three-forths contained information about it being anti-Semitic.  

This class was the only one where HT’s support of violence was mentioned in almost every 

article.  HT was called ‘Islamist’ and/or ‘prohibited’ organization in virtually half the articles 

and ‘Muslim’ and/or ‘extremist’ organization in one-quarter.  Since such articles usually 

described events in or closely connected to Germany, the main countries of such articles 

were mainly Germany and never Great Britain or Uzbekistan.  Although Taz and DW 

published an equal number of such articles, DW used this pattern significantly more often 

than other newspapers.  

 The fourth pattern – very informative and very negative coverage of HT – was used in 

11.05% of articles.  They almost always described events happening in Germany.  Since 

these articles were the most informative, all kinds of information were present.  This pattern 

had the highest number of articles containing HT’s name in their headlines or leads, 

references to the German nationalist party, almost always references to law-enforcement 

officials but never to human rights organizations, often both positions on use of violence and 

both negative and neutral goals of the group.  ‘Politics’, ‘crimes’, ‘terrorism’ and/or ‘Islam 

and Muslims’ were usually the main topics.  Taz, SZ and FAZ published five such articles 

each; FR published two and DW published six.  This pattern of coverage was used by SZ 

more often as by the other newspapers. See Table III.125 and Table III.126. 

Table III.125. Sources*Latent classes cross-tabulation (N=226) 

Sources  
Classes 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 39 18 12 25 21 115 1 
% within Source 63.9% 56.3% 41.4% 41.0% 48.8% 50.9% 
Count 8 8 9 28 7 60 2 
% within Source 13.1% 25.0% 31.0% 45.9% 16.3% 26.5% 
Count 9 4 3 3 9 28 3 
% within Source 14.8% 12.5% 10.3% 4.9% 20.9% 12.4% 
Count 5 2 5 5 6 23 4 
% within Source 8.2% 6.3% 17.2% 8.2% 14.0% 10.2% 
Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table III.126. HT’s position on use of violence*Latent classes cross-tabulation (N=226) 

HT’s position on use of violence  
 

Class 
 

Rejection 
of violence 

Support of 
violence 

Both 
positions 

mentioned 

No attitude 
to violence 
mentioned 

Total 

Count 0 7 0 108 115 1 
% within Class 0.0% 6.1% 0.0% 93.9% 100.0% 
Count 24 6 5 25 60 2 
% within Class 40.0% 10.0% 8.3% 41.7% 100.0% 
Count 2 25 0 1 28 3 
% within Class 7.1% 89.3% 0.0% 3.6% 100.0% 
Count 0 4 11 8 23 4 
% within Class 0.0% 17.4% 47.8% 34.8% 100.0% 
Count 26 42 16 142 226 

Total 
  11.5% 18.6% 7.1% 62.8% 100.0% 

 

III.2.2  Great Britain 

III.2.2.1 Testing the second main hypothesis with sixteen sub-hypotheses 

The quantitative findings on the sixteen sub-hypotheses testing the second Britain-

specific hypothesis, that the coverage of HT will be mainly balanced although somewhat 

negative in 2005, are based on descriptive statistics and chi-square tests of independence of 

relevant variables.   

Thus, SH-1, that there will be about the same number of mentions that HT is banned 

somewhere and legal somewhere else, was not supported.  SH-2 that there will be about the 

same number of mentions that HT should or should not be banned, was supported.  Of 396 

articles, 232 (41.4%) contained information on its legal status; 164 (58.6) contained no 

information on its legal status.  Of 396 articles, 30 (7.6%) contained information on HT being 

banned in Germany, 94 (23.7%) on it being banned elsewhere, 176 (44.4%) on it not being 

banned somewhere, 31 (7.8%) on the need to ban it (e.g. in Great Britain and/or Denmark) 

and 38 (9.6%) on the need not to ban it.  See Table III.127. 

Table III.127. Frequency by the legal status of HT, multiple responses (N=396) 

Responses 
Legal status of HT 

N 
Percent of cases 

(N=232) 
Percent of cases 

(N=396) 
Banned in Germany 30 12.9% 7.6% 
Banned elsewhere 94 40.5% 23.7% 
Not banned somewhere/legal somewhere 176 75.9% 44.4% 
Should be banned (e.g. in Great Britain) 31 13.4% 7.8% 
Should not be banned 38 16.4% 9.6% 
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SH-3, that there will be parity in the numbers of references and/or quotations related to 

HT by different sources, was partly supported.  See Table III.27.  SH-4, that there will be 

parity in numbers of articles that will use only negative, only neutral, negative and neutral or 

no terms in relation to HT members/organization, was supported.  Of 396 articles, 111 

(28.0%) contained only negative terms (‘terrorist’, ‘radical’, ‘extremist’, ‘fundamental’, 

‘Islamist’, ‘militant’, ‘other negative terms’); 81 (20.5%) contained only neutral terms 

(‘clandestine’, ‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘prohibited’, ‘political organization’, ‘religious 

organization’, ‘other neutral terms’); 104 (26.3%) contained both negative and neutral terms, 

and 100 (25.3%) contained no terms in relation to HT.  See Table III.128 and Table III.129.   

Table III.128. Terms used in relation to HT (N=396) 

Responses 
Terms used in relation to HT 

N Percent (N=296) Percent (N=396) 

Terrorist 19 6.4% 4.8% 
Radical 72 24.3% 18.2% 
Extremist 58 19.6% 14.6% 
Fundamental 11 3.7% 2.8% 
Islamist 93 31.4% 23.5% 
Militant 13 4.4% 3.3% 
Clandestine, underground 11 3.7% 2.8% 
Muslim, Islamic 114 38.5% 28.8% 
Prohibited 39 13.2% 9.8% 
Political organization, party, movement, group 38 12.8% 9.6% 
Religious organization, party, movement, group 11 3.7% 2.8% 
Other neutral terms 35 11.8% 8.8% 
Other negative terms 9 3.0% 2.3% 

Table III.129. Frequency by negative and neutral terms used in relation to HT (N=396) 

Terms used in relation to HT Frequency Percent 

Negative terms only 111 28.0 

Neutral terms only 81 20.5 

Negative and neutral terms 104 26.3 

No terms used 100 25.3 
Total 396 100.0 

 

SH-5, that parity of numbers of articles containing only negative, only neutral, negative 

and neutral or no references to HT will be preserved over time, and SH-6, that the number of 

articles containing only negative references to HT members/organization will be highest in 

2005, were supported.  A chi-square test of independence examined the relation between the 

terms used in relation to HT and the year of publication.  The relation between these variables 
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was significant, χ2(15, N=396)=38.38, p<0.01.  Support of SH-5 and SH-6 lent support to the 

second main hypothesis.  See Table III.130 and Figure III.54 

Table III.130. Terms used in relation to HT*Year cross tabulation (N=396) 

Year  
Terms used in relation to HT 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 
Count 6 10 3 48 22 22 111 Negative terms only  
% within Terms 5.4% 9.0% 2.7% 43.2% 19.8% 19.8% 100.0% 
Count 17 6 7 34 12 5 81 Neutral terms only 
% within Terms 21.0% 7.4% 8.6% 42.0% 14.8% 6.2% 100.0% 
Count 10 5 16 41 18 14 104 Negative and neutral 

terms  % within Terms 9.6% 4.8% 15.4% 39.4% 17.3% 13.5% 100.0% 
Count 8 3 5 40 26 18 100 No terms 
% within Terms 8.0% 3.0% 5.0% 40.0% 26.0% 18.0% 100.0% 

Total Count 41 24 31 163 78 59 396 

Figure III.54. Terms used in relation to HT*Year (N=396) 
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SH-7, that there will be parity in numbers of articles that will mention the main points of 

HT ideology, was not supported.  SH-8 that, the main points of HT ideology will be 

mentioned more often in 2005 than during other years, was supported.  See Table III.131 and 

Table III.132.   

Table III.131. Frequency by ideology of HT, multiple responses (N=396). 

Responses 
Ideology of HT 

N 
Percent 
(N=68) 

Percent 
(N=396) 

Against any political form other than Islamic 
(incl. anti-democracy, against voting, etc.) 

12 17.6% 3.0% 

Anti-Semitic 34 50.0% 8.6% 
Anti-Western 24 35.3% 6.1% 
Islam and Islamic identity 5 7.4% 1.3% 
Homophobic 7 10.3% 1.8% 

Racist 7 10.3% 1.8% 
Other points of ideology 8 11.8% 2.0% 
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Table III.132. Ideology of HT*Year cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=68). 

Year 
Ideology of HT 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 
Against any political form other than Islamic 0 0 1 7 2 2 12 
Anti-Semitic 2 3 3 17 3 6 34 
Anti-Western 2 1 3 9 1 8 24 
Islam and Islamic identity 2 0 2 1 0 0 5 
Homophobic 0 0 0 4 2 1 7 
Racist 1 0 1 4 1 0 7 
Other points of ideology 0 0 0 4 2 2 8 
Total (times of mentions) 7 4 10 46 11 19 97 
Total (number of articles) 5 4 5 31 7 16 68 

 

SH-9, that the number of articles containing both HT positions regarding use of violence 

will prevail over those mentioning only one position, and  SH-10, that the number of articles 

containing information on HT rejecting violence and the number of articles containing 

information on HT supporting violence will be about equal, was not supported.  Of 396 

articles, 73 (18.4%) contained information on HT rejecting violence as part of its ideology, 24 

(6.1%) contained information on it supporting violence, 31 (7.8%) contained information on 

both positions and 268 (67.7%) did not mention any position of HT regarding use of violence.  

Lack of support for SH-9 and SH-10 did not lend support to the second main hypothesis.  SH-

11, that there will be parity in numbers of articles mentioning only negative goals, only 

neutral goals, both negative and neutral and no goals, was not supported.  Lack of support of 

SH-11 did not lend support to the second main hypothesis.  See Table III.133 and Table 

III.134.  

Table III.133. Frequency by goals of HT, multiple responses (N=396). 

Responses 
 

Goals of HT N 
Percent 
(N=105) 

Percent 
(N=396) 

To spread Islam 22 21.0% 5.6% 
To unite diverse Muslim groups, countries 4 3.8% 1.0% 
To build a caliphate 82 78.1% 20.7% 
To lead Muslims in a struggle against non-believers 8 7.6% 2.0% 
To overthrow a government 23 21.9% 5.8% 
To kill Jews 3 2.9% 0.8% 
Other 4 3.8% 1.0% 

 

SH-12, that the articles mentioning HT’s positive activities will be present in the British 

press; SH-13, that there will be parity in numbers of articles mentioning its different activities; 

and, SH-14 that, in 2005 there will be more information on its violent and/or criminal 
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activities than during other years, were supported.  Support for SH-12, SH-13 and SH-14 lent 

support to the second main hypothesis. See Table III.135 and Table III.136.   

Table III.134. Frequency by goals of HT (N=396) 

Goals of HT Frequency Percent 
Negative goals only 10 2.5% 
Neutral goals only 74 18.7% 
Negative and neutral goals 20 5.1% 
No goals 292 73.7% 
Total 396 100.0% 

Table III.135. Frequency by activities of HT, multiple responses (N=396). 

Responses 
Activities of HT 

 N 
Percent 
(N=194) 

Percent 
(N=396) 

Activities at universities or with students 36 18.6% 9.1% 
Spreading leaflets 12 6.2% 3.0% 
Conference/debate/speech/statement 31 16.0% 7.8% 
Publishing articles, books, magazines 17 8.8% 4.3% 
Spreading ideology via Internet 14 7.2% 3.5% 
Recruiting new members 9 4.6% 2.3% 
Spreading HT propaganda 35 18.0% 8.8% 
Protests and demonstrations 21 10.8% 5.3% 
Occupying political/civil positions 9 4.6% 2.3% 
Attempts to overthrow government 29 14.9% 7.3% 
Supporting or initiating cases in the court 13 6.7% 3.3% 
Any positive activity 11 11.7% 2.8% 
Any violent and/or criminal activity 38 40.4% 9.6% 
Other activities 7 7.4% 1.8% 

Table III.136. Activities*Year cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=396) 

Year Activities of HT 
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 

Activities at universities or with students 2 1 1 17 7 8 36 
Spreading leaflets 0 2 2 4 3 1 12 
Conference/debate/speech/statement 2 1 4 17 5 2 31 
Publishing articles, books, magazines 2 0 1 9 2 3 17 
Spreading ideology via Internet 2 0 0 6 3 3 14 
Recruiting new members 1 1 1 5 0 1 9 
Spreading HT propaganda 8 7 7 4 8 1 35 
Protests and demonstrations 6 1 3 4 5 2 21 
Occupying political/civil positions 0 0 0 2 7 0 9 
Attempts to overthrow government 13 9 3 4 0 0 29 
Supporting or initiating cases in the court 0 0 0 9 4 0 13 
Any positive activity 0 0 0 9 2 0 11 
Any violent and/or criminal activity 1 3 10 19 3 2 38 
Other activities 1 0 0 4 2 0 7 
Total (times of mentions) 38 25 32 113 51 23 282 
Total (number of articles) 24 19 22 77 35 17 194 
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SH-15, that there will be parity of different main topics presented in HT ‘highly 

relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, was not supported. Of 202 HT ‘highly relevant’ and 

‘relevant’ articles ‘Politics’ was the main topic in 47 (23.3%), ‘Terrorism’ in 94 (46.5%), 

‘Crimes’ in 70 (34.7%), ‘War’ in 13 (6.4%), ‘Law and legislation’ in 28 (13.9%), ‘Human, 

civil rights’ in 37 (18.3%), ‘ Immigration’ in 13 (6.4%), ‘Religion’ in 13 (6.4%) and ‘Islam 

and Muslims’ in 142 (70.3%) articles.  See Table III.137.  Lack of support of SH-15 did not 

lend support to the second main hypothesis. 

Table III.137. Frequency by main topics of articles, multiple responses (N=396) 

Responses 
Main topics of 

articles N 
Percent 
(N=396) 

N 
Percent  
(N=202) 

Politics 99 25.0% 47 23.3% 
Terrorism 207 52.3% 94 46.5% 
Crime 140 35.4% 70 34.7% 
War 46 11.6% 13 6.4% 
Law and legislation 50 12.6% 28 13.9% 
Human/civil rights 74 18.7% 37 18.3% 
Immigration 25 6.3% 11 5.4% 
Religion 27 6.8% 13 6.4% 
Islam and Muslims 254 64.1% 142 70.3% 
Total 377 95.2% 186 92.1% 

 

SH-16, that there will be parity of different sub-topics presented in HT ‘highly relevant’ 

and ‘relevant’ articles, was supported.  Of 202 HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, 

‘Politics’ was the sub-topic in 47 (23.3%), ‘Terrorism’ in 30 (14.9%), ‘Crimes’ in 34 (16.8%), 

‘War’ in 20 (9.9%), ‘Law and legislation’ in 33 (16.3%), ‘Human, civil rights’ in 36 (17.8%), 

‘Immigration’ in 10 (5.0%), ‘Religion’ in 13 (6.4%) and ‘Islam and Muslims’ in 17 (8.0%).  

Support of SH-16 lent support to the second main hypothesis.  See Table III.138.   

Table III.138. Subtopics of articles, multiple responses (N=396) 

Responses 
Sub-topics of 

articles N 
Percent 
(N=396) 

N 
Percent  
(N=202) 

Politics 91 23.0% 47 23.3% 
Terrorism 57 14.4% 30 14.9% 
Crime 88 22.2% 34 16.8% 
War 38 9.6% 20 9.9% 
Law and legislation 66 16.7% 33 16.3% 
Human/civil rights 79 19.9% 36 17.8% 
Immigration 28 7.1% 10 5.0% 
Religion 28 7.1% 13 6.4% 
Islam and Muslims 50 12.6% 17 8.4% 
Total 286 72.2% 136 67.3% 
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To conclude, of sixteen sub-hypotheses, four did not lend support to the second main 

hypothesis, that coverage of HT will be balanced although somewhat negative in 2005 than 

during other years, but provided evidence that coverage was somewhat positive.  Those sub-

hypotheses were: SH-1, that there will be about the same number of mentions that HT is 

banned somewhere and legal somewhere else; SH-9, that the number of articles containing 

both positions regarding HT’s use of violence will prevail over those mentioning only one 

position; SH-10, that the number of articles containing information on HT rejecting violence 

and the number containing information on it supporting violence will be about equal; and, 

SH-11, that there will be parity in numbers of articles mentioning only negative goals of HT, 

only neutral goals, both negative and neutral and no goals.  In fact, the number of mentions of 

HT as legal was much higher than the number of mentions of it being banned; HT officially 

rejecting violence was mentioned three times more often than it supporting violence and twice 

as often as ‘Both positions’; the number of articles mentioning only neutral goals was seven 

times higher than the number mentioning only negative goals and about four times higher 

than the number mentioning both negative and neutral goals.   

Two sub-hypotheses did not lend support to the second main hypothesis and provided 

evidence of some negative aspects of HT’s coverage.  Those sub-hypothesis were: SH-7, that 

there will be parity in numbers of articles that will mention the main points of HT ideology, 

and SH-15, that there will be parity of different main topics presented in ‘highly relevant’ and 

‘relevant’ articles.  In fact, such points of its ideology as ‘Anti-Semitic’ and ‘Anti-Western’ 

prevailed over other points; and, ‘Islam and Muslims’, ‘Crimes’ and ‘Terrorism’ prevailed 

over the other main topics of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles.  One sub-hypothesis 

provided partial support to the second main hypothesis.  That was SH-3, that there will be 

parity in numbers of references and/or quotations related to HT by different sources.  To 

summarize, quantitative data on sixteen propositions aiming at measuring how balanced the 

coverage in the British press was, revealed that it was balanced and sometimes even positive, 

although indeed more negative in 2005 than during other years. 

III.2.2.2 Testing the second main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

To compement the quantitative findings, I first conducted a first order latent class 

analysis of the variables related to ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’ and ‘Topics of 

articles’ and then conducted a second order latent class analysis of these variables together 

with the variables ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, ‘Goals of HT’ and ‘Position of HT on use 

of violence’. 
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First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Legal status of HT’  

The set of five binary variables related to its legal status with the overall distribution of 

data is presented in Table III.139.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the 

three latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.140. 

Table III.139.  Overall distribution of variables related to the legal status of HT (N=396) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Banned in Germany 0.26 0.924 0.076 

Banned elsewhere 0.43 0.763 0.237 

Not banned somewhere 0.5 0.556 0.444 

Should be banned 0.27 0.922 0.078 

Should not be banned 0.29 0.904 0.096 

Table III.140.  Goodness of fit statistics for five variables related to the legal status of HT (N=396) 

N of 
classes 

(h) 

N of 
parameters 

(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom 

(df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 5 -829.2 26 142.15 0.00 1668.41 
2 11 -784.73 20 53.22 0.00 1591.47 
3 17 -766.44 14 16.63 0.28 1566.88 
4 23 -761.66 8 7.07 0.69 1569.33 

 

The first class with 71.20% was characterised by articles, which contained little 

information on HT’s legal status.  They hardly ever mentioned that it was banned in Germany 

(3.6%) and only occasionally contained information on it being banned elsewhere (21.3%) or 

not being banned in some countries (21.3%).  Such articles never contained an opinion on 

whether HT should be banned or not.  This class was named as ‘not informative’.  See Table 

III.141 and Figure III.55. 

Table III.141.  Legal status of HT, first class (71.20%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Banned in Germany 0.964 0.036 

Banned elsewhere 0.787 0.213 

Not banned somewhere 0.757 0.243 

Should be banned 0.985 0.015 

Should not be banned 0.998 0.002 
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Figure III.55.  Legal status of HT, first class (71.20%). 
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The second class with 20.32% was characterised by articles which always mentioned 

HT being legal somewhere (99.8%).  Such articles never mentioned its ban in Germany or 

elsewhere.  They often contained an opinion whether HT should (21.3%) or should not be 

banned (39.8%).  This class was named as ‘legal in Great Britain and should not be banned’.  

See Table III.142 and Figure III.56. 

Table III.142. Legal status of HT, second class (20.32%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Banned in Germany 0.968 0.032 

Banned elsewhere 0.993 0.007 

Not banned somewhere 0.002 0.998 

Should be banned 0.787 0.213 

Should not be banned 0.602 0.398 

Figure III.56.  Legal status of HT, second class (20.32%). 
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The third class with 8.48% was characterised by articles which always mentioned HT 

being banned somewhere (99.8%) and often mentioned its ban in Germany (51.5%).  Such 

articles often mentioned that it was legal in some countries (81.0%).  Sometimes such articles 
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contained an opinion on whether HT should (28.8%) or should not be banned (17.4%).  This 

class was named as ‘banned somewhere and should be banned in Great Britain’.  See Table 

III.143 and Figure III.57. 

Table III.143. Legal status of HT, third class (8.48%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Banned in Germany 0.485 0.515 

Banned elsewhere 0.002 0.998 

Not banned somewhere 0.190 0.810 

Should be banned 0.712 0.288 

Should not be banned 0.826 0.174 

Figure III.57. Legal status of HT, third class (8.48%). 
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To summarize, the latent class analysis of the five variables related to the legal status of 

HT revealed three latent classes of data: (1) articles containing little information on HT being 

banned and not banned somewhere and no opinion whether it should be banned or not 

(71.20%), (2) articles that always had information on it being legal in Great Britain and often 

that it should not be banned (20.32%) and (3) articles that always mentioned its ban 

somewhere and often the need to ban it in Great Britain (8.48%). 

First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Activities of HT’  

The set of thirteen binary variables related to HT activities with the overall distribution 

of data is presented in Table III.144.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the 

four latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.145.  

The first class with 45.88% was characterised by articles that contained mainly no 

information on HT activities.  Some articles contained information on HT’s ‘Violent or 

criminal activities’ (13.5%) and ‘Protests and demonstrations’ (10.0%).  This class was named 

as ‘not informative’.  See Table III.146 and Figure III.58. 
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Table III.144. Overall distribution of variables related to activities of HT (N=396) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 
0 1 

Activities at universities/with students 0.29 0.909 0.091 

Spreading leaflets 0.17 0.970 0.030 

Protests and demonstrations 0.22 0.947 0.053 

Conference/debate/speech/statement 0.27 0.922 0.078 

Publishing articles, books, magazines, leaflets 0.2 0.957 0.043 

Recruiting new members 0.15 0.977 0.023 

Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.15 0.977 0.023 

Spreading HT propaganda/promoting HT aims 0.28 0.912 0.088 

Spreading its ideology via Internet/using websites 0.18 0.965 0.035 

Attempts to overthrow governments 0.26 0.927 0.073 

Initiating or supporting legal matters in the court 0.18 0.967 0.033 

Any violent or criminal activities 0.29 0.904 0.096 

Any positive activities 0.16 0.972 0.028 

Table III.145.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the activities of HT (N=396) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value 
AIC-
Index 

1 13 -1036.53 8187 277.2 1 2099.05 
2 27 -1018.83 8164 241.81 1 2091.66 
3 41 -997.54 8150 199.22 1 2077.07 
4 55 -971.1 8136 146.36 1 2052.21 
5 69 -962.47 8122 129.09 1 2062.94 
6 83 -958.25 8108 120.65 1 2082.5 

Table III.146. Activities of HT, first class (45.88%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 
Activities at universities/with students 0.980 0.020 
Spreading leaflets 0.998 0.002 
Protests and demonstrations 0.900 0.100 
Conference/debate/speech/statement 0.998 0.002 
Publishing articles, books, magazines, leaflets 0.998 0.002 
Recruiting new members 0.985 0.015 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.998 0.002 
Spreading HT propaganda/promoting HT aims 0.998 0.002 
Spreading its ideology via Internet/using websites 0.966 0.034 
Initiating or supporting legal matters in the court 0.958 0.042 
Attempts to overthrow governments 0.998 0.002 
Any violent or criminal activities 0.865 0.135 
Any positive activities 0.998 0.002 
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Figure III.58.  Activities of HT, first class (45.88%). 
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The second class with 37.97% was characterised with articles that contained no 

information on HT activities. Sometimes these articles referred to ‘Conference/debate/speech’ 

(18.9%) and ‘Activities at universities’ (17.7%).  This class was named as ‘occasionally 

‘conferences’ and ‘activities at universities’’.  See Table III.147 and Figure III.59. 

Table III.147.  Activities of HT, second class (37.97%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 
Activities at universities/with students 0.823 0.177 
Spreading leaflets 0.959 0.041 
Protests and demonstrations 0.998 0.002 
Conference/debate/speech/statement 0.811 0.189 

Publishing articles, books, magazines, leaflets 0.904 0.096 
Recruiting new members 0.958 0.042 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.963 0.037 
Spreading HT propaganda/promoting HT aims 0.990 0.010 
Spreading its ideology via Internet/using websites 0.969 0.031 
Attempts to overthrow governments 0.998 0.002 
Initiating or supporting legal matters in the court 0.972 0.028 
Any violent or criminal activities 0.998 0.002 
Any positive activities 0.952 0.048 

Figure III.59.  Activities of HT, second class (37.97%). 
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The third class with 13.46% was characterised with articles often mentioning HT’s 

‘Attempts to overthrow governments’ (53.1%) and ‘Spreading its propaganda’ (49.4%).  This 

class was named as ‘spreading HT propaganda and attempting to overthrow governments’.  

See Table III.148 and Figure III.60. 

Table III.148.  Activities of HT, third class (13.46%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 
Activities at universities/with students 0.998 0.002 

Spreading leaflets 0.985 0.015 

Protests and demonstrations 0.998 0.002 

Conference/debate/speech/statement 0.979 0.021 

Publishing articles, books, magazines, leaflets 0.976 0.024 

Recruiting new members 0.998 0.002 

Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.998 0.002 

Spreading HT propaganda/promoting HT aims 0.506 0.494 

Spreading its ideology via Internet/using websites 0.998 0.002 

Attempts to overthrow governments 0.469 0.531 

Initiating or supporting legal matters in the court 0.977 0.023 

Any violent or criminal activities 0.909 0.091 

Any positive activities 0.998 0.002 

Figure III.60.  Activities of HT, third class (13.46%). 
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The fourth class with 2.7% was characterised with articles often mentioning different 

HT activities.  Such articles often contained information on HT’s ‘Violent and criminal 

activities’ (77.7%), ‘Spreading propaganda’ (63.8%), ‘Activities at universities’ (53.2%), 

‘Spreading leaflets’ (43.7%), ‘Any positive activities’ (32.0%), etc.  See Table III.149 and 

Figure III.61. 
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Table III.149.  Activities of HT, fourth class (2.7%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 
Activities at universities/with students 0.468 0.532 
Spreading leaflets 0.563 0.437 
Protests and demonstrations 0.752 0.248 
Conference/debate/speech/statement 0.902 0.098 
Publishing articles, books, magazines, leaflets 0.901 0.099 
Recruiting new members 0.998 0.002 
Attempts to occupy political/military positions 0.718 0.282 
Spreading HT propaganda/promoting HT aims 0.362 0.638 
Spreading its ideology via Internet/using websites 0.713 0.287 
Attempts to overthrow governments 0.998 0.002 
Initiating or supporting legal matters in the court 0.998 0.002 
Any violent or criminal activities 0.223 0.777 
Any positive activities 0.680 0.320 

Figure III.61.  Activities of HT, fourth class (2.7%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of thirteen variables related to HT activities revealed four latent 

classes of data: (1) not informative (45.88%), (2) occasionally ‘Conferences’ and ‘Activities 

at universities’ (37.97%), (3) spreading HT propaganda and attempting to overthrow 

governments (13.46%) and (4) very informative articles (2.7%). 

First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Topics of articles’  

The set of nine binary variables related to topics of articles with the overall distribution 

of data is presented in Table III.150.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the 

three latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.151.  

The first class with 57.26% was characterised by articles, in which the main topics were 

often ‘Islam and Muslims’ (64.8%) and relatively often ‘Crimes’ (43.2%).  This class was 

named as ‘Islam and Muslims’.  See Table III.152 and Figure III.62. 
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Table III.150. Overall distribution of variables related to topics of the articles (N=396) 

Relative category frequencies 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Politics 0.43 0.75 0.25 
Crimes 0.5 0.477 0.523 
Terrorism 0.48 0.646 0.354 
War 0.32 0.884 0.116 
Human/civil rights 0.33 0.874 0.126 
Immigration 0.39 0.813 0.187 
Law & legislation 0.24 0.937 0.063 
Religion 0.25 0.932 0.068 
Islam & Muslims 0.48 0.359 0.641 

Table III.151.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the topics of the articles (N=396) 

N of classes (h) 
N of parameters 

(n(P)) 
Log-

Likelihood 
Degrees of 

freedom (df) 
Likelihood 

ratio 
p value 

AIC-
Index 

1 9 -1687.41 502 274.42 1 3392.82 
2 19 -1663.53 492 226.67 1 3365.07 
3 29 -1550.2 482 201.47 1 3359.87 
4 39 -1641.18 472 181.96 1 3360.36 
5 49 -1636.82 462 173.25 1 3371.65 

Table III.152.  Topics, first class (57.26%). 

Categories 
Main topics 

No Yes 
Politics 0.752 0.248 
Crimes 0.568 0.432 
Terrorism 0.710 0.290 
War 0.985 0.015 
Human rights 0.955 0.045 
Immigration 0.920 0.080 

Law & legislation 0.926 0.074 
Religion 0.891 0.109 

Islam & Muslims 0.352 0.648 

Figure III.62.  Topics, first class (57.26%). 
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The second class with 37.55% was characterised by articles, in which ‘Islam and 

Muslims’ (72.0%) and ‘Crimes’ (72.0%) were often the main topics.  ‘Politics’ (24.3%), 

‘Terrorism’ (39.4%), ‘War’ (19.5%), ‘Human rights’ (26.7%) and ‘Immigration’ (28.3%) 
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were main topics relatively often.  This class was named as ‘very negative topics and ‘Islam 

and Muslims’’.  See Table III.153 and Figure III.63. 

Table III.153.  Topics, second class (37.55%). 

Categories 
Main topics 

No Yes 
Politics 0.757 0.243 
Crimes 0.280 0.720 
Terrorism 0.606 0.394 
War 0.805 0.195 
Human rights 0.733 0.267 
Immigration 0.717 0.283 
Law & legislation 0.998 0.002 
Religion 0.985 0.015 
Islam & Muslims 0.280 0.720 

Figure III.63.  Topics, second class (37.55%). 
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The third class with 5.2% was characterised by articles, in which ‘Terrorism’ (76.7%)  

‘War’ (65.4%) and ‘Immigration’ (43.7%) were often the main topics and ‘Islam and 

Muslims’ were never the main topic.  This class was named as ‘various topics but never 

‘Islam and Muslims’.  See Table III.154 and Figure III.64. 

Table III.154.  Topics, third class (5.2%). 

Categories 
Main topics 

No Yes 
Politics 0.672 0.328 
Crimes 0.903 0.097 
Terrorism 0.233 0.767 
War 0.346 0.654 
Human rights 0.998 0.002 
Immigration 0.329 0.671 
Law & legislation 0.612 0.388 
Religion 0.998 0.002 
Islam & Muslims 0.998 0.002 
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Figure III.64. Topics, third class (5.2%). 
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To summarize, the LCA of nine variables related to topics of articles revealed three 

latent classes of data: (1) negative topics and ‘Islam & Muslims’ (57.26%), (2) very negative 

topics and ‘Islam and Muslims’ (37.55%), and (3) various topic but never ‘Islam and 

Muslims’ (5.2%). 

Second order latent class analysis testing the second main Britain specific hypothesis  

Six variables – ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, ‘Goals of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’, 

‘Position on use of violence’, ‘Legal status of HT’ and ‘Topics of the articles’ – have been 

analysed together to test the second main hypothesis, i.e. the coverage of HT will be mainly 

balanced although somewhat more negative in 2005 than during other years.  For graphic 

presentation of the variables related to the second hypothesis with the categories and the 

overall distribution of data, see Table III.155 and Table III.156.  The lowest value of the AIC-

Index established that the four latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.157. 

Table III.155. Variables related to the second main hypothesis and the categories (N=396) 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Terms used in 
relation to HT 

Only negative terms Only neutral terms Negative and 
neutral terms 

No terms 

Goals of HT Only negative goals Only neutral goals  Negative and 
neutral goals 

No goals 

Activities of HT Not informative Occasionally 
‘Conferences’ & 
‘Activities in 
universities’ 

‘Spreading HT 
propaganda’ & 
‘Attempting to 
overthrow 
government’ 

Very informative 
articles 

Position on use of 
violence 

Rejection of 
violence 

Support of violence Both positions 
mentioned 

No position 
mentioned 

Legal status of HT Not informative Legal in Britain and 
should not be 
banned 

Banned somewhere 
and should be 
banned in Britain 

*** 

Topics of the articles Negative topics and 
‘Islam and 
Muslims’ 

Very negative 
topics and ‘Islam 
and Muslims’ 

Various topics but 
never ‘Islam and 
Muslims’ 

*** 
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Table III.156. Overall distribution of variables related to the second main hypothesis (N=396) 

Categories 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 
Terms used in relation to HT 1.15 0.28 0.205 0.263 0.253 
Goals of HT 0.88 0.025 0.187 0.051 0.737 
Activities of HT 0.78 0.641 0.227 0.109 0.023 
Position on use of violence 1.19 0.184 0.061 0.078 0.677 
Legal status of HT 0.56 0.821 0.116 0.063 *** 
Topics of the articles 0.56 0.72 0.235 0.045 *** 

Table III.157. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the second main hypothesis (N=396) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 16 -2122.41 2269 740.34 1 4276.82 
2 33 -2051.46 2252 598.44 1 4168.92 
3 50 -2021.47 2235 538.46 1 4142.94 
4 67 -2001.75 2218 499.02 1 4137.5 
5 84 -1985.15 2201 465.83 1 4138.3 
 

The first class with 37.70% was characterised by articles, which contained about equal 

numbers of ‘Only negative terms’ (21.8%), ‘Only neutral terms’ (25.7%), ‘Negative and 

neutral terms’ (28.3%) or ‘No terms’ (24.2%) related to HT.  Such articles contained mainly 

no information about HT’s goals (77.6%) but sometimes informed readers about ‘Only neutral 

goals’ (19.2%).  Such articles were never ‘very informative’ about HT’s activities (0.0%); 

they contained mainly no information on its position on use of violence (85.8%) or its legal 

status (93.7%).  The topics were as a rule ‘Islam and Muslims’ in negative contexts (93.1%).  

This class was named as ‘not informative coverage of HT with equally often used neutral and 

negative terms to describe the group’.  See Table III.158 and Figure III.65. 

Table III.158. Second hypothesis, first class (37.7%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.218 0.257 0.283 0.242 

Goals of HT 0.020 0.192 0.011 0.776 

Activities of HT 0.360 0.474 0.166 0 

Position on use of violence 0.101 0.029 0.011 0.858 

Legal status of HT 0.937 0.017 0.045 *** 

Topics of the articles 0.931 0.069 0 *** 
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Figure III.65. Second hypothesis, first class (37.7%). 
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The second class with 33.09% was characterised by articles, which never provided 

information about HT’s goals (98.3%) and were always ‘not informative’ about activities of 

HT (98.7%).  Such articles relatively often had only negative references (39.6%) or no terms 

(41.3%); they contained mainly no information on its position on use of violence (77.9%) or 

its legal status (75.8%).  Such articles relatively often contained information that ‘HT is legal 

in Britain and should not be banned’ (24.2%).  The topics were always ‘Islam and Muslims’ 

in negative (63.2%) or very negative (32.4%) contexts.  This class was named as ‘not 

informative coverage of HT with either no or only negative terms describing the group’.  See 

Table III.159 and Figure III.66. 

Table III.159. Second hypothesis, second class (33.09%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.396 0.049 0.142 0.413 

Goals of HT 0.016 0.000 0.001 0.983 

Activities of HT 0.987 0.013 0.000 0.000 

Position on use of violence 0.110 0.082 0.030 0.779 

Legal status of HT 0.758 0.242 0.000 *** 

Topics of the articles 0.632 0.324 0.044 *** 

Figure III.66. Second hypothesis, second class (33.09%). 
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The third class with 16.2% was characterised by articles, which often had ‘only neutral’ 

references to HT (45.6%) and ‘only neutral’ goals of HT (34.5%).  Although such articles 

relatively often contained information on ‘attempts to overthrow governments’ (28.4%), they 

also mentioned HT’s rejection of violence (25.7%) rather than its support of violence (3.1%).  

Such articles never contained information on HT’s legal status (99.1%); their topics were 

often ‘very negative and Islam and Muslims’ (51.2%) and relatively often ‘negative and Islam 

and Muslims’ (31.7%).  This class was named as ‘partially informative and mainly neutral 

coverage of HT’.  See Table III.160 and Figure III.67. 

Table III.160. Second hypothesis, third class (16.2%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.230 0.456 0.246 0.068 

Goals of HT 0.001 0.345 0.093 0.561 

Activities of HT 0.715 0.000 0.284 0.000 

Position on use of violence 0.257 0.031 0.123 0.589 

Legal status of HT 0.991 0.009 0.000 *** 

Topics of the articles 0.317 0.512 0.171 *** 

Figure III.67. Second hypothesis, third class (16.2%). 
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The fourth class with 13.0% was characterised by articles, which often contained 

‘Negative and neutral terms’ (53.6%) rather than ‘Only negative terms’ (22.9%) or ‘Only 

neutral terms’ (13.3%) related to HT; they often referred to ‘Only neutral goals’ (44.8%) or 

‘Neutral and negative goals’ (23.8%) rather then ‘Only negative goals’ (9.4%).  Such articles 

were often ‘not informative’ (48.5%) on activities of HT; they often contained information on 

HT’s ‘Rejection of violence’ (52.5%) or ‘Both positions’ (34.0%) rather than just ‘Support of 

violence’ (13.4%).  Such articles often contained information on its legal status and opinions 

whether it should be banned (35.4%) or should stay legal (21.5%).  The topics of such articles 

were mainly ‘Negative and Islam and Muslims’ (83.3%).  This class was named as ‘very 

informative and mainly balanced coverage’.  See Table III.161 and Figure III.68. 
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Table III.161. Second hypothesis, forth class (13.0%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.229 0.133 0.532 0.106 
Goals of HT 0.094 0.448 0.238 0.220 
Activities of HT 0.485 0.340 0.001 0.175 
Position on use of violence 0.525 0.134 0.340 0.001 
Legal status of HT 0.431 0.215 0.354 *** 
Topics of the articles 0.833 0.144 0.023 *** 

Figure III.68. Second hypothesis, forth class (13.0%). 
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The cross tabulation of the four latent classes with the covariate variable ‘Year’ 

revealed that there was a change in coverage of HT in the British press in 2005.  While the 

number of ‘first class’ articles fell and the number of ‘second class’ articles grew, they 

reached the same level of coverage in 2005, i.e. 34% each.  At the same time, the number of 

‘third class’ articles fell and the number of the ‘fourth class’ articles grew slightly, reaching 

the same level of coverage, i.e. approximately 16% each.  Since 2005, coverage of HT 

appears to be rather negative than balanced or neutral.  A chi-square test of independence 

examined the relation between the years of publications and the latent classes.  The relation 

between these variables was significant, χ2(15, N=396)=42.93, p<0.01.  See Table III.162 

and Figure III.69. 

Table III.162. Year*Latent Classes cross tabulation (N=396) 

Classes 

Year 
Not informative/ 

balanced (in 
terms) coverage of 

HT 

Not informative/ 
negative (in 

terms) coverage 
of HT 

Partially 
informative and 
mainly neutral 
coverage of HT 

Very informative 
and mainly 
balanced 

coverage of HT  
2002 % within Year 36.40% 20.94% 32.82% 9.83% 
2003 % within Year 64.41% 15.17% 18.91% 1.51% 
2004 % within Year 39.23% 13.86% 33.96% 12.96% 
2005 % within Year 34.02% 34.63% 16.00% 15.36% 
2006 % within Year 40.07% 37.68% 8.74% 13.51% 
2007 % within Year 33.58% 48.65% 4.15% 13.62% 
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Figure III.69. Latent Classes over years (N=396) 
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To conclude, the second order latent class analyses of six sets of variables -  ‘Terms 

used in relation to HT’, ‘Goals of HT’, ‘Activities of HT’, ‘Position on use of violence’, 

‘Legal status of HT’ and ‘Topics of the articles’ – revealed that four latent classes best 

describe the data: (1) not informative coverage with equally often used neutral and negative 

terms to describe the group (37.7%), (2) not informative coverage with either no or only 

negative terms describing the group (33.1%), (3) partially informative and mainly neutral 

coverage (16.2%), and (4) very informative and mainly balanced coverage of HT (13.0%).  

The results showed that if one takes into account these variables21, the articles could not be 

placed in groups that would be strictly ‘neutral’, ‘negative’, ‘balanced’ or ‘informative’ and 

‘not informative’.  Although each class was a mixture of different aspects of HT coverage, 

that should not be restricted by the names given to latent classes; the main finding was that 

the coverage in British quality newspapers was mainly not very informative and balanced 

with elements of positive coverage.   

The cross tabulation of the latent classes by year showed a change in how HT was 

covered in the British press in 2005 and thereafter.  Not informative articles started referring 

to HT more often in negative terms rather than in equally negative and neutral terms while 

mainly neutral coverage dropped significantly from 34% in 2004 to 4% in 2007.  At the same 

time ‘most informative and mainly balanced coverage’ stayed virtually at the same level of 

about 14%.  It appears that after 2005 there are clear patterns of coverage of HT, which lends 

support for the second main hypothesis.  Coverage was in general balanced, but more 

negative in 2005 and thereafter than in previous years. 

                                                 
21 Low frequencies of such variables as origin of the group, its ideology, presence of quotes and references 
related to the group, arrests or imprisonment of HT members or supporters, opinions on whether HT poses threat 
to the society, etc. decided against taking them into account during the second order latent class analysis.   
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III.2.2.3 The most typical articles of the four latent classes 

Cross tabulation of the variables ‘Year’, ‘Month’ and ‘Latent classes’ suggested that 

certain patterns dominated reporting in Germany on certain issues at certain times.  See Table 

III.163.   

Table III.163. Latent classes of articles written during major events in 2002-2007 in British press revealed 
by the second order LCA testing the second and third hypotheses. 

Latent Classes22 Year 
Month 

Event 
1 2 3 4 

Total 

2002 Oct Three British HT members tortured in 
Egyptian prison 

3 0 7 0 10 

2004 Mar Terror attacks in Uzbekistan; the final 
verdict on the British HT members in Egypt. 

4 1 6 2 13 

May The popular uprising in Andijan, 
Uzbekistan. 

3 8 15 4 30 

July Why British Muslim youngsters committed 
terror attacks on London transport system? 

12 5 1 4 22 

Aug Tony Blair’s plan to ban HT and curb 
terrorism and extremism in Britain. 

14 24 1 9 48 

Sep Public debates on HT’s possible proscription 8 9 1 4 22 

2005 

Nov Public debates on HT’s possible proscription 4 7 1 0 12 
Feb Blair secured ‚anti terrorism’ legislation; HT 

organized protests against cartoons with the 
Prophet Muhammad in Western media 

7 14 1 0 22 

Mar Three British HT members set free in Egypt 
and other mainly HT irrelevant events 

8 2 0 1 11 

2006 

July Two Muslim groups are banned but yet not 
HT 

1 7 0 2 10 

2007 July Brown’s failure to answer Cameron’s 
question on why HT has not been banned; 
prevented terrorist attack on Glasgow airport 

9 16 0 3 28 

 

For example, the coverage of the three British HT members released from an Egyptian 

prison and public debates on reasons for the July 7 terror attacks and their aftermath were 

dominated by articles written with the first pattern.  The coverage of internal British affairs, 

including Blair’s intentions to ban HT and securing anti-terrorism legislation and about the 

failure to ban HT after two years after his announcement was dominated by articles written 

with the second pattern.  Coverage of the terror attacks and the popular uprising in Andijan 

was dominated by articles written with the third pattern. The widest use of the fourth pattern 

was present in August 2005 when Blair announced his intention to ban HT; this pattern, 

however, did not dominate coverage of HT in this period.  Short descriptions of the most 

                                                 
22 Latent classes of the second order LCA testing the second and third hypotheses: (1) not informative coverage 
with equally often used neutral and negative terms to describe the group (37.7%), (2) not informative coverage 
with either no or only negative terms describing the group (33.09%), (3) partially informative and mainly neutral 
coverage (16.2%), and (4) very informative and mainly balanced coverage (13.0%). 
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typical articles representing the four latent classes during various events in 2005 illustrate the 

patterns of coverage and complement the quantitative findings.   

The article “In brief: Trainee’s contract ended” published by The Guardian (2005b, 10) 

was the most typical article representing the first latent class named as ‘not informative 

coverage of HT with equally often used neutral and negative terms to describe the group’.  

The correspondence rate was 99.71%.  In this short article, The Guardian confirmed that it 

ended a contract with its trainee Dilpazier Aslam as a result of Aslam’s refusal to resign his 

HT membership, which the newspaper deemed incompatible with his continued employment.  

The Guardian referred to HT as ‘a political organization’ and provided no details about the 

group.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the name of the first latent class 

accurately described the pattern of coverage of HT in such articles. 

The article “Judges interpret rather than defy the will of Parliament” by Tannock (2005, 

23) in The Daily Telegraph was the most typical article representing the second latent class 

named as ‘not informative coverage of HT with either no or only negative terms describing 

the group’.  The correspondence rate was 99.18%.  In his letter to the editor, Tannock claimed 

that condemning the government’s intention to ban HT was misguided because HT was not a 

peaceful organization.  He argued that being banned in many countries including for its active 

involvement into armed jihad by terrorist means, HT would also use violence in Britain to end 

a parliamentary democracy and to establish a global Islamic caliphate under Sharia law.  The 

qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the name of the second latent class 

corresponded to the pattern of coverage in such articles. 

The article “Tension in Tashkent” by The Daily Telegraph (2005, 25) was the most 

typical article representing the third latent class named as ‘partially informative and mainly 

neutral coverage’.  The correspondence rate was 99.02%.  Following the popular uprising in 

Andijan, The Daily Telegraph commented on the authoritarian Uzbekistan regime and 

inconsistent US foreign policy regarding this Central Asian state.  Although HT was called a 

“radical organization” in this report, this reference was in the context of the Uzbek 

government dismissing dissidents as Islamic extremists and that “tarring all critics of 

government with the same brush was to drive the moderates into the arms of those whom 

Washington viewed as the enemy in the global war on terror”.  There were no more references 

to HT in this article.  The qualitative analysis suggested that the name of the third latent class 

accurately described the pattern of coverage in such articles.  

The article “Extremists face fresh wave of expulsions” by Johnston (2005, 8) in The 

Daily Telegraph was the most typical article representing the fourth latent class named as 
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‘very informative and mainly balanced coverage of HT’.  The correspondence rate was 

98.66%.  This article reported about the intentions of the British Home Office to deport 

Islamic extremists as one of the proposed set of measures to deal with extremism and 

terrorism after terrorist attacks in London in July 2005.  HT was mentioned at the end of the 

article as a ‘Muslim organization, which the Government has threatened to ban’.  An HT 

spokesman was quoted saying that HT was a non-violent organization and pointing to the 

government’s “strange and hypocritical” policies.  Reportedly HT was earlier invited for “a 

Home Office consultation exercise aimed at improving race relations” and the Home Office 

“was happy to take [HT’s views] into consideration when drawing up a strategy.”  The same 

government wanted to proscribe HT.  The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the 

name of the fourth latent class accurately described the pattern of coverage of HT in such 

articles.  

III.2.2.4 Four main patterns of the HT coverage in the British newspapers 

Since construction of the latent classes testing the first hypothesis was based mainly on, 

and heavily influenced by, the variable ‘Main country of articles’, the four latent classes 

constructed to test the second and the third main hypotheses are perceived as the main 

patterns of coverage of HT in the British press in 2002-2007.  The Pearson’s chi-square tests 

of cross tabulation of various variables with these latent classes established that certain points 

of coverage were more often present in one class than another.  See Table III.164. 

The first pattern – not informative coverage of HT with equally often used neutral and 

negative terms to describe the group – was used in 37.7% of articles.  They were almost 

equally often ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’ to HT.  Roughly one third of articles contained 

‘references to HT members, website or document’ and/or information about it being legal in 

Great Britain.  References to law-enforcement officials, its goal to build a caliphate, its 

activities at universities and/or its conferences were present in about 16% of articles.  Other 

information was rarely present.  In these articles, HT was called ‘Muslim/Islamic 

organization’ in more than 40% of articles; the labels ‘radical’ and/or ‘Islamist’ were present 

in about every fifth article; ‘extremist’ and ‘political’ were present in slightly more than 12%.  

Great Britain was the main country in more than 60%.  ‘Terrorism’ was the main topic in 

almost half of articles.  It was established that The Times (44.8%) used this pattern of 

coverage more often than other patterns and also more often than other newspapers.  The 

Guardian and The Financial Times used this pattern in slightly more than 39% of their 

articles. 
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Table III.164. Statistically significant relations between four latent classes and selected variables.  
Responses to multivariate variables are not indicated. (N=396) 

Latent classes 
Variables 

Pearson'
s Chi-
square 

df 
Sig. 
(2-
s) 

1  
(N=147) 

2 
(N=148) 

3 
(N=53) 

4 
(N=48) 

Total 

HT name in a headline 
or lead 

15.738* 3 .001 4 3% 4 3% 1 2% 7 15% 16 

HT relevance 64.050 6 .000 ** ** **  ** **  ** **  ** ** 
Legal in Great Britain 50.803 3 .000 42 29% 83 56% 14 26% 37 77% 176 
Banned in Germany 47.788* 3 .000 11 7% 4 3% 0 0% 15 31% 30 
Should be banned 28.655* 3 .000 5 3% 14 9% 0 0% 12 25% 31 
Should not be banned 46.316* 3 .000 1 1% 23 16% 0 0% 14 29% 38 
Radicalisation due to 
HT 

16.097* 3 .001 5 3% 3 2% 1 2% 7 15% 16 

HT poses threat 21.300* 3 .000 2 1% 5 3% 2 4% 8 17% 17 
References to BNP 3.929* 3 .269 7 5% 4 3% 0 0% 3 6% 14 
References to human 
rights organizations 

35.723* 3 .000 7 5% 4 3% 14 26% 3 6% 28 

References to law-
enforcement officials 

8.484 3 .037 24 16% 25 17% 17 32% 13 27% 79 

References to former 
HT members 

6.436* 3 .092 7 5% 6 4% 0 0% 5 10% 18 

References to HT 
members/website/ 
document 

46.094 3 .000 50 34% 26 18% 23 43% 33 69% 132 

References to a 
religious authority 

20.489* 3 .000 7 5% 9 6% 0 0% 10 21% 26 

References to student 
unions 

9.443* 3 .024 12 8% 3 2% 0 0% 3 6% 18 

References to experts 16.684* 3 .001 8 5% 2 1% 4 8% 8 17% 22 
Terrorist 6.445* 3 .092 2 1.4% 10 6.8% 3 5.7% 4 8.3% 19 
Radical 13.008* 3 .005 27 18.4% 23 15.5% 5 9.4% 17 35.4% 72 
Extremist 7.738* 3 .052 18 12.2% 26 17.6% 3 5.7% 11 22.9% 58 
Fundamentalist .848* 3 .838 4 2.7% 3 2.0% 2 3.8% 2 4.2% 11 
Islamist 10.682* 3 .014 28 19.0% 34 23.0% 11 20.8% 20 41.7% 93 
Militant 3.406* 3 .333 6 4.1% 2 1.4% 2 3.8% 3 6.3% 13 
Other negative 1.485* 3 .686 2 1.4% 4 2.7% 1 1.9% 2 4.2% 9 
Muslim/Islamic 54.270* 3 .000 61 41.5% 11 7.4% 25 47.2% 17 35.4% 114 
Clandestine 20.157* 3 .000 2 1.4% 0 .0% 4 7.5% 5 10.4% 11 
Prohibited 81.434* 3 .000 12 8.2% 2 1.4% 23 43.4% 2 4.2% 39 
Political 19.238* 3 .000 19 12.9% 5 3.4% 3 5.7% 11 22.9% 38 
Religious 9.704* 3 .021 6 4.1% 0 .0% 4 7.5% 1 2.1% 11 
Other neutral 27.784* 3 .000 23 15.6% 2 1.4% 1 1.9% 9 18.8% 35 
Ideology of HT (anti-
Semitic) 

43.885* 3 .000 10 7% 7 5% 1 2% 16 33% 34 

Ideology of HT (anti-
Western) 

36.593* 3 .000 8 5% 2 1% 2 4% 12 25% 24 

Ideology of HT 
(homophobic) 

7.467* 3 .058 5 3% 0 0% 0 0% 2 4% 7 

HT’s goal to build a 
caliphate 

128.061* 3 .000 24 16% 0 0% 26 49% 32 67% 82 

HT's goal to spread 
Islam 

38.407* 3 .000 6 4% 0 0% 5 9% 11 23% 22 
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HT's goal to overthrow 
governments 

63.756* 3 .000 3 2% 0 0% 6 11% 14 29% 23 

HT activities at 
universities 

46.546* 3 .000 23 16% 0 0% 0 0% 13 27% 36 

Spreading leaflets 21.483* 3 .000 6 4% 0 0% 0 0% 6 13% 12 
Organizing 
conferences, debates, 
statements 

35.386* 3 .000 22 15% 0 0% 0 0% 9 19% 31 

Publishing articles, 
books, magazines 

14.652* 3 .002 12 8% 0 0% 1 2% 4 8% 17 

Spreading HT 
propaganda 

25.049* 3 .000 18 12% 0 0% 10 19% 7 15% 35 

Attempts to overthrow 
governments 

50.905* 3 .000 14 10% 0 0% 15 28% 0 0% 29 

Being involved in legal 
matters 

15.108* 3 .002 11 7% 0 0% 0 0% 2 4% 13 

Any violent or criminal 
activities of HT 

41.588* 3 .000 6 4% 6 4% 15 28% 11 23% 38 

Any positive activities 
of HT 

17.040* 3 .001 6 4% 0 0% 0 0% 5 10% 11 

Politics as the main 
theme of an article 

2.400 3 .494 31 21% 39 26% 14 26% 15 31% 99 

Crimes as the main 
topic of an article 

14.843 3 .002 53 36% 49 33% 29 55% 9 19% 140 

Terrorism as the main 
topic of an article 

18.749 3 .000 68 46% 91 61% 17 32% 31 65% 207 

War as the main topic 
of an article 

72.460 3 .000 3 2% 15 10% 24 45% 4 8% 46 

Human and civil rights 
as the main topics of an 
article 

49.589 3 .000 9 6% 38 26% 24 45% 3 6% 74 

Law and legislation 33.638* 3 .000 6 4% 30 20% 14 26% 0 0% 50 
Islam and Muslims 12.357* 3 .006 101 69% 83 56% 31 58% 39 81% 254 
Germany as the main 
country in an article 

4.291* 3 .232 1 1% 4 3% 0 0% 2 4% 7 

Uzbekistan as the main 
country of an article 

73.061 3 .000 6 4% 13 9% 26 49% 7 15% 52 

Great Britain as the 
main country in an 
article 

13.061 3 .005 94 64% 92 62% 26 49% 40 83% 252 

*    Several cells had a value lower than 5 
  

The second pattern – not informative coverage of HT with either no or only negative 

terms describing the group – was used in 33.1 % of articles.  They were more often 

‘irrelevant’ than ‘relevant’ to HT.  More than half of articles in this class contained 

information on HT being legal in Britain, 9.0% contained an opinion that it should be banned 

and 16% that it should not be banned.  Roughly every fifth article contained references to 

law-enforcement authorities and HT members, website or document.  Other information 

about HT was virtually not present in the articles of this class.  These articles tended either 

not to contain any terms (45.3%) describing HT or containing only negative terms (44.66%) 
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such as ‘Islamist’, ‘extremist’, ‘radical’ and/or sometimes ‘terrorist’.  Great Britain was the 

main country and ‘terrorism’ was the main topic in more than 60%.  This pattern of coverage 

was often used by all five newspapers, although by the liberal The Independent, The 

Guardian and Financial Times more often than by conservative newspapers. 

The third class – partially informative and mainly neutral coverage of HT – was present 

in 16.2% of articles.  They were slightly more often HT-relevant rather than irrelevant.  

Roughly half contained references to HT members, website or document and/or HT’s goal to 

build a caliphate.  References to law-enforcement officials, human rights organization, HT’s 

attempts to overthrow a government and/or HT’s violent or criminal activities appeared in 

one-third of articles.  Twenty-six per cent contained information on HT being legal in Great 

Britain, the lowest frequency among the four classes.  Every fifth article contained 

information on HT spreading its propaganda.  This class there tended to refer to HT only in 

neutral terms (54.7%) such as ‘Muslim/Islamic’ (47.2%), ‘prohibited’ (43.4%), ‘clandestine’ 

(7.5%) and/or ‘religious’ (7.5%) rather than only in negative terms (15.1%) such as ‘Islamist’ 

(20.8%) and/or ‘radical’ (9.4%).  ‘Crime’ and/or ‘Islam and Muslims’ were the main topics 

in more than half of the articles; ‘War’ and/or ‘Human/civil rights’ were the main topics 

almost in half.  Uzbekistan and/or Great Britain were equally often the main countries in half 

of such articles.  This pattern of coverage was used by The Independent more often than by 

other newspapers. 

The fourth class – very informative and mainly balanced coverage of HT – was used in 

13.0% of articles.  Of 48 such articles, only eight were irrelevant to HT.  About 70% 

contained the following information about HT: legal in Great Britain; references to HT 

members, website or document; references to law-enforcement authorities; and/or, HT’s goal 

to build a caliphate.  Roughly two-third contained information that HT was banned in 

Germany; it should be banned; it should stay legal; it was anti-Semitic; it was anti-Western; 

its goal to overthrow a government; and/or, its activities at universities.  Roughly every fifth 

article referred to a religious authority; HT’s goal to spread Islam; HT organizing 

conferences, debates, statements; its violent and criminal activities; it posing a threat; and/or 

radicalisation due to HT.  Roughly one-third referred to former members; spreading leaflets; 

publishing books and/or magazines; spreading propaganda; and/or, HT’s positive activities in 

society.  Articles in this class tended to refer to HT with both negative and neutral terms at 

the same time (58.3%) or only negative terms (22.9%).  The most often used terms related to 

HT were ‘Islamist’ (41.7%), ‘radical’ (35.4%), ‘Muslim’ (35.4), ‘extremist’ (22.9%), 

‘political’ (22.9%), and/or ‘clandestine’ (10.4%) organization.  ‘Islam and Muslims’ was the 
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main topic and Great Britain was the main country in more than 80% of these articles.  The 

other main topics were ‘Terrorism’ (65%) and ‘Politics’ (31%).  This pattern was used most 

often by The Daily Telegraph (18.8%) and least often by The Guardian (8.3%). 

Table III.165. Sources*Latent classes cross-tabulation (N=396) 

Sources  
Classes The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT The Times DT Total 

Count 13 53 18 43 20 147 1 
% within Source 25.0% 39.8% 39.1% 44.8% 29.0% 37.1% 
Count 21 54 18 29 26 148 2 
% within Source 40.4% 40.6% 39.1% 30.2% 37.7% 37.4% 
Count 11 15 4 13 10 53 3 
% within Source 21.2% 11.3% 8.7% 13.5% 14.5% 13.4% 

Count 7 11 6 11 13 48 4 
% within Source 13.5% 8.3% 13.0% 11.5% 18.8% 12.1% 
Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table III.166. HT’s position on use of violence*Latent classes cross-tabulation (N=226) 

HT’s position on use of violence  
 

Class 
 

Rejection 
of violence 

Support of 
violence 

Both 
positions 

mentioned 

No attitude 
to violence 
mentioned 

Total 

Count 15 5 2 125 147 1 
% within Class 10.2% 3.4% 1.4% 85.0% 100.0% 
Count 16 12 5 115 148 2 
% within Class 10.8% 8.1% 3.4% 77.7% 100.0% 
Count 17 1 7 28 53 3 
% within Class 32.1% 1.9% 13.2% 52.8% 100.0% 
Count 25 6 17 0 48 4 
% within Class 52.1% 12.5% 35.4% 0% 100.0% 

Count 73 24 31 268 396 
Total 

  18.4% 6.1% 7.8% 67.7% 100.0% 
 

III.2.3  Kyrgyzstan 

III.2.3.1 Testing the second main hypothesis with fourteen sub-hypotheses 

The quantitative findings on the fourteen sub-hypotheses testing the second Kyrgyzstan 

specific hypothesis, that the coverage of HT will be mainly negative although most negative 

in 2002 and 2003, are based on descriptive statistics and chi-square tests of independence of 

relevant variables.  Thus, SH-1, that the number of articles informing readers about HT being 

banned somewhere will be higher than the number of articles containing information about 

HT being not banned elsewhere, and SH-2, that the number of articles containing an opinion 
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that HT should be banned will be higher than the number of articles containing an opinion 

that HT should not be banned or should be legalized, were supported.  Of 325 articles, 136 

(41.8%) contained information on its legal status and 189 (58.2%) contained no information 

on its legal status.  Of 325 articles, 3 (0.9%) contained information on HT being banned in 

Germany, 121 (37.2%) on it being banned elsewhere, 22 (6.8%) on it not being banned 

somewhere, 6 (1.8%) on need to ban it (e.g. in Great Britain and/or Denmark) and 1 (0.3%) 

on the need for it not to be banned or being legalized.  SH-3, that references and/or quotations 

related to HT made by different sources will be dominated by the voices of law-enforcement 

officials, was supported.  Of 325 articles, 190 (58.5%) contained quotes from or references to 

law enforcement officials and/or institutions considerably higher than references to other 

sources.  See Table III.60.   

SH-4, that the number of articles that will use only negative terms in regard to HT will 

be higher than the number of articles using only neutral or no terms was not supported.  Of 

325 articles, 35 (10.8%) contained only negative terms (‘terrorist’, ‘radical’, ‘extremist’, 

‘fundamental’, ‘Islamist’, ‘militant’, ‘fanatic’, and ‘other negative terms’); 79 (24.3%) 

contained only neutral terms (‘clandestine’, ‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘prohibited’, ‘political 

organization’, ‘religious organization’, ‘clerical’, and ‘other neutral terms’) in relation to HT; 

132 (40.6%) contained both negative and neutral terms, and 79 (24.3%) contained no terms in 

relation to HT.  See Table III.167 and Table III.168.   

Table III.167. Terms used in relation to HT (N=325) 

Responses 
Terms used in relation to HT 

N 
Percent 
(N=247) 

Percent 
(N=325) 

Terrorist 6 2.4% 1.8% 
Radical 74 30.0% 22.8% 
Extremist 106 42.9% 32.6% 
Fundamental 2 0.8% 0.6% 
Islamist 8 3.2% 2.5% 
Militant 4 1.6% 1.2% 
Fanatic 23 9.3% 7.1% 
Clandestine/ underground/ secretive 63 25.5% 19.4% 
Muslim/ Islamic 15 6.1% 4.6% 
Prohibited 103 41.7% 31.7% 
Political organization/party/movement/group 11 4.5% 3.4% 
Religious organization/party/movement/group 112 45.3% 34.5% 
Clerical 9 3.6% 2.8% 

Other neutral terms (not unknown, agitators, 
newly, the best known, propagandists) 

9 3.6% 2.8% 

Other negative terms (dangerous, notorious, restless) 8 3.2% 2.5% 
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Table III.168. Frequency by terms used in relation to HT (N=325) 

Terms used in relation to HT Frequency Percent 

Negative terms only 35 10.8 

Neutral terms only 79 24.3 

Negative and neutral terms 132 40.6 

No terms used 79 24.3 
Total 325 100.0 

 

SH-5, that the number of articles containing only negative references 

members/organization will increase overtime, was not supported.  SH-6, that the number of 

articles containing negative references to HT members/organization in 2002 and 2003 will be 

higher than in the subsequent years, was supported.  A chi-square test of independence 

examined the relation between the variables ‘Terms used in relation to HT’ and ‘Year’.  The 

relation between these variables was significant, χ2(15, N=325)=27.65, p<0.05.  Although the 

number of articles using only negative references in 2003 was equal to the number of articles 

using only neutral references, the number of articles using negative and neutral terms in 

regard to HT was highest in 2002 and 2003.  See Table III.169 and Figure III.70.   

Table III.169. Terms used in relation to HT*Year cross tabulation (N=325) 

Year  
Terms used in relation to HT 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 
Count 4 7 7 6 8 3 35 Negative terms only  

% within Terms 11.4% 20.0% 20.0% 17.1% 22.9% 8.6% 100.0% 
Count 6 7 13 14 23 16 79 Neutral terms only 

% within Terms 7.6% 8.9% 16.5% 17.7% 29.1% 20.3% 100.0% 
Count 29 29 24 19 16 15 132 Negative and neutral 

terms  % within Terms 22.0% 22.0% 18.2% 14.4% 12.1% 11.4% 100.0% 
Count 10 10 12 14 22 11 79 No terms 

% within Terms 12.7% 12.7% 15.2% 17.7% 27.8% 13.9% 100.0% 

Total Count 49 53 56 53 69 45 325 

Figure III.70. Terms used in relation to HT*Year (N=325) 
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SH-7, that the main points of HT ideology will be mentioned more often in 2003 than in 

the subsequent years, was supported.  Of 325 articles, 58 (17.8%) contained information on 

the ideology of HT and 267 (82.2%) did not.  Of 325 articles, 34 (10.5%) contained 

information on HT being ‘anti-secular/anti-constitutional or anti-state; 20 (6.2%) contained 

information about HT being against any political form other than Islamic; eight (2.5%) 

contained information about HT being anti-Western; eight (2.5%) contained information 

about HT being anti-Karimov, at the time president of Uzbekistan; three (0.9%) contained 

information about HT being anti-Semitic; three (0.9%) contained information about HT being 

anti-Slavic/anti-Christian; three (0.9%) contained information about Islam and Islamic 

identity as part of HT’s ideology; and, seven (2.2%) contained arguments about HT’s 

ideology being contradictory to Islam.  See Table III.170 and Table III.171.   

Table III.170. Frequency by ideology of HT, multiple responses (N=325). 

Responses 
Ideology of HT 

N 
Percent 
(N=58) 

Percent 
(N=325) 

Anti-secular/anti-constitutional/anti-state 34 58.6% 10.5% 
Against any political form other than Islamic (incl. anti-
democracy, against elections, etc.) 

20 34.5% 6.2% 

Anti-Western 8 13.8% 2.5% 
Against President Karimov of Uzbekistan/ against ‘Uzbekistan’ 8 13.8% 2.5% 
Anti-Semitic/anti-Israel 3 5.2% 0.9% 
Anti-Slavic/anti-Christian 3 5.2% 0.9% 

For Islam / Islamic identity 3 5.2% 0.9% 
HT’s ideology is against Islam 7 12.1% 2.2% 

Table III.171. Ideology of HT*Year cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=68). 

Year 
Ideology of HT 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 
Anti-secular/anti-constitutional/anti-state 3 11 13 4 3 0 34 

Against any political form other than Islamic 
(incl. anti-democracy, against elections, etc.) 

1 7 1 6 2 3 20 

Anti-Western 1 4 0 1 2 0 8 

Against President Karimov of Uzbekistan/ 
against ‘Uzbekistan’ 

2 2 0 1 1 2 8 

Anti-Semitic/anti-Israel 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 

Anti-Slavic/anti-Christian 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 

For Islam / Islamic identity 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 

HT’s ideology is against Islam 3 1 0 0 3 0 7 

Total (times of mention) 14 27 14 13 13 5 86 

Total (number of articles) 6 16 14 10 8 5 59 
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SH-8, that HT’s use of violence in reaching its political goals will be mentioned more 

often than its official rejection of violent means, was supported.  Of 325 articles, 1 (0.3%) 

contained information on HT rejecting violence as part of its ideology, 24 (7.4%) contained 

information on HT supporting violence as part of its ideology, 10 (3.1%) contained 

information on both positions, i.e. rejection and support of violence, and 290 (89.2%) did not 

mention any position of HT regarding use of violence.  SH-9, that the number of articles 

mentioning only its neutral goals will be fewer than the number mentioning only negative 

goals, was not supported.  Of 325 articles, 18 (5.5%) mentioned only negative goals (‘To lead 

Muslims in a struggle against non-believers’, ‘To overthrow governments’, ‘To fight against 

Israel’, ‘To destabilize situation’ and ‘To change a constitutional order’), 31 (9.5%) 

mentioned only neutral goals (‘To spread Islam’, ‘To unite diverse Muslim countries’, ‘To 

occupy political positions’ and ‘To build a caliphate’), 28 (8.6%) mentioned at least one 

negative and at least one neutral goal, and 248 (76.3%) did not mention any of its goals.  SH-

10, that the articles mentioning HT’s positive activities will not be present in the Kyrgyz 

press, was not supported.  See Table III.172 and Table III.173. 

Table III.172. Frequency by goals of HT, multiple responses (N=325). 

Responses 
 

Goals of HT N 
Percent  
(N=77) 

Percent  
(N=325) 

To spread Islam 11 14.3% 3.4% 
To unite diverse Muslim groups, countries 3 3.9% 0.9% 
To build a caliphate 56 72.7% 17.2% 
To occupy political positions 13 16.9% 4.0% 
To overthrow a government 13 16.9% 4.0% 
To lead Muslims in Jihad/ to attack non-believers 18 23.4% 5.5% 
To fight against Israel 1 1.3% 0.3% 
To destabilize situation 5 6.5% 1.5% 
To change a constitutional order 21 27.3% 6.5% 
Other 4 5.2% 1.2% 

Table III.173. Frequency by goals of HT (N=325) 

Goals of HT Frequency Percent 
Negative goals only 18 5.5% 
Neutral goals only 31 9.5% 
Negative and neutral goals 28 8.6% 
No goals 248 76.3% 
Total 325 100.0% 

 

SH-11 that, the number of articles containing information on ‘Any violent or criminal 

activities will increase over time and will be high overall, was partially supported.  Of 325 
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articles, 167 (51.4%) mentioned at least one activity of HT, and 158 (48.6%) did not mention 

any activity of HT.   

Table III.174. Frequency by activities of HT, multiple responses (N=325). 

Responses 
Activities of HT 

 N 
Percent 
(N=167) 

Percent 
(N=325) 

Spreading leaflets 88 52.7% 27.1% 
Spreading HT propaganda/ promoting HT aims 32 19.2% 9.8% 
Recruiting new members 21 12.6% 6.5% 
Protests and demonstrations 16 9.6% 4.9% 
Publishing articles books magazines leaflets 12 7.2% 3.7% 
Activities with students 5 3.0% 1.5% 
Attempts to occupy political positions 4 2.4% 1.2% 
Spreading its ideology via Internet/ using websites 5 3.0% 1.5% 
Charity activities 7 4.2% 2.2% 
Assistance to its members 7 4.2% 2.2% 
Preaching/ leading discussions in a mosque 5 3.0% 1.5% 
Making contacts with media 9 5.4% 2.8% 
Any violent or criminal activity 43 25.7% 13.2% 
Other activities 17 10.2% 5.2% 

Table III.175. Activities*Year cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=325) 

Year Activities of HT 
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total 

Spreading leaflets 10 28 14 15 11 10 88 
Spreading HT propaganda/ promoting HT aims 5 6 8 2 9 2 32 
Recruiting new members 0 4 4 2 7 4 21 
Protests and demonstrations 1 2 3 7 0 3 16 
Publishing articles, books, magazines, leaflets 2 5 0 4 1 0 12 
Activities with students 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 
Attempts to occupy political positions 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 
Spreading its ideology via Internet/ using websites 0 3 0 2 0 0 5 
Charity activities 0 0 0 0 2 5 7 
Assistance to its members 1 0 2 2 1 1 7 
Preaching/ leading discussions in a mosque 1 1 0 2 1 0 5 
Making contacts with media 1 0 0 2 2 4 9 
Any violent or criminal activity 5 8 8 3 14 5 43 
Other activities 2 2 0 2 10 1 17 
Total (times of articles) 17 33 29 29 39 21 168 
Total (number of mentions) 29 61 40 45 59 37 271 

 

Of 325 articles, 88 (27.1%) mentioned spreading leaflets, 32 (19.2%) spreading 

propaganda/promoting its aims, 21 (6.5%) recruiting new members, 16 (4.9%) organizing or 

participating in protests/demonstrations, 12 (3.7%) publishing articles, books and/or 

magazines, 14 (3.5%) spreading ideology via the Internet, 9 (2.3%) recruiting new members, 

35 (8.8%) spreading propaganda, 21 (5.3%) protests and demonstrations, 5 (1.5%) HT’s 
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activities with students, 4 (1.2%) attempts to occupy political/civil positions, 5 (1.5%) 

spreading its ideology via the Internet, 7 (4.2%) its charitable activities, 7 (4.2%) providing 

financial or other assistance to its members, 5 (1.5%) preaching or leading discussions in a 

mosque, 9 (2.8%) making contacts with media, 43 (13.8%) any violent and/or criminal 

activity, 17 (5.2%) other activities.  See Table III.174 and Table III.175.   

SH-12, that many articles will contain information about HT posing a threat, was not 

supported.  Of 325 articles, 38 (11.7%) contained and 287 (88.3%) did not contain 

information about it posing a threat.  Of 325 articles, three (0.9%) contained information 

about radicalisation of people/Muslims due to HT, 322 (99.1%) did not contain such 

information.  SH-13, that the number of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with 

‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ as the main topics will be high, was supported.  Of 226 HT 

‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, ‘Politics’ was the main topic in 25 (11.1%), 

‘Terrorism’ in 26 (11.5%), ‘Crimes’ in 156 (69.0%), ‘War’ in eight (3.5%), ‘Law and 

legislation’ in eight (3.5%), ‘Human, civil rights’ in eight (3.5%), ‘Immigration’ in one 

(0.4%), ‘Religion’ in 19 (8.4%), ‘Islam and Muslims’ in 38 (16.8%) and ‘Security’ in nine 

(4.0%).  See Table III.176.   

Table III.176. Frequency by main topics of articles, multiple responses (N=325) 

Responses 
Main topics of articles 

N Percent (N=325) N Percent (N=226) 
Politics 46 14.2% 25 11.1% 
Terrorism 52 16.0% 26 11.5% 
Crime 196 60.3% 156 69.0% 
War 10 3.1% 8 3.5% 
Law and legislation 10 3.1% 8 3.5% 
Human/civil rights 10 3.1% 8 3.5% 
Immigration 4 1.2% 1 0.4% 
Religion 33 10.2% 19 8.4% 
Islam and Muslims 52 16.0% 38 16.8% 
Security 26 8.0% 9 4.0% 
Total (in articles) 320 98.5% 224 99.1% 

 

SH-14, that the number of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, 

‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ as the sub-topics will be high, was not supported.  Of 226 ‘highly 

relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles, ‘Politics’ was the sub-topic in two (0.9%), ‘Terrorism’ in five 

(2.2%), ‘Crimes’ in five (2.2%), ‘War’ in two (0.9%), ‘Law and legislation’ in one (0.4%), 

‘Human, civil rights’ in one (0.4%), ‘Immigration’ in two (0.9%), ‘Religion’ in four (1.8%) 

and ‘Islam and Muslims’ in five (2.2%).  See Table III.177.  Lack of support of SH-14 did not 

lend support for the second main hypothesis. 
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Table III.177. Subtopics of articles, multiple responses (N=325) 

Responses 
Sub-topics of 

articles N 
Percent 
(N=325) 

N 
Percent  
(N=226) 

Politics 4 1.2% 2 0.9% 
Terrorism 9 2.8% 5 2.2% 
Crime 6 1.8% 5 2.2% 
War 4 1.2% 2 0.9% 
Law and legislation 2 0.6% 1 0.4% 
Human/civil rights 2 0.6% 1 0.4% 
Immigration 3 0.9% 2 0.9% 
Religion 5 1.5% 4 1.8% 
Islam and Muslims 5 1.5% 5 2.2% 
Total (in articles) 36 11.1% 24 10.6% 

 

To conclude, of fourteen sub-hypotheses, five did not lend support to the second main 

hypothesis, that coverage of HT will be mainly negative although most negative in 2002 and 

2003.  Those sub-hypotheses were: SH-4, that the number of articles that will use only 

negative terms in regard to HT will be higher than the number of articles using only neutral or 

no terms in relation to HT; SH-9, that the number of articles mentioning only neutral goals 

will be less than the number of articles mentioning only negative goals; SH-10, that articles 

mentioning its positive activities will not be present in the Kyrgyz press; SH-12, that many 

articles will contain information about HT posing threat, was not supported; and, SH-14, that 

the number of ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles with ‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ 

as the sub-topics will be high.   

However, the lower number of articles with only negative terms and references in 

comparison with the higher number of articles with only neutral terms and references to HT 

was not an indicator of a more neutral coverage of HT.  The number of articles containing 

negative and neutral terms like ‘an extremist religious’, ‘a banned radical’, ‘a banned 

extremist religious’ or ‘a banned radical’ organization exceeded articles using either only 

negative or only neutral terms.  The lower number of articles describing only negative goals 

in comparison with the number of articles describing only neutral goals is also a poor 

indicator of the balanced coverage.  Since the goal ‘To build a caliphate’ was mentioned 

significantly more often than any other goal, the low number of articles mentioning only 

negative and only neutral goals are more likely to indicate the poor informative content of 

articles in regard to HT in VB.  Its positive activities, like charitable activities, were 

mentioned in seven articles, and these only in 2006 and 2007.  This is a drastic change from 

an unspoken self-restraint policy of Kyrgyz journalists not to ‘promote HT’ on the pages of 

the newspaper (Wolf 2006).  Finally, since one topic could only be either the main or sub-
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topic, the low number of articles having ‘Crimes’, ‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ as sub-topics is only 

an indicator and further confirmation that these were mainly the main topics.  Therefore, 

quantitative data on fourteen propositions aiming at measuring how negative the coverage of 

HT in the Kyrgyz newspaper was, revealed that it was negative and it was more negative in 

2002 and 2003 than during other years. 

III.2.3.2 Testing the second main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

To complement the quantitative findings, I conducted a first order latent class analysis 

of the variables related to ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, and ‘Topics of articles’ and then 

conducted a second order latent class analysis of the mentioned variables along with the 

variables ‘HT poses threat’, ‘Position of HT on use of violence’ and ‘Overarching variables’.  

The ‘Overarching variables’ in the Kyrgyz sample, unlike in the German and British samples, 

included not only the variables related to ‘Legal status of HT’, ‘Quotes/references related to 

HT’, ‘Ideology of HT’, ‘Goals of HT’ and ‘Activities of HT’ but also the variables 

‘Prosecution of HT members’, ‘Confiscation/discovery of HT leaflets’ and ‘Other informative 

points about HT’.   

First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Terms related to HT’  

The set of twelve binary variables related to terms used in relation to HT with the 

overall distribution of data is presented in Table III.178.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that the four latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.179. 

The first class with 49.00% was characterised by articles rarely describing HT with any 

terms.  Some such articles described it as a ‘prohibited’ (27.1%) and/or ‘extremist’ (12.0%) 

group.  This class was named as ‘hardly any terms’.  See Table III.180 and Figure III.71. 

Table III.178.  Overall distribution of variables related to terms used in relation to HT (N=325) 

Relative category frequencies 
Variables Stdev 

No Yes 

Radical 0.42 0.772 0.228 

Extremist 0.47 0.677 0.323 

Islamist 0.15 0.975 0.025 
Fanatics 0.26 0.929 0.071 
Clandestine 0.15 0.975 0.025 
Muslim/Islamic 0.40 0.806 0.194 

Prohibited 0.21 0.954 0.046 

Political 0.47 0.683 0.317 

Religious 0.18 0.966 0.034 
Clerical 0.47 0.658 0.342 
Other neutral 0.16 0.972 0.028 

Other negative 0.16 0.972 0.028 
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Table III.179. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to terms used in relation to HT (N=325) 

N of classes (h) 
N of parameters 

(n(P)) 
Log-

Likelihood 
Degrees of 

freedom (df) 
Likelihood 

ratio 
p value 

AIC-
Index 

1 12 -1299.59 4083 396.86 1 2623.18 
2 25 -1240.53 4070 278.75 1 2531.07 
3 38 -1226.63 4057 250.94 1 2529.26 
4 51 -1211.8 4044 221.29 1 2525.61 
5 64 -1204.6 4031 206.89 1 2537.2 

Table III.180. Terms used in relation to HT, first class (49.00%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Radical 0.998 0.002 
Extremist 0.880 0.120 
Islamist 0.988 0.012 
Fanatics 0.995 0.005 
Clandestine 0.904 0.096 
Muslim/Islamic 0.956 0.044 
Prohibited 0.729 0.271 
Political 0.975 0.025 
Religious 0.998 0.002 
Clerical 0.989 0.011 
Other neutral 0.998 0.002 
Other negative 0.992 0.008 

Figure III.71.  Terms used in relation to HT, first class 49.00%. 
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The second class with 27.35% was characterised by articles always describing HT as a 

‘religious’ (99.2%) group/organization.  HT was also often referred to as an ‘extremist’ 

(54.4%), ‘prohibited’ (41.6%) or ‘radical’ (30.4%) group/organization.  This class was named 

as ‘a religious extremist/radical/prohibited organization’.  See Table III.181 and Figure III.72. 
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Table III.181.  Terms used in relation to HT, second class (27.35%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III.72.  Terms used in relation to HT, second class (27.35%). 
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The third class with 14.48% was characterised by articles referring to HT relatively 

often as an ‘extremist’ (71.4%), ‘clandestine’ (60.9%) and/or ‘religious’ (47.8%) organization 

but sometimes also as ‘radical’ (35.9%) and/or ‘fanatics’ (32.4%) and never as a 

‘Muslim/Islamic’ (0.02%) organization.  This class was named as ‘extremist/ clandestine/ 

religious/ radical/ fanatics but never Muslim/Islamist organization’.  See Table III.182 and 

Figure III.73. 

Table III.182.  Terms used in relation to HT, third class (14.48%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Radical 0.641 0.359 
Extremist 0.286 0.714 
Islamist 0.978 0.022 
Fanatics 0.676 0.324 
Clandestine 0.391 0.609 
Muslim/Islamic 0.998 0.002 
Prohibited 0.71 0.290 
Political 0.97 0.030 
Religious 0.522 0.478 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Radical 0.696 0.304 
Extremist 0.456 0.544 
Islamist 0.998 0.002 
Fanatics 0.929 0.071 
Clandestine 0.852 0.148 
Muslim/Islamic 0.998 0.002 
Prohibited 0.584 0.416 
Political 0.937 0.063 
Religious 0.008 0.992 
Clerical 0.998 0.002 
Other neutral 0.978 0.022 
Other negative 0.998 0.002 
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Clerical 0.847 0.153 
Other neutral 0.868 0.132 
Other negative 0.859 0.141 

Figure III.73.  Terms used in relation to HT, third class (14.48%). 
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The fourth class with 9.16% was characterised by articles always referring to HT as 

‘radical’ (99.8%) and relatively often as ‘prohibited’ (30.7%) and ‘Muslim/Islamic’ (26.8%). 

Such articles sometimes described HT as ‘clandestine’ (19.9%), ‘extremist’ (13.3%) and 

‘Islamist’ (16.7%).  This class was named as ‘radical Muslim/ Islamic /Islamist /prohibited 

/clandestine organization’.  See Table III.183 and Figure III.74. 

To summarize, the latent class analysis of twelve variables related to terms used in 

relation to HT revealed four latent classes of data: (1) hardly any terms (49.0%), (2) religious 

extremist/ radical/ prohibited organization (27.35%), (3) extremist/ clandestine/ religious/ 

radical/ fanatics but never Muslim/Islamist organization (14.48%), (4) ‘radical Muslim/ 

Islamic /Islamist /prohibited /clandestine organization (9.16%). 

Table III.183.  Terms used in relation to HT, fourth class (9.16%). 

Categories 
Variables 

No Yes 
Radical 0.002 0.998 
Extremist 0.867 0.133 
Islamist 0.833 0.167 
Fanatics 0.978 0.022 
Clandestine 0.801 0.199 
Muslim/Islamic 0.732 0.268 
Prohibited 0.693 0.307 
Political 0.998 0.002 
Religious 0.998 0.002 
Clerical 0.998 0.002 
Other neutral 0.971 0.029 
Other negative 0.998 0.002 
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Figure III.74.  Terms used in relation to HT, fourth class (9.16%). 
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First order latent class analysis of the variable ‘Topics of the articles’ 

The set of ten binary variables related to topics of articles with the overall distribution of 

data is presented in Table III.184.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index established that the 

three latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.185. 

Table III.184. Overall distribution of variables related to topics of the articles (N=325) 

Relative category 
frequencies Variables Stdev 

0 1 
Politics 0.35 0.858 0.142 

Terrorism 0.36 0.843 0.157 

Crime 0.49 0.397 0.603 

War 0.17 0.969 0.031 

Law and legislation 0.17 0.969 0.031 

Human/civil rights 0.17 0.969 0.031 

Immigration 0.11 0.988 0.012 

Religion 0.3 0.898 0.102 

Islam and Muslims 0.37 0.84 0.16 

Security 0.27 0.92 0.08 

Table III.185.  Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the topics of the articles (N=325) 

N of classes (h) 
N of parameters 

(n(P)) 
Log-

Likelihood 
Degrees of 

freedom (df) 
Likelihood 

ratio 
p value 

AIC-
Index 

1 10 -987.83 1013 280.98 1 1995.67 
2 21 -919.93 1002 145.17 1 1881.85 
3 32 -899.79 991 104.9 1 1863.58 
4 43 -893.3 980 91.91 1 1872.59 
5 54 -889.2 969 83.71 1 1886.4 

 

The first class with 59.57% was characterised by articles, in which the main topic was 

exclusively ‘Crime’ (99.8%).  This class was named as ‘Crime’.  See Table III.186 and Figure 

III.75. 
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Table III.186.  Topics, first class (59.57%). 

Categories 
Main topics 

No Yes 
Politics 0.953 0.047 

Terrorism 0.915 0.085 

Crime 0.002 0.998 

War 0.990 0.010 

Law and legislation 0.985 0.015 
Human/civil rights 0.981 0.019 

Immigration 0.995 0.005 
Religion 0.987 0.013 

Islam and Muslims 0.922 0.078 

Security 0.949 0.051 

Figure III.75.  Topics, first class (59.57%). 
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The second class with 29.13% was characterised by articles, in which ‘Terrorism’ 

(36.4%), ‘Islam/Muslims’ (30.4%) and ‘Religion’ (29.1%) were relatively often the main 

topics.  This class was named as ‘Terrorism and Islam/Muslims’.  See Table III.187 and 

Figure III.76. 

Table III.187.  Topics, second class (29.13%). 

Categories 
Main topics 

No Yes 
Politics 0.998 0.002 

Terrorism 0.636 0.364 

Crime 0.98 0.020 

War 0.926 0.074 
Law and legislation 0.936 0.064 
Human/civil rights 0.969 0.031 

Immigration 0.979 0.021 
Religion 0.709 0.291 

Islam and Muslims 0.696 0.304 
Security 0.851 0.149 
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Figure III.76.  Topics, second class (29.13%). 
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The third class with 11.31% was characterised by articles, in which ‘Politics’ (99.8%) 

was always the main topic and ‘Islam/Muslims’ (22.2%) was occasionally the main topic.  

This class was named as ‘Politics and occasionally Islam/Muslims’.  See Table III.188 and 

Figure III.77. 

Table III.188.  Topics, third class (11.31%). 

Categories 
Main topics 

No Yes 
Politics 0.002 0.998 
Terrorism 0.998 0.002 

Crime 0.977 0.023 

War 0.973 0.027 

Law and legislation 0.973 0.027 
Human/civil rights 0.911 0.089 

Immigration 0.973 0.027 
Religion 0.919 0.081 

Islam and Muslims 0.778 0.222 
Security 0.946 0.054 

Figure III.77. Topics, third class (11.31%). 
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To summarize, the latent class analysis of ten variables related to topics of articles 

revealed three latent classes of data: (1) ‘Crime’ (59.57%), (2) ‘Terrorism and Islam/Muslims’ 

(29.13%), and (3) ‘Politics and Islam/Muslims’ (11.31%). 

Second order latent class analysis testing the second main Kyrgyzstan-specific hypothesis 

Five sets of variables – ‘Overarching variables’, ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, 

‘Position on use of violence’, ‘HT poses threat’ and ‘Topics of the articles’ – have been 

analysed together to test the second main hypothesis, i.e. coverage of HT will be mainly 

negative although more negative in 2002 and 2003 than during other years.  For graphic 

presentation of the variables related to the second hypothesis with the categories and overall 

distribution of data, see Table III.189 and Table III.190.  The lowest value of the AIC-Index 

established that three latent classes best describe the data.  See Table III.191. 

Table III.189. Variables related to the 2nd main hypothesis and the categories (N=325) 

Categories Variables 
0 1 2 3 

Overarching 
variables 

Informative not 
crime stories 

Informative crime 
stories 

Not informative 
articles 

Very informative 
articles 

Terms used in 
relation to HT 

Hardly any terms Religious 
extremist/radical 
/prohibited 
organization 

Extremist/clandestin
e/religious/ 
radical/fanatics but 
never 
Muslim/Islamist 
organization 

Radical Muslim/ 
Islamic /Islamist 
/prohibited 
/clandestine 
organization 

Position on use of 
violence 

Rejection of 
violence 

Support of violence Both positions 
mentioned 

No attitude to 
violence mentioned 

Topics Crime Terrorism and 
Islam/Muslims 

Politics and 
Islam/Muslims 

*** 

HT poses a threat No  Yes *** *** 

Table III.190. Overall distribution of variables related to the 2nd main hypothesis (N=325) 

Categories 
Variables Stdev 

0 1 2 3 
Overarching variables 0.95 0.329 0.366 0.215 0.089 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.98 0.489 0.305 0.105 0.102 
Position on use of violence 0.57 0.003 0.074 0.031 0.892 
Topics 0.69 0.603 0.286 0.111 *** 
HT poses threat 0.32 0.883 0.117 *** *** 

Table III.191. Goodness of fit statistics for variables related to the 2nd main hypothesis (N=325) 

N of classes 
(h) 

N of parameters 
(n(P)) 

Log-
Likelihood 

Degrees of 
freedom (df) 

Likelihood 
ratio 

p value AIC-Index 

1 12 -1347.69 356 1000.77 1.000 2719.38 
2 25 -1287.73 343 787.59 1.000 2625.46 
3 38 -1244.99 330 657.34 1.000 2565.98 
4 51 -1233.52 317 545.98 1.000 2569.04 
5 64 -1222.15 304 517.2 1.000 2572.30 
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The first class with 40.57% was characterised by articles that were often ‘informative 

not crime stories’ (55.0%) and ‘not informative articles’ (42.3%).  They mainly contained no 

terms related to HT (65.2%) and no position on its use of violence (92.3%).  Some articles 

contained information on HT posing some kind of threat (11.7%).  The topics of such articles 

were more often ‘Terrorism and Islam/Muslims’ (55.5%) rather than ‘Crime’ (24.8%) or 

‘Politics and Islam/Muslim’ (19.7%).  This class was named as ‘not informative, sometimes 

negative (in terms) coverage of HT’.  See Table III.192 and Figure III.78.  

The second class with 38.45% was characterised by articles that were very often 

‘informative crime stories’ (80.6%) that often contained no terms related to HT (54.1%).  

Such articles never contained information on HT’s position on use of violence (97.8%) and it 

posing a threat (99.8%).  The main topic was always ‘Crime’ (99.2%).  This class was named 

as ‘informative and partially neutral crime stories’.  See Table III.193 and Figure III.79. 

Table III.192. Second hypothesis, first class (40.57%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Overarching variables 0.550 0.025 0.423 0.001 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.652 0.200 0.039 0.109 
Position on use of violence 0.007 0.069 0.000 0.923 
Topics 0.248 0.555 0.197 *** 
HT poses threat 0.883 0.117 *** ***  

Figure III.78. Second hypothesis, first class (40.57%). 
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Table III.193. Second hypothesis, second class (38.45%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Overarching variables 0.077 0.806 0.113 0.003 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.541 0.320 0.046 0.093 
Position on use of violence 0.000 0.021 0.000 0.978 
Topics 0.992 0.002 0.006 *** 
HT poses threat 0.998 0.002 *** *** 
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Figure III.79. Second hypothesis, second class (38.45%). 
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The third class with 20.98% was characterised by articles that were always either ‘very 

informative’ (41.8%), ‘informative’ (36.3%) or ‘informative crime stories’ (21.8%).  They 

always contained some terms related to HT.  Such articles relatively often contained 

information on HT posing threat (32.9%) and either supporting violence (18.0%) or both its 

official and factual positions on use of violence (14.6%).  The main topics were mainly 

‘Crime’ (57.7%), but also ‘Terrorism and Islam/Muslim’ (28.6%) and ‘Politics and 

Islam/Muslims’ (13.7%).  This class was named as ‘very informative and mainly very 

negative’.  See Table III.194 and Figure III.80. 

Table III.194. Second hypothesis, third class (20.98%). 

Categories 
Variables 

0 1 2 3 
Overarching variables 0.363 0.218 0.001 0.418 
Terms used in relation to HT 0.079 0.479 0.339 0.103 
Position on use of violence 0.000 0.180 0.146 0.673 
Topics 0.577 0.286 0.137 *** 
HT poses threat 0.671 0.329 *** ***  

Figure III.80. Second hypothesis, third class (20.98%). 
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The cross tabulation of the three latent classes with the covariate variable ‘Year’ 

revealed that there was a drastic change in coverage of HT in the Kyrgyz press in 2003.  The 

number of ‘not informative, sometimes negative (in terms) coverage’ fell from 44.23% in 

2002 to 27.03% in 2003.  At the same time, the number of ‘very informative and mainly very 

negative’ articles grew from 21.77% in 2002 to 33.83% in 2003.  The growth of the number 

of ‘informative and partially neutral crime stories’ from 2002 to 2003 by five per cent 

reflects the increase in arrests of members during the year the official ban began in 

Kyrgyzstan.  From 2003 onwards, the number of ‘very informative and mainly very negative 

coverage of HT’ articles steadily decreased and reached its minimum at 14.0% in 2007.  

From 2004 onwards the number of ‘informative and partially neutral crime stories about HT’ 

steadily coverage in VB.  The number of articles with ‘not informative, sometimes negative 

(in terms) coverage’ fluctuated over the years, reaching its minimum of 27.0% in 2003 and 

its maximum of 45.96% in 2005.  A chi-square test of independence examined the relation 

between the years of publications and the latent classes.  The relation between these variables 

was significant, χ2(10, N =325)=11.68, p<0.01.  See Table III.195 and Figure III.81. 

Table III.195. Year*Latent Classes cross tabulation (N=325) 

Classes 

Year Not informative, 
sometimes negative (in 
terms) coverage of HT 

Informative and 
partially neutral crime 

stories about HT 

Very informative and 
mainly very negative 

coverage of HT 
2002 % within Year 44.2% 34.0% 21.8% 
2003 % within Year 27.0% 39.1% 33.8% 
2004 % within Year 44.0% 32.5% 23.5% 
2005 % within Year 45.9% 35.3% 18.7% 
2006 % within Year 40.6% 42.4% 17.0% 
2007 % within Year 36.7% 49.3% 14.0% 

Figure III.81. Latent Classes over years (N=325)  
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To conclude, the second order latent class analysis of five sets of variables – 

‘Overarching variables’, ‘Terms used in relation to HT’, ‘Position on use of violence’, ‘HT 

poses threat’ and ‘Topics of the articles’ – revealed that three latent classes best describe the 

data: (1) not informative, sometimes negative (in terms) coverage (40.57%), (2) informative 

and partially neutral crime stories about HT (38.45%), (3) very informative and mainly very 

negative coverage (20.98%).  Although names given to the latent classes should not be 

regarded as strict indicators of the contents of articles in each class, it can be generally 

concluded that there were patterns of how it was covered in VB with the most informative 

articles also being most negative and crime stories being more neutral than other articles.  

Crime stories were usually short and contained only factual information but no analysis.  

Therefore, the mere growth of such articles indicates the increasing number of arrests and 

prosecutions of members in Kyrgyzstan over years rather than increasing of balanced 

reporting.  Perhaps, the decreased number of very informative articles over the years can be 

attributed to journalistic assumptions that it was already well known to the public; to 

journalists changing attitudes the organization; to changes of the organization itself; and/or to 

changes of political realities in Kyrgyzstan and in the Central Asian region. 

III.2.3.3 The most typical articles of the three latent classes 

Unlike in the German and the British samples, there were only several time periods 

(months) in Kyrgyzstan when reports were very closely interconnected with each other.    

Nevertheless, the prevalence of one pattern of coverage over another can still be tracked.  See 

Table III.196.  Thus, for example, the majority of very informative and very negative articles 

were published in November 2003, the month when HT was officially banned in Kyrgyzstan.  

The first pattern of coverage persisted throughout the timeframe of the research and 

dominated coverage of HT in September 2002, when the Kyrgyz government intended to 

introduce a moratorium to assembly due to the widespread activities of HT in the region.  The 

second pattern of coverage was evident in April and October 2004 and August and September 

2006 more often than during other times.  Short descriptions of the most typical articles 

representing the three latent classes illustrate the patterns of coverage and further illuminate 

the quantitative findings.   

The article “Vera i pravda. Da ne oskudeet ruka dayushego” [Faith and truth. But let the 

giving hand not be impoverished; my translation] by Urumbaev (2006a) was the most typical 

article representing the first latent class named as ‘not informative, sometimes negative (in 

terms) coverage of HT’.  The correspondence rate was 100%.  This lengthy article reported 

about the government’s intention to control financial flows of religious organizations.  
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Urumbaev mentioned HT while questioning the income sources of Muslim and non-Muslim 

religious institutions in Kyrgyzstan.  He did not label the organization with any terms and 

only referred to unnamed ‘experts’ claiming that “HT probably also receives financial 

contributions from generous sponsors from different parts of the world” (Urumbaev 2006a).  

The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the name of the first latent class 

corresponded to the pattern of coverage in such articles, although this article had no negative 

terms used in relation to HT.  

Table III.196. Events that made HT newsworthy in Kyrgyzstan in 2002-2007 (N=325) and the patterns 
that were used to cover those events. 

Latent Classes  (in articles) 
Year   Month 

Event 
1 2 3 

Total 

March Different core issues with ‘religion’ as a 
general theme  

4 3 1 8 2002 

Sept. HT becoming more active in spreading 
propaganda was used as a justification for 
introducing a moratorium to assembly 

5 3 0 8 

2003 Nov. Banning HT by the decision of the Kyrgyz 
Supreme Court 

3 1 5 9 

Apr. Arrests of HT members in Kyrgyzstan and 
references in the context of terror acts in 
Uzbekistan in March 2004 

3 5 1 9 2004 

Oct. HT coverage is seen as an attempt to 
highlight the threat of terrorism and 
extremism in Kyrgyzstan 

3 5 1 9 

Feb. HT calling on Muslims to boycott 
parliamentary elections on the one hand 
and HT supporting certain candidates from 
the opposition on the other hand 

3 3 2 8 2005 

July Different issues including presidential 
elections in Kyrgyzstan, arrests of HT 
members and interviews with HT members. 

3 4 2 9 

July Different crime stories and efforts of law 
enforcement officials to combat extremism 

4 4 0 8 

Aug. Different crime stories and efforts of law 
enforcement officials to combat extremism 

6 7 0 13 

2006 

Sept. Diverse HT coverage with interviews from 
different social actors including the HT 
leader in the southern Kyrgyzstan 

4 5 4 13 

 

The article “Listovki v pochtovom yashike” [Hizb ut-Tahrir: leaflets in the post box; my 

translation] by Kuzminyh (2006) was the most typical article representing the second latent 

class named as ‘informative and partially neutral crime stories about HT’.  The 

correspondence rate was 99.33%.  This short crime story was about law enforcement officials 

arresting a man distributing HT leaflets in a marketplace and about them collecting leaflets as 

evidence from residents of an apartment house, who called the militia when they found the 
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leaflets in their post boxes.  Kuzminyh, who used this pattern of coverage more than any other 

VB journalist, refrained from using pejorative terms when reporting on the group and referred 

to it as a “banned party.”  The qualitative analysis of this article suggested that the name of 

the second latent class accurately described the pattern of HT’s coverage in such articles. 

The article “Hizbutchiki nam ne poputchiki” [Hizb ut-Tahrir is not a companion to us; 

my translation] by Urumbaev (2006b) was the most typical article representing the third latent 

class named as ‘very informative and mainly very negative coverage of HT’.  The 

correspondence rate was 100%.  This article was Urumbaev’s (2006b) lengthy interview of 

with two HT leaders in the southern part of Kyrgyzstan.  Typically for VB interviews with HT 

members, the article was labelled as the ‘exclusive’ material.  This time, however, the names 

of the interviewees were not disclosed on their request.  Introducing HT as a radical extremist 

and officially banned party, the author referred to law enforcement officials, connected HT 

with militant operations of terrorist organizations and suggested looking at this organization 

from the inside.  In the mean time, the HT leaders freely communicated their views on such 

political issues as anti-terrorist operation in Afghanistan, recent terrorist attacks in the south 

of Kyrgyzstan, their position towards the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, their political 

goals and justification of a caliphate as a “supranational, supra racial state of universal 

justice” (Urumbaev 2006b).  The question about HT’s position on violent means to reach their 

goals provided an opportunity for the interviewees to refer to the Prophet Mohammed 

rejecting violence and to refute information about HT members keeping arms.  At some point 

the questions and answers in this interview appear as if they were abstracts from interviews 

with experts on security in Central Asia or political campaigners but not radical Islamists.  

While the quantitative analysis suggested that the pattern of this article was ‘the most 

informative and the most negative coverage of HT’, I would argue that the qualitative analysis 

suggests that this pattern was indeed ‘the most informative’ but not necessarily the most 

negative.  After reading this article the general impression of HT can becoming to a certain 

extent positive. 

III.2.3.4 Three main patterns of the HT coverage in the Kyrgyz newspaper 

The Pearson’s chi-square tests of independence of various variables with the latent 

classes established that certain points of HT’S coverage were indeed more often present in 

one class than the others.  See Table III.197. 

The first pattern – not informative, sometimes negative (in terms) coverage – was found 

in 124 articles (40.57 %).  They were of different lengths and without specific topics 

prevailing over other topics.  More than a half of such articles appeared either in the 
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‘Overview of a day’ or ‘Actual/ Main topic’ section and were irrelevant to HT.  More than 

half of articles attributed to VB (11) and more than half of articles containing a visual image 

(49) fit this pattern.  Satybekov produced considerably more reports with this pattern than 

any other journalist.  At the same time, he, Otorbaeva, Oreshkin, Kasybekov and Malikova 

preferred this pattern to the other two patterns.  Such articles occasionally contained the 

‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ name in their headlines or leads and hardly any information about HT’s 

ideology and prosecutions of members.  More than one third contained no describing words 

related to HT.  However, terms ‘extremist’, ‘radical’, ‘religious’ and/or ‘prohibited’ were 

used more often than other terms.  Only about one fifth contained information regarding its 

goals and, then, mainly about its aim to restore a caliphate.  About one third contained 

information about HT activities and, then about ‘Any violent and/or criminal activities’ 

and/or about ‘Spreading leaflets’ more often than about other activities.  Kyrgyzstan was the 

main country in the overwhelming majority of articles. 

Table III.197. Statistically significant relations between four latent classes and selected variables.  
Responses to multivariate variables are not indicated. (N=325) 

Latent Classes 
Variables 

Pearson's 
Chi-

square 
df 

Sig. 
(2-s) 1 2 3 Total 

Picture 23.629* 2 .000 49 39.5% 20 14.1% 21 35.6% 90 
HT name in the headline 
or a lead 

21.965* 2 .000 21 16.9% 61 43.0% 23 39.0% 105 

HT relevance 78.746* 4 .000   0.0%   0.0%   0.0% 0 
Banned in Kyrgyzstan 26.035* 2 .000 25 20.2% 71 50.0% 25 42.4% 121 
Banned in other 
countries 

19.696* 2 .000 9 7.3% 2 1.4% 11 18.6% 22 

HT poses threat 61.379* 2 .000 15 12.1% 0 0.0% 23 39.0% 38 
Prosecution 53.442* 2 .000 2 1.6% 54 38.0% 20 33.9% 76 
Criminal case against 
HT 

50.084* 2 .000 0 0.0% 48 33.8% 15 25.4% 63 

Detection/confiscation 
of HT leaflets 

100.480* 2 .000 2 1.6% 84 59.2% 27 45.8% 113 

Detection/confiscation 
of arms belonging to HT 

10.457* 2 .005 2 1.6% 16 11.3% 7 11.9% 25 

References to political 
authorities 

39.304* 2 .000 40 32.3% 16 11.3% 31 52.5% 87 

References to law-
enforcement officials 

81.310* 2 .000 34 27.4% 106 74.6% 50 84.7% 190 

References to HT 
members/website/ 
document 

39.995* 2 .000 8 6.5% 4 2.8% 18 30.5% 30 

References to a religious 
authority 

17.671* 2 .000 17 13.7% 8 5.6% 16 27.1% 41 

References to human 
rights organization 

10.934* 2 .004 8 6.5% 0 0.0% 5 8.5% 13 

References to experts 13.713* 2 .001 19 15.3% 8 5.6% 14 23.7% 41 
Terrorist 9.686* 2 .008 1 0.8% 1 0.7% 4 6.8% 6 
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Radical 8.774* 2 .012 23 18.5% 29 20.4% 22 37.3% 74 
Extremist 47.332* 2 .000 24 19.4% 41 28.9% 41 69.5% 106 
Islamist 1.169* 2 .557 4 3.2% 2 1.4% 2 3.4% 8 
Fanatics 38.610* 2 .000 1 0.8% 7 4.9% 15 25.4% 23 
Muslim/Islamic 3.587* 2 .166 4 3.2% 10 7.0% 1 1.7% 15 
Clandestine 61.997* 2 .000 12 9.7% 18 12.7% 33 55.9% 63 
Prohibited 29.729* 2 .000 19 15.3% 66 46.5% 18 30.5% 103 
Political 3.935* 2 .140 5 4.0% 2 1.4% 4 6.8% 11 
Religious 29.190* 2 .000 24 19.4% 53 37.3% 35 59.3% 112 
Ideology of HT (anti-
constitutional/anti-
secular/anti-state) 

17.784* 2 .000 7 5.6% 12 8.5% 15 25.4% 34 

Ideology of HT (against 
any political form, 
elections) 

25.899* 2 .000 2 1.6% 6 4.2% 12 20.3% 20 

Ideology of HT (anti-
Western) 

17.841* 2 .000 1 0.8% 1 0.7% 6 10.2% 8 

HT's position on use of 
violence 

71.405* 6 .000   0.0%   0.0%   0.0% 0 

HT’s goal to build a 
caliphate 

72.799* 2 .000 17 13.7% 7 4.9% 32 54.2% 56 

HT's goal to spread 
Islam 

17.958* 2 .000 4 3.2% 0 0.0% 7 11.9% 11 

HT's goal to overthrow 
governments 

11.860* 2 .003 2 1.6% 4 2.8% 7 11.9% 13 

HT's goal to occupy 
political positions 

40.706* 2 .000 2 1.6% 0 0.0% 11 18.6% 13 

HT's goal to lead 
Muslims in Jihad 

38.003* 2 .000 1 0.8% 4 2.8% 13 22.0% 18 

HT's goal to change the 
constitutional order 

23.783* 2 .000 6 4.8% 3 2.1% 12 20.3% 21 

Spreading leaflets 40.844* 2 .000 9 7.3% 53 37.3% 26 44.1% 88 
Charity activities 7.579* 2 .023 2 1.6% 1 0.7% 4 6.8% 7 
Spreading HT 
propaganda 

31.929* 2 .000 3 2.4% 12 8.5% 17 28.8% 32 

Recruiting new 
members 

30.784* 2 .000 1 0.8% 7 4.9% 13 22.0% 21 

Any violent or criminal 
activities of HT 

15.249* 2 .000 12 9.7% 14 9.9% 17 28.8% 43 

Politics as the main 
theme of an article 

23.474* 2 .000 28 22.6% 5 3.5% 13 22.0% 46 

Crimes as the main topic 
of an article 

185.279* 2 .000 23 18.5% 142 100.0% 31 52.5% 196 

Terrorism as the main 
topic of an article 

21.052* 2 .000 32 25.8% 8 5.6% 12 20.3% 52 

Security 9.611* 2 .008 16 12.9% 4 2.8% 6 10.2% 26 
Islam and Muslims 25.265* 2 .000 27 21.8% 7 4.9% 18 30.5% 52 
Kyrgyzstan as the main 
country in an article 

20.047* 2 .000 107 86.3% 142 100.0% 54 91.5% 303 

Uzbekistan as the main 
country of an article 

7.084* 2 .029 18 14.5% 7 4.9% 6 10.2% 31 

USA as the main 
country in an article 

10.019* 2 .007 13 10.5% 2 1.4% 4 6.8% 19 

*    Several cells had a value lower than 5 
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The second pattern – informative and partially neutral crime stories about HT – was 

found in 142 articles (38.45%).  The overwhelming majority were up to 300 words long and 

appeared in the following sections: ‘Overview of a day’, ‘Zone of trouble/Hot spot’ or 

‘Crimes’.  About two thirds were ‘highly relevant’ to HT.  About half contained the ‘Hizb ut-

Tahrir’ name in their headlines or leads.  Occasionally they contained visual images.  All 

reports produced by Kuzminyh and unidentified special correspondents followed this pattern 

of coverage.  Urumbaev and Khamidov used this pattern more often than other patterns and 

more often than other journalists.  The overwhelming majority contained at least one term 

describing the organization.  The terms ‘prohibited’, ‘religious’ and/or ‘extremist’ appeared 

more often than other terms and the terms ‘prohibited’ and ‘religious’ significantly more 

often than in other patterns.  Such articles very often contained information about arrests or 

criminal cases against members; the overwhelming majority contained information about 

detection and/or confiscation of leaflets.  More than half contained information about at least 

one HT activity.  ‘Spreading leaflets’, ‘Any violent or criminal activity’ and ‘Spreading HT 

propaganda’ were mentioned more often than other activities.  These articles contained 

hardly any information about HT’s ideology and goals; all had Kyrgyzstan as the main 

country and ‘Crimes’ as the main topic.  That publication of such articles occurred more 

often in 2006 than other years could be attributed to the growing concern of the Kyrgyz 

government about religious radicalism, which was seen as justification for terrorist attacks 

earlier that year, and also about HT becoming a political challenge to the interim 

government.     

The third pattern – very informative and mainly very negative coverage – was found in 

59 articles (20.98%).  They were of different lengths but very often ‘highly relevant’ to HT.  

One third contained visual images and more than one third contained the ‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ 

name in headlines or leads.  Satybekov produced considerably more reports using this pattern 

than other journalists; Karimov used this pattern almost as often as the first pattern.  Arrests, 

criminal cases and/or discovery/confiscation of leaflets were mentioned in almost half. About 

half contained some information on HT’s ideology.  Ideology being ‘Anti-constitutional/anti-

secular/anti-state’ and HT being ‘Against any political form of government/against elections’ 

was mentioned more often than other points.  Two-thirds mentioned at least one goal; 

herewith, ‘To build a caliphate’, ‘To lead Muslims in Jihad’, ‘To change a constitutional 

order’ and ‘To occupy political positions’ were mentioned more often than other goals of 

HT.  The overwhelming majority of such articles mentioned at least one activity of HT. 

‘Spreading leaflets’, ‘Spreading propaganda’, ‘Any violent and/or criminal activity’ and 
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‘Recruiting new members’ were mentioned more often than other activities.  Virtually every 

article contained at least one term describing HT.  The terms ‘extremist’, ‘clandestine’, 

‘religious’, ‘radical’, ‘prohibited’ and ‘fanatical’ were used more often than other words.  

Arrests and criminal cases as well detection/confiscation of leaflets were mentioned in half.  

Kyrgyzstan was as a rule the main country; ‘Crimes’, ‘Politics’, ‘Islam’ and/or ‘Terrorism’ 

were often the main topics.  The publication of such articles more often in 2003 than other 

years could be attributed to the official ban of HT by the Kyrgyz court late in 2003 and the 

growing need to inform the public about the ‘malicious’ nature of this organization. 

III.2.4  Discussion 

Previous empirical studies on coverage of new religious movements (Richardson and 

van Driel 1988b; 1997; Wright 1997; Silk 1997); Christian mainstream movements (Hart, 

Turner, and Knupp 1980); Christian fundamentalist movements (Kerr and Moy 2002; 

Bantimaroudis 2007) as well as Islam and Muslims (Sheikh, Price, and Oshagan 1995; 

d'Haenens and Bink 2006; Manning 2006; Kabir 2006; Nickels et al. 2008) revealed that 

Western media reporting on those issues was predominantly negative at all times and often 

revolved around violence, conflicts, and scandals.  Coverage of Islam and Muslims in German 

media (Jäger 2007; Schiffer 2005; 2007; Hafez 2000b; 2002a; 2002b; Hafez and Richter 

2007) and British media (Poole 2000; 2002; 2006; Richardson 2001; 2004; 2006) was not 

exception.  Although there are virtually no large-scale empirical studies on coverage of Islam 

and Muslims in the Kyrgyz media, the findings on reporting on religion in Central Asia in 

general (Loersch 2002; Freedman and Chang 2007; Freedman, Chang, and Shafer 2008; 

Freedman and Walton 2006) suggested that journalists were highly constrained politically, 

socially, and economically to report critically on religious matters unless one or another 

religious movement posed a threat to an incumbent government.   

Since any religion appears to be most visible in the news when it becomes a problem 

(Jenkins 2007) and a balanced news agenda is hard to achieve “as long as Islamism is 

involved” (Hafez 2005, 8), it was predictable that reporting on HT in German, British, and 

Kyrgyz newspapers would be negative.  Nevertheless, it was expected that it would be more 

balanced in the democratic states of Germany and Great Britain, where media production, 

unlike in Kyrgyzstan, is not directly influenced or controlled by incumbent officials and 

where HT is not perceived as an alternative force to the existing political regime.  However, it 

appears that the legal status of HT in these countries was a determining factor in how media 

covered this group in 2002-2007.   
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III.2.4.1 Legal status of HT 

It was found that mentioning the legal status of HT in the country of reporting prevailed 

over mentioning that it has a different legal status in other countries.  Thus, 44.4% of the 

British articles mentioned HT being legal in Great Britain and 31.3% mentioned it being 

banned in some countries including Germany.  In Germany, 47.79% of articles mentioned HT 

being banned there, 19.03% mentioned HT being banned in some other countries, and 9.29% 

mentioned it being legal in Great Britain.  In Kyrgyzstan, 37.2% of articles mentioned HT 

being banned there, 0.9% mentioned it being banned in Germany and 6.8% mentioned it 

being legal in Great Britain.  Apart from the general tendency of journalists to focus on 

factors relevant to the country of reporting, this trend can be explained by various other 

factors in the three countries. 

In the Kyrgyz newspaper, with very short news stories dominating the coverage, 

mentioning its legal status in other countries would not fit articles’ main themes.  They were 

often crime stories about arrests of members/sympathizers for spreading leaflets.  When 

Kyrgyz journalists mentioned HT being legal in Great Britain, it was often in the context of 

accusing Great Britain of providing a safe heaven for radicals, criminals, and terrorists as well 

as hosting a European headquarters of HT.  With 8.9% of the Kyrgyz articles referring to 

members/sympathizers as poor, uneducated, young people, perhaps it was impossible for the 

journalists to think of well-educated, middle-class members in European countries fighting for 

Islam as their identity.  Moreover, the Kyrgyz articles referred to HT as a ‘banned’ 

organization long before November 2003, when the corresponding court decision was made.  

Such references were justified by the law prohibiting registration of religious political parties, 

although there was no evidence suggesting that it attempted to register as a political party in 

Kyrgyzstan or elsewhere.  Thus, on the one hand, the poor coverage of its ‘legal status’ in VB 

can be attributed to the very nature of short news stories staying strictly with factual 

information.  On the other hand, it can be logically attributed to the lack of interest/knowledge 

on the part of the Kyrgyz journalists to report about HT in other countries and lack of a 

critical approach to reporting about it in Kyrgyzstan.     

In the German newspapers where reporting on HT often has been foreign-oriented, 

frequent mentions of it being banned in Germany is seen as an attempt by journalists to 

provide a basic orientation to German readers regarding its situation in Germany.  Frequent 

mentions of HT also being banned in other countries is seen as an attempt to strengthen the 

German position on the threatening nature of this organization.  FAZ  most often mentioned 

HT being legal in Great Britain, and that in a very critical form.  Some FAZ articles quoted 
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the HT office in London denying its involvement in terrorist attacks or Blair initiating 

investigations into banning it.  In other FAZ articles Great Britain was directly accused of 

hosting many radical Islamists groups and quoted moderate Muslim leaders who urged Great 

Britain to ban HT activities as soon as possible.  The other newspapers either never mentioned 

HT being legal in Great Britain or did so in an insignificant way.   

Although German and Kyrgyz newspapers included virtually no discussion of the pros 

and cons of banning HT in Germany and Kyrgyzstan respectively, this discourse took place in 

Great Britain; 7.8% of British articles contained arguments for banning HT and 9.6% of 

articles contained arguments for not banning it.  However, its legal status in Great Britain was 

not considered an issue only until the terrorist attacks on London in July 2005, followed by 

Blair’s decision to ban it as part of his twelve points program to curb extremism in Great 

Britain in August 2005.  Thus, in 2002, 2003, and 2004 there were no more than nine articles 

per year mentioning HT being legal in Great Britain.  This number rose to 82 in 2005 and fell 

to 42 in 2006 and 29 in 2007.  After August 2005, mentions of HT being ‘still’ legal in Great 

Britain were made not as a way of praising or supporting it but as a way of criticizing the 

British government for failing to proscribe it.  Therefore, the tendency of British journalists to 

mention its legal status in Great Britain is seen not as a tendency to report about its situation 

in the country in general, as done in Germany and Kyrgyzstan, but rather as a rational to 

report extensively about HT at certain periods of political conflicts in the country.    

III.2.4.2 Quotations/references related to HT 

The variable ‘Quotations/references related to HT’ was included in this study to identify 

“who gets to speak in the news” (Richardson 2006, 103), “[w]hose voices predominate, 

whose vie and contend, and whose are marginalized or rendered silent on the news stage” 

(Cottle quoted in Richardson 2006, 103).  Similar to the findings of Richardson (2006), in his 

study on quotations and references to Islam and Muslims in five British daily and two Sunday 

broadsheet newspapers, the quotations and references in this study were dominated by 

bureaucratic news sources.  In the German newspapers, half of the articles and about 70% in 

the Kyrgyz newspaper contained at least one reference to law-enforcement authorities, which 

constituted twice as many as those that contained quotations/references to political authorities.  

To the contrary, in Great Britain references to political authorities appeared in 53% of articles 

and references to law-enforcement officials in about 20%.  This tendency can be explained by 

the fact that the news discourse in Great Britain related to HT revolved mainly around Blair’s 

pledge to ban it; in Germany, it was mainly about law-enforcement officials having banned 
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this group; and in Kyrgyzstan, it was all about law-enforcement authorities detecting, 

arresting, persecuting, or reporting about members.   

The second most cited news sources in the British newspapers was ‘HT member, 

document and/or website’ (33.3%), which was the third-most cited news source in the 

German newspapers (16.8%) and the fifth-most cited source in the Kyrgyz newspaper (11%).  

The references to HT as a news source in the British articles appeared mainly in 2002, when 

three British HT members were arrested and imprisoned in Egypt for attempting to revive HT 

in Egypt; in 2005 after Blair announced his plan to ban HT; and in 2006 when Blair’s 

successor Brown was questioned by his conservative opponent about why the Labour 

government failed to ban it a year earlier.  At these times, the HT office in Great Britain 

actively issued statements and commented on those issues in British media.  The references to 

HT as a news source were done in the German and Kyrgyz newspapers more or less evenly 

throughout the research period with references in July and August 2005 becoming more 

freuqent than usual.   

The fact that religious scholars/activists/authorities were quoted or referred to twice as 

often in the Kyrgyz newspaper than in the British and German newspapers can be attributed to 

the fact that Kyrgyz actors often accused Muslim religious authorities of being unable to 

openly disagree with HT members and to denounce their ideology.  Unlike in the German and 

British newspapers, in Kyrgyz journalists referred relatively often to unidentified ‘experts’ 

(15.1%) to support their arguments regarding HT and to give them more credibility.  

References to the far-right national party in connection with HT in Germany (7.56%) can be 

explained by the fact that HT was first noticed in Germany when it invited their leaders to its 

meeting.  References to the British National Party in connection with HT in Great Britain 

(3.5%) were made to report how a member of the BNP joined HT, to draw parallels between 

two radical parties, and to argue that the BNP should be banned as well if HT is to be banned. 

III.2.4.3 Terms related to HT 

About every fourth article in the British and Kyrgyz newspapers, and about one-tenth in 

the German newspapers, contained no descriptive words related to HT.  This can be explained 

by the fact that passing references in the British and Kyrgyz articles appeared more often than 

in the German articles.  However, the terms applied to HT in other articles clearly illustrate 

the framing of this organization in three different social, cultural and legal settings.  Thus for 

German journalists, HT was mainly an Islamist organization (36.73%), which was banned 

(30.97%), extremist (17.7%) and/or radical (16.81%).  For British journalists, it was mainly a 

Muslim/Islamic (28.8%) and to a lesser extent an Islamist organization (23.5%), which was 
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radical (18.2%) and/or extremist (14.6%).  For Kyrgyz journalists, HT was mainly a religious 

(34.5%) and/or extremist (32.6%) organization, which was banned (31.7%), radical (22.8%) 

and/or clandestine (19.4%).  Evidently, the clash of definitions in the German, British, and 

Kyrgyz newspapers was not accidental.   

German journalists’ preference for the term ‘Islamist’ to the term ‘Muslim’ may conflict 

with conclusions of Hafez (2005) and Glück (2008) that the German media do not 

differentiate between moderate and extremist Islamic groups and refer to all of them as 

‘Islamists’, as German journalists uniformly and consistently referred to HT as an ‘Islamist’ 

organization.  This was accurate if it applied the definition of ‘Islamism’ provided by German 

security services.  To the contrary, British journalists used the terms ‘Islamist’ and ‘Muslim’ 

in regard to HT almost interchangeably suggesting that they were either undecided about it 

being either a radical/extremist ‘Muslim’ or ‘Islamist’ organization, or it was a different use 

of descriptive words that depended on contexts and the individual newspapers.  The cross-

tabulation of these terms with the variables ‘Year’ and ‘Source’ suggested that they were used 

equally often during the timeframe of the research, with The Times and The Daily Telegraph 

clearly preferring ‘Muslim’ and The Guardian preferring ‘Islamist’.  Referring to HT with the 

general term ‘religious’, instead of specifying HT as being ‘Muslim’ or ‘Islamist’ 

organization as the Kyrgyz journalists did, can be attributed to the fact that Kyrgyzstan is a 

Muslim-majority state and affiliation of radical ideology with Islam has been consciously 

avoided.  This assessment is supported by the fact that the Kyrgyz articles sometimes referred 

to HT ideology having nothing in common with Islam (2.2%), unlike in the German and 

British articles. 

The findings in this study partially confirmed and partially rejected the tendencies 

identified in previous studies on coverage of Islam and Muslims in media. Contrary to 

Kramer’s (2003) expectation, ‘Islamism’ was not replaced with the terms ‘militant Islam’ or 

‘militant Muslims’; the term ‘militant’ was rarely used in British (3.3%), German (1.77%), 

and Kyrgyz (1.2%) articles when referring to HT.  Poole’s (2006) finding, that the term 

‘fundamentalism’ has been replaced by ‘extremism’ and ‘terrorism’ in British newspapers 

since 2002, may be further supported by the fact that the term ‘fundamentalists’ has been 

rarely used in connection to HT in German (5.75%), British (2.8%), and Kyrgyz (0.6%) 

articles, unlike terms ‘extremism’ and ‘terrorism’.  However, HT was more often described as 

a ‘terrorist’ group in the German (7.08%) than in the British (4.8%) or Kyrgyz articles (1.8%).  

HT was occasionally presented as a ‘political’ group in Great Britain (9.6%), rarely in 

Kyrgyzstan (3.4%), and virtually never in Germany.  HT was sometimes described as 
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‘fanatics’ (7.1%) in the Kyrgyz newspaper and virtually never in the British and German 

newspapers.   

III.2.4.4 Ideology, goals and activities of HT  

Different sub-categories of the variables ‘Ideology’, ‘Goals’ and ‘Activities’ of HT, as 

well as their overall distribution, clearly reflect the scope of its presence and importance of 

different aspects of HT to the publics in three countries.  On the one hand, the greater focus 

on HT being ‘Anti-Semitic’ in the German (23.0%) than in British (8.6%) or Kyrgyz (0.9%) 

articles is generally attributed to the ‘Holocaust’ history in Europe.  On the other hand, this 

part of HT’s ideology was emphasized by German journalists as a deciding factor for HT 

being banned in Germany and by British journalists as a reason for being banned by the 

National Union of Students from their activities at the British universities.  Halm (2006) 

analysed German parliamentary debates in two periods and found that Islam was mentioned in 

connection with anti-Semitism significantly more often in 2003-2004 than in 2001-2002.  

This finding suggested that such connections were relatively new for German society.  It 

appears that anti-Semitic sentiments were neither part of HT’s agenda in Kyrgyzstan nor 

important factors for reporting.  HT as anti-Western was also more salient in the German 

(9.7%) and British (6.1%) articles than in the Kyrgyz articles (2.5%).  Evidently, the most 

salient parts of its ideology in the Kyrgyz articles were HT being anti-secular/anti-

constitutional/anti-state (10.5%) and against democracy, elections or any political form other 

than Islamic (6.2%).   

HT’s position on violence was virtually invisible in the Kyrgyz articles; only one-tenth 

mentioned either ‘HT supporting violence’ (7.4%) or ‘HT officially rejecting violence but 

factually supporting it’ (3.1%).  In the British and German samples, HT’s position on violence 

was mentioned in one-third of articles with the British focusing more on ‘HT rejecting 

violence’ (18.4%) and the Germans focusing more on ‘HT supporting violence’ (18.6%).  

Such distribution can be explained by journalists’ attempts to use this argumentation as an 

explanatory factor for the different legal status of HT in each country.   

‘To build a caliphate’ was the only goal covered significantly more often than other 

goals in the German (29.2%), British (20.7%), and Kyrgyz (17.2%) articles.  The other often-

mentioned goals in the German articles – ‘To destroy Israel’ (11.06%) and ‘To kill Jews’ 

(7.52%) – were virtually non-existent in the British and Kyrgyz articles.  About half German, 

British, and Kyrgyz articles mentioned at least one HT activity.  The most salient activities in 

German and British articles were ‘Any violent and criminal activities’ (13.72% and 9.6% 

respectively) and ‘Activities at universities’ (14.6% and 9.1%) respectively).  In the Kyrgyz 
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articles, they were ‘Any violent or criminal activities’ (27.1%) and ‘Spreading leaflets’ 

(27.1%).  Unlike the German articles, the British and Kyrgyz articles sometimes covered 

‘Any positive activities’ of HT (2.8% and 2.2% respectively).  

III.2.4.5 Topics of articles 

‘Islam and Muslims’ being the main topic in the majority of the British (70.3%) and 

German (57.5%) articles can be explained by the fact that referring to HT as a ‘Muslim’ or 

‘Islamist’ organization was enough for the Lexis-Nexis software to rate an article as being 

relevant to the theme ‘Islam and Muslims’.  Since the Kyrgyz articles were analysed by 

coders and HT was rarely referred to as ‘Muslim’ or ‘Islamist’, the occurrence of this theme 

as the main one in the Kyrgyz articles (16.8%) was rather low.  While ‘Crime’ was the first 

main topic in the Kyrgyz articles (69.0%), it was the second topic in the German (52.2%) and 

the third topic in the British (34.7%) articles.  ‘Terrorism’ was the second main topic in the 

British articles (46.5%), the forth main topic in the German articles (44.2%) and third main 

topic in the Kyrgyz articles (11.5%).  ‘Politics’ as the main topic was more often present in 

the German (49.6%) and British (23.3%) rather than Kyrgyz (11.1%) articles.  ‘Human and 

civil rights’ as the main topic appeared more often in the British (18.3%) and German (13.7%) 

than in the Kyrgyz (3.5%) articles.  

In the two European countries, ‘Islam and Muslims’ generally tended to be connected to 

violence and terrorism.  Therefore it was predictable that the radical Islamist organization 

would be framed in the same way.  Thus the British articles mainly covered HT in the 

contexts of Islam and terrorism, which supported previous findings on coverage of ‘Islam and 

Muslims’ in British media (Poole 2006; Richardson 2001).  HT was mainly covered in 

Germany in the context of Islam, crimes, politics, and/or terrorism, which supported the 

previous findings on coverage of ‘Islam and Muslims’ in German media (Hafez 2002b; Hafez 

and Richter 2007; Halm 2006).  HT was covered in Kyrgyzstan mainly in the context of 

crimes and, occasionally, in the context of Islam.  This finding may appear to contradict to the 

previous findings on HT being the main topic in ‘extremism and terrorism’ issues in the 

Kyrgyz media (International Media Support et al. 2008a).  However, perhaps many articles on 

‘extremism and terrorism’ issues dealt with HT, but not all articles mentioning HT did so.   

III.2.4.6 Patterns of coverage of HT in the three countries 

The latent classes revealed by the second order latent class analysis testing the second 

main hypotheses provide a good overview of data for each sample separately.  They do not 

allow for a direct cross-national comparison since the patterns and, more than that, the names 
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given to them, are not equivalent to each other.  Thus, the labels ‘informative’, ‘partially 

informative’, ‘negative’ and ‘balanced’ have different connotations in each sample and are not 

to be considered as equal in the meaning across the countries.  In the three samples, the 

amount of background information on HT was determined by frequencies of different aspects 

about HT present in an article; negativity was determined by main topics, as well as by terms, 

goals, activities, and HT’s position on violence that were present in an article.  To illustrate, 

the ‘very informative’ articles of the German sample could be rated as ‘partially informative’ 

in the British or Kyrgyz samples, depending on how much background information they had 

about the group.   

Nevertheless, the latent classes allow for a cross-national comparison insofar as 

understanding the frequencies of different patterns in the three samples and their meanings for 

those samples.  For example, it was meaningful to establish that the most informative articles 

about HT in the Kyrgyz sample were more frequent than in the German and British samples.  

Unlike in the British sample, the most informative articles in the German and Kyrgyz samples 

tended also to be the most negative about HT.  In Germany, the majority of such articles 

appeared in January 2003, when HT was banned there, and in August 2006, when a terrorist 

attack on the German regional trains was prevented.  In Great Britain, the majority of such 

articles appeared in August and September 2005, when Blair announced his intention to ban 

HT.  Such articles appeared in Kyrgyzstan more or less on a regular basis but more often in 

2003 and 2004 than during the other years.   

The generally low level of background information about HT in German articles further 

supported the argument that HT was not active in Germany and, therefore, did not present 

much interest to German public in 2002-2007.  Negative coverage in German articles was 

attributed to HT being banned in the country.  With the first and second patterns of coverage 

in the British newspapers constituting more than 70% of the sample, it was assumed that the 

overwhelming majority of the articles in the British press contained only passing references to 

HT.  However, with many of those articles being indeed ‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’, the 

label ‘not informative’ solely indicated the lack of background information about HT in those 

articles.  In the Kyrgyz sample, with the biggest class of ‘not informative, sometimes negative 

(in terms) coverage of HT’ containing the majority of ‘irrelevant’ articles suggested that there 

were indeed often passing references to HT in the Kyrgyz newspaper.     
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III.3  R3: Is there a difference how liberal and conservative newspapers cover HT in 

Germany and Great Britain? 

As Lakoff (2002) pointed out neutral reporting is not always possible.  Balance may 

be achievable at a high cost and “[e]ven the most ‘objective’ reporting is usually done 

from a particular worldview, one that is typically unconscious and taken for granted by 

the reporter” (Lakoff 2002, 385).  Testing first quantitatively with main hypotheses and 

their sub-hypotheses in how balanced coverage was in German and British newspapers, 

this study then attempted to test qualitatively how far the quantitative findings could be 

confirmed or rejected.  Relying on Lakoff’s (2002) differentiation between typical liberal 

and conservative worldviews, as well as on empirical findings on coverage of Islam 

and/or Islam-related issues in German (Jäger 2007) and British (Richardson 2001) 

newspapers, it was hypothesised that conservative newspapers will tend to be more 

negative towards HT than liberal newspapers in both countries. 

III.3.1  Germany 

III.3.1.1 Testing the third main hypothesis with eighteen sub-hypotheses 

SH-1, that conservative newspapers will publish more ‘highly relevant’ and 

‘relevant’ articles than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence examined the relation between relevance of articles to HT and the sources.  

The relation between these variables was not significant, χ2(8, N=226)=10.88, p>0.05.  

Lack of support for the SH-1 did not lend support to the third main hypothesis.  See Table 

III.198 and Figure III.82.   

Table III.198. Source*HT relevance of articles cross tabulation (N=226) 

Source 
HT relevance of articles 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 22 8 9 10 13 62 
% within HT relevance 35.5% 12.9% 14.5% 16.1% 21.0% 100.0% 

Highly relevant 
(80-100%) 

% within Source 36.1% 25.0% 31.0% 16.4% 30.2% 27.4% 
Count 9 8 2 12 10 41 
% within HT relevance 22.0% 19.5% 4.9% 29.3% 24.4% 100.0% 

Relevant  
(50-79%) 

% within Source 14.8% 25.0% 6.9% 19.7% 23.3% 18.1% 
Count 30 16 18 39 20 123 
% within H T relevance 24.4% 13.0% 14.6% 31.7% 16.3% 100.0% 

Irrelevant 

% within Source 49.2% 50.0% 62.1% 63.9% 46.5% 54.4% 
Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 
% within HT relevance 27.0% 14.2% 12.8% 27.0% 19.0% 100.0% 

Total 

% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Figure III.82. Source*HT relevance of articles  
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SH-2, that conservative newspapers will mention arrests/imprisonment of HT 

members more often than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence examined the relation between sources of articles and mentioning of arrests 

or imprisonment of members.  The test revealed some evidence of a relation between 

these variables, χ2(4, N=226)=11.60, p=0.02.  Liberal newspapers tended to mention 

arrests/imprisonment of members more often than conservative newspapers.  Lack of 

support for SH-2 did not lend support to the third main hypothesis.  See Table III.199.  

Table III.199. Source*Prosecutions cross tabulation (N=226) 

Source 
Prosecutions 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 16 6 7 4 4 37 
% within Prosecutions 43.2% 16.2% 18.9% 10.8% 10.8% 100.0% 

Mentioned 

% within Source 26.2% 18.8% 24.1% 6.6% 9.3% 16.4% 
Count 45 26 22 57 39 189 
% within Prosecutions 23.8% 13.8% 11.6% 30.2% 20.6% 100.0% 

Not 
mentioned 

% within Source 73.8% 81.3% 75.9% 93.4% 90.7% 83.6% 
Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 
% within Prosecutions 27.0% 14.2% 12.8% 27.0% 19.0% 100.0% 

Total 

% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 

SH-3, that conservative newspapers will mention HT being banned in Germany and 

elsewhere more often than liberal newspapers, and SH-4, that conservative newspapers 

will mention it not being banned somewhere less often than liberal newspapers, were not 

supported.  SH-5, that conservative newspapers will mention the need to ban HT more 

often than liberal newspapers, was supported.  SH-6, that conservative newspapers will 

mention the need to not ban it less often than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A 

chi-square test of independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ of 

articles and ‘Legal status of HT’.  The test revealed a relation between these variables, 
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χ2(4, N=226)=9.55, p=0.05.  Liberal and conservative newspapers tended to mention its 

legal status equally often; Taz and DW mentioned it in the overwhelming majority of 

articles, while the FR and FAZ mentioned it in more than half.  The SZ mentioned the 

legal status of HT in fewer than half of its articles.  See Table III.200.   

Table III.200. Source*Legal status of HT cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=226).  

Source Legal status of HT 
 Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 

Count 30 19 11 20 28 108 Banned in Germany 
% within source 49.2% 59.4% 37.9% 32.8% 65.1%  
Count 19 2 3 10 9 43 Banned elsewhere 
% within source 31.1% 6.3% 10.3% 16.4% 20.9%  
Count 4 0  1 10 6 21 Not banned somewhere 
% within source 6.6% .0% 3.4% 16.4% 14.0%  
Count 2 0  0  6 2 10 Should be banned (e.g. in 

Great Britain and/or Denmark) % within source 3.3% .0% .0% 9.8% 4.7%  
Count 2 0  0  0  0  2 Should not be banned 

 % within source 3.3% .0% .0% .0% .0%  
Total Count 42 19 13 31 31 184 
Total N of articles published by each source 61 32 29 61 43 226 
 

SH-7, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles containing at least 

one reference to law-enforcement officials than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A 

chi-square test of independence, performed to examine the relation between the variable 

‘Law enforcement officials/institutions’ and ‘Source’, revealed that the relation between 

these variables was significant, χ2(4, N=226)=18.678, p>0.05.  Conservative newspapers 

published fewer articles referring to law enforcement officials/institutions when reporting 

about HT than liberal newspapers.  SH-8, that references to religious and common 

people, human rights organizations and mass media reports will be more frequent in 

liberal than in conservative newspapers, was also not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence, performed to examine the relation between the overarching variable 

‘Quotes/references related to HT’ and ‘Source’, revealed that the relation was not 

significant, χ2(4, N=226)=7.36, p>0.05.  A chi-square test of independence, performed to 

examine relations between the sub-categories of the variable ‘Quotes/references related to 

HT’ and ‘Source’ also revealed no significant relations.  See Table III.201.  

SH-9, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles referring to HT only 

in negative terms than liberal newspapers, and SH-10, that liberal ones will publish more 

articles using no terms in relation to HT or referring to the organization only in neutral 

terms than conservative newspapers, were not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Terms used in 
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relation to HT’.  The relation between these variables was not significant, χ2(8, 

N=226)=10.72, p >0.05.   

Table III.201. Source*Quotes/references related to HT cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=226)  

Source 
Quotes/references related to HT 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total
Count 11 3 8 17 10 49 Political figures, institutions 
% within source 18.03% 9.38% 27.59%27.87%23.26%   
Count 6 3 1 1 6 17 NPD 
% within source 9.84% 9.38% 3.45% 1.64% 13.95%   
Count 36 22 15 17 23 113 Law enforcement officials,  

institutions % within source 59.02% 68.75% 51.72%27.87%53.49%   
Count 5 1 1 4 3 14 Religious scholars, activists 
% within source 8.20% 3.13% 3.45% 6.56% 6.98%   
Count 3  0  0 1 3 7 Common person 
% within source 4.92% 0.00% 0.00% 1.64% 6.98%   
Count 7 2 5 15 9 38 HT member organization,  

document and/or website % within source 11.48% 6.25% 17.24%24.59%20.93%   
Count 5 1 3 4 1 14 Human rights organizations 
% within source 8.20% 3.13% 10.34%6.56% 2.33%   
Count 8 1 3 4 6 22 Mass media reports 
% within source 13.11% 3.13% 10.34%6.56% 13.95%   
Count 12  0 4 10 8 34 Other people and/or  

organizations % within source 19.67% 0.00% 13.79%16.39%18.60%   
Total Count 56 25 22 45 35 183 
Total N of articles published by each source 61 32 29 61 43 226 

Table III.202. Terms used in relation to HT*Year cross tabulation (N=226) 

Source 
Terms used in relation to HT 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 23 14 14 27 14 92 Negative terms only 

(‘terrorist’, ‘radical’, 
‘extremist’, ‘Islamist’, 
‘fundamental’ and ‘militant’) 

% within  
Source 

37.70% 43.80% 48.30% 44.30% 32.60%   

Count 21 10 8 22 9 70 Neutral terms 
only(‘clandestine’, 
‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘banned’ 
and ‘immigrant’) 

% within  
Source 

34.40% 31.30% 27.60% 36.10% 20.90%   

Count 17 8 7 12 20 64 Negative and neutral terms  
% within  
Source 

27.90% 25.00% 24.10% 19.70% 46.50%   

Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 Total 
 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%  

 

 SH-11, that conservative newspapers will mention points of HT’s ideology more 

often than liberal newspapers, was partially supported.  SH-12, that conservative 

newspapers will mention the ‘Anti-Semitic’ and the ‘Anti-Western’ points of its ideology 

more often than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence, performed to examine the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and 
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‘Ideology of HT’, revealed that this relation was not significant, χ2(4, N=226)=2.096, 

p>0.05.  A chi-square tests of independence, performed to examine the relations between 

the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Anti-Semitic’ and ‘Source’ and ‘Anti-Western’, revealed that 

these relations were not significant, χ2(4, N=226)=5.266, p>0.05 and χ2(4, 

N=226)=7.289, p>0.05 respectively.  See Table III.203 and Table III.204. 

Table III.203. Source*Ideology of HT cross tabulation (N=226) 

Source 
Mention of ideology of HT 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 25 14 12 32 21 104 Yes 
% within Source 41.0% 43.8% 41.4% 52.5% 48.8% 46.0% 
Count 36 18 17 29 22 122 No 
% within Source 59.0% 56.3% 58.6% 47.5% 51.2% 54.0% 
Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table III.204. Source*Ideology of HT cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=226)  

Source 
Ideology of HT 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 3 1 2 4 2 12 Against any political form  

other than Islamic % within source 4.92% 3.13% 6.90% 6.56% 4.65%   
Count 16 6 7 9 14 52 Anti-Semitic 
% source 26.23% 18.75% 24.14% 14.75% 32.56%   
Count 6 4 2 2 8 22 Anti-Western 
% within source 9.84% 12.50% 6.90% 3.28% 18.60%   
Count 1 0 1 0 1 3 Anti-Christian 
% within source 1.64% 0.00% 3.45% 0.00% 2.33%   
Count 4 4 1 4 1 14 Against the idea of  

reconciliation % within source 6.56% 12.50% 3.45% 6.56% 2.33%   
Count 1 1 0  0  1 3 Other points of ideology 
% within source 1.64% 3.13% 0.00% 0.00% 2.44%   

Total Count 51 28 23 47 41   

Total N of articles published by each source 61 32 29 61 43 226 
 

 SH-13, that conservative newspapers will mention HT’s ‘Rejection of violence’ 

less often than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of independence 

to examine the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘HT’s position on use of 

violence’ revealed that the relation between these variable was not significant χ2 (12, 

N=226)=7.55, p>0.05.  See Table III.205.  SH-14, that conservative newspapers will 

publish more articles mentioning only negative goals than liberal newspapers and SH-15, 

that liberal newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only neutral goals than their 

conservative newspapers, were not supported.  A chi-square test of independence 

examining the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Goals of HT’ revealed that the 
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relation between these variables was significant χ2(12, N=226)=26.77, p<0.05.  

Conservative newspapers mentioned ‘Neutral goals only’ more often than liberal 

newspapers.  See Table III.206. 

Table III.205. Source*HT’s position on use of violence (N=226) 

Source 
HT's position on use of violence 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 8 4 2 10 2 26 Rejection of 

violence % within Source 13.1% 12.5% 6.9% 16.4% 4.7% 11.5% 
Count 10 6 5 12 9 42 Support of 

violence % within Source 16.4% 18.8% 17.2% 19.7% 20.9% 18.6% 
Count 2 2 3 6 3 16 Both positions 

mentioned % within Source 3.3% 6.3% 10.3% 9.8% 7.0% 7.1% 
Count 41 20 19 33 29 142 No position on use 

of violence 
mentioned 

% within Source 67.2% 62.5% 65.5% 54.1% 67.4% 62.8% 

Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table III.206. Source*Goals of HT cross tabulation (N=226) 

Source 
Goals of HT 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 
Count 3 5 5 2 6 21 Negative goals 

only  % within Source 4.9% 15.6% 17.2% 3.3% 14.0%   
Count 9 4 7 25 10 55 Neutral goals 

only % within Source 14.8% 12.5% 24.1% 41.0% 23.3%   
Count 5 1 3 4 6 19 Negative and 

neutral goals only % within Source 8.2% 3.1% 10.3% 6.6% 14.0%   
Count 44 22 14 30 21 131 No goals 

mentioned % within Source 72.1% 68.8% 48.3% 49.2% 48.8%   
Total Count 61 32 29 61 43 226 

 

 SH-16, that conservative newspapers will provide more information on ‘Any 

violent or criminal activities’ than liberal newspapers, was not supported. A chi-square 

test of independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Activities 

of HT’.  The relation between these variables was not significant, χ2 (4, N=226)=1.37, 

p>0.05.  Mentioning HT’s activities did not depend on the source.  See Table III.207.  

SH-17, that ‘Crimes’ and/or ‘Terrorism’ and/or ‘War’ will be the main topics of articles 

in conservative newspapers more often than in liberal ones, and SH-18, that ‘Human/civil 

rights’ topic will be the main topic of articles in liberal newspapers more often than in 

conservative newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of independence 

examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘‘Crimes’ and/or ‘Terrorism’ 

and/or ‘War’’ variable.  The relation between these variables was significant, χ2(4, 
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N=226)=0.52, p<0.05 A chi-square test of independence to examine the relation between 

the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Human/civil rights’ variable could not be performed due to 

low frequencies of the latter variables.  See Table III.208.   

Table III.207. Source*Activities of HT, multiple responses (N=226) (N=94) 

Source 
Activities of HT 

Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total
Count 9 4 6 5 9 33 Activities at universities or 

with students % within source 14.8% 12.5% 20.7% 8.2% 20.9%   
Count 6 1 0  3 3 13 Spreading leaflets 
% within source 9.8% 3.1% ,0% 4.9% 7.0%   
Count 5 2 3 2 4 16 Publishing articles, books, magazines 
% within source 8.2% 6.3% 10.3% 3.3% 9.3%   
Count 1 0  0  0  0  1 Preaching in mosques 
% within source 1.6% ,0% ,0% ,0% ,0%   
Count 2 2 2 7 3 16 Spreading ideology via internet 
% within source 3.3% 6.3% 6.9% 11.5% 7.0%   
Count 7 2 1 0  2 12 Recruiting new members 
% within source 11.5% 6.3% 3.4% ,0% 4.7%   
Count 2 4 1 5 5 17 Spreading HT propaganda 
% within source 3.3% 12.5% 3.4% 8.2% 11.6%   
Count 0  0  0  2 3 5 Protests and demonstrations 
% within source ,0% ,0% ,0% 3.3% 7.0%   
Count 0  0  0  1 1 2 Attempts to recruit political, military  

authorities % within source ,0% ,0% ,0% 1.6% 2.3%   
Count 10 3 3 9 6 31 Any violent, criminal activity 
% within source 16.4% 9.4% 10.3% 14.8% 14.0%   
Count 6 3 2 2 1 14 Other activities 
% within source 9.8% 9.4% 6.9% 3.3% 2.3%   

Total Count 28 13 12 22 19 94 
Total N of articles published by each source 61 32 29 61 43 226 

Table III.208. Source*Main topics cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=226) (N=226) 

Source Main topics 
 Taz FR SZ FAZ DW Total 

Count 33 25 20 46 21 145 Politics/Law and legislation 
% within source 54.1% 78.1% 69.0% 75.4% 48.8%   
Count 43 23 21 44 33 164 Crimes/terrorism/ war 
% within source 70.5% 71.9% 72.4% 72.1% 76.7%   
Count 4 5 3 14 5 31 Human/civil rights  
% within source 6.6% 15.6% 10.3% 23.0% 11.6%   
Count 39 10 20 47 20 136 Islam/Muslims/ Religion 
% within source 63.9% 31.3% 69.0% 77.0% 46.5%   

 Total N of articles published by each source 61 32 29 61 43 226 
 

 To conclude, of eighteen sub-hypotheses testing the third Germany-specific 

hypothesis, that conservative newspapers will be more critical of HT than liberal 
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newspapers, one sub-hypothesis lent support to the third main hypothesis.  This sub-

hypothesis was SH-5, that conservative newspapers will mention the need to ban HT 

more often than liberal newspapers.  One sub-hypothesis lent partial support to the main 

hypothesis.  That was SH-11, that conservative newspapers will mention points of HT’s 

ideology more often than liberal newspapers.   

 Eleven rejected sub-hypotheses revealed that conservative and liberal newspapers 

covered many aspects about HT about in a similar way.  Those were SH-1, that 

conservative newspapers will publish more ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles than 

liberal newspapers; SH-3, that conservative newspapers will mention its ban in Germany 

and elsewhere more often than liberal newspapers; SH-6, that conservative newspapers 

will mention the need not to ban HT less often than liberal newspapers; SH-8, that 

references to religious scholars, common people, human rights organizations, and mass 

media reports will be more frequent in liberal than in conservative newspapers; SH-9, that 

conservative newspapers will publish more articles referring to HT only in negative terms 

than liberal newspapers; SH-10, that liberal newspapers will publish more articles using 

no terms in relation to HT or referring to the organization only in neutral terms than 

conservative newspapers; SH-12, that conservative newspapers will mention the ‘Anti-

Semitic’ and the ‘Anti-Western’ points of ideology more often than liberal newspapers; 

SH-13, that conservative newspapers will mention HT’s ‘Rejection of violence’ less often 

than liberal newspapers; SH-14, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles 

mentioning only negative goals than liberal newspapers; SH-16, that conservative 

newspapers will provide more information on ‘Any violent or criminal activities’ than 

liberal newspapers; and SH-17, that ‘Crimes’ and/or ‘Terrorism’ and/or ‘War’ will be the 

main topics of articles in conservative newspapers more often than in liberal ones. 

 Five sub-hypotheses were rejected suggesting opposite practices: When covering 

HT, liberal newspapers were more negative than conservative newspapers.  Those sub-

hypotheses were: SH-2, that conservative newspapers will mention arrests/imprisonment 

of members more often than liberal newspapers; SH-4, that conservative newspapers will 

mention it not being banned somewhere less often than liberal newspapers; SH-7, that 

conservative newspapers will publish more articles containing at least one reference to 

law-enforcement officials than liberal newspapers; SH-15, that liberal newspapers will 

publish more articles mentioning only neutral goals than their conservative counterparts; 

and, SH-18, that ‘Human/civil rights’ topic will be the main topic of articles in liberal 

newspapers more often than in conservative newspapers.  Quantitative data revealed that 
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conservative newspapers generally were not more critical than liberal ones towards HT.  

Some relevant critical points were covered by liberal and conservative newspapers to the 

same extent, while liberal newspapers covered some others even more often than 

conservative ones.   

III.3.1.2 Testing the third main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

 The cross tabulation of the four latent classes, revealed by the second order latent 

class analysis examining the second Germany-specific hypothesis, with the covariate 

variable ‘Source’ revealed some tendencies of how these newspapers covered HT.  A chi-

square test of independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and 

‘Latent classes’.  The relation between these variables was significant, χ2 (12, 

N=226)=27.29; p<0.05.  See Table III.209 and Figure III.83.      

Table III.209. Source*Latent classes cross tabulation (N=226) 

Classes 

Source 
Not informative, 

negative (in 
terms) coverage 

of HT 

Partly 
informative, 
partly neutral 

coverage of HT 

Partly informative, 
negative coverage 

of HT 

Very 
informative, 
very negative 
coverage of HT 

Taz % within Source 59.7% 17.6% 14.5% 8.2% 
FR % within Source 56.1% 23.1% 13.3% 7.5% 
SZ % within Source 45.7% 26.5% 11.0% 16.8% 
FAZ % within Source 42.8% 42.5% 5.3% 9.3% 
DW % within Source 45.9% 17.6% 20.1% 16.4% 

Figure III.83. Source*Latent classes cross tabulation (N=226) 
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 To conclude, the quantitative findings testing the third Germany-specific 

hypothesis, that conservative newspapers will be more critical of HT than liberal 

newspapers, suggest that the liberal Taz and FR tended to use the same patterns of 

reporting on HT to the same extent unlike the conservatives FAZ and DW.  FR and Taz 
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used the pattern ‘Not informative, negative (in terms) coverage of HT’ more often and the 

pattern ‘Very informative and very negative coverage’ less often than any other 

newspaper. FAZ published ‘partly informative and partially neutral’ articles significantly 

more often and ‘partially informative and negative’ articles significantly less often than 

any other newspaper.  Coverage in the conservative DW was comparable to that in the 

liberal SZ.  Both used the patterns ‘Not informative, negative (in terms) coverage’ and 

‘Very informative and very negative coverage’ about equally often.  When the articles 

were partly informative, DW tended to be more negative about HT than any other 

newspaper.  Thus, when articles were informative, FAZ was the least and DW was the 

most negative about the group; Taz and FR tended to publish many uninformative 

articles, and then mainly with negative aspects about it; coverage in SZ was more 

comparable with that of conservative rather than liberal newspapers.  

III.3.1.3 Framing analysis  

 The most articles mentioning HT at least once in these German newspapers 

appeared in August 2006, when police prevented a terrorist attack on German regional 

trains.  Although the terrorist act itself was attempted on July 31, 2006, articles about this 

event referring to HT appeared only at the end of August.  That’s when the first suspect 

was arrested in Kiel, Germany, and the second terrorist surrendered to Lebanese security 

services in Tripoli, Lebanon.  Both men were of Lebanese origin, and there was a 

speculation about whether they were also HT members as members of their families in 

Lebanon; whether they were acting on behalf of the group, or whether there were 

personal motives behind the attempted attacks.  Thus, of 24 articles Taz published five, 

FR published four, SZ published four, FAZ published six and DW published five in 

August 2006 mentioning HT at least once.  All articles except three in FAZ were 

dedicated to this topic.  A framing analysis was conducted to establish qualitatively 

whether these newspapers used different frames when reporting on the same event and 

mentioning HT at a crucial time.  The analysis was based on four framing aspects 

formulated by Entman (1993) and expanded by Nickels et al. (2008): problem definition, 

problem diagnosis, moral evaluation and treatment recommendation.   

III.3.1.3.1 Taz 

 The framing analysis of five Taz articles revealed that the prevented terrorist 

attack on regional trains prompted debates about Islamist movements and anti-terrorism 

measures in Germany.  Instead of providing a unified framework for understanding this 
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event, the Taz articles provided sharply different perspectives in their interpretations of 

the event demonstrating an internal pluralism of ideas.  Thus, one article connected a 

suspected terrorist and Al-Nur-Mosque in Hamburg, which has long been a focus of 

German authorities, and referred to HT as an Islamist group banned in Germany, in which 

the suspect might have radicalised (Geisler 2006, 3).  Another article contained heavy 

criticism of German media for spreading a ‘mischief’ message about 1,300 potential 

terrorists living in North-Rhine-Westphalia (Wiesmann 2006, 2).  Quoting a German 

authority, the article explained that some journalist had probably summarised the 

numbers of members of Islamist organizations categorised by German authorities as 

‘violent’ and referred to HT as one of such organizations.  It further quoted the German 

official as saying that membership in a radical Islamist organization does not yet make a 

person a bomber, and mosques are not best sources of information about potential 

terrorist attacks.   

The next day, Taz published an article informing readers in its headline about the 

banned Islamist group Hizb ut-Tahrir having its centre in North-Rhine-Westphalia 

(Beucker and Overall 2006, 2).  In this very informative article about HT, the authors 

described it as a radical Islamist group, which was banned as an anti-constitutional 

organization that spread anti-Jewish propaganda, had contacts with far-right extremists, 

and aimed to set the world free from Western influence to build a caliphate.  Having said 

that, the authors concluded that HT stayed active in Germany and other countries where it 

had been banned and said it was important for German security services to analyse 

backgrounds and contacts of the suspects.  If they really belonged to HT, they could 

provide important information about the group’s structure, which in turn might help 

prevent future attacks.  The other two articles had only passing references to HT as a 

group to which the suspected terrorists might belong.  For precise descriptions of problem 

definitions, problem diagnoses, moral evaluations and treatment recommendations in 

these five Taz articles, see Figure III.84. 
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Figure III.84: Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in Taz in articles by (1) 
Geisler (2006), (2) Wiesmann (2006), (3) Bickel (2006), (4) Beucker and Überall (2006), (5) dpa (2006).  

Pdef1 The suspected terrorist had a second registration in Hamburg in the area of Al-Nur-
Mosque. 

Pdef2 The German Ministry of Internal Affairs rejected the number of 1,300 potential 
terrorists living in NRW region of Germany, which was widely speculated by media. 

Pdef3 The second suspected terrorist was arrested in Lebanon by security services that 
bugged his telephone call. 

Pdef4 The banned Islamist group HT has its centre in NRW. 
Pdef5 The Lebanese authorities want to prove whether the suspected terrorists received 

orders from Lebanon. 
  
PDiag1 Al-Nur-Mosque is a meeting point of transnational Islamists 
PDiag2 Perhaps, some journalist summed up the number of members of different Islamist 

organizations that support violence.  The anti-Israel HT was one of those organizations.  
The suspected terrorist had connections to HT.  

PDiag3 The Lebanese security services are well infiltrated in this area because of strong 
extremist Sunni movements. 

PDiag4 HT has been banned in Germany because of its anti-Jewish propaganda.  It also kept 
contacts with the German far right party members. 

PDiag5 Since the suspected terrorists come from the northern part of Lebanon, it is yet unclear 
if they had connections to the terrorist network al-Qaida or the radical Islamist 
organization HT. 

  
ME1 Since the relatives of the suspected terrorist were connected to HT in Lebanon, it was 

suggested that he radicalised in HT. 
ME2 Membership in a radical Islamist organization does not make a person a bomber yet.  

Mosques are not efficient sources of information. 
ME3 According to media reports two suspected terrorists belonged to the HT party, which is 

banned in Lebanon. 
ME4 The structures of HT are strongly hierarchical and that is why it is so important to 

investigate the backgrounds and contacts of suspected terrorists. 
ME5 HT is a radical Islamist organization 
  

TR1 No treatment suggested. 
TR2 In order to detect terrorists, one should try to infiltrate more migrants than security 

persons into Islamic circles. 
TR3 No treatment suggested. 
TR4 If the suspected terrorists are really members of HT, they can provide information 

about the structures of the organization, so that possible organized attacks could be 
prevented. 

TR5 The German security services work closely with the Lebanese security services. 
 

III.3.1.3.2 Frankfurter Rundschau 

 Coverage of this event in FR was dominated by two major frames and highlighted 

that the threat of terrorism and Islamism should not be exaggerated.  That labelling ‘a 

student, Lebanese, Muslim’ a potential terrorist is good enough for the boulevard press 

but not for the security services (Kappus 2006, 3).  FR emphasized that the suspected 

terrorists might have belonged to HT (Wille 2006a, 3); but even if they were, it would not 
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necessarily mean they had had acted on behalf of a “terror octopus” (Kappus 2006, 3).  

Furthermore, FR published two articles about Lebanese/Muslim people again feeling 

under pressure in Germany (Wille 2006a, 3) and that terrorist attacks in Lebanon never 

had an Islamist background (Clasmann and dpa 2006, 2).  However, FR had no unified 

position towards HT.  On the one hand, it was described as a banned anti-Jewish, anti-

Western organization that continues operating in Germany (Wille 2006a, 3) and 

compared it with al-Qaida (Clasmann and dpa 2006, 2).  On the other hand, it was 

referred to as a ‘Sunni fundamentalist group that has never committed terrorist attacks’ 

(Wille 2006b, 2) or simply as a ‘banned organization’ (Kappus 2006, 3).  For precise 

descriptions of problem definitions, problem diagnoses, moral evaluations, and treatment 

recommendations in four FR articles, see Figure III.85. 

Figure III.85. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in FR in articles by (1) Wille 
(2006a), (2) Kappus (2006), (3) Clasmann (2006),  (4) Wille (2006b). 

Pdef1 Lebanese people in Germany feel themselves under pressure. 
Pdef2 The threat of terrorism should not be exaggerated.  
Pdef3 The terrorist attacks in Lebanon were never clarified. 
Pdef4 One more person suspected in helping terrorists was arrested. 
  
PDiag1 The two suspected terrorists were HT members. 
PDiag2 Some media have even reported that the suspected terrorists had contacts to HT, which 

was not proved.  If that were proved, it would not yet mean that they acted on behalf of 
a ‘terror octopuses’.  

PDiag3 The terrorist attacks in Lebanon never had an Islamist background. 
PDiag4 The person, suspected in helping terrorist, was earlier a criminal complaint in 

Germany. 
  
ME1 HT was banned in Germany because their ideas were ‘against international 

understanding’, anti-Jewish, anti-Israel and anti-Western.  Meanwhile the membership 
of HT has grown and the group continues to operate in Germany secretly.   

ME2 The security services should not overdo with security measures and anti-terror database 
that would quickly make ‘a student, Lebanese, Muslim’ a potential terrorist, which is 
good enough for the boulevard newspaper Bild but not for the security services.   

ME3 HT is compared to al-Qaida. 
ME4 The person, suspected in helping terrorist, was not described as a fanatic by his fellow 

students; he did not pray much and drunk alcohol.  HT is a Sunni fundamentalist 
group, which has not being noticed in organizing terror acts.   

  
TR1 No treatment recommendations given 
TR2 We are for an adequate security instead of exaggerated frightening.   
TR3 The German security services should further cooperate with the Lebanese security 

services. 
TR4 There are no indications about existence of other terror cells.  The contact to HT should 

be yet proved. 
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III.3.1.3.3 Süddeutsche Zeitung 

 Coverage of this event in SZ was also dominated by one major frame.  SZ focused 

solely on German security services searching for the suspected terrorists and their 

confederates in Germany (2006b, 2; Leyendecker 2006, 2; Ramelsberger 2006a, 1).  The 

last article on this topic mentioning HT was about a suspected terrorist surrendering to the 

Lebanese security services (Ramelsberger 2006c, 1).  These articles referred to it as a 

banned anti-Israel organization, to which the suspects might have belonged (Leyendecker 

2006, 2; Ramelsberger 2006a, 1; 2006c, 1) and as an anti-Israel, anti-democracy, 

extremist organization that secretly continues operating in Germany (Ramelsberger 

2006b, 2).  For precise descriptions of problem definitions, problem diagnoses, moral 

evaluations, and treatment recommendations in four examined SZ articles, see Figure 

III.86. 

Figure III.86. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in SZ in articles by 
Leyendecker (2006), Ramelsberger (2006a, b, c). 

Pdef1 The security services searched for the suspected terrorists.    
Pdef2 The German security services have not yet arrested the suspected terrorists. 
Pdef3 The security services are searching for possible helpmates of the suspected terrorists. 
Pdef4 The second suspected terrorist has been arrested in Lebanon. 
  
PDiag1 The suspected terrorists probably had contacts to HT. 
PDiag2 The Lebanese security services helped in identifying the suspected terrorists. 
PDiag3 The security services cannot understand what motivated the Lebanese students to 

organize terror acts. 
PDiag4 Good international cooperation with Lebanese security services. 
  
ME1 HT has its central office in Lebanon and fights against Israel. 
ME2 It was clear that the perpetrators were Lebanese extremists.  Perhaps, they have had 

contacts to HT, which is banned in Germany. 
ME3 Both suspected terrorists are believed to be sympathizers of an extremist HT 

organization, who sees its main enemy in Israel and democracy.  After banning this 
organization in Germany, the group has not dissolved but gained more supporters.   

ME4 If eight brothers and the father are members of the Islamist group HT, why should we 
exclude that the ninth brother is also an HT member? 

  
TR1 The internal and external security measures should be strengthened.  The anti-terror-

databank should be introduced for a better exchange of data between police and secrete 
services.   

TR2 There is big hope that the security services will arrest the second suspected terrorist. 
TR3 The German security services are optimistic about arresting the suspected terrorist 

soon. 
TR4 No treatment recommendation. 

III.3.1.3.4 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 

 FAZ was the only one of five newspapers that published some articles with 

references to HT in August 2006 focusing on events outside Germany.  Two articles were 
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about radicalisation of British Muslim youth and one was about the political situation in 

Tajikistan after the death of the opposition leader.  Those articles referred to HT as a 

radical Islamist organization enjoying wide support in Great Britain (Mekhennet 2006, 

35; Ehrhardt and Rößler 2006, 3) and in some parts of Tajikistan (Müller, Pergande, and 

Schilder 2006, 1).  The significant relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Great 

Britain’, χ2 (8, N = 226) = 24.935; p<0.01, established that FAZ published significantly 

more articles with ‘Great Britain’ as the main and sub-country than the other newspapers.  

By comparison, DW published half as many as FAZ with ‘Great Britain’ as the main or 

sub-country; other newspapers published virtually no such articles.  Although these 

articles appeared in August 2006 and contained references to HT, they were excluded 

from the framing analysis since they were not relevant to coverage of failed terrorist 

attacks. 

 The two articles on the averted terrorist attack with references to HT were 

published by FAZ on the front pages on the 24 and 25 August, 2006.  Noteworthy is that 

both articles contained a number of different interpretations of the events, which made 

them to a certain extent balanced in regard to HT.  Thus, the first article reported that 

while the security services are coming up with new anti-terrorism measures, Muslims 

should be louder in rejecting terrorism; Muslims should cooperate with the security 

services to detect extremists in their own ranks; and, Muslim fundamentalist 

organizations must acknowledge that governance can be based only on German basic law 

and not on Sharia law (Müller, Pergande, and Schilder 2006, 1).  This article argued, 

however, that the suspects’ membership in HT was impossible since this group had never 

been noticed conducting terrorist attacks.  The second article emphasized that the 

terrorism threat to Germany did not end with the arrest of the second suspected terrorist in 

Lebanon but became more precise; that, it was still unclear if the suspects had contacts to 

HT, which continued operating in Germany regardless of its ban for its aggressive anti-

Semitic propaganda in 2003 (Müller 2006, 1).  At the same time, the authors quoted a 

leftist politician accusing security authorities of ‘terror hysteria’ and using a ‘terrorism 

argument’ for unrestrained investigations (Müller 2006, 1).  The last relevant FAZ article 

reported from Tripoli, ‘a stronghold of militant Islam in northern Lebanon, about the 

suspected terrorists presumably being members of the HT movement, which is banned in 

Germany, fundamentalist and clandestine but less radical than jihadi movements (Lerch 

2006, 8).  The article concluded with a reference to German tourists hijacked in Sahara by 

HT members a long time ago.  In summary, although FAZ authors mentioned various 
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arguments, they reported on this event mainly in the frames of Islamism and terrorism 

posing a threat to Germany; HT was mentioned as posing a threat not only to Germany 

but also to other countries.  For precise descriptions of problem definitions, problem 

diagnoses, moral evaluations, and treatment recommendations in these FAZ articles, see  

Figure III.87. 

 

Figure III.87. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in FAZ in articles by (1) 
Müller, Pergande and Schilder (2006), (2) Müller (2006) and (3) Lerch (2006). 

Pdef1 1. The security services suggest different means in strengthening anti-terror campaign.  
2. Was the planned terror act organized by a terror network or driven by personal 
motives of the suspected terrorists? 

Pdef2 1. The Minister of Internal Affairs warned that the threat of terrorism in Germany 
had not ended with the failed terrorist attack; it only became more precise.   
2. The motives of the suspected terrorists remain unclear. 

Pdef3 Tripoli is a stronghold of militant Islam in northern Lebanon. 
  
PDiag1 1. Muslim organizations in Germany should cooperate with the security services in 

combating extremists in their own ranks.   
2. Membership of the suspected Sunni Lebanese terrorists in Shi’a Hezbollah and HT 
is excluded. 

PDiag2 1. The preventive measures should be strengthened.   
2. Contacts or even organization connections of the suspected terrorists to HT has not 
been proved. 

PDiag3 The suspected terrorists have been presumably the sympathizers of HT, which is also 
present in Tripoli. 

  
ME1 1. Fundamental organizations must acknowledge that Sharia cannot be a model for 

ruling in Germany. 
2. HT has never organized terror attacks. 

ME2 1. The leftist accused the security services in ‘terror hysteria’ and using a ‘terrorism’ 
argument for unrestrained investigations. 
2.  HT has been banned in Germany because of its aggressive anti-Semitic agitations 
and appeals to violence.   

ME3 HT is fundamentalist and clandestine but it is less radical than jihadi movements.  It is 
believed that German tourists hijacked in Sahara long time ago, were hijacked by HT 
members. 

  

TR1 The Muslims should be louder in rejecting terrorism. 
TR2 The German security services should cooperation with Lebanese security services 

notwithstanding the fact that Lebanon is an authoritative state. 
TR3 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
 

III.3.1.3.5 Die Welt 

 DW provided perhaps the most detailed and the most negative coverage of the 

event and of HT than the other newspapers.  The main DW frame was terrorism and 

Islamism posing a ‘real’ threat to Germany.  Four of five articles in August 2005 directly 

mentioned that HT continued secretly operating in the country despite its ban in 2003.  In 
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one article this message was conveyed indirectly.  Thus, Berendt (2006, 1) first stated that 

the suspects might have had contacts with the banned Islamist HT organization and then 

stated that there are about 8,500 Islamists in North-Rhine-Westphalia.  DW was the only 

newspaper that published an interview with an expert on extremism from Berlin who 

discussed only whether the suspects could belong to HT (Lau 2006, 4).   

Figure III.88. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in DW in articles by (1) Keil 
and Behrendt (2006), (2) Behrendt (2006), (3) Lau (2006), (4) Nibbrig and Schulz (2006), and (5) 
Nibbrig (2006) 

Pdef1 The second suspected terrorist is arrested.   
Pdef2 The second suspected terrorist is arrested.   
Pdef3 Is HT a dangerous organization (interview with Claudia Dantscke, extremism expert 

from Berlin)? 
Pdef4 The terror threat in Berlin comes from individual radicals rather than organizations. 
Pdef5 About a dozen of more than hundred mosques in Berlin serve as a meeting point of 

radical Islamists.  Threat of terrorism from radical Islamists. 
  
PDiag1 The Islamist motives of the bomber gain more support although connections to HT are 

not proved. 
PDiag2 The suspected terrorist probably had contacts to HT.  In NRW there are about 8,500 

Islamists. 
PDiag3 HT is not active in terrorism issues.  They focus on Muslim organizations, students and 

youth to spread their ideology of re-establishing a caliphate.   
PDiag4 HT belongs to radical Islamist organizations that have recently being drawing more 

attention of authorities.  The family of the suspected terrorist belonged to HT. 
PDiag5 Notwithstanding its ban in 2003, HT continues operating in Germany and keeps some 

connections to the far right extremists. 
  
ME1 HT is an extremist group banned in Germany since 2003 for its anti-Semitic 

propaganda against Israel and the Jews.  Since its ban HT has gained more supporters.  
Germany remains having a strategic meaning for HT. 

ME2 The threat of terrorism is very real. 
ME3 The German security services have banned HT only after media reports on HT meeting 

with Nazi leaders.   
ME4 HT has been banned in Germany for public statements of annihilation of Israel but it 

remains active in Germany and since its ban it has gained even more supporters.  In 
Berlin Hezbollah und Hamas are more dangerous than HT.  ‘Threat’ is to expect from 
Islam converts and re-Islamised Muslims. 

ME5 HT aims to establish Islamic order in the world, to annihilate Israel and it strongly 
supports violence as a means. 

  
TR1 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR2 The chef of the federal criminal agency is against further expansion of video 

surveillance. 
TR3 Banning HT has not hindered them to operate further in Germany.  The German 

authorities should give moderate Muslims opportunity to make it public what they 
think of HT. 

TR4  No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR5 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
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 This article said that HT was not a terrorist organization but an organization that 

works on an ideological level with Muslims and Muslim organizations to establish a 

caliphate; that HT was banned by the German security services only after it met with far-

right radicals in Berlin in 2002.  It concluded that German security services should create 

transparent structures for moderate Muslims to express their attitudes about HT (Lau 

2006, 4).  DW journalists tended to quote different authorities to stress that terrorism in 

Germany was “very real” (Schäuble quoted in Berendt 2006, 1) and that a “threat could 

come especially from Islam converts and re-Islamised Muslims” (Nibbrig and Schulz 

2006, 31; my translation).  For precise descriptions of problem definitions, problem 

diagnoses, moral evaluations, and treatment recommendations in four examined DW 

articles, see Figure III.88. 

III.3.1.4 Discussion 

 The quantitative findings of this study partially confirmed the findings of Eilders 

(2000) that there is a clear difference between Taz, FR, and SZ on the one hand and FAZ 

and DW on the other hand.  While liberal newspapers tended to use four patterns of 

coverage almost with the same frequency, coverage in FAZ and DW varied to a great 

extent.  Reporting on HT was most neutral in FAZ and most negative in DW.  While 

Eilders (2000) found that SZ deviated from left-wing papers in regard to coverage of 

economic conflicts, this study found that SZ deviated from left-wing newspapers in regard 

to HT as well.   

 However, the quantitative findings would be highly misleading without the 

qualitative framing analysis.  That analysis revealed that the positions of liberal and 

conservative newspapers differed radically in regard to ‘threat of Islamism and terrorism 

in Germany’ but agreed to a different degree that it presented a threat to Germany. Thus, 

when covering the failed terrorist attack in August 2006, FAZ and DW used frames 

‘Threat of Islamism in Germany is real’ and ‘Threat of terrorism in Germany is real’ as 

the dominant frames; FR and Taz applied the frames ‘Threat of Islamism in Germany is 

exaggerated’ and ‘Threat of terrorism in Germany is exaggerated’.  SZ used none of those 

frames.   

 Despite the fact that the German liberal and conservative newspapers tended to 

have radically opposing positions regarding the threat of Islamism and terrorism in 

Germany, all covered HT in their own individual ways.  Thus, DW was the most negative 

about HT and argued that terrorism and HT posed a real threat.  FAZ tended to publish 

articles containing pro and contra arguments about the issues of reporting and rarely 
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framed HT as a threat to Germany and other countries.  SZ articles were the most neutral 

because they also did not provide much information about the group.  Although FR 

applied the frames of ‘threat of Islamism and terrorism being exaggerated in Germany’, it 

still occasionally used the frame of ‘HT posing threat to Germany’.  Since Taz published 

articles that represented the extremely polarized interpretations of the events, the frame 

‘HT poses threat to Germany’ was often applied in covering the group.  See Figure III.89.   

Figure III.89. Dominating and sub-frames of articles published in five German newspapers in August 
2006 referring to HT at least once (N=24) 
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These findings are consistent with Jäger’s (2007) findings but add a special 

dynamic to them.  While Jäger (2007) established that left-wing outlets tended to portray 

Muslims living in Germany as moderate and those living outside as fanatical and 

immature, this study established that the proximity factor (Galtung and Ruge 1965) had a 

similar effect in regard to HT: It posed a threat to Germany and, therefore, was banned; 
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although banned in Central Asia as an extremist organization as well, it was persecuted 

by authoritative regimes.  Similarly, the position of DW in regard to Muslims is 

confirmed to be “versöhnlich und hetzend” (Jäger 2007, 67) (conciliatory and hateful; my 

translation); of Taz “locker bis gequält” (Jäger 2007, 57) (loose till tormented; my 

translation); of FR as “nur auf den ersten Blick unaufgeregt und de-eskalierend” (Jäger 

2007, 57) (only at the first sight calm and de-escalation oriented; my translation); of FAZ 

as “orientalistisch” (oriental; my translation) with the prevailing stance of “we have to 

defend our own values, which are generally peaceful, and those, who cannot adjust to 

them, must leave” (Jäger 2007, 64).  

III.3.2  Great Britain 

III.3.2.1 Testing the third main hypothesis with eighteen sub-hypotheses 

 SH-1, that conservative newspapers will publish more ‘highly relevant’ and 

‘relevant’ articles than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Relevance to HT’ and 

‘Sources’.  The relation between these variables was not significant, χ2(8, N=396)=7.28, 

p>0.05.  Lack of support for the SH-1 did not lend support to the third main hypothesis.  

See Table III.210 and Figure III.90.   

Table III.210. Source*HT relevance of articles cross tabulation (N=396) 

Source 

HT relevance of articles The 
Independent 

The 
Guardia

n 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 10 27 10 23 15 85 
% within HT relevance 11.8% 31.8% 11.8% 27.1% 17.6% 100.0% 

Highly relevant 
(80-100%) 

% within Source 19.2% 20.3% 21.7% 24.0% 21.7% 21.5% 
Count 11 47 16 27 16 117 
% within HT relevance 9.4% 40.2% 13.7% 23.1% 13.7% 100.0% 

Relevant (50-
79%) 

% within Source 21.2% 35.3% 34.8% 28.1% 23.2% 29.5% 
Count 31 59 20 46 38 194 
% within HT relevance 16.0% 30.4% 10.3% 23.7% 19.6% 100.0% 

Irrelevant 

% within Source 59.6% 44.4% 43.5% 47.9% 55.1% 49.0% 
Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 
% within HT relevance 13.1% 33.6% 11.6% 24.2% 17.4% 100.0% 

Total 

% within Source 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Figure III.90 Source*HT relevance of articles (N=396) 
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 SH-2, that conservative newspapers will mention arrests/imprisonment of 

members more often than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence examining the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Prosecutions’ 

revealed statistically significant relation between these variables, χ2(4, N=396)=5.54, 

p<0.05.  The Guardian published articles mentioning prosecutions of members 

significantly more often than the other newspapers.  Of 52 articles in The Independent, 

five (9.6%) mentioned prosecutions of HT members.  Of 133 articles in The Guardian, 

25 (18.8%) mentioned them.  Of 46 articles in FT, three (6.5%) mentioned arrests.  Of 96 

articles in The Times, 14 (14.6%) mentioned them.  Of 69 articles in DT, nine (13.3%) 

mentioned them.  SH-3, that conservative newspapers will mention HT being banned 

somewhere (including Germany) more often than liberal newspapers, and SH-4, that 

conservative newspapers will mention it being legal somewhere less often than liberal 

newspapers, were not supported.   

Table III.211. Source*Legal status of HT cross tabulation (N=396) 

Source 
Mention of the legal status 

of HT The 
Independent 

The 
Guardian 

FT 
The 

Times 
DT Total 

Count 31 69 27 64 41 232 Yes 
% within Source 59.6% 51.9% 58.7% 66.7% 59.4% 58.6% 
Count 21 64 19 32 28 164 No 
% within Source 40.4% 48.1% 41.3% 33.3% 40.6% 41.4% 
Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

SH-5, that conservative newspapers will mention the need to ban HT more often 

than liberal newspapers, and SH-6, that conservative newspapers will mention the need 

not to ban HT less often than liberal newspapers, were partially supported.  A chi-square 

test of independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Legal 

status of HT’.  The test revealed no significant relation between these variables, χ2(4, 
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N=396)=5.09, p>0.05.  Liberal and conservative newspapers mentioned the legal status 

of HT about equally often.  See Table III.211, Table III.212 and Figure III.91. 

Table III.212. Source*Legal status of HT cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=396) 

Source 
Legal status of HT 

 The 
Independent 

The 
Guardian 

FT The Times DT 
Tot
al 

Count 7 7 7 8 1 30 Banned in Germany 
% within source 13.5% 5.3% 15.2% 8.3% 1.4%  
Count 14 25 9 29 17 94 Banned elsewhere 
% within source 26.9% 18.8% 19.6% 30.2% 24.6%  
Count 18 58 21 47 32 176 Not banned  

somewhere % within source 34.6% 43.6% 45.7% 49.0% 46.4%  
Count 5 7 1 8 10 31 Should be banned  

 % within source 9.6% 5.3% 2.2% 8.3% 14.5%  
Count 10 10 4 7 7 38 Should not be  

banned % within source 19.2% 7.5% 8.7% 7.3% 10.1%  
Total N mentioning legal status of HT 31 69 27 64 41 232 
Total N published by each source 52 133 46 96 69 396 

Figure III.91. Source*the legal status of HT, multiple responses (N=396) 
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 SH-7, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles containing at least 

one reference to law-enforcement officials than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  

A chi-square test of independence, performed to examine the relation between the 

overarching variable ‘Quotes/references related to HT’ and ‘Source’, revealed that this 

relation was not significant, χ2(4, N=396)=7.13, p>0.05.  A chi-square test of 

independence, performed to examine the relation between the variables ‘Law 

enforcement officials/institutions’ and ‘Source’, revealed that this relation was also not 

significant, χ2(4, N=396)=7.416, p>0.05.  SH-8, that references to other sources than 

political and law-enforcement officials will appear more often in liberal than 

conservative newspapers, was partially supported.  A chi-square test of independence, 

performed to examine the relation between all sub-variables related to the overarching 

variable ‘Quotes/references related to HT’ and ‘Source’, suggested that there was a 
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statistically significant relation between the variables ‘Student Unions’ and ‘Source’, 

χ2(4, N=396)=15.899, p<0.05.  There was some relation between the variables ‘Mass 

media/Journalist’ and ‘Source’, χ2(4, N=396)=8.271, p=0.08; ‘Experts’ and ‘Source’, 

χ2(4, N=396)=7.000, p=0.14; and, ‘Former HT member’ and ‘Source’, χ2(4, 

N=396)=7.239, p=0.12, which suggested that liberal newspapers tended to refer to these 

unofficial sources when reporting about HT more often than conservative newspapers.  

See Table III.213 and Table III.214.  

Table III.213. Source*Quotes/references related to HT (N=396) 

Source Presence of quotes/ 
references related 

to HT 
The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 46 111 36 82 50 325 Yes 
% within Source 88.5% 83.5% 78.3% 85.4% 72.5% 82.1% 
Count 6 22 10 14 19 71 No 
% within Source 11.5% 16.5% 21.7% 14.6% 27.5% 17.9% 
Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table III.214. Source*Quotes/references related to HT cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=396) 

Source 

Quotes/references related to HT The 
Independent 

The 
Guardia

n 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 27 71 23 56 33 210 Political figures  
and/ or institutions % within source 51.9% 53.4% 50.0% 58.3% 47.8%  

Count 2 7 0 4 1 14 BNP (British 
National Party) % within source 3.8% 5.3% 0.0% 4.2% 1.4%  

Count 13 30 13 12 11 79 Law enforcement 
officials, institutions % within source 25.0% 22.6% 28.3% 12.5% 15.9%  

Count 4 6 1 1 6 18 Former HT member 
% within source 7.7% 4.5% 2.2% 1.0% 8.7%  
Count 15 42 14 38 23 132 HT member, 

organization % within source 28.8% 31.6% 30.4% 39.6% 33.3%  
Count 5 10 1 6 4 26 Religious scholars  

and/or activists % within source 9.6% 7.5% 2.2% 6.3% 5.8%  
Count 5 18 1 13 6 43 Ordinary people 
% within source 9.6% 13.5% 2.2% 13.5% 8.7%  
Count 4 12 2 3 7 28 Human rights 

organizations % within source 7.7% 9.0% 4.3% 3.1% 10.1%  
Count 8 10 2 3 6 29 Mass media reports 
% within source 15.4% 7.5% 4.3% 3.1% 8.7%  
Count 0 13 3 2 0 18 Student Unions 
% within source 0.0% 9.8% 6.5% 2.1% 0.0%  
Count 1 10 5 5 1 22 Experts 
% within source 1.9% 7.5% 10.9% 5.2% 1.4%  
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Count 3 1 0 2 3 9 Other people  
and/or organizations % within source 5.8% 0.9% 0.0% 2.4% 6.0%  
Total Count 46 111 36 82 50 325 
Total N of articles published by each 
source 

52 133 46 96 69 396 

 

SH-9, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles referring to HT only 

in negative terms than liberal newspapers, and SH-10, that liberal newspapers will 

publish more articles using no terms in relation to HT or referring to the organization only 

in neutral terms than conservative newspapers were not supported.  A chi-square test of 

independence examined the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Terms used in 

relation to HT’.  The relation between these variables was significant, χ2(12, N 

396)=23.51, p<0.05.  See Table III.215.   

Table III.215. Source*Terms used in relation to HT cross tabulation (N=396) 

Source 
Terms used in relation to HT The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 12 48 17 16 18 111 Negative 
terms only  % within Source 23.1% 36.1% 37.0% 16.7% 26.1% 28.0% 

Count 12 27 10 20 12 81 Neutral terms 
only % within Source 23.1% 20.3% 21.7% 20.8% 17.4% 20.5% 

Count 14 22 15 32 21 104 Negative and  
neutral terms  % within Source 26.9% 16.5% 32.6% 33.3% 30.4% 26.3% 

No terms Count 14 36 4 28 18 100 
 % within Source 26.9% 27.1% 8.7% 29.2% 26.1% 25.3% 
Total Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 
 % within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100% 

 

 SH-11, that conservative newspapers will mention points of HT’s ideology more 

often than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square test of independence, 

performed to examine the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘HT’s ideology’, 

revealed that this relation was not significant, χ2(4, N=396)=3.93, p>0.05.  SH-12, that 

conservative newspapers will focus on the ‘Anti-Semitic’ and the ‘Anti-Western’ points 

of ideology more often than liberal newspapers, was partially supported.  A chi-square 

test of independence, performed to examine the relation between the variables ‘Source’ 

and ‘Anti-Western’, revealed that this relation was significant, χ2(4, N=396)=12.250, 

p<0.05. A chi-square test of independence, performed to examine the relation between the 

variables ‘Source’ and ‘Anti-Semitic’, revealed that this relation was not significant, χ2(4, 

N=396)=3.452; p>0.05. See Table III.216 and Table III.217. 
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Table III.216. Source*Ideology of HT cross tabulation (N=396) 

Source 
Mention of ideology of HT The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 21 50 22 33 32 158 Yes 
% within Source 40.4% 37.6% 47.8% 34.4% 46.4% 39.9% 
Count 31 83 24 63 37 238 No 
% within Source 59.6% 62.4% 52.2% 65.6% 53.6% 60.1% 
Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table III.217. Source*Ideology of HT cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=396) 

Source 
Ideology of HT The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 2 4 0 4 2 12 Against and political form  
other than Islamic  
(incl. anti-democratic,  
against voting, etc.) 

% within Source 3.8% 3.0% 0.0% 4.2% 2.9% 

 
Count 0 3 1 0 1 5 Islam and Islamic identity 
% within Source 0.0% 2.3% 2.2% 0.0% 1.4%  
Count 3 3 2 6 10 24 Anti-Western 
% within Source 5.8% 2.3% 4.3% 6.3% 14.5%  
Count 3 12 5 11 3 34 Anti- Semitic 
% within Source 5.8% 9.0% 10.9% 11.5% 4.3%  
Count 0 3 1 3 0 7 Homophobic 
% within Source 0.0% 2.3% 2.2% 3.1% 0.0%  
Count 0 7 0 0 0 7 Racist 
% within Source 0.0% 5.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  
Count 0 3 4 0 1 8 Other points of ideology 
% within Source 0.0% 2.3% 8.7% 0.0% 1.4%  

Total Count 7 21 9 17 14 68 

Total N of articles published by each source 52 133 46 96 69 396 

 

 SH-13, that conservative newspapers will mention HT’s ‘Rejection of violence’ 

less often than liberal newspapers, was supported.  A chi-square test of independence, 

performed to examine the relation between the variable ‘Source’ and ‘HT’s position on 

use of violence’, revealed that this relation was significant χ2(12, N=396)=22.571, 

p<0.05. See Table III.218.  

SH-14, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only 

negative goals than liberal newspapers, was supported.  SH-15, that liberal newspapers 

will publish more articles mentioning only neutral goals than their conservative 

counterparts, was not supported.  A chi-square test of independence, performed to 

examine the relation between the variable ‘Source’ and ‘Goals of HT’, revealed that this 

relation was significant χ2(12, N=396)=24.105; p<0.05. See Table III.219. 
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Table III.218. Source*HT’s position on use of violence (N=396) 

Source 
HT's position on use of violence The 

Independent
The 

Guardian FT The Times DT Total 
Count 9 27 15 10 12 73 Rejection of 

violence % within Source 17.3% 20.3% 32.6% 10.4% 17.4% 18.4% 
Count 4 6 5 2 7 24 Support of 

violence % within Source 7.7% 4.5% 10.9% 2.1% 10.1% 6.1% 
Count 3 10 1 9 8 31 Both positions 

mentioned % within Source 5.8% 7.5% 2.2% 9.4% 11.6% 7.8% 
Count 36 90 25 75 42 268 No position on use 

of violence 
mentioned 

% within Source 69.2% 67.7% 54.3% 78.1% 60.9% 67.7% 

Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%100.0% 

Table III.219. Source*Goals of HT cross tabulation (N=396) 

Source 
Goals of HT The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 2 1 0 2 5 10 Negative goals 
only  % within Source 3.8% 0.8% 0.0% 2.1% 7.2% 2.5% 

Count 11 18 13 22 10 74 Neutral goals only 
% within Source 21.2% 13.5% 28.3% 22.9% 14.5% 18.7% 
Count 1 6 0 6 7 20 Negative and 

neutral goals only % within Source 1.9% 4.5% 0.0% 6.3% 10.1% 5.1% 
Count 38 108 33 66 47 292 No goals 

mentioned % within Source 73.1% 81.2% 71.7% 68.8% 68.1% 73.7% 
Count 52 133 46 96 69 396 Total 
% within Source 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

SH-16, that conservative newspapers will provide more information on ‘Any violent 

or criminal activities of HT’ than liberal newspapers, was not supported.  A chi-square 

test of independence, performed to examine the relation between the variable ‘Source’ 

and ‘Any violent or criminal activity of HT’, revealed that this relation was not 

significant, χ2(4, N=396)=2.742, p >0.05.  See Table III.220.     

SH-17, that ‘Crimes/Terrorism/War’ will be the main topics in conservative 

newspapers more often than in liberal newspapers, was not supported.  SH-18, that 

‘Human/civil rights’ topic will be the main topic of articles in liberal more often than 

conservative newspapers, was supported.  A chi-square test of independence, performed 

to examine the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Politics and/or Law and 

legislation’, revealed that this relation was significant χ2(4, N=396)=16.29, p<0.01. A chi-

square test of independence, performed to examine the relation between the variables 

‘Source’ and ‘Crimes/Terrorism/War’, revealed that this relation was not significant, 
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χ2(4, N=396)=4.82, p>0.05.  A chi-square test of independence, performed to examine the 

relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Human/civil rights’, revealed that this 

relation was significant χ2(4, N=396)=11.00, p<0.05.  A chi-square test of independence, 

performed to examine the relation between the variables ‘Source’ and ‘Islam/Muslims/ 

Religion’, revealed that this relation was not significant χ2(4, N=396)=6.69, p >0.05.  See 

Table III.221. 

Table III.220. Source*Activities of HT, multiple responses (N=396) 

Source 
Activities of HT The 

Independent 
The 

Guardian 
FT 

The 
Times 

DT Total 

Count 2 13 7 7 7 36 Activities in  
universities  % within source 9.1% 18.8% 30.4% 14.9% 21.2%  

Count 2 6 2 2 0 12 Spreading leaflets 
% within source 9.1% 8.7% 8.7% 4.3% ,0%  
Count 4 7 1 6 3 21 Protests and 

demonstrations % within source 18.2% 10.1% 4.3% 12.8% 9.1%  
Count 2 12 5 10 2 31 Conference/ debates/ 

speech/ statements % within source 9.1% 17.4% 21.7% 21.3% 6.1%  
Count 1 9 1 3 3 17 Publishing articles books 

magazines leaflets % within source 4.5% 13.0% 4.3% 6.4% 9.1%  
Count 1 3 2 2 1 9 Recruiting new members 
% within source 4.5% 4.3% 8.7% 4.3% 3.0%  
Count 2 1 1 1 4 9 Attempts to occupy 

political/military  
positions 

% within source 9.1% 1.4% 4.3% 2.1% 12.1%  

Count 4 18 2 6 5 35 Spreading HT 
propaganda/ promoting 
HT aims 

% within source 18.2% 26.1% 8.7% 12.8% 15.2%  

Count 0 5 0 4 5 14 Spreading its ideology via 
Internet/ using websites % within source ,0% 7.2% ,0% 8.5% 15.2%  

Count 5 15 0 4 5 29 Attempts to overthrow 
governments % within source 22.7% 21.7% ,0% 8.5% 15.2%  

Count 8 10 4 9 7 38 Any violent or criminal 
activity % within source 36.4% 14.5% 17.4% 19.1% 21.2%  

Count 1 1 1 5 3 11 Any positive activities 
% within source 4.5% 1.4% 4.3% 10.6% 9.1%  
Count 0 0 2 8 3 13 Being involved in legal 

matters in the court % within source ,0% ,0% 8.7% 17.0% 9.1%  
Count 0 2 3 1 1 7 Other activities 
% within source ,0% 2.9% 13.0% 2.1% 3.0%  

Total N of articles mentioning HT’s 
activities 

22 69 23 47 33 194 

Total N of articles published by each 
source 

52 133 46 96 69 396 
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Table III.221. Source*Main topics cross tabulation, multiple responses (N=396) 

Source 
Main topics 

 The 
Independent 

The 
Guardian 

FT 
The 

Times 
DT Total 

Count 19 47 26 23 19 134 Politics and/or Law 
and legislation % within source 36.5% 35.3% 56.5% 24.0% 27.5% 33.8% 

Count 39 89 38 67 51 284 Crimes and/or 
terrorism and/or war % within source 75.0% 66.9% 82.6% 69.8% 73.9% 71.7% 

Count 20 30 14 17 12 93 Human, civil rights 
% within source 38.5% 22.6% 30.4% 17.7% 17.4% 23.5% 
Count 27 92 30 61 50 260 Islam/Muslims and/or 

Religion % within source 51.9% 69.2% 65.2% 63.5% 72.5% 65.7% 
 Total N of articles published by each 
source 

52 133 46 96 69 396 

 

 To conclude, quantitative data on eighteen sub-hypotheses testing the third main 

hypothesis, that conservative newspapers will be more critical of HT than liberal 

newspapers, revealed that three sub-hypothesis lent support to the main hypothesis.  

Those sub-hypotheses were: SH-13, that conservative newspapers will mention HT’s 

‘Rejection of violence’ less often than liberal newspapers; SH-14, that conservative 

newspapers will publish more articles mentioning only negative goals than liberal 

newspapers; and SH-18, that ‘Human/civil rights’ topic will be the main topic in liberal 

newspapers more often than in conservative newspapers. 

 Four sub-hypotheses lent partial support to the third main hypothesis.  Those sub-

hypotheses were: SH-5, that conservative newspapers will mention the need to ban HT 

more often than liberal newspapers; SH-6, that conservative newspapers will mention the 

need not to ban HT less often than liberal newspapers; SH-8, that references to other 

sources than political and law-enforcement officials will appear more often in liberal 

than conservative newspapers; and SH-12, that conservative newspapers will focus on 

the ‘Anti-Semitic’ and the ‘Anti-Western’ points of ideology more often than liberal 

newspapers. 

 Four sub-hypotheses were rejected suggesting the opposite practices, i.e. liberal 

newspapers were more critical than conservative newspapers in some aspects of 

coverage.  Those sub-hypotheses were: SH-1, that conservative newspapers will publish 

more HT ‘highly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ articles than liberal newspapers; SH-4, that 

conservative newspapers will mention HT being legal somewhere less often than liberal 

newspapers; SH-7, that conservative newspapers will publish more articles containing at 

least one reference to law-enforcement officials than liberal newspapers; and, SH-9, that 
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conservative newspapers will publish more articles referring to HT only in negative 

terms than liberal newspapers. 

 Seven sub-hypotheses were rejected, suggesting that liberal and conservative 

newspapers covered some aspects about HT about equally often.  Those sub-hypotheses 

were: SH-2, that conservative newspapers will mention arrests/imprisonment of 

members more often than liberal newspapers; SH-3, that conservative newspapers will 

mention HT being banned somewhere (including in Germany) more often than liberal 

newspapers; SH-10, that liberal newspapers will publish more articles using no terms in 

relation to HT or referring to the organization only in neutral terms than conservative 

newspapers; SH-11, that conservative newspapers will mention points of its ideology 

more often than liberal newspapers; SH-15, that liberal newspapers will publish more 

articles mentioning only neutral goals than their conservative counterparts; SH-16, that 

conservative newspapers will provide more information on ‘Any violent or criminal 

activities of HT’ than liberal ones; and, SH-17 that ‘Crimes/Terrorism/War’ will be the 

main topics in conservative newspapers more often than in liberal ones. 

 Quantitative findings on these eighteen propositions suggested that conservative 

newspapers were not in general more critical than liberal newspapers when reporting on 

HT.  On some points liberal and conservative newspapers expressed almost the same 

attitudes towards HT, while on some other points liberal newspapers were more critical 

than conservative newspapers.  

III.3.2.2 Testing the third main hypothesis with latent class analysis 

 The cross tabulation of the four latent classes, revealed by the second order latent 

class analysis examining the second Britain-specific hypothesis, with the covariate 

variable ‘Source’ revealed no significant differences of how five British newspapers 

covered HT χ2(12, N = 396) = 14.93; p >0.05.  See Table III.222 and Figure III.92. 

Table III.222. Source*Latent Classes cross tabulation (N=396) 

Classes 

Source 

Not 
informative/ 
balanced (in 

terms) 
coverage  

Not 
informative/ 
negative (in 

terms) 
coverage  

Partially 
informative 
and mainly 

neutral 
coverage  

Very 
informative and 
mainly balanced 

coverage  

The Independent % within Source 26.5% 36.7% 22.0% 14.8% 
The Guardian % within Source 40.4% 34.0% 15.3% 10.3% 
The Financial Times % within Source 40.3% 31.1% 13.3% 15.2% 
The Times % within Source 41.7% 30.9% 16.0% 11.5% 
The Daily Telegraph % within Source 33.4% 32.8% 15.6% 18.2% 
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Figure III.92. Source*Latent Classes (N=396) 
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 To conclude, if there was little or no information about HT, the British 

newspapers tended to refer to the organization in negative rather than neutral terms. If 

articles were somewhat informative about HT, then both negative and neutral aspects 

were covered.  Sometimes British newspapers covered HT in a rather positive tone, e.g. 

through mentioning such aspects as it engaging with the Home Office in consultations on 

improving race relations; it discussing issues of drugs and crime with Muslim youth; 

mentioning only neutral goals such as ‘to spread Islam’ and ‘to restore a caliphate’; and, 

mentioning only ‘rejection of violence’ as part of its ideology.  Since there were no 

major differences between coverage by liberal and conservative newspapers, the third 

main hypothesis, that conservative newspapers would be more critical than liberal ones, 

was not supported.  Individual newspapers, however, deviated slightly from this general 

pattern in various ways.  

 The Independent was the only newspaper that tended to prefer the second pattern 

‘Not informative/negative (in terms) coverage of HT’ to other patterns.  The other 

newspapers tended to prefer the first pattern ‘Not informative/balanced (in terms) 

coverage of HT’ to other patterns.  The fourth pattern ‘Very informative and mainly 

balanced coverage of HT’ was most often used by The Daily Telegraph and least often 

by The Guardian.  While The Guardian and The Times published significantly more 

articles mentioning HT than the other three newspapers, The Independent and The Daily 

Telegraph tended to provide more information about HT when only mentioning or 

reporting on this group.  In general, coverage by The Guardian and The Times tended to 

be rich in quantity but rather low in background information; the coverage of HT by The 

Independent, The Financial Times and The Daily Telegraph tended to be rich in 

informational content although rather scarce in quantity.  
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III.3.2.3 Framing analysis  

 The wide coverage of HT as part of reporting on attempted terrorist attacks in 

Great Britain appeared in July 2007.  On June 29, 2007 two car bombs were discovered 

and disabled in London before they could be detonated.  The next day, a Jeep Cherokee 

loaded with propane canisters was driven into the Glasgow Airport terminal but also did 

not detonate.  Bilal Abdullah, a doctor from Iraq employed by a National Health Service 

hospital in Great Britain, was later found guilty of conspiracy to commit murder in 

relation to both incidents and sentenced to 32 years in prison (The Associated Press 

2008).  The latter incident happened only a few days after Gordon Brown was appointed 

as Prime Minister and a few days before he was questioned by the opposition leader 

David Cameron on why the Labour government did not ban HT earlier.  Thus, coverage 

in British newspapers in July 2007 was a mixture of linking HT to the failed terrorist 

attacks and to Brown’s debut at Prime Minister Questions (PMQs).  Of 28 articles, The 

Independent published five, The Guardian published six, Financial Times published two, 

The Times published three and The Daily Telegraph published 12.   

III.3.2.3.1 The Independent 

 The framing analysis of five articles in liberal The Independent in July 2007 

detected a partisan bias in favour of the head of the Labour Party.  Although it was 

generally agreed that Brown looked nervous and made mistakes at the PMQs, The 

Independent praised his debut with “well done” (Carr 2007) and “undoubtedly…an 

assured start” (Grice 2007).  It also suggested that Cameron could learn from Gordon 

(Carr 2007).  Referring to the Prime Minister by first name and to Blair and Cameron by 

last names made the closeness of The Independent to the Labour party even more 

obvious.  Cameron was criticized in these articles as having “…strayed over the line by 

“playing politics” on terrorism” (Grice 2007); “…with the smoke from the failed car-

bombs still stinging Britain’s eyes” him having demanded “the banning of a poisonous 

little Islamist group called Hizb ut-Tahrir” (Hari 2007); and, him mentioning “[t]he ‘no 

kaffirs’ rule” could have done “with more publicity” than asking certain questions from 

the HT’s constitution “[o]r, better, arguing for less banning and more publicity” (Carr 

2007).   

 In regard to Islam and Muslims in Britain, The Independent took a strong position 

defending ordinary British Muslims, who are against terrorists, Islamists and extremists.  

It reported that “when bloodthirsty Islamicists strike [Muslims] experience a collective 
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intensification of [their] attachment to Britain” and that “there are now passionate Muslim 

democrats standing up to be counted” (Alibhai-Brown 2007).   

 In regard to HT, The Independent advocated against banning this group because 

“[f]ree speech must apply even to the odious” (Hari 2007).  Hari (2007) concluded a 

lengthy article with much background information about HT by saying that “[a] true 

victory over Hizb ut-Tahrir will not come through banning them.  It will come from 

ensuring that every one of their meetings is greeted by a picket of Muslim liberals and 

Muslim women – people like Ed Hussain – declaring loud and proud that when “they 

denounce Britain as a brothel and call for a caliphate, they do it Not In My Name.”  This 

line of argumentation could be also sensed in other articles.  Quoting Maher, “a former 

member of the militant Islamist group Hizb ut-Tahrir”, as saying that the suspected 

perpetrator of recent attempted attacks was radicalised by the events in Iraq, Sengupta 

(2007) quoted an HT spokesman denying that “any of its members were involved with 

the men arrested.”  Alibhai-Brown (2007) argued that “[t]he hardline Hizb ut-Tahrir asks 

Muslims not to ‘fuel dangerous political agendas’” but said this organization has been 

“humbled and discredited.”  Reporting on Cameron asking Brown about ‘what evidence 

is needed to ban HT when they urge to kill Jews wherever they are found’, The 

Independent emphasized Brown’s answer that one or two quotes are not enough to ban 

the group (Grice 2007).  For precise descriptions of problem definitions, problem 

diagnoses, moral evaluations, and treatment recommendations in five examined articles, 

see Figure III.93. 
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Figure III.93. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in The Independent in the 
articles by (1) Alibhai-Brown (2007), (2) Grice (2007),  (3) Sengupta (2007),  (4) Hari (2007) , and (5) 
Carr (2007). 

Pdef1 Ordinary British Muslims are against terrorists, Islamists and extremists. 
Pdef2 Brown’s debut at the Prime Minister’s Questions (PMQs) was not successful; Brown 

was nervous and made mistakes. 
Pdef3 Five of eight suspects were in Cambridge together when they began to embrace 

radical Islam. 
Pdef4 With the smoke from the failed car-bombs still stinging Britain’s eyes, David 

Cameron demanded banning HT. 
Pdef5 PMQs went off without a disaster so it can’t be counted a success for Cameron. 
  
PDiag1 When bloodthirsty Islamicists strike, British Muslims experience a collective 

intensification of their attachment to Britain. 
PDiag2 In a wake of a failed car bomb attack in London and Glasgow, both men 

acknowledged that they needed to unite against terrorism. 
PDiag3 Mr. Maher, a former member of the militant Islamist group HT, has said that the 

suspect was radicalised by the events in Iraq.  HT denied any connections between its 
members and the arrested men. 

PDiag4 Free speech must apply even to the odious HT 
PDiag5 Cameron has probably read Hari’s article about HT in this paper and asked questions 

about HT to get publicity. 
  
ME1 1. The hardline HT asks Muslims not to fuel dangerous political agendas.  These 

organizations (Muslim Council of GB and HT) have been humbled and discredited.   
2. Islamicisits are cunning and well-connected.  Their backers pretend to believe in 
liberal democracy while plotting its demise.   

ME2 HT says that Jews should be killed wherever they are found.  What more evidence is 
needed to ban it? 

ME3 As the identities of the arrested men are still unclear it would be inappropriate to 
comment further. 

ME4 HT is a poisonous little Islamist group, for which ‘their way’ is the only right way.  
Whoever does not comply should be killed.  It is more like BNP – a group with 
deeply evil ambitions, but pursuing them though existing political structures.   

ME5 Quite small hesitations in PMQs are extremely damaging.  When Blair opened his 
mouth it all pored forth but Gordon opens his mouth and in the absence of anything 
else, “Well done!” pops out. 

  
TR1 Passionate Muslim democrats should stand up.  With their help Britain can beat its 

enemies within. 
TR2 We need evidence to ban HT, it cannot be done because of one or two quotes. 
TR3 The police have searched a Cambridge address, Muslim centres and internet cites 

trying to track extremist activity in the city. 
TR4 If we want to undermine HT, we need to end intimidation of the great liberal majority 

of Muslim women by lavishing cash on Muslim women’s groups.  A true victory over 
HT will not come through banning them.  It will come from Muslim liberals declaring 
loud and proud that when HT denounces Britain as a brothel and calls for a caliphate, 
they do it not in their names. 

TR5 Cameron has to learn from Brown. 

III.3.2.3.2 The Guardian 

 The major frame of coverage of the failed attacks in six articles in July 2007 in 

The Guardian was involvement of Great Britain in the Iraq war.  Since this war started 
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under the Labour government, journalists of The Guardian were at times very harsh 

toward the new Labour Prime Minister but at other times showed signs of supporting him.  

Thus, the journalists emphasized that “al-Qaida in Iraq…may have been behind the plot”, 

that the suspected terrorist “had become radicalised by the destruction in Iraq” and “had a 

number of videos featuring the former leader of al-Qaida in Iraq, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi” 

(Cobain and Topping 2007, 1).  Other journalists wrote that “[d]enial of the link with Iraq 

is delusional and dangerous…Blair’s legacy is an illegal war of aggression with the most 

devastating human and political consequences.  Until the Brown government makes 

serious moves to end Britain’s role in the occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan, the 

likelihood must be that the threat will grow” (Milne 2007, 29); that “Brown is not about 

to throw the witch on the inherited essentials of Blair’s approach to Washington and Iraq” 

(Kettle 2007, 37) and that “media-literate youngsters [are] deeply sceptical after Iraq of 

anything associated with this Labour government” (Bunting 2007, 29).   

 The Guardian did not focus on Brown’s failure to respond appropriately to 

Cameron’s attack on proscription.  This debate was mentioned only briefly in one article 

informing public that Brown “appeared underbriefed, saying he had only been in office 

for five days; he had to be bailed out by the former home secretary, John Reid, who told 

MPs the Home Office had conducted two reviews into the organization, but decided there 

was insufficient evidence to proscribe it” (Wintour 2007, 5).  Instead, The Guardian 

criticised the conservative opposition and Cameron in particular.  One article pointed to 

Cameron’s own inconsistency: “Who, in August 2006, wrote to Hizb ut-Tahrir that he 

was ‘very grateful for your comments on relations between western governments and the 

Muslim world’, which had been ‘fully taken on board?’  Why, the boy Cameron, of 

course, who on Wednesday repeatedly demanded to know why the Broon hadn’t yet 

banned the group” (Henley 2007, 33).  Another article pointed out that “[i]f anyone over-

reacted to the alert this week it was probably the Conservative opposition, with its 

demands for the immediate banning of Hizb ut-Tahrir.  Labour ministers have never been 

slow to proscribe organizations that promote terror – more than 40 have been banned 

since 2000, and two more were added to the list only this week – and ministerial concern 

about this Islamist organization is intense”; was advised twice that “the organization had 

curbed enough of its activities to make a ban legally doubtful.  The compensation for the 

government is that legal organisations are easier to penetrate” (Kettle 2007, 37).  

Conservative politicians were accused of “championing” Ed Hussain, “one-time member 

of Hizb ut-Tahrir and now a British neocon pinup boy, or Hassan Butt, formerly of the 
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banned al-Muhajiroun group,…calling for a harsher crackdown on their former fellow 

enthusiasts for the restoration of the caliphate” and arguing that “all Islamists, from the 

liberal Muslim academic Tariq Ramadan to al-Qaida terrorists, had to be confronted 

without exception” (Milne 2007, 29).  The Times and Telegraph were accused of being 

“pro-war [newspapers that] have led the field, with neoconservative commentators and 

politicians hammering home the Blair-Bush message that terror is simply the product of 

an evil ideology.”   

 Thus, it both criticized the conservative opposition but conveyed that HT should 

not be banned in Great Britain.  On the one hand, it suggested that a legal organisation 

was easier to penetrate (Kettle 2007, 37); on the other hand, it argued that “[j]ust as 

mainstream Islamists in the Palestinian territories such as Hamas have helped prevent the 

encroachment of takfiri jihadists, so non-violent Islamists in the west can offer an 

alternative political channel to those who might otherwise be drawn to al-Qaida-inspired 

terror” (Milne 2007, 29).    

Figure III.94. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in The Guardian in the 
articles by (1) Cobain and Topping (2007), (2) Wintour (2007), (3) Milne (2007), (4) Henley (2007), (5) 
Kettle (2007) and (6) Bunting (2007) 

Pdef1 A life story of Dr. Abdulla, a would-be terrorist.   
Pdef2 All eight suspects in the London and Glasgow terror bombings worked in health 

service. Reference to HT was done in the context of PMQs and was not connected to 
the failed terror attacks. 

Pdef3 In the wake of the abortive atrocities in London and Glasgow, there was wide coverage 
of a ‘doctor’s plot’ and calls on nation to stand firm against terrorists.   

Pdef4 Criticizing activities of Labour and Tory politicians.  
Pdef5 The failed car bombers have done the new government a huge favour.  For Brown it 

was a perfect platform on which to pose as the national leader.   
Pdef6 Following the failed terror attacks on London and Glasgow airport, Muslim activists 

and imams from across the country gathered in London to consider what could be done 
to tackle extremism.  British Muslims launched campaign yet to win the hearts and 
minds of the public and distance themselves from the activities of violent extremists 
who claim to act in the name of their faith. 

  
PDiag1 According to Shiraz Maher, a former member of the radical Muslim group HT, Dr. 

Abdulla has radicalised by the destruction in Iraq. 
PDiag2 Ministers will flag up potential terror suspects using profiling based on certain 

attributes.   
PDiag3 It is delusional to link terror attacks on GB with the British values as it was done by 

Blair and Brown and to fail to recognize the central link between the terror threat and 
Britain’s post 9/11 actions in the Muslim world. 

PDiag4 In August 2006 Cameron wrote to HT that he was “very grateful for your comments on 
relations between western governments and the Muslim world”, which had been “fully 
taken on board”, and now he demanded to know why Brown had not yet banned the 
group. 

PDiag5 Absence of an emergency list (Blair introduced such a list after attacks on London in 
July 2005) gave a sense that something has changed from the Tony Blair years.  
However, it is easier to be statesmanlike after a failed attack than after a successful 
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one. 
PDiag6 The British Muslims of the second generation face a crisis searching into what in their 

faith, historical and cultural background could give space for extremism to flourish.  
Many Muslims are incensed by injustice and angry about British foreign policy, but 
they don’t plot to bomb innocent civilians.   

  
ME1 It is suspected that al-Qaida stands behind the plot. 
ME2 Britain will stand strong, steadfast and united in the face of terror. 
ME3 Defectors from radical Islamist groups insisted that this was all about people with 

identity crises who were “hell-bent on destroying the west and called for a harsher 
crackdown on their former fellow enthusiasts for the restoration of the caliphate.  Such 
people are cheered by conservative politicians, who argued that all Islamists, from the 
liberal Muslim academics to al-Qaida terrorists must be confronted. 

ME4 Do the politicians know what they are doing? 
ME5 The conservative opposition overreacted this week with its demands for the immediate 

banning of HT.  Labour ministers have never been slow to proscribe organizations that 
promote terror – more than forty have been banned since 2000, and two more were 
added to the list only this week – and ministerial concern about this Islamist 
organization is intense. 

ME6 Key Muslim community leaders have been strikingly honest and self-critical in 
admitting that certain theological issues have not been properly clarified.  Extremists 
such as HT use this dualism of ‘the land of Islam’ and ‘the land of the other’ to justify 
their contempt for the lives of the unbelievers.   

  

TR1 Dr. Abudalla’s involvement in the Glasgow attack highlights the difficulty facing the 
Home Office in their attempts to screen doctors from some countries. 

TR2 Fewer doctors from overseas as more UK and EU doctors have become available.   
TR3 Blair’s legacy is an illegal war of aggression with the most devastating human and 

political consequences.  Until the Brown government makes serious moves to end 
Britain’s role in the occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan, the likelihood must be that 
the threat will grow. 

TR4 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR5 The government needs to find a way of accepting that Iraq has sharpened the terror 

threat.  But the rest of us need to accept that the responsibility for attempting to murder 
civilians rests with those who carry out the atrocities.  These were neither Blair’s 
bombs nor Brown’s bombs.  There were the bombers’ bombs and no one else’s. 

TR6 Winning hearts and minds will take a generation; but what’s becoming clear is just 
how many Muslims are engaged in this struggle already. 

 
One lengthy article strongly argued that ordinary British Muslims were against 

terrorism and extremism and that the “hearts and minds of young Muslims” could still be 

won (Bunting 2007, 29).  Focusing on gatherings and campaigns of mainstream Muslims 

to “distance themselves from the activities of violent extremists who claim to act in the 

name of their faith”, Bunting (2007) referred to HT as “extremists” that play on wrongly 

interpreted dualism of ‘the land of Islam’ and ‘the land of unbelievers’ to “justify their 

contempt for the rights – and lives – of the kufr, the unbeliever.”  Deliberating on 

different theological doctrines, state policies and statements of British Muslim leaders, 

Bunting (2007) concluded with optimism that “[w]inning hearts and minds will take a 

generation; but what’s becoming clear is just how many Muslims are engaged in this 
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struggle already.”  For precise descriptions of problem definitions, problem diagnoses, 

moral evaluations, and treatment recommendations in six articles, see Figure III.94. 

III.3.2.3.3 Financial Times  

 It appears that of the five British newspapers, the Financial Times was the least 

interested in reporting on HT in general, and in connection with PMQs and the failed 

terrorist attacks in particular.  Of 46 articles with at least one reference to HT that it 

published in 2002-2007, only two appeared in 2007, in July.  In the article “All punch and 

no laughs on Brown’s debut” by the Financial Times (2007a, 2) Brown’s first appearance 

in PMQs was criticised in different ways.   Brown was first compared with the English 

actor Donald Wolfit, then with ‘a boxer’ and his folder with “an absent-minded 

professor’s folder with paper in danger of tumbling out.”  Furthermore, the Financial 

Times (2007a) reported that “[t]here was one moment of shocking weakness…”; that 

“[h]e also turned away from the confrontation…”; that “[h]e even got outpunched by Sir 

Ming Campbell…”; and that his answer to Cameron about lack of evidence to proscribe 

HT was “…so vague that eventually a familiar figure rose from the fourth row back to 

make what sounded like a ministerial statement to rescue him.” 

 In the other article published that month, the Financial Times (2007b, 3) referred 

to HT when addressing the question “[w]hat is it that turns young men, some with good 

life prospects, into suicide bombers?”  HT was mentioned in connection to Dr. Abdulla, 

the would-be terrorist accused in organizing London and Glasgow car-bombings.  It was 

described as the radical group seeking to establish a Muslim caliphate although denying 

support for terrorism.  Relying on empirical studies by American academics and the 

Central Intelligence Agency, the Financial Times (2007b) concluded that “…resorting to 

terrorism has multiple causes, responding to specific personal and cultural dislocations 

experienced by young men for which a violent, global movement seems to offer an 

answer.  Unfortunately, …[there is no] typology in which those at risk of turning to 

terrorism can be picked out.”  This was perhaps that most balanced and objective article 

on terrorism among the 28 published in July 2007 by the five newspapers.  For precise 

descriptions of problem definitions, problem diagnoses, moral evaluations, and treatment 

recommendations in two articles by the Financial Times see Figure III.95. 
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Figure III.95. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in the Financial Times in 
articles by (1) Financial Times (2007a) and (2) Financial Times (2007b). 

Pdef1 PMQs.  All punch and no laughs on Brown’s debut. 
Pdef2 What is it that turns young men, some with good life prospects, into suicide bombers? 
  
PDiag1 The opposition punched Brown with tricky questions like why the Islamist group HT 

had not been banned but there were not many laughs since GB should stand strong, 
steadfast and united in the face of terror. 

PDiag2 Resorting to terrorism has multiple causes, responding to specific personally and 
cultural dislocations experienced by young men for which a violent, global movement 
seems to offer an answer. 

  
ME1 Brown showed his shocking weakness when he wailed to Cameron that he had been in 

office five days.  It was actually seven.   
ME2 The difference between terror and other forms of violence is publicity.   
  
TR1 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR2 There is no typology in which those at risk turning to terrorism can be picked out.  

There is no predictive model. 
 

III.3.2.3.4 The Times 

 With its reporting on HT in the context of PMQs and war on terrorism, The Times 

certainly demonstrated its partisan bias in favour of the Conservative party.  Though 

giving victory to Cameron “by a whisker”, Miles (2007, 31) sharply ridiculed Brown as 

being “blind in one eye”, making “odd mistakes”, having felt “like flying naked” because 

he “hadn’t the faintest idea” why the “terrorist” organization had still not been banned 

and, when mentioning a joke by Ming about Brown, she added: “Oh, how we laughed!  

Yes, that’s how bad it was.”  Cameron, however, was described as “statesmanlike and 

constructive” and having “a dignified series of questions on the implications of the terror 

attacks” (Miles 2007, 31).  The article was followed by ‘expert advice’ from a body 

language expert, a method acting coach, a voice coach and a chairman of strategic 

communication consultancy on what was wrong with Brown’s debut in PMQs.   

 The other Time’s article on this issue was also sarcastic towards the new Prime 

Minister.  The headline referred to Brown saying “[h]e’s in the driving seat, but he still 

needs L-plates” (Treneman 2007, 30).  Treneman (2007, 30) referred to Brown as “a 

learner driver”, who “crept down the road in an old Mini, constantly checking his mirror 

and grinding his gears with alarming frequency.  His three-point turn had to be abandoned 

after 30 attempts.”  She described his shoulders as “bull shoulders” and his parliamentary 

private secretaries as “human shredders.”  Quoting Cameron’s question and Brown’s 

answer about HT confirmed the image of Cameron as “the slick PR man …telling the real 

Prime Minister how to fight terrorism” and Brown as “a learner driver” (Treneman 2007, 
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30).  To be precise, Cameron asked: “This organization says, ‘Jews should be killed 

wherever they are found’.  What more evidence do we need?  It is poisoning the minds of 

young people.  Two years ago the Government said it should be banned. I ask again, 

when will it be done?” (Cameron quoted in Treneman 2007, 30).  Treneman (2007) wrote 

that Brown “gabbled in response (this is verbatim): “Yeah.  We can ban it under the 

Prevention of Terrorism Act.  And of course.  Of course.  Of course.  I think.  I think, uh, 

the, uh, Leader of the Opposition forgets I’ve been in this job for five days”.  Further 

ridiculing Brown’s debut she concluded: “It’s time to change gears.  Let’s hope he ditches 

the L-plates soon.” 

 The last Times’s article with references to HT that month was very critical about 

British policies on terrorism.  In the healine it accused the British lawyers of sapping out 

the British will to combat terrorism.  The author started his article with the statement that 

“[w]e [the British] lack the toughness of our European neighbours” (Burleigh 2007, 17).  

Burleigh (2007) posed the question “…why Britain scrupulously adheres to the Human 

Rights Act, when our allies and partners systematically flout the European Convention on 

Human Rights” and then referred to Guantanamo and CIA practices.  He quoted German 

Interior Minister, Otto Schily as saying about jihadis, “[t]hose who love death can have 

it”, and German Interior Minister, Wolfgang Schäuble as arguing in favour of “hacking 

into the computers of Islamist radicals”, and being devastated that “[w]e [the British] 

can’t even manage to shut down jihadi websites or to prohibit subversive organizations, 

such as Hizb ut-Tahrir, from operating on university campuses where the dons think they 

are dealing with the usual middle-class radicals” (Burleigh 2007, 17).  The article 

concluded by referring again to lawyers, “The predictable racket between rival lawyers 

does not even begin to address the serious questions involved if we don’t wish to live in 

that grim caliphate or to be murdered by hysterical fanatics.”  See Figure III.96. 
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Figure III.96. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in The Times in the articles 
by (1) Miles (2007), (2) Treneman (2007), and (3) Burleigh (2007). 

Pdef1 PMQs. Round one to Cameron – by a whisker 

Pdef2 PMQs. He’s in the driving seat, but he still needs L-plates (learner plate). 
Pdef3 Lawyers sap out will to combat terrorism.   
  
PDiag1 Brown made odd mistakes like saying he was in the office for five (instead of seven) 

days; he must have felt like flying naked when he said that there was no evidence to 
ban HT.  Cameron had a dignified series of questions on the implications of the terror 
attacks. 

PDiag2 We watched as G. Brown, learner driver, crept down the road in an old Mini, 
constantly checking his mirror and grinding his gears with alarming frequency.  His 
three-point turn had to be abandoned after 30 attempts. 

PDiag3 GB lacks toughness of the European neighbours in combating terrorism. 
  
ME1 1. Oh, how we laughed!  Yes, that’s how bad it was. 

2. Why the governments still has not banned the terrorist organization? 
3. Body language expert, method acting coach, voice coach and chairman of strategic 
communications consultancy Kingstree heavily criticized different aspects of Brown’s 
debut. 

ME2 3. Mr. Cameron arrived early, dressed for a funeral but nervous as a bride. 
4. Responding to Cameron’s question when HT will be banned, Brown gabbled: 
“Yeah.  We can ban it under the Prevention of Terrorism Act. And of course.  Of 
course.  Of course. I think.  I think, uh, the, uh, Leader of the Opposition forgets I’ve 
been in this job for five days.” 
5. “HT says, Jews should be killed wherever they are found. It is poisoning the minds 
of young people,” said Cameron 

ME3 The Internet is one of the key means of radicalising Muslims.  We can’t even manage 
to shut down jihadi websites or to prohibit subversive organizations, such as HT, from 
operating on university campuses where the dons think they are dealing with the usual 
middle-class radicals. 

  

TR1 No one is going to score a knockout blow asking questions on terrorism.  The gap 
between them wasn’t vast. But a leader of the Opposition will relish being able to make 
the Prime Minister fumble, even if it’s on an unrepresentative first outing. 

TR2 It’s time to change gears.  Let’s hope he ditches the L-plates soon. 
TR3 The predictable racket between rival lawyers does not even begin to address the serious 

questions involved if we don’t wish to live in that grim caliphate or to be murdered by 
hysterical fanatics. 

 

III.3.2.3.5 The Daily Telegraph 

 When covering failed terrorist attacks and other events in July 2007, The Daily 

Telegraph published twelve articles mentioning HT.  Similar to reporting by The Times, 

The Daily Telegraph clearly demonstrated partisan bias in face of the Conservative party; 

the Labour government was harshly criticized; Islam was framed as a religion producing 

fanatics and terrorists; and HT had to be banned as soon as possible. 

 Thus Johnston (2007a, 6) first described the response of Brown’s administration 

as “less gimmick-laden than that of his predecessor” and reminded the readers of the 
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twelve points of Blair’s counter-terrorist strategy that was “criticised at the time as ‘spin’” 

along with short comments to what extent those points had been implemented.  In his 

Common’s sketch, Gimson (2007a, 12) compared Brown with a “ship’s engineer” and 

wrote that his debut at the Prime Minister Questions “did nothing to allay” the fears of 

“unkind souls” that “the many years this gifted but moody Scotsman has spent brooding 

among his gigantic boilers would render him unfit for the social side of being captain.”  

Criticizing the new Prime Minister as unauthoritative, ignorant, repeating his own old 

jokes and floundering with details, Gimson (2007a, 12) concluded: “This was a bad half 

hour for the Scots engineer, and deeply depressing for his crew, but he is, as we said, a 

gifted man, and perhaps he will do better next week.” 

 The other ten articles were mainly about the failed terrorist attacks, Islam, 

Islamists and the need to ban HT.  In his “Who is who in Muslim politics”, David Blair 

(2007, 6) reminded readers that Muslim Council of Britain, which joined governmental 

working groups to curb extremism, was charged for boycotting Holocaust Memorial Day; 

the Muslim Association of Britain was linked to Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood banned in 

its homeland; the Muslim Public Affairs Committee UK was criticized for supporting 

David Irving, the right-wing historian and Holocaust denier; and, Hizb ut-Tahrir was 

described as “the fringe group [that] urges British Muslims to boycott all elections, rejects 

the democratic process and campaigns for the creation of a united Muslim state stretching 

from Morocco to Indonesia.”  Reflecting on the failed attacks Sewill (2007, 23) said that 

“the true driver of Islamist terror is religious fanaticism [and not] Muslim poverty, 

discrimination and grievances over foreign policy…the real source of this terror is the 

aim to conquer the West and Islamise the world.  The Government’s refusal to outlaw 

Hizb ut-Tahrir, on the spurious grounds that, although it promotes the Islamic take-over 

of Britain, it is not committed to violence, has meant that this group continues to recruit 

students to the cause of jihad against the West.”   

 These views and proposed solutions could be also seen in other articles: “[W]e 

need to take a zero-tolerance approach to anyone engaged in terrorism; that is the only 

way to scale back the growing threat.  It means banning extremist group such as Hizb ut-

Tahrir, stopping demonstrations that call for violence and a range of practical measures to 

strengthen law enforcement” (2007, 21); “We trust that Miss Harman [the Leader of the 

House] will lose no time in banning this pernicious organization, now that she realizes 

just how deadly a threat it poses to the British way of life” (2007b, 14); “The roots of last 

week’s attempted terrorist attacks in Britain lie not in poverty but in the thwarted 
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aspirations of middle-class Muslims…‘They reject Western culture full stop, not just 

‘slags in night clubs’.’”(2007a, 19); “’It is time we got real about how liberal we’re 

prepared to be.  Preventing terrorism is a civic duty, just as preventing murder and rape is, 

but we need to facilitate that process’” (Husain quoted in Edwards 2007, 7).  For precise 

descriptions of problem definitions, problem diagnoses, moral evaluations, and treatment 

recommendations in twelve examined articles, see Figure III.97. 

Figure III.97. Framing analysis of the attempted terror attacks and HT in 12 articles in The Daily 
Telegraph by (1) Johnston (2007a), (2) Blair (2007), (3) Gimson (2007a), (4) Sewill (2007), (5) 
Gardham and Edwards (2007), (6) Gimson (2007b), (7) Johnston (2007b), (8) Gardham (2007), (9) 
Davis (2007), (10) Edwards (2007), (11) Pierce (2007b), and (12) Pierce (2007a). 

 Pdef1 So whatever happened to Blair’s anti-terror strategy? 

Pdef2 Britain’s Muslims have established hundreds of organizations to represent their 
interests and further the principles of Islam. 

Pdef3 PMQs.   
Pdef4 The alleged terrorist attacks demonstrate that the most fundamental failing is the 

Government’s refusal to acknowledge that the true driver of Islamist terror is religious 
fanatism. 

Pdef5 Suicide bombings attempts by junior doctors from India and the Middle East. 
Pdef6 The new Leader of the House Harriet Harmann offered Theresa May, her Tory 

shadow, “a non-aggression pact”. 
Pdef7 Muslim radicals ‘backing’ attacks on the army face ban. 
Pdef8 The terrorist attacks on July 21, 2005 failed through sheer luck.  The would-be 

bombers fled. 
Pdef9 The new legislation to address the threat of terrorism proposed by the new Labour 

government can be a dangerous distraction from the real task at hand. 
Pdef10 There is a need for ‘rehabilitation centres’ to lead extremists to understand the values 

of traditional Islam. 
Pdef11 The would-be terrorists on Glasgow airport had family and professional connections. 
Pdef12 The roots of attempted terrorist attacks in Britain lie not in poverty but in the thwarted 

aspirations of middle-class Muslims. 
  
PDiag1 After July 7 bombing in 2005 Tony Blair surprised ministers with a 12-point counter-

terrorist strategy. 
PDiag2 The leading organizations representing Muslims in Britain are politically active, anti-

democratic and anti-Israel. 
PDiag3 Unkind souls have long doubted whether the ship’s engineer would be able to cope 

when he took command on the bridge.  They feared the many years this gifted but 
moody Scotsman has spent brooding among his gigantic boilers would render him 
unfit for the social side of being captain.  Brown’s first outing at PMQs did nothing to 
allay these fears. 

PDiag4 The real source of terror is not Muslim poverty, discrimination and grievances but the 
aim to conquer the West and Islamise the world. 

PDiag5 One of the suspects had being radicalised by Iraq war.  He also associated with 
members of the radical Islamic group HT in Cambridge. 

PDiag6 “The non-aggression pact signed on Aug 24, 1939 by Molotov and Ribbentrop paved 
the way for the horrors of the Second World War, beginning with the partition on 
Poland.”  Molotov was acting on behalf of Stalin, and it is clear that Miss Harman is 
acting on behalf of Gordon Brown. 

PDiag7 Reacting to the HT’s speaker pledging ‘support’ for attacks on British soldiers in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, Harriet Harmann, the Commons leader, said the law, that allows to 
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ban a group glorifying terrorism, would be used against HT. 
PDiag8 The gang had all come to Britain from war-torn Africa states; they began indulging 

their religious fanaticism, watching videos by the clerics and reading magazines from 
the HT group. 

PDiag9 Our priority should be to strengthen operational capacity, not enact more repressive 
laws. 

PDiag10 Muslim communities recognize the extremists in their midst long before they show up 
on the radar of our intelligence services.   

PDiag11 The suspects were medical workers devoted to their faith. 
PDiag12 It is a commonplace for the membership of jihad networks to be drawn from the 

professional classes.  Al-Qaida is filled with people who are graduated from medical 
and engineering colleges.  They regard scripture like a textbook, manual or medical 
handbook. 

  
ME1 The strategy was criticized at the time as ‘spin’.  So how many of Mr. Blair’s pledges 

were fulfilled?  Almost all of them have not been fulfilled or they were fulfilled only 
partially.   

ME2 HT is the fringe group that urges British Muslims to boycott all elections, reject the 
democratic process and campaigns for the creation of a united Muslim state stretching 
from Morocco to Indonesia.  It has strong support at universities. 

ME3 1.  More surprisingly, Mr. Brown was not authoritative.  He arrived in the chamber 
with the message that there must be a “bipartisan” approach to the terrorist threat, and 
repeated it so often that it began to sound as if he was asking to be spared the dangers 
of debate. 
2.   Brown is supposed to be the man with the mastery of detail, but he floundered 
when responding to Cameron’s question why HT had not been banned.  Brown was 
reduced to saying that he was in the job only for five days and could not offer an 
authoritative pronouncement on HT. 

ME4 Ludicrously, the government has even recruited Islamist radicals to act as advisers 
against Islamic radicalism. 

ME5 The families of suspects continued to protest their innocence claiming that ‘just 
because he is a Muslim he is being targeted.’ 

ME6 HT said on the Today program that it is acceptable for British soldiers to be killed; 
HT does not believe in women doing anything outside home. 

ME7 Even though it is not a violent group, it is the ideological inspiration for those who 
would cause trouble. 

ME8 The words scribbled in Arabic on the cell wall of the convicted terrorist said: “Al-
Qaida is a book that guides and a sword that gives victory.” 

ME9 The Government is not capable of addressing issues pertaining to combating 
terrorism. 

ME10 The mainstream Muslim leaders keep silence and do not denounce extremism. 
ME11 Dr. Abdulla was raised in Baghdad where he was taught to hate the West; during his 

time in Cambridge he was also linked to the radical Muslim group HT. 
ME12 The former member of the extremist HT group said that the latest plots were inspired 

by the West’s intervention in Iraq and Afghanistan; terrorists reject Western culture 
full stop.  If it was not Iraq they would cite Chechnya or Palestine. 

  

TR1 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR2 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR3 This was a bad half hour for the Scots engineer, and deeply depressing for his crew, 

but he is, as we said, a gifted man, and perhaps he will do better next week. 
TR4 Ban HT.  The Government’s refusal to outlaw HT, on the spurious grounds that, 

although it promotes the Islamic take-over of Britain, it is not committed to violence, 
has meant that this group continues to recruit students to the cause of jihad against the 
West. 
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TR5 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR6 We trust Miss Harman will lose no time in banning this pernicious organization, now 

that she realizes just how deadly a threat it poses to the British way of life. 
TR7 Ban HT.  HT is banned in most Muslim countries, rejected by most mosques in 

Britain, yet it still has a free rein on university and college campuses. 
TR8 No treatment recommendation suggested. 
TR9 We need to take a zero-tolerance approach to anyone engaged in terrorism.  It means 

banning extremist groups such as HT, stopping demonstrations that call for violence 
and a range of practical measures to strengthen law enforcement.  The Government 
must end its fixation with repressive new laws and start focusing on early, decisive 
and robust action to stem the escalating threat we now face. 

TR10 The Government needs to deliver an ultimatum to Islamist organizations that unless 
they cease promoting their extremist views, they will be outlawed.  It is time to get 
real about how liberal we are prepared to be.  Preventing terrorism is a civic duty, just 
as preventing murder and rape is, but we need to facilitate that process. 

TR11 Detectives must now establish whether the links between the suspects are restricted to 
family, professions and religion, or whether a more terrifying creed unites them. 

TR12 There are up to 200,000 potential martyrs, at universities at home and abroad, who are 
susceptible to recruitment.  It is a potentially terrifying fact that the police and 
intelligence agencies must now ponder. 

 

III.3.2.4 Discussion  

 In 2002-2007 liberal The Guardian published 133 articles mentioning HT, which 

is considerably more than the other newspapers.  To compare, the second-highest 

number – 96 – appeared in conservative The Times.  When analysing coverage of Islam 

and Muslims in these newspapers, Poole (2002, 62) attributed the tendency of The 

Guardian to publish many more relevant reports than The Times to its liberal disposition 

“to provide more extensive coverage assigned to minority groups and other alternative 

issues and perspectives” and to the conservative production of The Times “to invoke 

Islam in relation to Christianity rather than as a subject in its own terms.”  However, in 

her later work Poole (2006, 92) established that the coverage of British Muslim was 

overtaken by The Times, she argued that “the events of September 11 and the war in Iraq 

have given Islam that kudos to the conservative press…these events have allowed for the 

construction of Muslims within a more limited and negative framework which is more 

likely to be reinforced in the conservative press.”  Both her earlier and later arguments 

find support in this study.  While The Guardian mentioned HT more often than the other 

newspapers and indeed included many perspectives on this organization, the 

conservative newspapers were much more critical of it. 

 The quantitative findings revealed no significant difference in how often the 

British newspapers applied different patterns of coverage of HT.  The more informative 

articles tended also to be the more balanced articles.  They contained views of different 

sources about this group, different aspects on its position on violence and negative and 
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neutral terms in relation to it.  The less informative articles usually contained such 

negative terms as ‘Islamist’, ‘extremist’ and ‘radical’.  Since similar trends in reporting 

about HT were found in the five newspapers, the conclusion is that conservative 

newspapers were not more critical of HT than liberal ones.   

 However, the quantitative findings would be misleading without qualitative 

framing analysis of coverage of HT in the contexts of the failed attacks in July 2007 and 

the Prime Minister’s Questions.  This fortunate mixture of events allowed establishing 

that party parallelism and political bias were clearly present in the five newspapers.  This 

confirms previous findings on the party parallelism of the British newspapers investigated 

by Scammell and Harrop (Scammell and Harrop cited in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 212-

3), Seymour-Ure (Seymour-Ure cited in Semetko 2000, 345) and by Semetko et al. 

(Semetko et al. cited in Hallin and Mancini 2004, 216; Semetko 2000, 354).  The 

Independent and The Guardian published articles that included examples of ‘good 

Muslims’, openly expressed their support for the Labour government, criticised the 

Conservatives and vigorously argued that HT should not be banned. To the contrary, The 

Times and The Daily Telegraph claimed that the real source of terrorism was not Muslim 

poverty, discrimination and grievances but the aim to conquer the West and islamise the world.  

They sharply criticized the Labour government for failing to ban HT in Great Britain and 

expressed its support for the conservative policies.  The quantitative findings that The 

Times and The Daily Telegraph clearly preferred the term ‘Muslim’ and The Guardian 

preferred the term ‘Islamist’ when referring to HT were explained by the qualitative 

findings.  While The Guardian chose the accurate description of HT as an ‘Islamist’ 

organization to differentiate between mainstream ‘Muslim religion’ and an HT ‘Islamist 

ideology’, The Times and The Daily Telegraph perhaps applied the term ‘Muslim’ 

intentionally to generate a negative attitude towards Islam by reporting on HT as part of 

Islam.  Although HT was not newsworthy for The Financial Times, which equally often 

referred to HT with terms ‘Muslim’ and ‘Islamist’, its positions were slightly right-wing 

oriented.  See Figure III.98. 
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Figure III.98. Dominating and sub-frames of articles published in five British newspapers in July 
2007 referring to HT at least once (N=28) 

 
 Mainstream Muslims are 

against terrorism 
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HT should not be banned 
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 Muslim terrorism is not 
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HT should be banned 

  
 

The Daily Telegraph  
Pro Conservative  

  
 

  Critical towards the Labour 
government 
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 The tendency of British quality newspapers to be somewhat consistent in their 

coverage of Islam-related events and conservative newspapers to be more critical of 

them at the same time has been noted in a number of studies.  Providing numerous 

examples of quality newspapers applying pejorative words to Islam and Muslims, Poole 

(2002, 2006) and Richardson (2001) established that liberal newspapers were most 

‘open’ in regard to Islam in general.  Analysing the controversy about the Muhammad 

cartoons in the British press, Meer and Mouritsen (2009) observed that notwithstanding a 
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certain consistency among broadsheet and tabloid publications, there were “…noticeable 

cleavages…between centre-right The Daily Telegraph, which emphasized the 

‘unreasonable’ reaction of Muslims, and liberal-left The Guardian, which problematised 

the ‘provocative’ nature of the cartoons.  Centrist The Independent and liberal-

conservative The Times too deviated, particularly on issues of toleration and pragmatism 

in their decisions not to reprint.”  Analysing coverage of the prospect of Turkey’s EU 

membership in The Guardian and The Times in 2002-2005, an issue closely related to 

the Islamic and Christian traditions of two entities respectively, Aksoy (2009, 497) found 

that both papers provided space to different “pro- or anti-Turkish membership” and were 

“close to the British government’s pro-Turkish stance.  However, they differed with 

“regard to the degree of their support for Turkey’s EU membership and the rationale they 

deployed to support their respective positions” (Aksoy 2009, 497).  Therefore, the 

discrepancy between the quantitative and qualitative findings found in this study 

confirmed a divergence between, at first sight homogeneous and, after closer 

examination, heterogeneous, positions of British newspapers towards Islam-related 

issues. 

 Similar to coverage in German newspapers, journalists tended to cover HT-related 

events in Great Britain with the pattern ‘Not informative coverage of HT with either no or 

only negative terms describing the group’ and outside Great Britain with the pattern 

‘Partially informative and partially neutral coverage of HT’.  However, Muslims in Great 

Britain were not covered as “moderate and those living outside as fanatical and 

immature” (Jäger 2007, 57) as they were in Germany.  When British HT members were 

imprisoned in Egypt for their attempts to revive the organization there, British journalists 

attempted to dramatized how ‘good’ British students ‘suffered’ in Egyptian prisons for 

being members of a group that was ‘peaceful’ and ‘legal’ in Great Britain.  When the 

Uzbek government accused HT of organizing terror acts in Tashkent and instigating a 

public uprising in Andijan, British journalists reacted that the Uzbek ‘authoritative’ 

government labelled even minor political opponents as ‘Islamist fundamentalists’ and 

published shocking cases of torture of members in Uzbek prisons.  As the qualitative 

findings revealed, however, the newspapers took different positions when HT was 

mentioned in the contexts of failed attacks in Great Britain and public debates on whether 

HT should be banned.  Thus, the findings and examples confirmed that the ‘proximity’ 

news factor continued playing a leading role in how journalists covered HT when 

reporting on local and international issues.   
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 Although this tendency would first appear as an obvious bias of European 

journalists, one should keep in mind that different journalists covered local and 

international events involving HT.  At least some of them probably possessed minimal or 

no knowledge about cross-national differences of the composition, activities and values 

of HT members.  On the other hand, this perceived bias of European newspapers may 

indicate a lack of uniform editorial policies towards this organization.  In turn, that can 

also be attributed to a lack of knowledge about the group and sporadic coverage of HT in 

contexts of local and international newsworthy events.  Such conclusions could be drawn 

partially due to a comparative analysis of coverage in the Kyrgyz press, where HT local 

and international events were covered by the same journalists who were knowledgeable 

about the group, and due to the agreed editorial position towards HT being heavily 

influenced by the state policies.   

 To conclude, the quantitative findings on coverage of HT in Germany suggested 

a statistically significant difference in how liberal and conservative newspapers covered 

the group.  However, conservative newspapers were not more negative about HT than 

liberal newspapers.  The qualitative findings revealed, however, that the newspapers 

almost unanimously covered HT as posing threat to Germany although they took 

radically different positions in regard to ‘threat of Islamism and terrorism to Germany’.  

While the quantitative findings on coverage in Great Britain suggested no statistically 

significant difference among the newspapers, the qualitative analysis established that 

liberal and conservative newspapers reflected opposite positions to Muslims, HT’s legal 

status and the government, with the latter being most critical of HT.  Although the 

qualitative analysis was conducted on two samples of articles published after the 

attempted attacks in two countries, events that inevitably reinforced debates about 

Islamism and terrorism, it is assumed that the finding of conservative newspapers as 

more critical of HT than liberal newspapers was not coincidental.      
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III.4  R4: What images of HT were created with words and pictures in the three 

countries? 

III.4.1  Germany 

III.4.1.1 Quantitative and qualitative findings 

Of 25 visual images in the German articles, four appeared in Taz, three in FR, three in 

SZ, six in FAZ and nine in DW.  Thirteen images were attributed to press agencies, two to 

individuals, five to individuals and press agencies, one to the author of an article, two to 

newspapers’ archives and two images were not attributed.  Two images were published on 

front pages and 23 images on other pages.  Twenty-one were photographs, one was a drawing 

and three were maps.  There were 12 black-and-white and 13 colour images.  Nineteen 

contained a caption that clearly described what was depicted in the image; six contained no 

captions.  Eight captions were critical of what was depicted in the images, five were neutral 

and six were supportive.  Twenty-one images illustrated texts of articles, one was explained 

by the text, one about equally illustrated the text and was explained by the text, and two were 

mainly irrelevant to the texts.  In 15 cases, headlines described what was depicted in the 

images; two headlines mentioned some aspects of what was depicted and five headlines were 

mainly irrelevant to what was depicted.  In three cases, the relation between headlines and 

images was weak since the meaning of images could be understood with the help of headlines 

only if coders knew contexts of stories or images.  Two headlines were negative about what 

was depicted, three were critical, nine were neutral, three were supportive and no headline 

was positive.  The tone of headlines in relation to eight images was not identified since the 

relation between them and the images was weak or nonexistent.  Four images were ‘highly 

relevant’ to HT and 21 were mainly ‘irrelevant’. 

 The denotation analysis revealed that Arab, Turkish and Central Asian people were 

depicted in groups, while European-looking men and women were always represented as 

individuals.  ‘Terrorism’ symbolism appeared in three images: one was a photograph of a 

place in the Uzbek town Andijan after a terrorist attack; one was a drawing of a man’s chest 

with a detonator around it; and, one was a reproduction of a front page of HT’s magazine 

‘Explizit’, which depicted the explosions of the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001, and 

airplane attacks on civilian population in the Middle East.  The ‘Islam/Muslim’ symbolism 

was present in seven images showing women in scarves, a room in a mosque, praying men, 

the Koran, bearded men and an Oriental-looking post box.  Two of twenty-seven images 

depicted black-and-white flags with Arabic words usually used by HT during demonstrations.   
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 However, the connotation analysis of images clarified that messages sent by visual 

images were not necessarily negative to what was depicted.  Thus, portraits of European-

looking individuals showed government or law-enforcement officials, who were either 

interviewed or quoted in articles.  The images of people with Arab, Turkish and Central Asian 

appearances were not used to polarize between ‘us’ and ‘them’ but placed there to 

communicate positive developments.  For example, an Afghan man with several Afghan boys 

with Afghan flags in their hands under a bright blue sky were showed to send a message that 

Afghans, and especially children, want peace and independence.  A group of Central Asian-

looking people was depicted on the Kyrgyz-Uzbek border as refugees to question the Uzbek’s 

government allegations that radical Islamists organized the Andijan events in May 2005.  The 

photograph of a group of Turkish men and a German government official in a mosque smiling 

at each other communicated that cooperation between mainstream Muslims and the German 

state was possible.  However, images of praying men in a mosque and demonstrating women 

in scarves emphasized a familiar cliché of segregation of women and men in Islamic tradition.  

Muslim women appeared in only one image of a large group of women in scarves and hijabs 

demonstrating in a European city with placards in English.  The placards accused the Uzbek 

President Karimov and US President Bush of being “murderous brothers in the war against 

terrorism” (Mekhennet 2006).  This image sent a message that European Muslim women can 

follow a traditional Muslim way of life and still be a united and politically active force.    

 The most common themes of images were ‘Politics’ and ‘Islam/Muslims’, which 

appeared in eight and seven images respectively; in three, both themes were represented 

together.  There was only one image, in which the theme ‘Islam/Muslims’ was represented 

together with such themes as ‘Terrorism,’ ‘War’ and ‘Death.’  It was also one of four images 

that were ‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ to HT.  Twenty-one other images contained no 

symbolism related to HT, and the texts of the articles did not suggest relevance to HT.   

III.4.1.2 Images of HT in words and pictures  

 The quantitative analysis of articles revealed that German journalists referred to HT 

most often as an ‘Islamist’ (36.73%) and/or ‘prohibited’ (30.97%) organization; quite often 

they called it a ‘radical’ (16.81%) and/or ‘extremist’ (17.70%) and sometimes as 

‘Muslim/Islamic’ (12.83%) and/or ‘clandestine’ (10.18%) organization.  However, only a few 

images either described or visualized HT. 

 Two of four images, coded as ‘highly relevant’ to HT, were published in SZ and FAZ 

with articles by Souad Mekhennet (2006, 35; 2002, 10), a German journalist of Muslim 
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immigrant background who writes for a number of German and American quality 

newspapers.  Both articles were exclusively about HT.   

 In one article Mekhennet (2002, 10) reflected on meeting  Shaker Assam, a member of 

HT in Austria and at that time publisher of HT’s magazine ‘Explizit’ in German language.  

“The polite Muslim is clean shaven and dressed up in Western clothes.  Brown eyes glow 

through his glasses.  He has inherited his oriental appearance from his Egyptian father and the 

accent from his Austrian mother. “Grüß Gott,” he says. His name is Shaker.  He is in his mid-

30s, a teacher of mechanical engineering at one of Vienna schools and a member of Hizb-ut-

Tahrir (Party of Liberation)”23 (Mekhennet 2002, 10; my translation).  In describing her 

interviewee Mekhennet (2002, 10) portrayed a person, who would not immediately fit the 

image of a fanatical Islamist ready to blow himself up for the sake of Islam.  Providing 

extensive information about HT’s goals, activities and political ideology Mekhennet (2002, 

10) finished her article by quoting Shaker saying that he would be ready to give his life for a 

caliphate.  The visual image included in this article was a cover page of a special issue of 

“Explizit”, “the political magazine for Islamic consciousness” 24 (my translation), dedicated to 

the 9/11 attacks.  The globe in the left upper corner and HT’s black flags with Arabic words in 

white in the right upper corner communicated HT’s goal to spread Islam around the Earth.  

The burning Twin Towers and the head of Osama bin Laden on the left side and airplane 

attacks on civil populations in the Middle East and bodies of injured children on the right side 

could be read differently.  On the one hand, such visualization of events could communicate 

that Osama bin Laden sought revenge against the West for the sufferings of Muslim people.  

On the other hand, the headline of the magazine “Turn of the era – a lie about September 11” 

(my translation) attempted to communicate that Muslim people suffered in the Middle East 

and now were accused of terror attacks on the US.   

Mekhennet’s (2006, 35) other lengthy article about HT with a visual image was 

published in FAZ.  It was an excerpt from her book “Die Kinder des Dschihad” related to the 

HT’s conference in London and her meeting with Omar Bakri Mohammed, founder of the 

British branch of HT, in Lebanon.  Among other things she described in detail two young 

British Muslims, who were radicalised by terror attacks on London and became sympathizers 

of radical Islam.   

                                                 
23 Original text: „Der höfliche Muslim ist glatt rasiert und westlich gekleidet. Durch seine Brille blitzen braune 
Augen. Das orientalische Aussehen hat er vom ägyptischen Vater, den Akzent von der österreichischen Mutter. 
„Grüß Gott“, sagt er. Der Mann heißt Shaker, ist Mitte 30, Lehrer für Maschinenbau an einer Schule in Wien und 
Mitglied der „Hizb-ut-Tahrir“ (Partei der Befreiung)” (Mekhennet 2002, 10). „Gruß Gott“ is a greeting in 
German language similar to “hello”, which literary means “Greet God” and is usually used by catholic people in 
south Germany and parts of Austria. 
24 Original text is written on the visual image: “Das politische Magazine für ein islamisches Bewusstsein.” 
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“Women and men sat separately in the conference hall.  All women wore 
headscarves and long coats except one woman, who stood out from the 
group. She was wearing makeup, jeans and a tight blouse. Beauty, as we 
learned, is a twenty-year-old psychology student…  Beauty discovered Islam 
only when all Muslims came under suspicion in the British society.  But it 
was not Islam of traditional, non-political beliefs of her parents from 
Bangladesh, but the self-confident, demanding, defensive, political Islam, as 
presented by Hizb-ut-Tahrir… Now she even thinks of wearing a scarf as all 
women, who join Hizb ut-Tahrir, must do…  We meet Ahmad, a close friend 
of the London suicide bomber Germaine Lindsay. His family is from Egypt. 
He is twenty-four years old, wants to become an engineer and studies at the 
University of Leeds, where he grew up... If one meets Ahmad on the streets 
of Leeds, one could take him for a graffiti sprayer or a reincarnation of Che 
Guevara. Against the fashion trend of his peers he wears shoulder-length 
curly hair, baggy jeans and coloured shirts. He does not look like the 
prototype of the Islamists. But his thoughts are as hermetically locked as 
theirs”25 (Mekhennet 2006, 35; my translation). 

 
The images of young British Muslims with Western appearances and radical ideas 

created by Mekhennet (2006, 35) in this article were accompanied by a photograph that did 

not illustrate those virtual images.  To the contrary, a group of Muslim women in scarves and 

long coats with children in prams, posters and black flags demonstrating in London, 

strengthened the perception that Beauty and Ahmad were an exception to the rule.  Perhaps 

the writer described integrated westernised teenagers as second-generation Muslims before 

they join HT, and the visual image was intended to illustrate the ‘true faces’ of European 

Islam or how they will look in the future when HT attracts more supporters.  Apart from the 

possible meanings of the discrepancy between virtual and visual images in this article, this 

photograph certainly depicted women as a united political force that plays a special role in 

HT’s programme.   

 Two other pictures ‘highly relevant’ to HT were published in DW.  One depicted an 

HT member with alleged contacts to the one of the organizers of the 9/11 attacks, and the 

                                                 
25 Original text: „Frauen und Männer saßen getrennt im Konferenzsaal. Bis auf eine trugen alle Kopftuch und 
lange Mäntel. Um so mehr fiel die junge Frau auf. Sie war geschminkt, trug Jeans und eine eng anliegende 
Bluse. Beauty, erfuhren wir, ist zwanzig Jahre alt, Psychologiestudentin, und ihre Eltern stammen aus 
Bangladesch. … Erst als in der britischen Öffentlichkeit alle Muslime unter Generalverdacht gerieten, entdeckte 
Beauty den Islam. Aber nicht den traditionellen, unpolitischen Glauben ihrer Eltern aus Bangladesch, sondern 
den selbstbewußten, fordernden, wehrhaften, politischen Islam, wie ihn Hizb-ut-Tahrir vertritt… Sie denkt jetzt 
sogar darüber nach, Kopftuch zu tragen, denn Frauen, die sich Hizb-ut-Tahrir anschließen, müssen es tun… Wir 
treffen Ahmad, einen engen Freund des Londoner Selbstmordattentäters Germaine Lindsay. Seine Familie 
stammt aus Ägypten. Er ist vierundzwanzig Jahre alt, möchte Bauingenieur werden und studiert an der 
Universität von Leeds, wo er aufgewachsen ist…. Wer Ahmad in Leeds auf der Straße begegnet, könnte ihn für 
einen Graffitisprayer halten oder für einen Wiedergänger von Che Guevara. Gegen den Modetrend seiner 
Altersgenossen trägt er schulterlange lockige Haare, weite Jeans und bunte Hemden. Er sieht nicht aus wie der 
Prototyp des Islamisten. Doch seine Gedankenwelt ist genauso hermetisch verriegelt wie ihre“ (Mekhennet 2006, 
35). 
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other depicted a man suspected in organizing the failed terrorist attacks on German regional 

trains in July 2006.  The picture of the first man appeared in the article by Schomaker and 

Hibbrig (2006, 37), which also contained a portrait of an Arab-looking man with a scarf 

around his head and a short beard.  This image was placed to visualise a suspected top-

terrorist Ramzi Binalshibh, one of the planners of 9/11 attacks in Hamburg.  The article 

discussed him but only in connection with Faiz B., an HT member, who allegedly sometimes 

shared his apartment with Binalshibh.  The picture of Faiz B. was taken from the back as he 

was leaving a house.  His appearance in this image was more similar to a Western man than a 

top terrorist like Binalshibh.  The authors described Faiz B. as a 32-year-old doctor originally 

who came from Yemen to study medicine in Berlin, married a German woman and had one 

child.  On the one hand, the discrepancy between the description of HT’s goals and ideology 

as radical and dangerous and the virtual and visual images of an HT member as an educated 

Muslim man with an immigrant background was difficult to understand.  On the other hand, 

such polarization might have attempted to communicate that radical Islamists in Germany do 

not necessarily fit the stereotype of traditionally clothed Islamists with beards and scarves on 

their heads.  To the contrary, they are educated people, who live and work in Germany 

without being noticed until the very moment when they commit a terror attack.   

A blurred photograph of a man suspected of organizing the terror attacks on German 

regional trains, appeared in the article by Berendt (2006, 1) on the front page of DW.  The 

author did not say much about the suspect and described him as a twenty-year-old man of 

Lebanese background, who lived in a house with many foreign students.  Although the picture 

was taken from surveillance video and was of a low quality, it could still be seen that the man 

looked more like a student in a T-shirt carrying his backpack than as an Islamist preparing a 

terror attack.  Similar to the first visual image of an HT member in DW, this photograph 

supported the perception that HT members in Germany were young educated Muslims, whose 

ideas were more radical than one could imagine.   

III.4.2  Great Britain 

III.4.2.1 Quantitative and qualitative findings 

Of 18 visual images in the British sample, five appeared in The Times, nine appeared in 

The Independent, one in The Guardian and three in The Daily Telegraph.  Three were 

attributed to press agencies, three to individuals and one to an individual and a press agency.  

Of 11 images that were not attributed, three were photographs of articles’ authors and three 

were maps, which did not require an attribution.  One image was published on the front page 
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and 17 on other pages.  Fifteen were photographs and three were maps.  There were ten black-

and-white and eight colour images.  Ten contained captions that clearly described what was 

depicted in the images, six had no captions and captions partially described what was depicted 

in two images.  One caption was critical of what was depicted, seven were neutral and three 

were supportive.  Fifteen illustrated texts and two were mainly irrelevant to the texts.  In 11 

cases, headlines described what was depicted in images; five headlines mentioned some 

aspects of what was depicted in images and one headline was mainly irrelevant to what was 

depicted.  In one case, the relation between the headline and the image was weak since the 

meaning of the image could be understood with the help of the headline only if a coder knew 

contexts of the story and the image.  Two headlines were negative about what was depicted, 

five were critical, three were neutral, four were supportive and no headline was positive.  The 

tone of headlines in relation to four images was not identifiable since the relation between 

headlines and images was either weak or not applicable (e.g. when the authors of articles were 

shown and quoted in headlines).  Four images were ‘highly relevant’ to HT, one was 

‘relevant’ to HT and 13 were ‘irrelevant’ to HT. 

 The denotation analysis revealed that the images published with HT-relevant articles 

showed exclusively men.  European and non-European-looking people were equally often 

depicted as individuals and in groups.  Three maps of Central Asia were published in 

connection with stories about terrorist attacks and the popular uprising in Uzbekistan.  

‘Terrorism/violence’ symbolism appeared in three images showing a man wearing a terror 

belt, a street after a terror attack and an injured man with a rescue team.  ‘Islam/Muslim’ 

symbolism appeared on four images: one depicted two men with a protest poster that 

contained the word ‘Islam’; two contained black-and-white flags with Arabic words usually 

used by HT; and, one depicted a minivan painted with scenes from Palestine. 

 The connotation analysis of images confirmed that messages sent by them were most 

often about Islam and Muslims.  Thus, two images sent messages about Muslims being a 

homogeneous united group of people; that there is a segregation of men and women in Islam; 

and that Muslim boys are vigorous followers of Islam.  Two suggested that Muslims were 

fond of a modern style, i.e. wearing modern clothes, rather than traditional.  An image showed 

an Arab-looking man with ammunition reinforced a stereotype that young Arabs with a 

military uniform and weapons were terrorists.  Three maps of Central Asia, which showed the 

region as close to Afghanistan and Pakistan, suggested that this region was part of a large 

zone of conflicts.   
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 The most frequent themes of the images were ‘Politics’ and ‘Islam/Muslims’, which 

appeared in four images respectively; both themes were represented together in two.  Only 

one image represented the theme ‘Islam/Muslims’ together with the theme ‘Extremism.’  It 

showed Muslim demonstrators burning a protest poster and holding posters critical of the 

content of the work of Salman Rushdie.  ‘Central Asia’ and ‘Terrorism’ themes were 

visualized in three images respectively.  Five pictures of articles’ authors were coded as 

images without themes.   

III.4.2.2 Images of HT in words and pictures  

  The quantitative analysis revealed that British journalists referred to HT most often as 

a ‘Muslim/Islamic’ (28.8%) organization; quite often they called it an ‘Islamist’ (23.5%), 

‘radical’ (18.2%) and/or ‘extremist’ (14.6%) organization and sometimes a ‘prohibited’ 

(9.8%) and/or ‘political’ (9.6%) group.  Contrary to my expectation, however, images that 

either described or depicted HT were rare. Although the sample of images that appeared in the 

British press is not complete, only a few available images were relevant to HT. 

 Attending the HT conference in London in 2005, Sullivan (2005, 8) described 

Jalaluddin Patel, the head of the HT branch in Britain, as a man who “doesn’t make much of 

an impression.  With his wire glasses, trimmed beard and tan blazer, he looks more like Bill 

Gates than Osama bin Laden.  At 28, the London IT consultant has spent four years leading 

the organisation and arguing for the creation of an Islamic caliphate in the Middle East.”  

Donnan (2003, 15) provided this description of the Indonesian HT spokesman: “Hunched 

over his pocket PC in the lounge of a five-star Jakarta hotel with an oversized cappuccino, 

Muhammad Ismail Yusanto looks just like an entrepreneur about to make a pitch to investors.  

In reality, the carefully coiffed and goateed Indonesian is the spokesman in the country for 

Hizb ut-Tahrir, a multinational radical Islamic group that advocates the restoration of ‘Islamic 

society’ and the worldwide implementation of the Koran's set of laws governing everything 

from banking to prayer, theft and adultery.”  However, these articles were not accompanied 

with visual images of the HT members. 

 Two images that were ‘highly relevant’ to HT appeared in The Independent in March 

2006, when three British HT members returned to London after four years of imprisonment in 

Egypt for attempting to revive HT in Egypt.  The photos of two men appeared in one article 

by Morris (2006, 15).  In a large image on the top of the article Ian Nisbet, a British convert to 

Islam, looks down with his mouth closed as if he were regretting something.  In the small 

image at the bottom of the article, Maajid Nawaz, a British Pakistani, looks up with an open 

mouth as if he were asking for help.  The text described Nisbet as a 31-years-old student who 
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went to Egypt to study Arabic and Nawaz as a 28-years-old student who had one child and 

went to Egypt for one year as part of his degree from the University of London.  HT was 

mentioned as the radical Islamic organization that Blair wanted to ban for glorifying 

terrorism, although HT claimed it condemned terrorism.  Both men were repeatedly quoted as 

telling in detail about torture practices they witnessed and experienced in the Egyptian jail, 

admitting that they belonged to the British branch of HT and heavily criticizing Blair for 

“ignoring their plight” and vacationing in Egypt when they were in jail (Morris 2006, 15).  

Since the journalist focused his report primarily on their sufferings and their criticism of 

Blair’s inadequate reaction, readers would perhaps dismiss the information that HT was to be 

banned for glorifying terrorism.  HT’s immediate refutation in regard to these allegations and 

two images of modern-looking young men with expressions of regret and sorrow on their 

faces reinforced the overall impression of it as a harmless organization.   

In contrast to the portrayal of the British HT members, members outside Great Britain 

were depicted in two images as large homogeneous groups of people with young boys waving 

white-and-black HT flags with Arabic words.  Both photos appeared in August 2007 and were 

‘highly relevant’ to HT.  In the article by Marks (2007, 19) “Islamists rally to demand 

creation of Muslim state” in The Independent, the image showed the opening of the HT 

conference in Jakarta, Indonesia, with about 80,000 participants.  See Figure 105.  In the 

article by Wheeler (2007, 13) “Back caliphate and end politics, say Palestinians” in The 

Daily Telegraph, the image showed the demonstration of around 10,000 Palestinian HT 

members in Ramallah, Palestine.   

 Although Marks (2007, 19) described HT as a radical Islamist group with an ideology 

close to “violent jihadist groups” that “radicalises young Muslims who then choose a path of 

violence”, she attempted to produce a balanced report and quoted members saying that they 

“don’t tolerate at all to engage in violence, especially terrorist action” and HT spearheading “a 

crucial debate on the future for the Muslim world – an alternative to corruption and 

dictatorship.”  Similar to Marks (2007, 19), Wheeler (2007, 13) compared HT with “jihadis 

that operate in global terrorism” and mentioned HT’s refutation of violence.  However, 

through polarization between HT members as “Islamic fundamentalists, who reject modern 

democracy in favour of a pan-Islamic religious caliphate” and “secular Palestinians hoping for 

democracy and a two-state solution with Israel”, Wheeler (2007, 13) created an image of HT 

as a dangerous growing force in Palestine.  While both journalists mentioned HT been banned 

in many countries but still operating legally in Great Britain, Marks (2007, 19) explained that 

Tony Blair decided against banning the group to avoid driving it underground, and Wheeler 
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(2007, 13) confined herself to saying that HT had “a strong presence in Britain.”  In both 

cases, the photos depicted the growing presence of HT in Indonesia and Palestine. 

 The image that was ‘relevant’ to HT appeared in the article by McGrory (2006, 7) in 

The Times.  It depicted a man of Asian or Arab appearance in a military uniform with 

ammunition.  McGrory (2006, 7) explained that this man was “a demonstrator [in London] 

dressed as a suicide bomber, wearing a fake explosive belt.”  Although the author quoted HT 

as saying that this man had nothing to do with this organization, it was still assumed that the 

fake suicide-bomber was connected to HT since this group organized the demonstration.  In 

this article the journalist refrained from further references to HT, leaving it up readers to 

decide to what extent this man could be connected to HT.  

III.4.3  Kyrgyzstan 

III.4.3.1 Quantitative and qualitative findings 

Of 44 images in VB, 17 were attributed to individuals, 11 were attributed to the authors 

of articles, four were taken from the Internet, five were attributed to the VB’s archives, one 

had other attribution and six were not attributed.  Five were published on the front pages and 

39 were published on other pages.  Thirty-five were photographs, six were collages and three 

were drawings.  Thirty were black-and-white and fourteen were coloured.  None of the 

images had a caption.  Thirty-two images illustrated texts and eleven were mainly irrelevant 

to the texts.  In one article the text explained what was depicted in the picture and the image 

illustrated what was written in the text.  In 16 cases, headlines described what was depicted; 

in 10 cases some aspects of what was depicted were mentioned in the headlines and in six 

cases, the headlines were mainly irrelevant to what was depicted.  In 12 cases, the relation 

between headlines and images was weak since the meaning of an image could be understood 

with the help of a headline only if a coder knew the context of a story and/or an image.  

Seventeen headlines were negative about what was depicted, nine were critical, four were 

neutral and four were supportive.  The tone of headlines in relation to nine images was not 

identified since the relation between headlines and images was either weak or not applicable.  

Twenty images were ‘highly relevant’ to HT, four images were ‘relevant’ to HT and 20 

images were mainly ‘irrelevant’ to HT. 

 The denotation analysis revealed that Central Asian-looking people appeared in seven 

images as individuals and in seven in groups.  Arab-looking people appeared in four images 

as individuals and in two in groups.  Groups of European- and Pakistani-looking people were 

depicted in one image each.  Small arms were shown in eight images; arrested men in three; 
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men in militia rooms in two.  ‘A woman in a headscarf’ was shown in seven; ‘a veiled 

woman’ in two images; and a mosque in four images.  Such other symbolism of Islam as the 

Koran, praying boys, men with beads appeared in one image each.  Leaflets/books of HT 

were included in eight; HT’s black-and-white flags in two.  Other images showed the Israel-

Palestinian border, the Suleiman Mountain and a statue in Osh, the Twin Towers in New 

York, a street in Andijan after the popular uprising, etc. 

 The connotation analysis of images in the context of articles in which they appeared 

allowed grouping their meanings into three main categories: security, Islam/Muslims and HT.  

Such messages as ‘Central Asia as a zone of conflict’, ‘Extremism should be prevented’ and 

‘Afghan fighters are extremists’ were communicated through two images each.  The message 

‘conflict can be solved with military means’ was communicated through one image.  The 

messages ‘Muslims with guns are terrorists’ and ‘Muslim women are suppressed’ were 

communicated through four each.  The messages ‘Muslim boys as followers of Islam,’ ‘A 

mosque as a closed institution,’ ‘Muslim women are violent’ and ‘Muslim extremism’ were 

communicated through two each.  The messages ‘Depicted persons are presumably HT 

sympathizers,’ ‘HT publishes a lot of material’ and ‘Women support HT’ were communicated 

through six images each; such messages as ‘HT members are connected to crime,’ ‘HT is a 

politically oriented group,’ ‘HT members look like Bedouins’ were communicated through 

two each.  Such messages as ‘HT uses weapons,’ ‘HT spreads leaflets,’ ‘HT is death,’ ‘HT is 

against democracy,’ ‘HT wants to conquer the world,’ ‘HT is to be combated with violent 

means,’ ‘Say NO to HT’ were communicated through one each.  The connotation analysis 

also established that all six collages and two of the three drawings were highly ideological and 

always connected Islam to terrorism, radicalism, death or politics; two were distinctively 

about HT. 

 The most frequent themes were ‘Islam/Muslims,’ ‘Crime’ and ‘Politics,’ which 

appeared in 16, nine and eight images respectively.  The themes ‘Security,’ ‘Terrorism’ and 

‘War’ were reflected in five, four and four images respectively.  ‘Islam/Muslims’ was 

represented together with ‘Terrorism’ in three images, with ‘War’ in two images and 

‘Politics,’ ‘Security,’ ‘Extremism’ and ‘Death’ in one each.  

III.4.3.2 Images of HT in words and pictures  

 The quantitative analysis of articles revealed that Kyrgyz journalists very often 

referred to HT as to a ‘prohibited’ (31.7%) ‘extremist’ (32.6%) and ‘religious’ (34.5%) 

organization; quite often they called it a ‘clandestine’ (19.4%) and ‘radical’ (22.8%) 

organization and very rarely a ‘Muslim’ (4.6%) or ‘Islamist’ (2.5%) organization.  The fact 
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that VB often mentioned HT recruiting members among young, poor, uneducated, 

unemployed and/or homeless people led to the creation of a new variable, which was present 

in 29 articles (8.9%).  However, sometimes HT was compared to the “creeping contagion” 

(Correspondent from Osh 2002), the “infection” that occupied some regions of Kyrgyzstan 

(Satybekov 2006), “tumour with the name Hizbut” (Kasybekov 2002),  “servants of death” 

(Satybekov 2002d), “poison of obscurantism” (Satybekov 2004b), “tentacles of the insidious 

and ruthless octopus” (Usubakunov and Aleksandrov 2004) and “a giant octopus, whose 

tentacles sprawl all over the republic” (Satybekov 2002c). 

 Between 2002 and 2007, VB published two comprehensive interviews with HT 

members and three articles, in which journalists integrated their conversations with members.  

However, journalists generally refrained from describing their interviewees.  Thus Urumbaev 

(2006b) posed questions but did not comment on the responses.  Explaining HT’s ideology, 

goals and views on the political situation in the region, members created an image of a 

peaceful organization, which wanted to restore the caliphate with universal justice but was 

unjustly accused of illegal activities and banned as extremist.  This article had no visual 

images.   

 In their interview with Diler Djumabaev, an HT activist in the south of Kyrgyzstan, 

Khamidov and Satybekov (2005) started the article writing that “[t]he most known party in 

Kyrgyzstan is certainly Hizb ut-Tahrir al Islami (HT)…  Usually people imagine a member of 

HT as a moss-covered bearded fanatic, who wants to launch a jihad and build a caliphate but 

meanwhile sticking extremist leaflets on lampposts at night and hiding from special 

services”26 (my translation).  Suggesting to readers that they had a unique opportunity to 

know the views of HT from the inside, the authors gave Djumabaev an opportunity to present 

himself as a politically and religiously well-educated person, thus, creating a picture opposite 

to that described in the beginning of the article.  At the end of the article, Djumabaev was 

described as a 34-year-old entrepreneur and a founder of the TV studio ‘Ong’ specializing in 

programs with religious content.  However, the image that accompanied the text depicted law-

enforcement officials searching the house of a man, who seemed poor and uneducated rather 

than the entrepreneur Djumabaev.  Such a discrepancy between words and images certainly 

made the reader question the positions of both the interviewers and the interviewee.  

                                                 
26 Original text: “Самая известная партия в Кыргызстане – это, безусловно, Хизб ут-Тахрир аль Ислами 
(ХТИ)... В представление обывателей хизбутовец - это замшелый бородатый фанатик, который горит 
начать джихад и построить Халифат, а пока клеит по ночам на фонарных столбах экстремистские 
листовки прячась от спецслужб.“ 
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Moreover, since no image in VB contained a caption, it could only be assumed from headlines 

and texts that individuals shown were HT members or sympathizers.  See Figure 99.  

In his article on HT’s connection to mass media, Urumbaev (2007) mentioned an HT 

member’s visit to the VB’s office in Osh and described him as a “known in the southern 

capital intellectual… descendent of a respectable family, author of many serious scientific 

publications”, who “graduated from the technical institution with excellence and spoke 

several foreign languages” (my translation).  However, the image in this article showed a 

woman wearing a scarf and a traditional long dress with a baby on her lap; the text did not 

comment on or mentioned her, however.  She was presumably an HT activist convicted in 

August 2006 for recruiting members.  Such an assumption was made because the same image 

was also published in an article by Urumbaev and Khamidov (2006) covering that event.  As 

in the previous case, there was a large discrepancy between the description of an educated 

man in the text and the traditional Muslim woman in the image.  See Figure 100.   

Twenty-four images that were coded as ‘hihgly relevant’ and ‘relevant’ to HT were 

thematically grouped in five categories: (1) eight obviously taken in Kyrgyzstan during 

searches of apartments of HT members, as, for example, presented in Figure 108, during 

arrests, in militia offices or in a prison connecting HT to crime and illegal activities; (2) four 

depicting only leaflets or books of HT on a table; (3) six collages usually depicting Muslim 

women in a very negative way as presented in Figures101, 102, 103 and 104; (4) four taken 

from the Internet generally depicting Afghan fighters or Muslim men; and (5) two drawings 

that represented a choice between mainstream and radical Islam and democracy and a 

caliphate, as presented in Figures 105 and 106 respectively.  

 The picture of a woman with a baby in Figure 100 was the only photograph of a 

female HT activist.  The other four images depicting female members were collages.  One 

collage depicted a veiled woman in a black dress in front of a mosque with chains on her arms 

and holding a knife.  This image, with a large sign ‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ in Arabic suggested that 

women are enslaved by HT and forced to be violent.  See Figure 101.  Another collage 

depicted two veiled women and a boy holding rifles in front of a map of Kyrgyzstan.  

Presumably showing Chechen widows, it suggested that women in HT were violent jihadists, 

who came to Kyrgyzstan and brought in children to their cause.  See Figure 102.  Another 

collage showed a young woman in front of a mountain with doors and an oriental symbolism.  

She was covering her face with a head scarf but looking straight ahead with her brown eyes.  

The text explained that HT kept stealing souls of people.  See Figure 103.  Another collage 

showed a man in traditional oriental clothes with half covered face and with money in one 
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hand and prayer beads in the other hand.  A veiled woman looked at him from above a 

mosque that stood at multitude of skulls.  However, neither the headline nor the text explained 

the meaning of the collage.  A reader could only assume that the artist wanted to associate 

Islam with money, death and suppressed women.  See Figure 104.  One collage depicted a 

‘No’ sign with the planet Earth, HT flags and the HT name in Arabic behind it.  It 

communicated a message of saying ‘No’ to HT that wanted to conquer the world.   

Images related to the third category included a portrait of a smiling Bedouin in 

traditional clothes transmitting the message of HT members rejecting modernity and wanting 

to return to the ‘middle ages.’  Two other images of Bedouins suggested the same meaning 

but the rifles in their hands implied that such a return would not be peaceful.  Another imaged 

depicted presumably Pakistani HT members in Great Britain in a poor district.  A man with a 

rifle in his hands in this photo also suggested that HT was a violent organization.  

 As with the collages two drawings were also highly ideological and relevant to HT.  

One depicted men praying in a mosque with one man sitting in a wrong direction and wearing 

a belt with small arms.  See Figure 105.  The other depicted a man at the crossroad leading 

either to a caliphate or democracy.  See Figure 106.  Both images presented the choice – the 

first between mainstream and radical Islam and the second between secular and religious 

political systems – suggesting that HT could never be part of a secular society with 

mainstream Islam.  

Figure 99  Figure 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Khamidov, Oibek, and Erlan Satybekov. 2005. 
"Hizb ut-tahrir": S glazu na glaz. Vecherniy Bishkek, 
22.07.2005, 2005, sec Exklusiv. 
http://members.vb.kg/2005/07/22/exkluziv/1.html 
(accessed 01.12.2008). 

Source: Urumbaev, Mahamadjan. 2007. Tak li 
krut “Hizbut"? Vecherniy Bishkek, 13.03.2007, 
2007, sec Anatomiya Yavleniya. 
http://members.vb.kg/2007/03/13/anatom/1.html 
(accessed 01.12.2008). 
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Figure 101      Figure 102 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 103      Figure 104 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 105      Figure 106 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Nasyranbekov, Jenish.  Collage.  In V 
setyah ekstremistov.  By Mahamadjan Urumbaev.  
Vecherniy Bishkek, 26.01.2004, sec. Anatomiya 
Yavleniya. 
http://members.vb.kg/2004/01/26/panorama/1.ht
ml (accessed 01.12.2008) 

Source: Timaev, Michail.  Collage. In V poiskah 
"chernoi vdovy."  By Svetlana Lokteva.  Vecherniy 
Bishkek, 27.10.2004, sec. Zona bedy. 
http://members.vb.kg/2004/10/27/zona/1.html  
(accessed 01.12.2008) 

Source: Nasyranbekov, Jenish. Collage.  In Kto 
voruyet nashi dushi?  By Mahamadjan Urumbaev.  
Vecherniy Bishkek, 03.06.2005, sec. Glavnaya tema. 
http://members.vb.kg/2005/06/03/tema/1.html 
(accessed 01.12.2008) 

Source: Nasyranbekov, Jenish. Collage. In 
Issykkulskie sudy vahabitam ne strashny.  
Vecherniy Bishkek, 25.12.2006, sec. Zona bedy. 
http://members.vb.kg/2006/12/25/zona/1.html 
(accessed 01.12.2008) 

Source: Byahov, Roman. Drawing. In Nalevo 
poidesh - v kommunizm popadesh, a napravo - v 
halifat. By Mahamadjan Urumbaev. Vecherniy 
Bishkek, 30.11.2007, sec. Politarena. 
http://members.vb.kg/2007/11/30/polit/1.html 
(accessed 01.12.2008) 

Source: Picture from Internet. In Poka svobodoi 
sovesti gorim.  By Mahamadjan Urumbaev. Vecherniy 
Bishkek, 20.07.2007, sec. Ot protivnogo.  
http://members.vb.kg/2007/07/20/protivn/1.html 
(accessed 01.12.2008) 
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III.4.4  Discussion 

 As expected, the majority of images from German newspapers – 63% - were attributed 

to press agencies and press agencies/individuals.  That was not true for the British sample, in 

which the majority – 64.5% were not attributed since they were partially photos of articles’ 

authors or maps.  In the Kyrgyz newspaper, images were mainly attributed to individuals 

(63.6%), who were also often the authors of the articles in which they appeared.  Such a 

drastic difference between attribution of images in German and Kyrgyz newspapers can be 

explained by the different economic opportunities of these newspapers to use the 

photojournalism services on the one hand and by the greater emphasis on visual illustration of 

their reports by Kyrgyz journalists on the other hand.  The rare appearance of images relevant 

to HT on German front pages (7%) was interpreted as an indication of media low interest to 

HT.  Such judgment could not be made for the the British sample since it was not 

representative.  That every fifth image in VB appeared on a front page, lent support to the 

hypothesis that HT presented much interest to the Kyrgyz public and media.   

 The majority of images were photographs in British and German newspapers; 

sometimes they were also maps of Central Asia to orient European readers to the locations of 

events.  While the majority of images in VB were also photographs, one-tenth was highly 

ideological collages and drawings.  The majority of images in British and German newspapers 

had captions clearly explaining what was depicted.  Complementing the quantitative findings 

that British newspapers provided mainly balanced coverage of HT and German newspapers 

provided mainly negative coverage, the captions were also mainly neutral for British images 

and often critical (but sometimes also neutral or supportive) for German images.  Since no 

images in VB had a caption, it was expected that headlines would explain the images.  

However, that was true only in 29 articles (59%).  That can be explained by the fact that in 

VB, the images were not usually selected by journalists but by VB’s secretariat responsible for 

the general look of newspaper pages (Personal interviews with Malikova and Oreshkin, 

14.09.10).  The tone of headlines in relation to what was depicted was mainly either negative 

or critical, which also complemented the finding that coverage in VB was mainly very 

negative.   

 On the one hand, the high number of Kyrgyz images being ‘highly relevant’ or 

‘relevant’ and the low number of such images in German newspapers supported the argument 

that HT was of much interest to the Kyrgyz public and of virtually no interest to the German 

public.  On the other hand, the low numbers of such images in German and British 
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newspapers might indicate that they refrained from illustrating HT while VB emphasized the 

threat of HT. 

 The themes of the images in the three countries also complemented country-specific 

hypotheses regarding the tone of coverage.  Thus, themes of ‘Crime’, ‘Security’, ‘Terrorism’ 

and ‘War’ were more often present in Kyrgyz (50.0%) and German (40.7%) than British 

(23.5%) images.  While ‘Islam/Muslims’ was a theme of one-fourth of the British and 

German images, it was the theme of one-third of Kyrgyz images.  This trend could be 

explained by the fact that the European newspapers did not attempt to connect Islam with 

extremism when reporting about HT, while the Kyrgyz newspaper found it important to 

emphasize that HT preached radical Islam, which was unacceptable in that country.   

 Given the low number of images and the fact that they appeared in articles that were 

either ‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ to HT – a radical Islamist organization – it would be 

misleading to compare the findings of this study with those related to representation of 

Muslim people in British and German newspapers in general.  Nevertheless, some trends 

discussed in previous studies were also found in this study.  Thus, “a single Muslim male” 

was not “by far the most dominant image” in this study’s British sample as in the sample of 

700 images that Moore, Mason and Lewis (2008; original emphasis) examined, three images 

still (17.6%) depicted individual British Muslim men.  Similarly, Muslim people protesting or 

demonstrating were depicted in three images (17.6%), suggesting that “the image of a group 

of Muslims in protest has [indeed] become a familiar archetype” (Moore, Mason and Lewis 

2008, 26).   

 Halm (2006) analysed 961 images in ‘Islam’- relevant articles in 2003/2004 in the 

German magazine Spiegel and found that the top three themes after 9/11 depicted ‘Muslims as 

terrorists,’ ‘not Muslims as victims of Muslims,’ and ‘Muslim women in scarves.’  Since the 

German sample in this study related to portrayal of ‘radical Islam,’ one would expect to see 

Muslim people portrayed in negative or stereotypical ways.  The findings did not support this 

expectation.  Only one drawing depicted a male chest with a detonator on it, which did not 

suggest in any way that he was a Muslim.  Two images showed women in headscarves but 

those images were relevant to Muslim people in Britain and Central Asia.  When reporting 

about HT been banned in Germany in January 2003, the German newspapers illustrated the 

event with a picture of Otto Schily, then-minister of internal affairs.  Evidently for the 

German media, it was important or, perhaps, easier to illustrate the person who defined the 

story rather than the object of the story.  A number of images had rather positive connotations, 
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suggesting that cooperation between mainstream Muslims and the German state was possible 

and that Muslim people in war-torn societies were longing for peace.   

 Given the lack of empirical studies on the portrayal of Islam or Muslim people in 

Kyrgyz media, it was impossible to compare the findings of this study with previous findings.  

It is noteworthy, however, that in January 2011 many Kyrgyz Internet-based news agencies 

republished an interview with Orozbek Moldaliev, head of the centre “Religion, Politics and 

Security,” titled “Extremists – are not bearded men in underwear, they are people working 

among us” (Altymyshev 2011, 7; my translation), in which Moldaliev claimed: 

 
“I add that people from ‘Hizb ut-Tahrir’ are not poor people with beard until 
waist clothed in a dirty chapan [Central Asian traditional long robe; my 
translation], as national security officers say.  In reality, they are highly 
professional, educated, intelligent people who have long done what the 
authority has not yet managed to do.  These people do not recognize the 
secular state as a state and they do not consider state authorities as authorities 
and they don’t recognize them.  That is why they never try to pass the official 
registration and create a party.  Their tactic is to increase the number of its 
supporters and to increase its influence by ideological means only. That is 
why in our country, they represent a very powerful, secret organization. Due 
to their intelligence they catch some political figures in their network and use 
them for their own purposes.  We have enough political leaders who get in 
touch with them during the elections in order to get their voices, to trade with 
them and play games”27 (Altymyshev 2011, 7; my translation). 
 

Evidently, the image of HT described by Moldaliev was created not only by national security 

services, as he writes, but also by the Kyrgyz national medium, as found in this study, which 

perhaps indeed was a mouthpiece of the security services.  Nevertheless, it is not only 

academics and political analysts, who start questioning the image of an HT member as a 

poor, uneducated fanatic but also media workers, who took an active part in creating such an 

image and rooting it deep in the public’s minds. 

                                                 
27 Original text says: „Добавлю, что люди из «Хизб-ут-Тахрира», это- не бедняки, опустившие бороды до 
пояса и одетые в грязный чапан, как говорят сотрудники  национальной безопасности. На самом деле, 
они обладают высоким профессионализмом, образованные, умные люди, которые уже давно переделали 
те дела, до которых власть еще не дошла. Эти люди не признают светское государство государством, а ее 
власть не считают властью, и не признают ее. В связи с этим, они никогда не стремятся пройти 
официальную регистрацию и создать партию. Их тактика заключается в увеличении числа своих 
сторонников, повышении своего влияния только идеологическими путями. Вот почему в нашей стране 
они представляют собой очень мощную, тайную организацию. Благодаря  своему уму они ловят в сети 
некоторых политических деятелей и используют их в своих целях. У нас достаточно политических 
лидеров, которые во время выборов с целью получения их голосов связываются с ними, торгуются и 
ведут игры“ (Altymyshev 2011, 7). 
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IV  CONCLUSION 

 
My initial research on coverage of HT in a Kyrgyz newspaper (Wolf 2006) suggested a 

number of areas for further investigation and posed a number of broader questions.  If HT 

receives very negative press coverage in Kyrgyzstan where it is banned and perceived as 

dangerous, will the group receive balanced coverage in Great Britain where it operates 

legally?  Will coverage be balanced in Germany, where it is also banned but where media is 

independent from a direct state control?  What makes HT newsworthy in these three 

countries?  Does the political orientation of a newspaper determine the way it covers HT?  

How much and why do the images of HT in Central Asia differ from those in Europe?   

Answering these questions presupposed readiness to conduct a highly demanding cross-

national, interdisciplinary research that would inevitably face linguistic, data collection and 

methodological challenges.  However, having analysed 946 articles and 87 visual images 

from 11 German, British and Kyrgyz newspapers, this dissertation not only answered the 

questions posed, but also laid a solid foundation for practical application of its findings 

among journalism workers and for methodological replication of the study in other areas of 

media research.  To conclude, I first summarise the country-specific findings and highlight 

the most important cross-national findings.  Second, I formulate practical recommendations 

not only for journalists who report on controversial issues such as radical Islam, but also for 

practitioners, who educate media workers on reporting on controversial issues.  Finally, I 

acknowledge and discuss limitations of the study and areas for further investigation. 

IV.1 Summary of findings  

IV.1.1 Germany 

Quantitative and qualitative findings on coverage of HT in German newspapers 

suggested that HT was not newsworthy for the German media and public.  Although Germany 

was often the main country in the sample, it appears that only about thirteen percent of articles 

were very informative in regard to HT and had Germany as the main country.  Other articles 

either contained passing references or reported on HT activities in Uzbekistan, Great Britain 

and Russia.  The strong influence of ‘the Middle East’ as the second main region in the 

German sample was explained by the fact that German journalists often referred to HT’s goals 

‘To destroy Israel’ and ‘To kill Jews’.  Those goals were never mentioned in the Kyrgyz 

sample and virtually never in the British sample.  At times, it appeared that HT was 

newsworthy and banned in Germany only because of its anti-Semitic slogans that were most 

salient in the German articles.  
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During the study period, HT was newsworthy for the German media in November 2002 

owing to the first nationwide search for 25 members allegedly having contacts with the al-

Qaida network in Hamburg that was held responsible for the 9/11 terrorist attacks; in January 

2003 when HT was officially banned in Germany; in April 2003 owing to the second 

nationwide raid in search of HT Islamists; in January 2004 when HT appealed its ban to a 

German court; in March 2004 in the context of suicide bombings in Uzbekistan and the 

conviction and imprisonment of British HT members in Egypt; in May 2005 in the context of 

the popular uprising in Andijan; in July and August 2005 in the context of terror attacks in 

London; in August 2006 in the context of failed terrorist attacks on German regional trains; 

and, in July 2007 when the British government failed to ban HT. 

The four patterns, revealed by a two-step latent class analysis of coverage in German 

newspapers, suggested that slightly more than half the articles provided no background 

information about the group and referred to HT mainly with such negative words as 

‘Islamist’, ‘extremist’, ‘radical’, ‘terrorist’, etc.  Although such coverage was part of the 

reporting on different events in and outside Germany, references to the group were often 

made in the contexts of politics, terrorism and/or crimes.  Slightly more than a quarter of 

articles were partly informative and partly balanced in how they portrayed HT although the 

group was not their main focus.  This pattern of coverage was usually used when reporting 

on HT-relevant events outside Germany.  For example, HT’s possible involvement in 

organizing the uprising in Uzbekistan was covered not as an immediate threat to security in 

Central Asia but as a problem for Uzbekistan to comply with human rights accords, or when 

covering HT in Great Britain, where balanced representation was needed to justify its legal 

status of the organization.  About thirteen percent of articles focused mainly on HT providing 

some background information about the group and being also negative about it.  Such articles 

usually mentioned HT as anti-Semitic and described events in or closely connected to 

Germany.  Slightly more than eleven percent were very informative and very negative about 

HT.  They almost always reported on events in Germany and had ‘politics’, ‘crimes’, 

‘terrorism’ and/or ‘Islam and Muslims’ as main topics.    

The quantitative findings of this study suggested a clear difference in how HT was 

covered by Taz, FR and SZ on the one hand and FAZ and DW on the other hand.  While 

liberal newspapers tended to use four patterns of coverage with almost the same frequencies, 

coverage in FAZ and DW varied greatly.  Reporting was most neutral in FAZ and most 

negative in DW.  However, the qualitative framing analysis revealed that the positions of 

German liberal and conservative newspapers differed radically in their interpretations of 
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‘threat of Islamism and terrorism in Germany’ in general but usually agreed on HT posing 

threat to Germany in particular.  Thus when covering the failed attacks in Germany in August 

2006, the dominant frames used by FAZ and DW were ‘Threat of Islamism and terrorism in 

Germany is real’ and the dominant frames used by FR and Taz were ‘Threat of Islamism and 

terrorism in Germany is exaggerated’.  SZ used none of those frames.  Therefore, it was 

concluded that although the five newspapers mainly agreed on HT presenting a threat to 

Germany, conservative newspapers tended to cover the group in a more critical way than 

liberal newspapers. 

Twenty-five images in 21 German articles were analysed quantitatively and 

qualitatively to establish what was depicted in articles entirely or mainly focused on HT.  The 

visual representations of HT were then compared to images of HT created by journalists in 

their articles.  Only four images visualizing HT contained symbolism used by HT or were 

suggested as relevant to HT in the articles.  These images showed Muslim women 

demonstrating in London; a cover page of HT’s magazine Explizit; a man suspected of 

connections to organizers of the 9/11 terrorist attacks; and a man suspected of organizing the 

failed attacks on German trains in July 2006.  Noteworthy is the fact that there was a large 

discrepancy between descriptions and pictures of HT members in the four cases.   

In the first two cases, members were described as Muslim people who appear well-

integrated in Western society, but one of these images depicted traditionally clothed Muslim 

women with posters calling presidents Bush and Karimov “murderous brothers in the war 

against terrorism” (AP in Mekhennet 2006) and the other showed the cover page of an HT’s 

magazine justifying the 9/11 attacks as Osama bin Laden’s retaliation for suffers of civilian 

population in the Middle East.  This discrepancy and the fact that the journalist finished these 

articles by focusing on radical ideas in her interviewees’ heads suggested that the pictures 

were intended to illustrate the ‘true faces’ of Western Islam.  In the other two images ‘highly 

relevant’ to HT, men, that were described as being connected to terrorists or being terrorists 

themselves, were depicted as young Western-clothed people.  This discrepancy between 

virtual and visual images suggested that potential terrorists may not immediately fit the 

prototype of Islamists, who are ready to sacrifice their lives for Islam, and reinforced the 

perception that terrorists ‘live and work among us’ without being noticed. 

The analysis of images complemented the findings on hypotheses regarding the low 

newsworthiness and negative tone of coverage in German newspapers.  The low numbers of 

images depicting HT and those appearing on front pages were interpreted as an indication of 

the low interest of the German media.  Also, the fact that even the most informative articles 
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covering proscription of HT in Germany contained the photos of minister of internal affairs 

Schily instead of HT members or its symbolism was interpreted as a deliberate choice to 

illustrate the person who made the news, rather than the organization that was the object of 

the story.  In other words, HT was newsworthy only because Schily banned it.  Because the 

themes of ‘Crime’, ‘Security’, ‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ were present  in more than forty percent 

of German images, it was confirmed that coverage in German newspapers was mainly 

negative.   

IV.1.2 Great Britain 

Given that Great Britain was the main country in the overwhelming majority of articles 

and less than forty percent of articles contained passing references to HT, a two-step latent 

class analysis testing the first Britain-specific hypothesis suggested that HT was indeed 

newsworthy for the media and public.  Indeed, HT was often mentioned in British newspapers 

in October 2002 in the context of British members held in an Egyptian prison; in March 2004 

in connection with terror attacks in Uzbekistan and the final verdict on the British members in 

Egypt; in May 2005 in connection with the popular uprising in Andijan; in July 2005 in the 

context of public debates on reasons why British Muslim youngsters committed terror attacks 

in London; in August and September 2005 in connection with Blair’s intentions to ban HT; in 

February 2006 in connection with Blair’s ‘anti-terrorism’ legislation and protests against 

publication of provocative cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad in Western media organized 

by HT; in March 2006 in connection with the release of the British HT members from an 

Egyptian prison; in July 2006 in connection with the banishment of two Islamist groups in 

Great Britain but not HT; and, in July 2007 in connection with Brown’s failure to answer 

Cameron’s question on why HT was not banned and in the context of the failed attacks on 

Glasgow airport.  

 The four patterns revealed by a two-step latent class analysis suggested that less than 

forty percent of the articles contained no background information about HT and referred to it 

equally often in such neutral terms as ‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘political’, ‘religious’, etc. 

organization or in such negative terms as ‘Islamist’, ‘radical’, extremist’ and ‘terrorist’ 

organization.  Half of articles in this class had Great Britain as the main country and/or 

‘Terrorism’ as the main topic.  The second pattern used in one third of articles was also 

characterised by articles without background information, very often having Great Britain as 

the main country and/or ‘Terrorism’ as the main topic but which used no or only negative 

terms when referring to HT.  The third pattern used in more than sixteen percent of articles 

was characterised by providing some background information in a balanced manner.  Thus 
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these articles contained references to and/or quotations from not only law-enforcement 

officials but also from human rights organizations and HT itself.  In more than half such 

articles HT was called a ‘Muslim/Islamic’, ‘prohibited’, ‘clandestine’ and/or ‘religious’ 

organization rather than an ‘Islamist’ and/or ‘radical’ organization.  The main topics of such 

articles were very often ‘Crime’, ‘Islam and Muslims’, ‘War’ and/or ‘Human/civil rights.’ 

were very often.  Uzbekistan and/or Great Britain were often the main countries.  The fourth 

pattern used in thirteen percent of articles was characterised with substantial background 

information and that mainly in a balanced manner.  Thus these articles informed readers 

about different points of HT’s ideology, its goals and activities and contained pro and contra 

arguments on whether HT should be banned in Great Britain.  Such articles often referred to 

HT in both neutral and negative terms such as ‘radical Muslim’ or ‘political Islamist’ 

organization.  In the overwhelming majority of such articles, ‘Islam and Muslims’ was the 

main topic and Great Britain was the main country. 

 The quantitative findings revealed no significant difference in how often British 

newspapers applied the four main patterns of coverage.  More informative articles also 

tended to be more balanced.  They contained views of different sources about this group, 

different aspects of its position to violence, negative and neutral terms in relation to it etc.  

Less informative articles usually contained negative terms such as ‘Islamist’, ‘extremist’, 

‘radical’, etc.  Since similar trends on reporting about HT were found in all five newspapers, 

it was suggested that British conservative newspapers were not more critical than liberal 

ones.  However, the quantitative findings would be misleading without qualitative framing 

analysis of coverage in the contexts of failed terrorist attacks in July 2007 and the first Prime 

Minister Questions of the newly elected Labour prime minister.  This mixture of events 

established that party parallelism and political bias were clearly present in the newspapers, 

confirming previous findings on the party parallelism of British newspapers.  The 

Independent and The Guardian published articles with examples of ‘good Muslims’, openly 

expressed their support for the Labour government, criticised the Conservatives and 

vigorously argued that HT should not be banned.  The Times and The Daily Telegraph 

claimed that the real source of terror was not Muslim poverty, discrimination and grievances 

but the aim of conquering the West and islamising the world.  They sharply criticized the 

Labour government for failing to ban HT and supported Conservative’s policies.  Although 

HT was not newsworthy for The Financial Times, its positions were slightly right-wing 

oriented.  
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Of 18 visual images in the British sample, five showed HT members.  The articles 

discussed the members of the British and other branches of HT as Westernised and well-

educated.  However, a remarkable difference emerged in how British HT members were 

depicted as individuals in comparison to Indonesian and Palestinian members who were 

depicted as mobs, with the focus on young boys carrying the black-and-white flags with 

Arabic words.  Since the sample of images was not representative, it was impossible to judge 

in how far the analysis of images complemented the quantitative and qualitative findings 

regarding newsworthiness and tone of coverage of HT in British newspapers.  Nevertheless, 

such themes as ‘Crime’, ‘Security’, ‘Terrorism’ and ‘War’ were present less often in the 

British (23.5%) than in the Kyrgyz (50.0%) or German (40.7%) images. 

IV.1.3 Kyrgyzstan 

Given that Kyrgyzstan was the main country in more than ninety percent of articles and 

two-thirds of them either focused on HT or provided some background information about the 

group, a two-step latent class analysis testing the first Kyrgyzstan-specific hypothesis 

suggested that HT was indeed newsworthy for the Kyrgyz media and public.  Indeed, it was 

often mentioned in VB in March 2002 in articles related to religious themes in general; in 

September 2002 in connection with introduction of a moratorium to assembly because of HT 

allegedly spreading its propaganda material more actively; in November 2003 in the context 

of HT’s proscription by the Kyrgyz Supreme Court; in April 2004 in the context of arrests of 

members in Kyrgyzstan followed by terror acts in Uzbekistan in March 2004; in October 

2004 in the context of the presumably growing threat of extremism and terrorism in 

Kyrgyzstan; in February 2005 in the context of parliamentary elections when HT urged 

Muslims to boycott the elections but also allegedly supported certain candidates from the 

opposition; in July 2005 in the context of presidential elections and arrests of HT members in 

Kyrgyzstan; and, in July, August and September 2006 in connection with arrests of HT 

members and law-enforcement efforts to combat extremism in Kyrgyzstan. 

The three patterns revealed by a two-step latent class analysis of patterns of coverage 

found that forty percent of VB articles provided little or no background information and 

referred to the group in such negative terms as ‘extremist’, ‘radical’, ‘religious’ and/or 

‘prohibited’.  Another forty percent were very short crime stories focused mainly on arrests 

of or criminal cases against members and detection and/or confiscation of leaflets.  Such 

articles contained hardly any information on HT’s ideology and goals and referred to the 

group with such terms as ‘prohibited’, ‘religious’ and/or ‘extremist’.  Publication of such 

articles more often in 2006 than other years was attributed to the government’s growing 
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concern about religious radicalism, which was seen as a reason for the terrorist attacks earlier 

that year, and also about HT becoming a political challenger to the interim government.   

The third pattern of coverage was present in twenty percent of articles and was 

characterised by extensive background information about the group and a mainly very 

negative tone. One third contained images and more than one third contained the ‘Hizb ut-

Tahrir’ name in headlines or leads.  Although arrests, criminal cases and/or 

discovery/confiscation of leaflets were mentioned in almost half, such articles also informed 

readers about HT’s ideology, goals and activities.  It used such terms as ‘extremist’, 

‘clandestine’, ‘religious’, ‘radical’, ‘prohibited’ and ‘fanatical’ more often than other terms.  

Publication of such articles more often in 2003 than during other years could be attributed to 

the official ban by the Kyrgyz court late in 2003 and the growing need to inform readers 

about the ‘malicious’ nature of this organization. 

Of 44 images in VB, 20 were categorised as ‘highly relevant’ and four as ‘relevant’ to 

HT.  Since no image contained a caption to explain what was depicted, the relevance of 

images to HT was mainly reconstructed from the articles in which they appeared and by the 

presence of HT’s symbolism in the visuals.  Twenty-four images were thematically grouped 

in five categories: (1) eight were presumably taken in Kyrgyzstan during searches of 

apartments of members or arrests, in militia buildings or in prisons connecting HT to crime 

and illegal activities; (2) four depicted only HT leaflets or books; (3) six collages mainly 

depicted Muslim women and mainly in negative ways; (4) four were taken from the Internet 

depicting Muslim men of Afghan, Pakistani or Arab origin, usually holding weapons; and (5) 

two drawings that represented a choice between mainstream and radical Islam and democracy 

and a caliphate. 

While Kyrgyz journalists occasionally compared HT with the ‘infection’, ‘tumour’ or 

an ‘octopus’ occupying Kyrgyzstan, they often described members as ‘young, poor, 

uneducated, unemployed and/or homeless’ people.  The images with mainly negative 

connotations mainly supported such descriptions.  However, the interviews with HT 

members presented them as well-educated people able to critically assess the political 

situation in the region and abroad.  The pictures published with these interviews could not be 

immediately related to verbal images created in the articles.  While this discrepancy could be 

explained by the fact that visual images were often selected by the VB’s secretariat rather 

than journalists, such selection further strengthens the perception of the editorial board’s 

deliberate choice to present members as poor, uneducated, fanatic and/or traditionally 

oriented Muslims.  Apparently, the Kyrgyz media successfully created and perpetuated such 
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stereotypes in Kyrgyz society as these images have been persistently questioned by political 

and academic figures for highlighting the idea that ‘extremists are not poorly educated people 

in dirty clothes, but those who live and work among us’ (Altymyshev 2011). 

IV.2 General conclusions  

Addressing the research questions posed in the beginning of the concluding chapter, it 

is noteworthy to summarize in how far the different legal statuses of HT and the political, 

social and media settings in Germany, Great Britain and Kyrgyzstan influenced coverage of 

HT in the quality newspapers of the three countries. 

It was established that the ‘geographic proximity’ news factor played a crucial role in 

determining what relevant events would be covered in the three countries but due to the 

different scopes of HT’s activities in those countries, this news factor was more influential in 

Kyrgyzstan and Great Britain than in Germany.  However, journalists and editors of the well-

established European newspapers found it unnecessary to draw close attention to HT through 

articles about the group on front pages, mentioning the group in headlines or leads or adding 

images to texts.  Making the HT name “more noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to 

audiences” (Entman 1993, 53) would certainly set the public agenda and raise more questions 

about a ‘foreign’ movement in Europe, as occurred in Germany when HT’s ban was 

suggested as a result of media coverage of HT’s 2002 meeting with leaders of the NPD party 

(Wierth 2006, 28).  In Kyrgyzstan, HT’s name in headlines of one-third of articles was 

attributed to ‘sensationalism’ as a determining news factor for the Kyrgyz reporting in 

general, and to the political intent of the government to highlight presence of ‘dangerous’ 

movements in the region to justify its domestic and international policies (Wolf 2006).  

Moreover, consistent with the motto of the commercial media “to attract and hold a large 

audience for advertisers” (Jamieson and Campbell quoted in Patterson 1998, 56), VB used 

headlines that would attract large audiences to keep its revenue “comparable to the gold-

mining plant in the country” (Kulikova and Ibraeva 2001, 34).   

Since any religion appears to be visible in the news especially when it becomes a 

problem (Jenkins 2007) and a balanced news agenda is hard to achieve “as long as Islamism 

is involved” (Hafez 2005, 8), it was predictable that reporting on HT would be negative.  

Nevertheless, it was expected to be more balanced in democratic Germany and Great Britain, 

where media production is not directly influenced by officials and HT is not perceived as an 

alternative force to the existing political regime.  However, the legal status of HT in the three 

countries appeared to be a determining factor in how media covered this group in 2002-2007.   
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Although HT is active in Kyrgyzstan and virtually non-existent in Germany, newspapers 

of both countries focused on its negative aspects, thus legitimising state policies regarding the 

group.  In Germany, where reporting on HT has been often foreign-oriented, frequent 

mentioning of HT being banned in Germany was seen as journalists’ attempt to provide 

readers with a basic orientation regarding HT’s position in the country.  Frequent mentions of 

HT’s bans in other countries were seen as an attempt to strengthen the German position on the 

threatening nature of this organization.  The tendency of British journalists to mention its 

legal status in Great Britain was not seen as a tendency to report about its situation in Great 

Britain in general, but rather as an important point in reporting extensively about HT at 

certain times of political clashes in the country.  While German and Kyrgyz newspapers 

contained virtually no discussion of the pros and cons of a ban before or after political 

decisions, that discourse took place in British newspapers.  This phenomenon was explained 

by the fact that British media played its role of a watchdog in a democratic state and 

articulated “a variety of political viewpoints to educate the public and allow it to make 

informed choices” (Gunther and Mughan 2000, 5). 

The terms applied to HT in the three countries clearly illustrated the framing of this 

organization in different social and cultural settings.  Thus for German journalists, HT was 

mainly an ‘Islamist’ organization that was ‘banned’, ‘extremist’ and/or ‘radical’.  For the 

British journalists, it was mainly a ‘Muslim/Islamic’ and to a lesser extent an ‘Islamist’ 

organization that was ‘radical’ and/or ‘extremist’.  For Kyrgyz journalists it was mainly a 

‘religious’ and/or ‘extremist’ organization that was ‘banned’, ‘radical’ and/or ‘clandestine’.  

HT was occasionally presented as a ‘political’ group in Great Britain, rarely in Kyrgyzstan 

and virtually never in Germany.  Apparently the clash of definitions in the German, British 

and Kyrgyz newspapers was not accidental.   

A preference for ‘Islamist’ to ‘Muslim’ by German journalists may not necessarily 

confirm the assessments of Hafez (2005) and Glück (2008) that the German media do not 

differentiate between moderate and extremist Islamic groups and refer to all of them as 

‘Islamists’.  That is because German journalists consistently referred to HT as an ‘Islamist’ 

organization, which was accurate if applying the definition of ‘Islamism’ from the German 

security services.  British journalists, to the contrary, used ‘Islamist’ and ‘Muslim’ almost 

equally often, which suggested that they were either undecided how to label HT or used 

different descriptive words based on contexts and political orientations of newspapers.  

Referring to HT with the general term ‘religious’, instead of specifying it as being a ‘Muslim’ 

or ‘Islamist’ organization by the Kyrgyz journalists, was attributed to the fact that in a Muslim 
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Kyrgyz state, any affiliation of radical ideology with Islam has been discouraged.  This 

assessment was supported by the fact that Kyrgyz articles, unlike German and British one, 

made occasional references to HT ideology having nothing in common with Islam.   

IV.3 Recommendations 

General and country-specific recommendations are formulated to improve coverage of 

HT in national quality newspapers.  Regardless of country of reporting it is suggested to 

exclude passing references to HT, thus avoiding confusion and/or connection of HT either to 

mainstream Muslim or terrorist organizations.  When reporting on HT in a home country, it is 

vital to provide background information about the group in a balanced manner, thus 

mentioning the positions of not only security services but also of HT and other involved 

parties.  When reporting on HT in foreign countries, it is vital to take into account that the 

scope of activities, influence and impact of HT there can radically differ from that in a home 

country.   

Since the HT’s name was misspelled in about forty percent of German articles it is 

suggested that the group be correctly and consistently referred to as an ‘Islamist’ organization.   

It is suggested that the British media acknowledge and refer to HT consistently as a 

radical Islamist organization, thus, contrasting it with mainstream Muslim organizations.  

When giving space to HT to express its opinions as part of the right to freedom of speech, 

articles should make clear that HT does not represent a silent majority of British Muslims; 

when appropriate, its ideology should be challenged and deconstructed in articles on the same 

pages.    

There should be a clear understanding and differentiation between news and opinion 

articles and their functions in media production in Kyrgyzstan.  While opinion articles may 

contain journalists’ personal views on HT and ways of combating it, news articles should 

focus on factual information in a balanced manner.  Instead of referring to HT as a ‘religious 

extremist’ or ‘radical religious’ organization, journalists should refer to it as a radical Islamist 

organization, thus emphasizing its radical political nature that uses Islam as the basis of its 

ideology.  Given the complexity of HT’s scope of influence in Kyrgyzstan, journalists should 

question why more people join HT and how its ideology can be deconstructed.  The Kyrgyz 

media should refrain from giving space to voices of HT.  When doing so, however, HT’s 

views should be also challenged and deconstructed in articles on the same pages.  Images 

should be closely connected to texts and include captions clearly describing what and who is 

depicted.  The media should avoid highly ideological collages that often connect women to 

radical Islam, terrorism and death. 
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IV.4 Limitations of the study 

While German and British articles were generated from the Lexis-Nexis database, the 

Kyrgyz articles were extracted from the on-line archive of the VB newspaper.  Although the 

aim was to analyse a universe of articles, an absolute universality cannot be claimed since 

some publishers direct Lexis-Nexis to exclude freelance articles or features from the database.  

Furthermore, such information as length of articles, page of publication, relevance to HT, 

different countries, regions and topics provided by Lexis-Nexis for European articles was not 

available for Kyrgyz articles.  To make coding consistent across these countries, it was 

attempted to follow a complex Lexis-Nexis algorithm28 when establishing relevance of 

Kyrgyz articles to HT, different countries, regions and topics.   

Although a two-step latent class analysis testing country-specific hypotheses provided a 

good overview of  the data and allowed identification of different patterns of coverage, it did 

not permit a direct cross-national comparison.  Thus the labels ‘informative’, ‘partially 

informative’, ‘irrelevant, ‘negative’ and ‘balanced’ have different connotations in each sample 

and are not equal in meaning across the countries.  In the three samples the amount of 

background information about HT was determined by frequencies of different aspects about 

the group in an article.  Negativity was determined by main topics, terms, goals, activities and 

HT’s position on violence that were present or absent in an article.  To illustrate, ‘very 

informative’ articles of the German sample could be rated as ‘partially informative’ in the 

British or Kyrgyz samples depending on how much information they contained about HT.   

While images from German and Kyrgyz articles represented universe samples, all 

images from British articles could not be generated due to newspapers’ policies and personal 

financial constrains.  Only those visuals that were published on-line and provided by The 

Independent newspaper were analysed. 

                                                 
28 As provided by LN, “The indexing process reads incoming documents and looks for matching 

vocabulary from our hundreds of thousands of rules.  The underlying algorithm calculates a score based on a 
combination of the following factors: 1)  Location of the matched vocabulary (e.g. headline/Title or Body 
segment; 1st word, 51st word, 251st word; etc.); 2)  Assigned weight of the matched vocabulary (i.e. indexers 
tell the system what language is unambiguous and thus a stronger relationship versus language that helps 
determine context but is more ambiguous); 3)  Frequency of occurrence of the matched vocabulary (i.e. how 
often a particular vocabulary term repeats in the document); 4)  Co-occurrence of matched vocabulary (i.e. how 
often different vocabulary terms appear in combination in the document); 5)  Document length.  Documents that 
meet or exceed an assigned threshold are tagged with the index term and other relevant metadata.  The 
percentage relevance score is based on the above analysis and is a measure of the relative amount and strength of 
discussion of the topic/name in the document.  The score range is 50%-99%.  Over time and testing, we have 
determined that scores in the 50%-84% range are “passing” references; that is, there is some mention of the 
strong language from the rule, but it is not in significant segments (e.g. Headline) nor is it often repeated.  85%-
99% is a “major” reference, indicating that there is repetition and/or strong reference to the heavily weighted 
vocabulary from the rule in the document.”(Macgregor 2009)  
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IV.5 Areas for further investigation 

After this comprehensive study of coverage of HT in German, British and Kyrgyz 

quality newspapers, researchers should investigate in how far personal attitudes and editorial 

policies influence reporting about HT and in how far media frames influence the formation of 

attitudes and perceptions of HT by media recipients.  

Since previous research on the perception of Kyrgyz journalists of HT and their 

coverage of the group in VB revealed a number of factors that influenced their reporting (Wolf 

2010), there should be surveys and/or semi-structured interviews conducted with British 

journalists to establish in how far their political and religious attitudes as well as personal 

views on HT influence how they report about the group.  While it is hypothesised that British 

journalists experience less constrains from editorial policies and social and political 

environment than Kyrgyz journalists, their personal attitudes about Islam in general and HT in 

particular will still influence their reporting on HT. 

To investigate existing knowledge, attitudes and views of British and Kyrgyz youth 

towards HT, Kyrgyz and British students should be surveyed to find out how much and from 

what sources they know about HT’s origin, ideology, goals and activities; to what extent they 

endorse and/or reject HT’s ideology and activities in their home countries; how they assess 

public opinion about HT in their home countries; and what personal, social, political or other 

factors explain the different positions of British and Kyrgyz youths towards HT.  To 

understand the influence of different media frames in news coverage about HT on formation 

of attitudes and perceptions towards the group, one approach is to conduct a framing 

experiment with negative, neutral and positive slants in articles about HT.  It is hypothesised 

that participants’ religious backgrounds will strongly influence their perceptions of HT, with 

non-Muslim participants in general being more critical than Muslim participants.  It is 

expected that media frames will have greater influence on participants without background 

information about HT.  Due to more diverse coverage of HT in British media and less 

personal contacts with HT, British participants would be expected to express more divergent 

opinions about the group and be more influenced by media frames than Kyrgyz participants.   

Finally, the replication of this study in a number of other countries, such as Lebanon, 

Indonesia, Turkey, USA, Israel and Denmark, where HT’s situation is also highly 

controversial, would further contribute to understanding of dynamics of HT’s influence and 

the role of media in this process. 
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